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D & C 21:1 - Behold, there shall
be a record kept among you.
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PREFACE
This has been one of the most challenging experiences I have had in my life. My first
attempt of compiling a book. I have been blessed, learning many new skills and technology of
the computer with help from my family and Ann Yearsley. Ann encouraged me constantly with
her high energy, enthusiasm and faith. With her knowledge of technology and my willingness
to learn, we conquered each step together. We recognized the little miracles that happened
every day, through His tender mercies, while putting the book together.
I am so grateful to my family for their patience with me during the past year with the
many hours I have had to spend to compile this history. I appreciate my companion, Brent for
helping me gather the history with trips to Salt Lake and for his memories of growing up here
and his love for Swan Lake and the people here.
Without all the volunteers, who live and have lived in this community, who have taken
time in research, offered addresses, phone numbers, email addresses, brought materials,
pictures, typed stories, designed maps, and proofread there wouldn’t be a history of Swan
Lake.
I love and appreciate the opportunity I have of living here the past 44 years in this small
community of Dear Hearts and Gentle People who live in My Home Town. I wouldn’t trade the
wonderful opportunity of raising my family here on our ranch for anything.
I am grateful my Heavenly Father has enough love for me to use me as a tool to help
me finish this enormous project for all the people who have lived here.
We tried to contact all who have been or are a part of the Swan Lake community. It
was impossible to locate or contact everyone, for this we are sorry. We want to thank Ann
Yearsley who put up a Swan Lake Website and face book page, which helped a great deal.
Some who were contacted choose not to submit stories but the general response was
overwhelming and the enthusiasm tremendous.
This history consists of materials obtained from books, articles and information given by
current and former residents. It has been arranged in two volumes. The first volume contains
a general history of Swan Lake, the surrounding area and the Swan Lake ward. The second
volume contains histories from the earliest settlers to those who reside here today (263 family
histories). It is arranged in alphabetical order according to families and genealogical birth order.
Events have been researched through the sources given. The sources are
acknowledged in each history throughout the book.
Accuracy has been important, but personal accounts can be remembered differently by
those involved. We have made the utmost effort to include all of the history Belva had
collected for 30 years and all other history submitted and verify their validity. However, the
occasional mistake may still be found.
“Former United States Pres. Ronald Reagan has been quoted as saying “I do not
want to go back to the past, I want to go back to the past way of facing the future. His
counsel resonates within me. There is something about reviewing the lessons of the past to
prepare us to face the challenges of the future. What a glorious legacy of Faith, Courage, and
Ingenuity those noble early pioneers have left for us to build upon. My admiration has
deepened so much as I have compiled this history. It helps us draw a connection between our
past and our present.
President Henry B. Eyring, First Counselor in the First Presidency, said, “You pass the
heritage along as you help others receive the gift of charity…The history of the church is
recorded in words and numbers, but the heritage is passed HEART TO HEART.”
Finally, understanding our history helps make us an effective part of the future.

Compiled by Vickey Lee Abbott, assisted by Ann Yearsley
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SOURCES
Belva Hadley Collection (Thanks to Imajean Roden).
Fay Merrill Journal (Glen & Julia Merrill research).
Margaret Thomas Marchant Collection (Thanks to her daughter Joy Hansen).
Jay Burrup (He helped in gathering the Swan Lake History from the Church Library).
Ann Yearsley Photo Collection (Centennial celebration and many more). For her countless
hours of computer work in compiling the final documents and getting them ready for print. Ann
also designed the two covers for our volumes.
Ann designed our Swan Lake Website as an information center. We hope this website will
continue to be a resource of information for years to come. Go to www.swanlakeidaho.com for
updated information.
Family Photo Collections (Thank you for sharing “A picture says a thousand words”).
Maps (Bannock Co. Courthouse, Samantha Doney and Ann Yearsley designing maps and
sizing them for print).
Ward Members writing and compiling the organization histories and helping whenever I asked
to help verify the history of our community: Diane Kay, Stephanie Bosen, Tamara Leighton,
Kim and Mary Thomas, Steve Smith, Ann Yearsley, Lori and Betty Gambles. Julia Merrill,
Shirlee Hayes, Melanie Wight, Suzanne Hadley, Joyolin Henderson, Monte Henderson, and
Ashley Hirz, my granddaughter.
Old Timers: The special people listed here were willing to share stories and experiences when
they were young and growing up in Swan Lake, or came as young brides many years ago.
They have contributed greatly to the history. Oldest to youngest: Wilma Carlson Helmandollar
(95), George Matkin (92), Fontella Sorensen (91), Robert (Bob) Hadley (87), Carmen Hadley
Westover (86), Dorothy Petty Henderson (84), Eugene Sorensen (84), Joyolin Henderson (81),
Diane Kay(80).
Melanie Wight (Her countless hours of typing histories, taking pictures and research to finish
histories. Melanie was a wonderful support of encouragement to me).
Proof readers: Tamara Leighton, Betty Gambles, Imajean Roden, Delise Yearsley, Melanie
Wight, Jeane Andersen, Stephanie Bosen, MaryThomas, Ashley Hirz.
Orthea Moser (Her encouragement and help with special parts of the book).
Brent Abbott, my companion for his support and helping me from beginning to end.
Residents from the past 100 years and their Histories.
Vickey Lee Abbott
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Belva Thomas Hadley
Special Tribute and Dedication
Ward Historian 4 Oct 1954 – 1984 (30 years)
Called by Bishop E L Merrill
Belva says:
“When the Bishop asked me about getting this history,
I was stunned. I haven’t a writing ability and am a poor
historian but I’ve loved working at this. No one realizes
the time and effort it takes, the hours of study, and
gleaning and then the actual facts as I have been able to
find them.”
“Swan Lake is my favorite town, quiet, peaceful
and law abiding and a God fearing loving people encircle
the confines of the community. No one in jail or have had
a record.
We owe so much to Belva Hadley for her timeless
effort in gathering the history from our little ward. She had
detailed lists of every organization and who served in positions clear back before the ward was
organized. She had details on so
much of the history of the
community as well. She had lists
of Golden Wedding Anniversaries
held and the history of what was
going on in the ward. Her
handwriting was so legible and
easy to read, it was a joy to type
the records from her lists. I have
one list enclosed in her own
handwriting with the Golden
Wedding Anniversaries so you
can enjoy her beautiful
handwriting. She gathered so
much from information on the
families who lived here over the
years from writing letters to each
family and gathering information
from them.
Imajean Roden, her
daughter had preserved the
records in containers in her home
and when we called to ask for the
information she willingly invited us
into her home. She spent time
getting it organized for us before
we came. Brent and I stayed
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there a couple of times and spent hours scanning in information and going through the records
to use for the book. We want to thank Imajean and her family for their
hospitality & willingness to share this history with us.
Many times, when I needed some information, I just looked a
little into the files I had put together from Belva’s information and I
would find what I needed. I know she was helping me put the book
together by helping me locate things when I needed them.
Belva was the first baby born on record in our newly formed
Swan Lake Ward of May 28, 1911. She was born 6 Oct. 1911. So she
is also the Centennial baby in our ward. Belva lived in Swan Lake from
her birth until she left with a special Open house held for her at Hazel
Thomas Home May 31, 1984. She was going to move to Salt Lake to
live with her daughter, Imajean Roden.
Belva watched her mother and dad build a new home in Swan
Lake starting in 1916, and in 1917 she sat on the west side of the store
and watched as the World War I veterans left for the service on the passenger train. In 1918
she started school in the little red school house at the end of the lane. When they built the new
school house and church house in 1920 and 1921, she watched her mother and Aunt Fay cook
for the workers who built the buildings. She finished school in the new Swan Lake School
In 1924-25 she watched her father and other men dig a large trench and bring the water
system into the homes in Swan Lake. She
remembered as a 13 year old how they
played in the deep trench not knowing the
danger they could have been in. She said
she remembered she helped to carry 6 or 8
boxes of the most luscious cherries you
ever tasted across the deep trench. They
came from Mrs. Kofoed of Brigham and a
sister in law to Lucy Allen. It was their order
every year.
In 1932-1933 she was a 4-H club leader and in1934, when she was 23 years old, she
was set apart and endowed in the Salt Lake Temple and left for a mission to the Western
States. She returned in 1936
1939, 17 May, she married Willard (Dutch) Hadley. They lived a happy life together in
Swan Lake.
Belva served in the Primary organization over 30 years that we can observe from the
records. She started as a teacher at the age of 14. She was the President for 11 years. She
served as Chorister in the ward and in other organizations from the time she was a young
woman (12 years old, Primary organist) until the time she left the ward. She loved music and
singing in groups and working with music all her life. She was always busy and doing what her
Heavenly Father wanted her to do.
We love and appreciate her for all she has done for our ward as Historian.
Written by Vickey Lee Abbott
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Time Line For Swan Lake Community:
1862 – Act of Congress 1862 - Homestead Act.
1864 – Swan Lake named “Five Acres”.
1865 – Andrew Quigley gave Swan Lake its first official name.
1865 – Stockton Settlers left for protection to the Franklin Fort because of Indian uprising.
1868-69 – First settler in Swan Lake proper was said to be Russell Homer.
1878 – Railroad built through here around the edge of the lake - UPRR.
1872 – Stockton area settled again, after Indian uprising.
1872 – Earliest foreman on record is Isaac Reed.
1874 – Elias Wilson appointed in as presiding teacher in Swan Lake - part of Oxford Ward.
1875 – George Stowell set up a place of business to exchange goods. First Store.
1879 & 1880 – Branch out of Oxford Ward- organized Sunday school presided over by Brother
Franklin James Hunt 1878.
1879 – The Short Line, known as Narrow Gauge railroad or Utah Northern.
1880 – Feb 26 - The Post Office opened up. Andrew Quigley was the first postmaster.
1882 – May 22 – The “Edmunds Act”, which outlawed polygamy, became law.
1884 – Swan Lake people were considered part of Oxford ward.
.
1884 – William Dorris Hendricks was called to be the Stake President of Oneida Stake.
1884 – First school. Quigley property on Gooseberry - big log room with dirt roof.
1878-1885 – Swan Lake in Power County - transferred to Oneida, Malad county seat.
1885 – May 21 - The Post Office was discontinued again - mail went to Oxford.
1885 – Swan Lake transferred from Oneida to Bingham County. County seat at Blackfoot.
1886 – The school house was moved over the hill to the end of the lane.
1886 – SwanLake Postal Service was briefly reestablished with Hiram Hansen as postmaster.
1893 – Swan Lake transferred from Bingham to Bannock county, Pocatello County seat.
1889 – Joseph W Kay was made Presiding Elder (PE) of the Swan Lake Branch.
1890 – Idaho was admitted to the Union as the 43rd state on 3 July.
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1890 – Early 1890’s The Narrow Gauge RR was built through Swan Lake.
1893 – A system of state wagon roads enacted by the legislature to connect Northern Idaho to
Southern Idaho. Bannock County was created.
1895 – F. W. McKenzie succeeded Hansen on July 9th, 1895 as postmaster. The post office
was again closed on August 23 of that same year. Mail went back to Oxford to be posted.
1896 – Feb 28th - Floyd W Whitt was appointed postmaster when it was reopened.
1900 – early – First Blacksmith, Harvey Tippets.
1900 – Barbed wire telephone came from Oxford- installed in a number of homes.
1904 – New red school house & church combined.
1906 – Tom Danahy was appointed postmaster, no specific date.
1909 – Samuel F Thomas bought the store from Mr. Danahy & appointed postmaster-7/7.
1911 – May 28 - Swan Lake Ward Organized, Lewis J. Petty Jr. appointed Bishop.
1912 – The telephone Jerk Line made its appearance - 3 or 4 homes enjoying its greatness.
1911 – George Matkin started a blacksmith shop by his home.
1913 – First automobile came to Swan Lake - owned by Oliver Millard. The other car a Pierce
Arrow possessing an air starter was owned by J. R. Hillman.
1915 – The Idaho Prohibition Law was passed by the legislature.
1915 – Moroni, Chauncey & Sam Thomas formed a partnership & enlarged the store and
building. It served as a dance hall, apartment house, harness shop and saddle Shoppe. & one
time a creamery.
1915 – Aug 15, Portneuf Stake org. Swan Lake Ward transferred from Oneida to Portneuf.
1915 – March - Bishop Petty organized a cemetery: Each family assessed $4.00. Lester
Henderson first Sexton. George Matkin donated two acres of ground for the cemetery.
1916 – Utah Power & Light Co to bring electricity to Swan Lake.
1917 - 18 – World War I - 17 from Swan Lake went to war. One killed; Orval N. Merrill.
1918-1919 – Influenza Epidemic: No church held for 7 months from Sept –March.
1919 – Ira Hillman bought the first combine.
1920 -21 – New Church house was built by Charlie Monroe. Lumber from Cottonwood.
1920-21 – New School was built – three teachers – eight grades.
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1921 – April 3rd - Swan Lake received their first toll system telephone.
1921 – Thomas Merc bought a Delco Plant for light to the store, homes close & church.
1924 – Post office moved across the street where Thomas Merc is now.
1926 – Radio – First time to Swan Lake. Mostly static. Hendricks & Busenbark home.
1928 – 29 – Church House dedicated March 13.
1928-29 – Great Depression.
1929 – July 17 - Electricity made its appearance. Cost of about $8,700 with 27 subscribers.
1929-30 – Downata Hot Springs being built.
1930 – Chauncey and Moroni Thomas began the spring water system to Swan Lake.
1930-31 – A bus started rolling back and forth to Downey with High School students.
1935 – April 13 - Bishop William C. Gambles called to be the Bishop of Swan Lake Ward.
1936-37 – Basketball team from Swan Lake went to Church finals in Salt Lake City. Harry
Beckstead, Perry Beckstead, Guy Martin, Wayne Millard, Ken Nisson, Melvin Gambles.
1935 and 38 – Highway 91 went through Swan Lake.
1937 – William Carlson & James Hadley home moved to lot back of church. Old blacksmith
shop moved south and apt house made out of shop.
1937 – Ernest Olson moved his blacksmith Shoppe to Swan Lake.
1938 – Hazel & Martel married and started to work in store to take Chauncey Thomas place.
1941-42 – World War II - Dec 7& 8th Japan Attacked the US at Pearl Harbor- war declared.
(46 deployed from Swan Lake, 2 gave their lives (Eugene Henderson & Roy Merrill.)
1943 – June 20th - New Bishop James Abbott 1943-1948.
1944-45 – Oxford elementary school kids came to Swan Lake.
1944-45 – Last year school bus took High School students to Downey.
1945 – Heated buses leave Swan Lake at 7:20 picking up children to arrive at the various
schools on time. Downey for Elementary and Arimo for Middle school and High School.
1945-46 Moroni & Nathan Thomas left Swan Lake and established a store in Preston.
1945 – Dec 31 - William Moroni Thomas retired as Postmaster.
1945-46 – End of World War II.
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1947 – Marsh Valley School District consolidated. (Inkom, McCammon, Lava Hot Springs,
Arimo, Virginia, Downey and Swan Lake.)
1948 – Farmers Grain co-op elevator built in Swan Lake that held 70,000 bushels of grain.
1948 – The original reservoir enlarged, relined and a cement roof installed in the deep well for
the city water. Stopped water that was piped to reservoir from Lester Henderson spring.
1948 – Martel W. Thomas took over business of Thomas Merc. and installed as Postmaster.
1948 – New Bishop E. Lionel Merrill Feb 11, 1948 -49.
1953 – Well drilled for culinary H20 (water). 5 horse single phase. Motor installed. Bell &
Larsen built pump house. All water discontinued from Hap Pender spring or Faucet spring. All
water being pumped.
1953 – Explosion on R.R. several injured, Ike Marshal acting as Deputy Sheriff injured.
1956 – U.P.R.R. Water Tower torn down. No need- Steam Engines replaced by Modern Diesel
powered engines.
1957 – Section House moved to Downata by Jack Hadley.
1959 – Sept 27 - New Bishop Douglas Sorensen - released 5 May 1974.
1963 – After many years a 3 phase water line was installed to the Swan Lake Elevator.
1963 – President J. F. Kennedy assassinated. Nov 20, 12:30 p.m. Central – Dallas, Texas.
1969-70 – Vietnam War – Eight men went from Swan Lake.
1970 – August 3 - Ground breaking ceremony for new church.
1970 – One room church house was torn down. Replaced by a modern building.
1970 – Mail leaves the post office at 6:00 p.m. and arrives the next morning via truck at 6:00
a.m. from a distributing center in Pocatello, Idaho, our county seat. We’ve had mail 7 days a
week until the middle of Feb 1981 and now it is 6 days (1981).
1971 – June 27 - First meeting in new church house.
1972 – Well dug on cemetery hill grass planted & great improvement came about.
1973 – 400,000 volt electric line started from Green River Wyoming to American Falls, Idaho
(then here in Swan Lake). Finished in 1974 – second one finished 1975.
1974 – May 5th - Bishop Phil Gambles set apart. Served until 1980.
1976 – March 24 - Regional dance held in mini dome at Pocatello. 8 couples Swan Lake.
1976 – June 5th -Teton Dam broke. Eleven were killed & thousands evacuated- Many helped
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1976 – July 24th - Pavilion is finished -First 24th of July party held in the park and Pavilion.
1977 – A new heavy line of railroad ties completely replaced with modern new equipment.
1979 – Feb 5 – March 3 – The open house for the re-dedication of the Logan Temple.
1979 – March 13-17 – 9 Sessions were held for the re-dedication of the Logan Temple.
1980 – March 2nd - Block Plan of the Church came into effect in the USA and Canada.
Sacrament Meeting, Sunday School and then Relief Society, Priesthood & Primary.
1980 – Bishop Lynn Hyde Merrill set apart as Bishop - 1986.
1984 – June 17 - Arimo Idaho made a Stake.
1986 – April 27 - John Darwin Sorensen set apart as Bishop – 1989.
1988 – Yellowstone Park Fire.
1989 – May 21, Kent R. Hadley set apart as Bishop – 1994.
1991 – Persian Gulf War - Operation Desert Shield & Desert Storm. Jan 16. 1 served.
1991 – Telephone service went from long distance to Inkom & Pocatello to local calls.
1992 – Relief Society Sesquicentennial – Our project to raise money and build a welcome sign
into Swan Lake. Sept 22.
1994 – Aug 14 - Lynn Hyde Merrill set apart as Bishop – 1997 the 2nd time.
1994 – Telephone service long distance changed to Rexburg and Preston not long distance.
1997 – Aug 31 - Orval Brent Abbott set apart as Bishop – 2004.
2001 – Sept 11, 9 – 11 – al-Qaedea Terrorists attacked Twin Towers & the Pentagon.
2001 - Bridge reconstructed by Red Rock Pass.
2001 – Present War in Afghanistan, War on Terrorism Oct 7, in response to 9/11 attacks.
One from Swan Lake served.
2003 – 2011 - March 20 - War in Iraq, Operation Iraqi Freedom. 3 from Swan Lake served.
2004 – Aug 1st - Bradley Gilbert Gambles set apart as Bishop – 2011.
2011 – Feb 6 - Alan Daniel Kay set apart as Bishop.
2011 – May 28 - Swan Lake Ward 100 years old – Church held and a Linger Longer Pot Luck
Lunch was served with Birthday Cake after the block program was finished for the day.
2011 – July 23 - Swan Lake Centennial Celebration held with over 550 attending. Great day!
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Swan Lake Area Summary 1868- 2011
Most of the information is taken from SWAN LAKE HISTORY 1868-1984 written by
Belva Hadley. She started to write it in 1954:

O.E. Hendricks on bike, next to him George Matkin, front- Blanche third lady over
Swan Lake is located three miles north and east of Oxford, Idaho. (Third oldest town in
Idaho) It is situated in the southern part of Bannock County in south-eastern Idaho. Originally
it was in Oneida County, and then put in Bingham County, and in 1896 it became part of
Bannock County. It is at the northern end of the great Cache Valley. Red Rock Pass is north
of Swan Lake and attracts geological groups from all over the country to study the dividing line
for the drainage of the Snake and Bear River Basin. Bear River goes on to the Great Salt Lake
and the dividing outlet of the once great Lake Bonneville which covered the Great Basin area.
Red Rock is a curious formation guarding the pass. To the west is the famed Oxford Mountain.
To the East are a group of Mountains called Cottonwood.
Cottonwood Valley and Mt. Baldy are used for a look out fire station and is being
prepared for other special assignments. It will eventually determine the water pumping system
for the entire valley for crops. If the big generators are overworked the system in a whole town
can be shut off at once. To the south a couple of miles from Swan Lake is a valley called
Stockton where the first settlers built their homes, using the lush meadow lands nearby for feed
and hay for winter stock. Five cabins were built in the valley and it was called “Five Acres” for a
time, or Round Valley. Stockton was a little hamlet consisting of 12 dozen families. Swan Lake
had about one dozen families.
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Swan Lake Township Described
The Village of Swan Lake consists of one city block – on the South East corner stands
an abandoned $50,000 school house – in the center of the block on the North stands our
Church, the L.D.S. Chapel where we worship and enjoy our social side of life. On the North
West corner stands the Thomas Merc Store. The rest of the block consists of fine homes
owned dwellings. There are numerous other lovely homes to the far winds all owned by the
progressive and prosperous farmers. There has been to my knowledge very little if any welfare
needed here for the past 20 or 30 years or even longer. They are a very industrious and proud
group of people.
There is a service station just west of the Thomas Mercantile Store and to the North
West of the store stands a new 70,000 bushel Farmers Coop elevator sponsored by the
industrious farmers or subscribers and I am one of the subscribers. Built in 1949.
Our town of Swan Lake is a station on the Oregon Shortline about 4 miles by nearest
road. North east of Oxford or 3 ½ miles northeast of Oxford station.
Swan Lake, a rather unattractive sheet of water, is about 1 ½ miles long and ½ mile
wide. The outlet from the lake goes south into the meadows of Oxford. Thence through deep
creek or slough creek into Bear River emptying into that river at a point 1-1/2 miles southwest
of Battle Creek station.
Swan Lake is located on Highway 91 which went through in 1936 and 37; the north
end was built by Wheeler Construction Company of Blackfoot. The south end was built
by Clyde Nelson of Logan. It intercedes the Cottonwood and the land road in front of the store
gives us a surveying corner.
The Oregon short line right of way is half block west of the store and the two railways
and highway follow closely most of the way to Pocatello. The Short Line was known as the
Narrow Gauge railroad or Utah Northern which had a gauge of an even three feet. The
standard railroad track is four feet, eight and one half inches wide.
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Sam Thomas (an uncle to Belva) describes Swan Lake in 1909.
This was in a letter written to Belva in 1952 from Samuel Thomas.
When I moved there the main road run east up around and over the hill above the old
Quigley home and around and came down near the RR right away south of Alma Hadley’s.
The road north run between the house and barn of the old Newell Bullen ranch. That’s your
Uncle Orval’s place now.
At that time Joseph Quigley lived there. Leo Beckstead lived north and his father’s
place was where Chris Sorensen’s home is now. Bro William Gambles lived up in the swale
east of Quigley Ranch. McKensie family live over West of what we used to call the Slue south
of the road. A little red brick school house north across the road.
The old people there was King Hillman, Harvey Denney family, Jesse Hobson family,
Ira Hillman family. L J Petty, Robert Quigley family, Dick Quigley family, Mr. Bailey and Mrs.
Faucett. Thomas Waddops and family quite a number of dry farmers on homesteads.
I can’t remember just now. After building the store we had talked a lot about getting the
main road along the RR and we wanted a little more room. After talking to Robert Quigley for
some time, I finally got him to sell us a piece of ground joining us on the east. Then I opened
up a road way south, and finally after a lot of talk, we got the county to join us, and bring the
road along the railroad right of way, making a good road much shorter than over the hills. After
the road opened, thinking we needed more coverage and because too many bums broke in the
other place, caused us to build on the east side of the road.
The Sam Thomas family left Swan Lake in October 1915.
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Education: One of the first and foremost things an LDS community looks to is the
education of its citizens. Thus as Swan Lake began to grow, a need for more and better
learning was its first thought.
There seems to be a controversy over who the first school teacher was and where the
first school was held before 1884. It is said Henry Spiken claims the honor of being a first (he
married Sarah Ellen Hadley), others claim Joseph Durbin 1884 was first while still others claim
Miss Martha Jane Neilson as being the first.
The Quigley’s owned a three log rooms where they first lived when moving here that
seems to claim honors for being the first school house.
Homesteads: As settlers moved north from Cache Valley, the land began to be
homesteaded. (Act of Congress 1862) The first permanent one was King Hillman. Others
were George Matkins, Leonard Carlson, Oscar Stoddard, Joseph W Kay, Thomas Waddoups,
Jesse Denney, Peter Christian Sorensen, Ross Denney, Charlie McKenzie, Eli Beckstead,
Andrew Quigley, Ed Merrill, J. F. Sievers, Frank Potter, Bill Jacobsen, Bill Petty, Lloyd Cherry,
Cordon McDonald, Albert Lewis, Blaze dales, William Doris Hendricks, Tom Croshaw, Jesse
George, Ollie Millard, Henry Denney and Billy Homer who was the first in the area with
squatters rights.
The very first settler in Swan Lake Proper, before it really came by its name was said to
be Russell Homer in 1868-69. Apparently he owned the land that O. E. Hendricks, Alma Hadley
and Wayne Millard have at the present time. He had a squatter’s right. Later the ground was
surveyed and laid out in townships. The land was then filed on and was known as a
homestead right and then the land was improved.
Farming: Harry Denny, John Haws, Joseph Quigley and Alma Quigley were first to
raise dry farm wheat. They plowed with hand plows.
The first thresher was run by horse power by Mr. Richard Hadley Sr. in 1919. Ira
Hillman bought the first combine.
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Farming in Swan Lake has seen the beginning of railing sagebrush, hand plows drawn
by teams of horses to Diesel tractors and great 10-12 bottom plows, binders for harvesting and
threshing machines to powered combines that cut, thrash and run grain into trucks to haul for
storage. As farmers’ progress and new inventions take over, farming is upgraded and manual
labor minimized.
Railroad: The Oregon short line right of way is half block west of the store and the two
railways and highway follow closely most of the way to Pocatello. The Short Line was known
as the Narrow Gauge railroad or Utah Northern which had a gauge of an even three feet. The
standard railroad track is four feet, eight and one half inches wide.
Andrew Quigley, Joe Hendricks and Gordon Beckstead laid the grade thru their own
lands in about 1879.
The Narrow Gauge RR was built through Swan Lake in the Early 1890. William Dorris
Hendricks had a contract and sublet it to finish the grade for the Narrow Gauge. Gordon
Beckstead, Joe Hendricks and Andrew Quigley laid the Narrow gauge grade through their
property. The ties came from Cottonwood Valley. Property was traded, sold, exchanged, etc.
as easily as water ran downhill.
The railroad line in the earliest part of our history was very necessary. Without the
section foreman the trains would not run very long because the tracks need constant attention.
The earliest foreman on record is Isaac Reed 1872.
William Dorris Hendricks, my grandfather, and Thomas Ricks built the railroad thru here
which came from Franklin, thru Battle Creek and on to Eagle Rock or Idaho Falls. Martin
Johnson, Grandfather of Ben and David Johnson built the railroad buildings of that time. Utah
Northern, Ogden to Butte Montana, built by Latter Day Saints sold out to Oregon Short Line.
The little town of Swan Lake was a thriving little community of around 500 people when
the railroad was at its peak. But by the late 40’s & early 50’s the railroad did away with the
Steam Engines so the Railroad workers left to go find jobs elsewhere. The town is now around
120 people. Most of them are descendants of those who settled here. When the steam engine
left, this eliminated the use of the big water tank that stored the water to fill the big black steam
engines. It was torn down in 1956.
As to the reasons Swan Lake was known as Swan Lake – there is a story that is
steeped in local legend and lore. Just south of the existing community there is a body of water
that has been in existence probably since the advent of Lake Bonneville. It has been noted
there since the earliest travelers and settlers arrived at the shores. According to early history
and the very early Post Office records, Swan Lake was given its name by Andrew Quigley
about 1865, when he was working on the railroad because of the swans. Thus the railroad
gave it the name permanently.
Store: As the first settlement of people arrived a source of food became a real
necessity. Staple goods & supplies were needed as the town grew such as sugar, flour, salt
bacon & etc. A Mr. Stohl set up a small store in the heart of the promising little town of Swan
Lake east of the Narrow Gauge Railroad. Mr. Hyrum Hanson, a man from Logan Utah,
purchased the contents and store from Mr. Stohl in 1886 which burned to the ground while Mr.
Hanson was attending a 4th of July celebration at Oxford. Mr. Thomas Danahy, a telegraph
operator at Oxford Station bought a salt house and set up a grocery store and Post Office.
In 1909, Samuel F. Thomas of Richmond, Utah came into Swan Lake riding a horse
and purchased the store and all its belongings. Chauncey Thomas sold his saddle shop in
Richmond and joined his brother as did Moroni, an older brother, who had just graduated from
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Reed Brother Saddle and Tooled leather making school in Ogden, Utah. The new saddle shop
and the store kept them busy. They repaired harnesses and made saddles to fit each
customer. The business was thriving till WWII broke out. In 1945, during WWII, the lack of
business made Moroni and his son, Nathan move the saddle shop to Preston, Idaho. Thomas
Saddle business came to an abrupt end in Swan Lake.
At the death of Chauncey, Pauline and their son Martel formed a partnership and ran
the store.

Captain Franklin James Hunt settled at northern most part of Swan Lake at Red Rock
before 1890.
In 1912, the telephone service was really enjoyed by a few lucky people living on the
west side of the valley via barbed wire line which was fastened to sage brushes and fence
posts that followed the early roads.
Light system, merges with our history: When Mr. Russell Homer first came to Swan
Lake they burned what they called the bitch. This was a rag twisted up and one end placed in
a dish of grease, the other end was lighted. This served for lights. Later they learned to make
candles, and then the coal oil lamp took over to be followed by gas lamps. Then the Delco
system and now just push a button and wonderful lights appear.
Conveyance was the wagon with a spring seat. If a neighbor went along another seat
or chair was added. The white top buggy followed, then the surrey with the fringe on top. It
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had covering over the wheels like fenders on a car. It possessed a step to get in and two
lamps on the front.
In 1913 the first automobile came to Swan Lake. It was a Ford owned by Oliver Millard.
The other car a Pierce Arrow possessing an air starter was owned by J. R. Hillman. At the
present time including trucks there is an engine for almost every two.
Other Businesses - there was a dance hall, homes that were rented, carpet making
and lots of bartering with things grown on the farms and services one could offer.
Water System: In 1930 Chauncey and Moroni Thomas began the water system to
bring spring water to Swan Lake. It has served the community well till it was replaced by a
deep well system which is still used today.
The Highway was moved from the west side to the east and is now called Highway 91.
It was built in 1935-38 and made travel easier to Preston and Pocatello. With the highway
came a new service station and blacksmith repair shop.
Blacksmith: Harvey Tibbett’s lived between the big Hendricks farm railways & was
first blacksmith.
Farmers Grain Co-op Elevator: This elevator was built in 1940-41.
Politics: Swan Lake has enjoyed politics and voting has been almost 100% yearly.
Patriotism: There have been men and women who have volunteered and served their
country in every war that has been fought from our community.
Civic Clubs: We had our own Federated Women’s club and many of the men and
women in the community have been active in Civic organizations in the Marsh Valley area and
with committees affiliated with the farming industry in the county, the hospital auxiliaries,
banking and school boards & have supported all community and county event.
Recreation: When the community was first settled, many loved to participate in a
drama club and put on three act plays in the wide open spaces & later the local school/church.
They attended dances and listened to local musicians. They brought their children with them.
No baby sitters in the early days. They went fishing and hunting, & camping up the canyon.
Sleigh riding parties, played games like Fox and Geese, Run sheep Run, Guine, and Annie I
Over were enjoyed by the children. The men liked to play baseball and basketball and the
women held many quilting bees & went on a few picnics with the other women and children in
the community.
4-H clubs are an important part of our very young people. They have had special
teachers chosen to teach them skills in sewing, cooking, art, crocheting, knitting, gardening piemaking, bread making, raising beef, sheep, pigs and all kinds of pets, and hobbies.
Tragedy: The town has not been without their trials. They lost several through the Flu
Epidemic in 1918-1919. They weathered the Big Snow in 1949. They had to go through
quarantine period of six weeks or more with scarlet fever and other diseases. They have had
rabbit infestations and grasshoppers. Many accidents and fires and losing loved ones in the
war.
These and many other people have pioneered this rich valley. And now our own
generation is reaping the benefits of their heart aches and failures.
Other histories will have full details in the book:
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As Nephi Jensen, the Church historian put it; Swan Lake Ward consisted of Latter Day
saints residing in the extreme North end of Cache Valley. It comprises considerable valley and
mountainous country. Both dry farming and irrigation is carried on successfully. It is a
scattered settlement and goes to Grant Ward on the North and South to the Oxford Ward. East
and west it extends to the mountains. The ward extends North to Red Rock, the point where
the water can run North into Montana.
Note: Swan Lake settled in 1868. A post office and flag station on the UPRR. Highway 91, 50
miles southeast of Pocatello, the county seat, and 10 miles southeast of Downey, the banking
point. Population 130. School consolidated with bannock Co school dist. elementary and the
school students taken to Downey. It has a telephone connection, elections, LDS church and
mail daily.

Today (2011), Swan Lake is almost the same population and banking is either in Downey or
Preston. Aerial view picture below in 1985. Very few differences today (2011).
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Stockton Area Description:
The following information was taken from the Harold Journal Nov 26, 1979
A group of seven men located four prospective sites upon which were later raised the
towns of Weston, Clifton, Oxford and the short-lived community of Stockton on the south end of
Swan Lake. The exploring party under Merrill consisted of Lorenzo Hatch, A.N. Clements,
Agrippa Cooper, Nathan Packer, James Clements, Agrippa Cooper, and Hamilton W. Packer.
The surveyor, James H Martineau, layed out the new towns and farm plots. Stockton
and North Creek on September 22. Benson began draining off the surplus from Richmond
and Franklin by establishing the twin settlements of Stockton and Oxford in Round Valley at the
far north end of Cache Valley, south of Swan Lake. The sites had been picked by the Marriner
W. Merrill party the previous July. Stockton took its name from the herds of Cache Valley
cattle, which were grazing Round Valley in 1864.
Settlers that fall included Shannon Stevenson, Jerome J Adams, Niels Georgeson,
John Gratz, Hamilton W. Packer, A.N. Clemens, Phillip Cardon, Agrippa Cooper, James
Clemens, William G. Nelson, and W. Whitehead. The Stockton colony consisted of two sites;
the town and ten-acre farm plots south of Swan Lake and 5 acre hay lots at North Creek north
of the Lake, the present site of Swan Lake village.
The fall of 1864 a herd of about a thousand head of cattle, made up the combined beef
animals and dry stock of many owners in the southern Cache Valley towns, was driven to
Round Valley to winter in the Oxford area. The presence of the herd of Oxford no doubt
persuaded most would-be colonists to settle further north at Stockton. William G. Nelson of
Franklin was called by Apostle Benson to move to Stockton and take ecclesiastical charge of
both Stockton and Oxford.
Niels Georgeson had been with the Stockton colony in September 1864. That winter it
was reported that the snow and cold in Oxford and Stockton were almost unbearable.
In July 1864, after crops were planted and growing, Apostle Benson dispatched a major
exploring company of Richmond and Franklin settlers to investigate northwest Cache under the
leadership of Marrimer W. Merrill of Richmond.

Following history taken from Belva’s collection:
1864: Swan Lake named “Five Acres” what is known as Stockton or the South end of
Swan Lake, was settled and eight small log houses were built by and for Goforth Nelson, Albert
N Clements, Agrippa Cooper, James Clements, Rueben Barger, Phillip Cordon, Neils
Jorgensen and Smith Koford. M. G. Nelson presided over the new settlement before the town
was settled. They were said to have located at about 3 miles northeast of Oxford or between
Oxford station and Swan Lake. Each of these men claimed 10 acres of land a piece at the
south end of Swan Lake and 5 acres each on the North end. It is noted here that at one time
Swan Lake carried the name of “Five Acres” derived from this very thing.
To the south a couple of miles is a valley called Stockton where the first settlers built
their homes, using the lush meadow lands nearby for feed and hay for winter feed for their
livestock.
1865: Stockton Settlers left for protection to the Franklin Fort because of an Indian
uprising.
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In 1865 others that settled were Thomas C D Howell of the Mormon Battalion: Vincent
Cooper, Jesse Walker and Hyrum Henderson. Due to an Indian uprising in Stockton, Clifton
and Oxford forted at Oxford 1865-66. In the spring of 1866 they moved to the Fort in Franklin
and Stockton wasn’t settled again until 1872. The men came back to put up hay.
As word spread from town to town and mouth to mouth it wasn’t long until the people
began pushing north and finding rich lush meadows, water, and plenty of sage brush and
mountain streams found it an ideal place to squat, to file on lands, and prove upon it or
whatever it took to get land.
It was then that these settlers and many more pushed a few miles further north and
began taking up homesteads in Swan Lake Proper.
As the saints
moved north through
Cache Valley the land
along the way was being
settled and log cabins
started to dot the
landscape. The distance
became increasingly hard
to travel between towns
to attend various church
functions and meetings.
So it was deemed proper
to organize the saints that
were residing on the
small Northern Cache
community and a branch
of Oxford ward was
organized in 1879 and
1880.

First Settlers of Swan Lake & Stockton & Red Rock:
Taken from Belva Hadley’s collection compiled starting in 1954.
I will try to give you a history of the early settlers here of who they were and where they
settled. I have gleaned this information from some of the early day people themselves such as
Alma Quigley age 90 and wife Elizabeth Heath 80, John Hawes 80, Mary E Kay 87, Mr. and
Mrs. William Gambles 82, Becksteads, Hadley brothers and many other people interested living
in and out of Swan Lake, so if there are dates missing or wrong and a few facts not mentioned,
we’ll just have to try writing up a history sometime in the future.
As settlers moved north from Cache Valley, the land began to be homesteaded. (Act
of Congress 1862.) The first permanent one was King Hillman Others were George Matkins,
Leonard Carlson, Oscar Stoddard, Joseph W Kay, Thomas Waddoups, Jesse Denney, Peter
Christian Sorensen, Ross Denney, Charlie McKenzie, Eli Beckstead, Andrew Quigley, Ed
Merrill, J F Sievers, Frank Potter, Bill Jacobsen, Bill Petty, Lloyd Cherry, Cordon McDonald,
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Albert Lewis, Blazedales, William Dorris Hendricks, Tom Croshaw, Jesse George, Ollie Millard,
Henry Denney and Billy Homer who was the first in the area with Squatters rights.
1865: Andrew Quigley gave Swan Lake its first official name, when he was working on
the Railroad because of the Swans. Thus the railroad gave it the name permanently.
1868-69: First settler in Swan Lake proper, before it really came by its name was
said to be Russell Homer. Apparently he owned the land that O E Hendricks, Alma Hadley and
Wayne Millard have at the present time. He had a squatter’s right. Later the ground was
surveyed and laid out in townships. The land was filed on and was known as a homestead
right and then the land was improved.
Mr. Homer sold part of his right to Mr. Andrew Quigley for property in Clarkston, Utah.
Incidentally it was Grandma Quigley that proved on the land which was the Quigley Nisson or
Millard land. Mr. Homer’s mother was a sister to Bill Thornton and died here at child birth.
Mr. Billy Thornton was given 14 acres of land for building a stockyard for Mr. Homer.
He in turn sold the acreage to Mr. Joseph Hendricks (Mr. Thornton married to Grace Denny
bought 80 acres of ground from Jesse Walker (who was one of the first settlers here) which
was known as Gooseberry. He in turn sold to J. R. Hillman, a brother in law in 1883. That
same year Will Whittlo, Joseph Hendricks, Robert Hillman, Gordon Beckstead and A.C. Grewill
came to Swan Lake.
Hyrum Hampson owned the farm Dick Gibbs owns across the slew west of the main
Highway.
In 1879 or even earlier, Alias Wilson an Uncle to Brother J. W. Kay homestead the J. W.
Kay ranch and in 1884 Brother Wilson was called to preside over the Sunday School with
James F Hunt as assistant and Joseph Hendricks as secretary. Wilson married Fannie
Quigley.
Harvey Tibbett’s lived between the big Hendricks farm railways and was the first
blacksmith.
Saul and Hannah Henderson Cork (daughter of Tom Henderson) lived at Jack Creek or
on the Willard Hadley farm and it was while they were living here that they lost a baby. There
was not a plot of ground set aside for a cemetery so these people buried their tiny casket on
the hill above town where years later this particular piece of ground was set aside for that
purpose.
Butterfields lived up the creek North East of town where a number of plum trees are
found near the creek. (Mrs. Butterfield married Hap Pender who homesteaded 40 acres, a
fiddler and entertainer.
Alma and Lizzie Quigley lived and homesteaded on up the hill from where Merl
Henderson now lives.
John Hawes who married Clara Quigley a daughter of Andrew and Harriet Quigley, lst
wife and after death then later married a daughter of Peter Jorgesen, a Stockton settler and
who was raised by Vannesse homesteaded northeast of town joining the Davenports who also
had a homestead on the east bench.
Then there was Mrs. Faucett, Mr. Bailey and many others. Mrs. Faucett for years
owned the land that the Thomas’ farmed and from where part of the city water comes from - the
Hap Pender spring. Merle Henderson and sons now owns most all the land that these people
homesteaded.
Sorensens and Becksteads homestead Davenports land north of the Swan Lake
Settlement.
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McKenzie, a civil war veteran, was an early early day settler here.
In 1883 Jesse Walker (one of the first settlers) sold 80 acres of ground known as
Gooseberry to J R Hillman, a brother in law. That same year Will Whittlo, Joseph Hendricks,
Robert Hillman, Gordon Beckstead & A C Grewill came to Swan Lake.
In 1883 Charles LaFevre bought the Kendall or Westover place (Kendalls settled in
Stockton in the early 1860’s) from Kendall and Vince Cooper.
In 1884 Vannesse bought the land from Lefevre. Vannesse married Lizzie Quigley
Hook. They filed on the North bench of the Westover place and later sold it to Rufas and John
Caldwell and they in turn sold to O E Hendricks & Richard Hadley. At the death of Mr. Hadley,
it was said he owned around 2,000 acres of land between here, Banida, Clifton and Oxford.
Alfred Brossard borrowed money from Vannesse, another early Stockton settler and
bought the south ranch that O E Hendricks owns in Stockton.

Taken from history by Pearl Hillman Nordick:
Sam Henderson had squatter’s rights, which he sold to Gordon Beckstead 1879 -1880.
Then Mr. Beckstead improved upon the land, Joseph Kendall and Nephi Cleamons owned the
Stockton Ranch. They sold to Joseph Vannesse and at the present time Heber Alan owns the
land. This is a part of Swan Lake.
Captain Franklin James Hunt settled at northern most part of Swan Lake at Red Rock
before 1890.
Newel Bullen bought Joseph Hendricks ranch and hired Thad Whitt and family to run
his ranch. This was the year 1890. Mr. O.E Hendricks now operates it and has a successful
farm and cattle ranch.
James Hadley, Willard Hadley, & Richard Hadley owned the land where Alma Hadley is
at the present time and other acreage.
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Beers introduced purebred Durham Cattle.
The Andrew Quigley home was a general gathering place for everybody in the county –
very sociable people.
Joseph Hendricks put up the old (Big) barn.
(Whittle) lived in a little home to the side of Mr. Hendricks.
In 1879 John P Morgan Chief justice of Idaho built a fine residence near the now Boyd
Allen Home.
Belva writes: Some of the early settlers that I am aware of are Russell Homer, the
Gordon Becksteads, the Joseph Smith Hendricks family, the Al Quigley’s, The McKenzie
family, the Hunt family, Elisha S Bryant, the Talbot family, Hadley family, Martin family, Hillman
family, Robert Baird family, June S Grue, Elizabeth Quigley, Mrs.Faucett, Will Davenport,
Thomas Henderson family, Butterfields, Pamela Drury, Taylor, Edwards, Denney, Heath,
Hatch, J Cooper.
These and many other people have pioneered this rich valley, and now our own
generation is reaping the benefits of their heart aches and failures. It was a great struggle and
many is the time when a child had to be put to bed while the mother washed and ironed an only
dress or it was put to bed hungry only to find the cupboard just as bare the following morning.
These are forgotten now in our good times. Now we have too much and we are rather wasteful
of our means. It was then too that a man worked hard for a dollar a day while today a man
works not nearly as hard and receives around $10 to $20 and less hours. Today’s minimum
wage (2011) is $7.00 an hour and some make up to $40.00 an hour.

The Ties That Bind
There are ties that will bind us together
With those pioneer people of old,
There are ties that we never should sever,
Worth a treasure more precious than gold.
These are strong ties of love and devotion
That will link us together with tears.
We revere them today as with pride we can say
“We’re the descendants of those pioneers.”
Hail to you, pioneer men and women
All the hardships and suffering you bore,
Link the past and the present and future
With a strength that will always endure.
We are proud of the heritage left us with a

Blessing from God up above.
We’ll go on through the years
Linked with those pioneers,
Tied together with ribbons of love
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Willard Hadley home – Many people
lived here -
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Petty Home on Gibbs

Lewis Home up Stockton

Matkin cabin on Chicken
Creek

Map designed by Samantha Doney and Ann Yearsley
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Quigley Home at Nordick
Cutoff

CENTURY FARMS – CENTURY FAMILIES
CENTURY BUSINESS
HOMESTEADS - RANCHING 100 YEARS
HADLEY FAMILY FARM

GAMBLES FAMILY FARM

HENDERSON FAMILY FARM
HENDRICKS/ABBOTT
FAMILY FARM

KAY FAMILY FARM

GIBBS CENTURY FAMILY
MERRILL FAMILY FARM
HILLMAN/NORDICK
FAMILY FARM
SORENSEN FAMILY FARM

MATKIN FAMILY FARM

MILLARD FAMILY FARM
THOMAS FAMILY
BUSINESS
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Centennial Farms and Families of Swan Lake 2011
By Vickey Lee Abbott
This is a summary of the centennial families with the dates of the generations that lived
here in each family. I wanted the reader to realize the wonderful families that have kept our little
community alive for over a century.

The following eight families date back a hundred years and are still living
in the community

Gambles - 1895- 2011 – 126 Years - two families living here. Century
Farm & Family
Gambles: William Dixon and Nellie Crowshaw Gambles moved to Swan Lake in
approximately 1895-96. They were the first Gambles family to live in Swan Lake.

George Roscoe, William Dixon son and his wife Thelma Brim, returned to Swan Lake in
1925 to help his Dad on the farm. They lived with them for a few months until they were able to
fix up an existing home on the West side which William Dixon had built and lived in originally.
George & Thelma lived in Swan Lake all of their lives. They built a new home in 1949 which
Betty Gambles lives in today.
In 1959 Phil Gambles married Betty Jane Gilbert. While on their honeymoon, George fell and
broke his hip and it was decided by the family that Phil should be the one to come back home
and help his Dad on the farm. Phil and Betty lived their entire lives in Swan Lake working on
the farm and Phil drove the school bus for many years. Phil died in 1992.
Betty is still living here today and the farm is owned by her and being leased out to other
families.

Brad Gambles, Phil and Betty’s son also decided to stay in Swan Lake after he married Lori
Pope and they still reside here.
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Hadley: 1870 - 2011-141 years - Century Farm & family
Hadley, Richard was the first of the Hadley family to come to Swan Lake. He was running a
freight company and passed
through the area and decided to
settle here. He married Lucy
Quigley, the daughter of the first
Postmaster in Swan Lake in 1874.
He came to Swan Lake in 1870 and
bought some land here to farm. In
1906 Richard died and he
dispersed the 2,000 acres he
owned among all the sons of the family. Every son sold their property, except his oldest son,
Alma. Alma stayed here all his life and his son Robert Hadley, owns the ranch in Swan Lake
today. His son, Kent Hadley also joined him on the farm and they work it together. The ranch
was recognized for as a Century farm in 1990. It has now been here for 141 years. 18702011.

Hadley, Jim

born 1883 in Swan Lake: He
was a farmer and cattleman and was here until he
died in 1957. 1883-1957 - 74 years.

Hadley, Willard: Century Farm & family (including Dad 120 years born 1889)
Willard (Dutch) Hadley had 350 plus acres. He dry farmed with teams of horses, raising hay
and wheat his entire adult life. In about 1949-50, he bought a caterpillar tractor. Dutch and
Belva had an apple orchard and lots of friends and relatives liked to harvest what they called
Transparent apples from his ranch up Cottonwood Creek. Apparently they were good tasting
as well as good canning
apples. He farmed almost all
his life and lived in Swan
Lake all his life until he
turned 91 years old. Dutch
sold his ranch to Stanton
Yearsley in 1963. In 1974
Belva continued to live in
Swan Lake until 1984. The
family was here for 101
years.
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Henderson: 1894-2011 - 119 years - Century Farm and Family
Henderson: Henry Hyrum and Olive Ann moved
from Clifton to Swan Lake to a ranch three miles
northwest of Swan Lake with seven children. They had
eight more children after moving to Swan Lake. They
moved here in about 1892 and lived the rest of their
life. 1892 - 1924 32 yrs.

Henderson, Hyrum Lester: , born March 22, 1894,
the eleventh child of Henry Hyrum and Olive stayed in
Swan Lake and raised a family and worked on the ranch and
many other places. He married Millie Pratt and bought his own
farm in 1916.. He died November 1, 1968. Their sons, Don,
and Calvin both stayed in Swan Lake, married and raised their
families here. 1894-1968 - 74 years.

Henderson, Don: 1894- 2011 - 119 years.
Century Farm Family.
He was born Jan 11, 1917 and lived in Swan Lake most of
his life. The last few years of his life he lived at the Pratt
place but he farmed until he died on March 30, 2002 on the
Swan Lake Farm. Don still has ground here that his
daughters own and lease. 1917-2002 - 85 years. Berdean,
Helen & Idonna, 2002- 2011. 1894 – 2011 - 119 years.

Henderson, Calvin: 1894-2011 - 119 years - Century Farm and Family
He was born April 27, 1930 and lived here his entire life. He died February 3, 2008. Calvin’s
wife Joyolin still lives here and his son.

Henderson, Monte is living on the ranch
running it with his wife, Jennifer and family.
He has several other jobs. Today (2011)
1930-2011 – 81 years with his father.
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Henderson, G. Merl: 1892-2011: 119 years Century Farm & Family
He was the son of Henry Hyrum. Merl was born June 1, 1897 in
Swan Lake. He grew up here and raised his family here. He married
Marie Gambles. .He died in 1959. 62 years farming.
His son Ray was born June 14, 1919 and lived in Swan Lake and
farmed all his life, except for the war. He died in 2004. A total of 85
years.
His sons, Scott born in 1957 and Clair are still working the farm
and Scott lives here. Clair comes to help farm in the summer. Blair
also farmed with his Dad and brothers a few years.
Ray 1892-2004 = 112 years. Century farm and family.
Scott, 1957 – 2011 = 64 years. Century farm and family. 119 years.

Home, Ray &
Colleen lived in
before building their
brick home from the
yellow school house.

Hendricks: 1904-2011: 107 years Century Farm Family
Hendricks/Abbott - Orval Edwin Hendricks was born in 1860,
in Lewiston. His father, William Dorris Hendricks bought some land
in the Stockton area and sent his sons, John & Orval to operate a
ranch just south of Swan Lake which was later known as the Aram
Allen place. Two other sons also came and farmed here for a short
time. Frank and Alfred. In1904 when Orval got home from his
mission. He ran the property and bought the Caldwell place in 1911. Orval bought more land
& built their home in Swan Lake in 1929 and lived there and ran the ranch. He also served in
several offices in politics until his death.in December 1953. His Son in Law, Jim Abbott went
into partnership with him. 1904-1953 – 49 years.
Abbott, James, Erma Hendricks, Orval’s daughter, married James Abbott Erma was
born Sept 27, 1906 They moved to Swan Lake a few years after they were married in 1935 and
decided to go into business with Erma’s father on the ranch and stayed active on the farm and
politics until Jim’s death in May 29, 1992. Stanton Yearsley helped him run the farm for many
years. Erma lived here until 1993. She died in 1996. 1906- 1996
– 90 years.
Lael and Pauline Abbott came back to the ranch after he retired
from the military service in 1974 - 1997 (a total of 23 years) In
1997 He sold his part of the ranch and moved to Pocatello.
Orval Brent Abbott, son of, Jim & Erma’s, born in 1942,
married Vickey Abbott and in 1967 they decided to return home
to help run the ranch. They formed a partnership with Jim and
Erma. Brent and Vickey live in a home they built on the South ranch and live there today
working the ranch. 1942 - 2011 67 years.
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Kay: 1888 - 2011 - 123 years - Century Farm & Family
Kay, Joseph William came to Swan Lake as a young boy to work
the farm and help his Aunt and Uncle Elijah & Martha Wilson. He
married in 1888 and lived with his parents on the farm. They had
two sons and a daughter, and raised Duane Merrill a nephew. His
mother Martha Jane Wilson was married in 1863 and made her
home in Red Rock all of their lives. Joseph was married to Mary
Elizabeth Merrill. 1888-1863 - He farmed 30 years.
Vern Kay, a son of Joseph born in 1895 was married in 1914 to
Nora Hendricks and they came to Swan Lake to live and farm with
his father. Vern’s sister, Venna, married Dick Gibbs in 1921 and
they also lived in Swan Lake and farmed. Through the years, Vern
and Nora bought additional adjoining land until they had a sizable
place to run. 1895 – 1972 - 77 years.
Joseph Kay, Vern’s son and his wife, Doris, helped run the farm
until 1982. When Joe died, Alan bought the land that Joe and Doris
owned individually from Doris. A little later, Alan bought a half interest in the balance of the land
that had been owned by Joe and Max, born 1919 and died in 1982 – 63.
Max Kay, another son of Vern, and his wife Diane Kay
were partners with Joe and Doris and they farmed
together until Joe’s death. Max farmed all of his life.
When Max became ill, he turned the farm over to his son,
Alan & Brenda. Max was born in 1919. And died in 1990
63 years.
Alan Kay has helped on the farm since he was born in
1961. He now runs the farm. Alan and Brenda’s sons,
Justin, Jake, Cory and Tyler continue to help their father
run the ranch. Diane still lives here and lives in the original homestead home. Max passed
away in 1990. Alan lives in the home Joe and Doris lived in. 1961-2011-50 years.

Gibbs: 104 years - 1907-2011 - Century Family
Gibbs, Richard came to Swan Lake in 1907 when he
was seven years old to live with the Jim Hadley family &
Willard up Stockton on their ranch. He grew up here. His
parents were Hyrum Gibbs and Mary Elizabeth Hadley.
Richard married Venna Kay in 1921 and they farmed here
all their lives. When Dick and Duane got home from the
war Grandma Mary Elizabeth Merrill Kay divided up all
the land so each child would have equal shares. Venna,
her daughter got some of it and when Duane died Dick
and Venna bought Duane’s land from Ruby. Richard 1907- 1970 – 63 years
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Kay and Ned Gibbs, Richard and Venna’s
sons, Kay and Ned, decided to stay in Swan
Lake and farm. They farmed until they wanted
to retire. Kay & Twila and Ned and Bev moved
to Preston. They sold the farm to John Probst
in 1995. 1907-1995 – 86 years
Families still living here: The
granddaughter of Venna Kay Gibbs (daughter
of Gladys Heckert who was Dick and Venna’s
daughter), Tamara Leighton and her husband
Tim live in the home her grandparents’ built.
Jan and Neal, son of Kay Gibbs live in the
home that originally belonged to Seth and Marty
Gibbs Family Homestead – located east of
Gibbs who raised Ruby. Ruby married Duane
Gene Sorensen’s home in the meadow.
Merrill and they lived there. It was sold to Ned
and Beverly Gibbs and now it belongs to Neal and Jan Gibbs.

Merrill: 1908-2011- Century Farm & Family
Merrill: Louis Edgar Merrill came to Swan
Lake in 1908 and purchased a ranch at Swan
Lake where he engaged in farming and raising
cattle and sheep. He was also associated with his
son, Lionel in this enterprise. 1908-1956 – 48
years.
Lionel Merrill At the age of 19 in 1913 he moved
to the ranch in Swan Lake with his father. His
father homesteaded 640 acres and bought an
additional 400 acres from Orval Hendricks. He
lived here all his life and farmed. 1913- 1981 – 67
years.
Lynn Merrill, his son, decided to live on the farm
and work with his Dad after he married in 1953 and
he worked there until he became sick after his wife,
Faye died in 2008. In 2009 Lynn became sick which
made it necessary for him to be placed in an
assisted living center. 1934-2009 – 75 years.
Glen Merrill, Lynn’s son, has worked on the farm
since his childhood and wanted to make farming his
lifetime occupation so when he married in 1985 he
moved into the two
The two-story brick home was lived in going backward by: Glen Merrill, Lynn Merrill,
story brick home with
E Lionel Merrill, Louis Edgar Merrill to Rich Hadley. Orval E Hendricks sold Rich
Hadley some land on 1/26/1923 and we don’t know if he was involved with the
Julia where he
house or not, but Rich Hadley had it earlier and sold it to Orval for two years and
operates the farm
bought it back. Rich Hadley was first here in 1890. Vincent J. Cooper was the
today. 1958- 2011builder and never lived in the house. This home has a double layer of bricks on the
outside and it took three years to build in about 1900-1903.
53 years.
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Sorensen- 1906- 2011 – 105 years - Century Farm Family
Sorensen: In 1906 Peter Christian settled on 160
acres just north of Swan Lake. He married and raised
his family here. He had four sons who also wanted to
farm, Kenneth, Woodrow, Douglas and Eugene. Three
of his sons, settled on farms in the Swan Lake area and
worked with their father. See below:
Kenneth also farmed with his Dad on the farm and
then he owned a farm in lone pine and lived in
Cambridge with his family. He owned a farm on the
north by the narrows going into cottonwood. Stanton
Original Sorensen
Homestead home
Yearsley owns it now. 1906-2011 - 105 years.
Woodrow, (in 1937 he returned to the farm because
he loved farming. He lived here the rest of his life. He had four sons and each of them have
part of the land. Terrell and Marvin own farm land. Charles and Gerry own 40 acre lots on
north cedar hill. Terrell owns the original 160 acre homestead property; they have recently built
a cabin on it for their family to come to Swan Lake and gather together. Woodrow died in 1979.
Fontella stayed in the home until 2002 and then sold it to a grandson, Chris and BreAnna
Sorensen, son of Charles & Becky. Chris and BreAnna
live in the home today. 1914 – 2011 - 97 years.
Douglas, born 1924. He and his wife Wilma have
lived here almost their entire married life. They were
married 1944 and made their home in Swan Lake
except during the time of his military assignment. He
and Wilma are still living here today as is their son,
Darwin and his wife. 1924-2011 87 years.

Eugene, born 1927. He has lived here his entire life
except for his military service. He and Barbara were
married in 1952 and have made their home in Swan
Lake. They are living in the home they built. (2011).
1927-2011 – 84 years.

P C Sorensen lived here and
Eugene and Barbara. This home
was originally either the Beckstead
or Jacobson family home.

Thomas: 1909 - 2011 – 101 years. Century Family, Thomas Mercantile,
& Post Office
Thomas: Samuel came to Swan Lake in 1909
and bought the store and it has been in the family
since then, from Tom Danahy. His brothers,
Moroni, Chauncey and Nathanel worked together,
then Chauncey and his wife, then Martel,
Chauncey’s son, and today it is being run by Kim
Thomas, Martel’s son. 1909-2015.
Thomas Store 1909 -2011
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Moroni, Chauncey, and Nathanel worked together.
Samuel and Nathanel eventually sold their shares to
Moroni and Chauncey and his wife Pauline. Chauncey
died in April 1938 leaving the store to Moroni and
Pauline. 1945-1984.
In 1945 Martel was released from the service. He and
his mother Pauline ran the store until Pauline died in
1949. Moroni and Nate moved to Preston with their
saddle business and Martel & Hazel ran the store until
1984.
Belva Thomas Hadley clerked in the store most of her
life.

Thomas home 1915-2011

1984-2011: Kim & Mary took over the management of
the store: 27 years.
U.S. Post Office 1984-2011

Three other families were Centennial families but are not living here
at the present time:
Hillman/Nordick – 1882 - 1996 - 114 years. Century Farm & Family
Hillman, Ira King Jr. was born in 1882, and when he grew up in Richmond, he
homesteaded there an 80 acre piece of land a brother-in-law had filed on. Drusilla cared for
the place while King freighted. They sold their land in
Lewiston and moved to the Gooseberry Ranch in Swan Lake,
Idaho in 1883 with their family. He increased his land to
1400 acres while building a cattle ranch. Drusilla’s parents
William D Hendricks and Mary Jane lived in Oxford. They
built onto their 2 room log cabin in 1892 and the home is still
standing today with more additions built over the years. He
died in 1944. 1883-1944 – 61 years.
Nordick,Pearl Hillman, daughter of Ira King Hillman Jr. who
was born in 1886 in Swan Lake on the ranch, had been living in
Swan Lake and helping on the farm since her mother took sick.
She came home to help her. She was married to Alvin Thomas,
they were blessed with four children. They divorced and she
married Albert Nordick a few years later in 1929. Pearl died in
1982 at the age of 96. 1886-1982 96 years.
Nordick, Albert helped her run the ranch until he died in 1996.
A hired man, Tom Adams took over after that and
The cabin & homestead pictured was
still lives in the home here in Swan Lake with his
bought by Ira King III & Ruby in 1889 from
family today. 1929-1996.
Mary Homer and sold to the Kay family in
1929. 40 years.
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Matkins: 1896- 2003 - 107 years - Century Farm & Family
Matkin, George
The Matkin family started in Swan Lake when
George married Julia Allen in the Logan Temple
December 20, 1911. He was born in 1887 and
moved to Swan Lake when he was nine years old
with his sister Blanch and mother Pamela. They
homesteaded 160 acres.
In 1896 they built the log cabin on the homestead
which survived until 1980. When George was of
age he homesteaded 480 acres. George died in
1964. 1896-1964 – 70 years.
Matkin, Fenton was born in 1924 and he stayed on the farm in Swan Lake until he became
ill. He and his wife Joan lived there until 2001. Joan lived in the home until 2003 after Fenton
died. The last few years she has lived in the nursing home in Preston. Fenton’s family 19242003 - 79 years.

Millard: 1904- 2006 - 102 years. Century Farm & Family.
Millard, William Charles
Sometime around 1904 William Charles and his
wife Anne Mathea Peterborg moved to Swan Lake.
with their eight children. William Henry Millard, a son,
worked with his father on the farm in Swan Lake and he
homesteaded a parcel of land in about 1910 up Swan
Lake Creek. This land was adjacent to a homestead of
his sister and husband, Pearl and Jesse George.
This barn originally built by Norman
He married Clara Livinia Jones in 1891 and they
Nisson. This was bought by William
lived in Swan Lake. They built their home in 1920
Millard from his brother in law, Norman.
on the southern corner of the Swan Lake block.
He farmed all his life and died in 1970. Wayne, his son, married
Edith in 1947 and they farmed in Swan Lake. They had a dairy and then
sold it in 1958 and started to raise range cattle. They lived here all their
life and Wayne passed away in 1990. Gary Barnes from Downey, son
of Anna Irene Millard Barnes inherited some land from his mother that
had been given to her by her father & mother Bill and Clara Millard. He
kept the land in a CRP program until 2006 and then sold it to Kent
Hadley. This was the last piece of
land sold from the Millard Family
on the West side of the Valley.
The rest of the land was sold eventually to neighbors.by
the other grandchildren.
Millard Farm
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Swan Lake Township Maps and Homesteads
These documents had to be split in half to make them easier to read. The other half is on the next
page. The first four pages are the oldest deed maps, perhaps drawn in the early 1900s. A small
section of the center of the deed appears in both the top and bottom for easier reference.
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Township No. 12 South, Range No. E.B. Mex Continued
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Township No. 13 South, Range No. 38 E.B Mex Continued
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These homestead deeds were created later in 1900. No dates are available.
A list of deed owners is at the end of the maps.
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Township 12 S., Range 38 E. B. M Continued
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Township 13 S. Range 38 EB Continued
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Homesteads
Township 12 S Range 38 E
Bannock County, Formerly Oneida County
Name

Year

Section

Name

Year

Section

Anderson, Andrew N
Barger, Lillie Purser
Barger, Lillie Purser

1917
1937
1919

15/15/14/14
17/20/
21/

Gambles, William C
George, Jesse
Gibbs, Hyrum

1919
1904
1902

24/24/25/25/25
26/27
21/

Barger, Olice C
Beckstead, Gordon E
Leo Beckstead
Leo Beckstead
Beckstead, Percy N
Burrup, John

1898
1914
1913
1913
1914
1902

20/20/20/
27/28/34/34
28/28/28
33/33/34
33/
7/

Gibbs,Seth
Hadley, Alma
Hadley, Rich
Hanson, Hiram
Hardman, Amos
Hawes, John

1902
1915
1912
1896
1900
1904

28/
23/26
25/25/26
32/33/4
35/35/35/
35/35

Burrup, William
Byington, Hannah D
Byington, Royal E
Byington, Stephen E
Byington, Willard S

1902
1912
1917
1902
1912

8/
4/4/4/
10,11
9/9/
34/3/3/3

Hellwell, Mary A
Henderson, Henry
Higbee, Hannah E
Larson, Hannah E
Hillman, Ira K Jr

1900
1904
1914

7/
32/32
5/5/5/

1897

32/

Carlson, William L
Carlson, William L
Chadwick, Ruth A
Cherry, Loy

1916
1922
1920
1918

Christensen, Christian

1911

22/22
34/34
14/11/11
13/18/13/13/13
18/18
17/

Hillman, Ira K Jr
Hunt, James F
Hunt, Liberty
Hunt, Liberty
Hunt, Sarah J
Hutchings, Ruben M

1902
1903
1896
1901
1902
1919

29/
29/
19/19/20
19/20
20/
25/25/30

Christensen, Louritz M
Clegg, Joseph
Cobabe, Fred W
Cobabe, Mary
Cobabe, Vernan L
Delamater, James B

1901
1913
1904

33/33/33
31/31/6
8/8/

1916

3/3/3/

Idaho State
Idaho State
Idaho State
Idaho State
Jackson, William H
Kay, J Vern

1933
1957
1916
1895
1915
1960

see BLM rec.
see BLM rec.
see BLM rec.
see BLM rec.
33/33
30/30/30/30/30/

Denny, Henry
Sills, Jacob S
Denny, Jesse A
Deuney, Ross
Drury, Permelia
Evans, William T

1915

26/

1916
1914
1910
1957

22/27/23
27/
31/32
19/19

Kay, Nora H
Kay, Joseph W
Kay, Joseph W
Kent, Henry C
Larson, Edwin L
Larson,Thomas H

1900
1916
1899
1900
1902

31/31/
32/32/32/
32/32/32/
7/7/7/
4/4/4/
8/8/9/

Feltman, Andrew F
Fox, Margaret
Fox, Margaret
Fox, Thomas J
Gambles, William C

1905
1917
1909

6/6/6/
4/4/
17/18/20

1957

19/

Larson, Thurston G
Lessions, Lylvanus
Martin, John P
Matkin, George O
Matkin, George Q

1900
1904
1907
1915
1916

4/4/5/
6/6/6/6
5/5/32/32/5/5
28/28/28/28/29/29
29/29/29

Continued…
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Homesteads
Township 12 S Range 38 E
Bannock County, Formerly Oneida County
Name

Year

Name

Year

Section

McKenzie, Charles
McKenzie, Wallace
Merrill, Adelbert
Merrill, Bertha

1915
1913
1902
1910

15/22/22/23/23
25/25/25/
31/31/32
22/22

Stoddard, Hannah E
Stoddard, John T
Stoddard, John T
Stoddard, Joseph D

1900
1913
1917
1915

8/17/17/
15/15/14/
15/15/15/15/
7/7/7/

Millard, Oliver E
Millard, Oliver E
Millard, William
Naef, Charles
Naef, Hyrum
Naef, Hyrum
Nilson, Amos L

1912
1915
1914
1911
1931
1910
1917

34/34/3
34/
26/
21/21/
20/29/28/
20/21/21/
2/3/3/3/3/3/

Stoddard, Joseph S
Stoddard, Roscoe
Stoddard, William J
Thomas, Martin
Thomas, Martin A
Thornton, Charles
Waddooups, Thomas

1901
1916
1901
1901
1905
1896
1912

17/17/17/
21/22/15/
8/9/
5/6/6/
5/6/
20/20/20/
23/23/23/

Nuffer, Luther J
Olson, Carl A
Petterson, Cornelius
Petty, William D

1920
1918
1902
1934

Waddooups, Thomas
Waddooups, William

1914
1922

Walker, Nellie
Warrick, William C

1900
1912

26/
12/12/12/12/12/
12/12/
4/5/4/5/5/
5/

Pratt, Dora

1909

13/13/13/14/14
9/9/9/
35/35/
31/31/6/6/7/31/31
31/6/6/6/6/6/7
4/9/9/

Pratt, George M
Pratt, George W
Pratt, Heber George
Pratt, Jefferson
Pratt, John
Pratt, Nettie M

1903
1918
1957
1911
1921
1897

13/18/18
13/24/18/19
19/
17/17/18
18/
18/18/18/18

Pratt, Samuel E
Pratt, Virginia
Quigley, Joseph A
Quigley, Richard O
Quigley, Richard O
Quigley, Robert G

1897
1912
1906
1911
1915
1914

18/18/19
10/
34/35
26/
26/
34/3/3/

Quinn, William J
Royter, Charles A
Sessions, Perregrine
Sorensen, Kenneth C
Sorenson, Peter C
Stoddard, Charles

1906
1914
1904
1951
1911
1917

34/35/35/
11/14/
1/1/6/6/
11/
27/
10/11/11/

Stoddard, Charles W
Stoddard, George H

1901
1916

8/17/18/20
10/9/15/15/
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Homesteads
Township 13 S Range 38 E
Bannock County, Formerly Oneida County
Name

Year

Name

Year

Section

Allen, Arthur W
Anderson, Laurence
Anderson, Lester

1906
1912
1915

3/3/3/
25/25/30/
13/24/19/

Croshaw, John J
Croshaw, Thomas
Croshaw, Thomas J

1908
1893
1904

32/32/
8/8/8/
18/19/19/

Andrus, Jane C
Andrus, Laron
Andrus, Milo T
Baird, Robert
Baker, Arthur
Baker, John W

1908
1893
1915
1901
1914
1897

22/22/
27/27/28/
22/22/
8/8/9/9/
15/15/14/
21/28/28/

Denny, Henry
Denny, Henry
Deringer, Otto
Drury, Emmeline
Drury, Pennelia J
Edwards, Sophronia

1915
1888
1880
1904
1904
1904

7/7/18/
17/17/18/18/
34/34/34/
5/6/6/
5/6/
7/8/17/18/

Beach, Chambers B
Beckstead, Alexander
Beckstead, Leo
Beackstead, Roger A
Beckstead, Gordon
Beuscholer, Martin W

1880
1908
1915
1900
1888
1880

35/35/
8/5/5/5/5/8
3/3/
5/5/5/
4/4/4/
26/26/26/

Fawcett, Marry Ann
Fisher, Albert L

1913
1939

Fisher, Albert Lee
Fisher, George C
Fisher, Millennium

1919
1888
1888

2/2/2/
7/7/7/7/7/18/18/
18/18/18/18/18/
19/
20/20/
28/28/

Boice, Albert M
Boice, John
Boran, Alfred
Boyce, Leander M
Boyson,Martin C
Brown, Joseph S

1882
1882
1880
1914
1895
1890

33/
33/
23/26/
22/15/15/
25/
9/9/9/

Fisher, Rose B
Fisher, Thomas F
Fisher, Victor R
Fisher, William E
Foster, Charles E
Gambles, William

1902
1890
1913
1882
1882
1914

20/20/20/
20/20/20/
22/22/22/
19/20/29/
23/
2/11/11/

Bryant, Elisha S
Bryant, Henry
Butler, Sidney H
Butterfield, Martha J
Caldwell, Rufus A
Chase, Mary A

1901
1902
1884
1895
1886
1880

4/9/
4/4/4/
26/26/26/
2/
26/26/
27/

Geddes, James S
Geddes, Robert C
Gleason, William C
Grue, Sarina
Grue, Arne C
Hadley, Lucy C

1921
1911
1880
1899

35/35/35/35/
25/
27/
9/

1897

10/

Clements, Albert N
Cooper, Martha K
Cooper, Vincent J
Corley, Solomon O
Cox, Solomon L
Crandall, Emma

1880
1882
1880
1880
1889
1910

23/
13/13/
14/14/
27/27/
8/17/17/
24/

Hadley, Richard
Hadley, Richard
Hadley, Richard
Hendricks, Milo O
Hanson, Hiram
Hardwick, John H

1890
1897
1900

10/10/11/
10/
13/

1896
1883

32/33/4/
8/9/17/

Croshan, Charles
Croshaw, Benjamin
Croshaw, Charles
Continued…

1881
1890
1898

33/33/33/
17/18/19/20/
32/

Hardwick, John N
Hardwick William F
Harrison, Antim B

1912
1911
1895

26/
23/26/27/27/
17/
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Homesteads
Township 13 S Range 38 E
Bannock County, Formerly Oneida County
Name

Year

Hardwick, John N
Hardwick, William F
Harrison, Antrim B

1912
1911
1895

Name

Year

Section

26/
23/26/27/27/
17/

Jorgensen, Erastus R
Jorgensen, Peter
Kehrer, Winfred S

1910
1895
1910

23/23/26/
25/
24/19/19/

1915
1900
1880
1912
1911
1895

15/14/23/
21/
34/34/34/
26/
23/26/27/27/
17/

Harrison, Mary J
Hatch, Daniel
Hatch, Daniel G
Hatch, Edwin P
Hatch, Edwin P
Hatch, Elmer

1904
1916
1918
1923
1919

19/19/19/
13/18/18/
13/13/18/
13/18/
19/30/30/

Kendall, Owen
Kendall, Samuel
Koddle, Adam
Hardwick, John N
Hardwick, William F
Harrison, Antrim B

Hatch, Elmer
Heath, George
Helmandollar, G T
Helmandollar, G T
Henderson, Calvin V
Henderson, Thomas

1930
1888
1913
1918
1911
1888

19/30/30/
14/14/14/14/14
29/29/29/
29/
29/29/29/
3/3/4/4/

Harrison, Mary J
Hatch, Daniel
Hatch, Daniel G
Hatch, Edwin P
Hatch, Edwin P
Hatch, Elmer

1904
1916
1918
1923
1919

19/19/19/
13/18/18/
13/13/18/
13/18/
19/30/30/

Hendricks, Joseph S
Hillman, Ira K
Hillman, Ralph L
Hillman, Barbara J
Hillman, Nicky R
Hillman, Jackie N

1882
1892
1900

3/10/
15/
14/

Hatch, Elmer
Heath, George
Helmandollar, G T
Helmandollar, G T
Henderson, Calvin V
Henderson, Thomas

1930
1888
1913
1918
1911
1888

19/30/30/
14/14/14/14/14
29/29/29/
29/
29/29/29/
3/3/4/4/

Hendricks, Joseph S
Hillman, Ira K
Hillman, Ralph L
Hillman, Barbara J
Hillman, Nicky R
Hillman, Jackie N

1882
1892
1900

3/10/
15/
14/

Hillman, Ronny R
Hillman, Annette C
Hillman, Randy, J
Hillman, LeMae H
Hillman, Ralph and
Sons

31/
22/

Hobson, Jesse
Holway, Watson
Homer, William H
Hunt, Samuel A
Jackson, Viola M
Jackson, John

1898
1883
1898
1882
1880

Jewell, William D
Johnson, Alma L
Johnson, Alma L
Continued…

1880
1918
1919

17/17/17/
34/
21/
10/10/15/
34/

Hillman, Ronny R
Hillman, Annette C
Hillman, Randy, J
Hillman, LeMae H
Hillman, Ralph and
Sons

34/34/
2/2/11/
J

Hobson, Jesse
Holway, Watson
Homer, William H
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31/
22/
1898
1883
1898

17/17/17/
34/
21/

Homesteads
Township 13 S Range 38 E
Bannock County, Formerly Oneida County
Name

Year

Name

Hunt, Samuel A
Jackson, Viola M
Jackson, John

1882
1880

Jewell, William D
Johnson, Alma L
Johnson, Alma L
Jorgensen, Erastus R
Jorgensen, Peter
Kehrer, Winfred S

1880
1918
1919
1910
1895
1910

34/34/
2/2/11/
J
23/23/26/
25/
24/19/19/

Hobson, Jesse
Holway, Watson
Homer, William H
Hunt, Samuel A
Jackson, Viola M
Jackson, John

1898
1883
1898
1882
1880

17/17/17/
34/
21/
10/10/15/
34/

Kendall, Owen
Kendall, Samuel
Koddle, Adam
Hardwick, John N
Hardwick, William F
Harrison, Antrim B

1915
1900
1880
1912
1911
1895

15/14/23/
21/
34/34/34/
26/
23/26/27/27/
17/

Jewell, William D
Johnson, Alma L
Johnson, Alma L
Jorgensen, Erastus R
Jorgensen, Peter
Kehrer, Winfred S

1880
1918
1919
1910
1895
1910

34/34/
2/2/11/
J
23/23/26/
25/
24/19/19/

1915
1900
1880
1898
1900
1888

15/14/23/
21/
34/34/34/
21/
9/9/9/
29/29/30/

10/10/15/
34/

Year

Hillman, LeMae H
Hillman, Ralph and
Sons

Section
31/
22/

Harrison, Mary J
Hatch, Daniel
Hatch, Daniel G
Hatch, Edwin P
Hatch, Edwin P
Hatch, Elmer

1904
1916
1918
1923
1919

19/19/19/
13/18/18/
13/13/18/
13/18/
19/30/30/

Kendall, Owen
Kendall, Samuel
Koddle, Adam
Lake, Chauncey W
Layman, Conrad
Lewis, Amanda J

Hatch, Elmer
Heath, George
Helmandollar, G T
Helmandollar, G T
Henderson, Calvin V
Henderson, Thomas

1930
1888
1913
1918
1911
1888

19/30/30/
14/14/14/14/14
29/29/29/
29/
29/29/29/
3/3/4/4/

Lewis, Amos H
Lewis, Harry E
Lewis, N R
Lewis, Neriah R
Lewis, Robert C
Lewis, Robert C

1917
1916
1896
1904
1907
1896

30/31/31/31/31/
29/29/
33/33/33/33/
30/
17/17/17/17/
29/32/

Hendricks, Joseph S
Hillman, Ira K
Hillman, Ralph L
Hillman, Barbara J
Hillman, Nicky R
Hillman, Jackie N

1882
1892
1900

3/10/
15/
14/

Lloyd, John
Malan, Herman J
Maloney, Michael
Marler, Amanda M
Martin, Ada
Martin, Edgar M

1892
1914
1882
1904
1914

32/
22/22/23/
35/
4/4/5/
2/2/3/

Martin, Hugh
Martin, John P
Martin, John P

1880
1907
1916

34/
5/5/32/32/5/5/
10/

Hillman, Ronny R
Hillman, Annette C
Hillman, Randy, J
Continued…
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Homesteads
Township 13 S Range 38 E
Bannock County, Formerly Oneida County
Name

Year

Name

Year

Section

Martin, John P
McKenzie, Francis M
McKenzie, James M

1924
1904
1915

5/
9/10/
11/11/14/

Quigley, Robert G
Randall, William J
Redington, John W

1914
1910
1918

34/3/3/
25/25/25/
21/

McKenzie, William M
McKenzie, William M
Melchi, Julia M
Marshall, Julia
Merrill, E Lionel
Merrill, Elmer S

1913
1917
1915

11/14/
11/
12/12/12/

1922
1905

1/1/12/12/
7/7/7/

Redington, Ray W
Scott, Thomas F
Seyster, Daniel E
Smith, Martin M
Sowry, James M
Synold, Ernest

1920
1881
1891
1880
1884
1883

22/
27/28/27/
35/35/
35/35/
34/
35/

Merrill, Samuel T
Millard, Oliver E
Morgan, John T
Morgan, John T
Morgan, Joseph W
Olsen, Olof R

1900
1912
1884
1888
1880
1900

8/8/
34/34/3/
24/
12/12/13/13/
28/33/
20/21/28/

Taylor, Heber
Taylor, James D
Taylor, Lamoni
Thorpe, David L
Threckhise, Hiram M
Underwood, William C

1900
1956
1900
1910
1880
1900

6/
26/
8/
24/24/
34/27/
12/6/7/

Pearson, Mitchell
Petterson, Cornelius
Petty, William D

1880
1908
1934

Phelan, Laurence W
Potter, Frank

1880
1880

35/
3/3/
31/31/6/6/7/31/
31/31/6/6/6/6/6/7
27/27/27/34/34/
23/

Vanesse, Joseph
Waddoups, Wesley L
Walker, Albert
Walker, Frederick S
Walker, Jess
Walker, Ransom

1892
1929
1914
1888
1880
1880

14/14/30/30/
12/
15/15/22/
28/28/
16/
35/

Quigley, Alma M
Quigley, Elizabeth
Quigley, Andrew
Quigley, Elizabeth

1901
1883

2/2/2/
10/10/10/

Ward, Hyrum J
Ward, Bernice G
Wingrove, Albert

1961

32/5/5/5/5/8/8/

1880

34/

1906

3/10/

P. C. Sorensen Homestead

Matkin Homestead on Yearsley Lane
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CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF
LATTER DAY SAINTS
HISTORY SWAN LAKE AREA .
COTTONWOOD BRANCH
Church held in a homestead home used
for school and church

SWAN LAKE BRANCH
Log Cabin end of the lane

SWAN LAKE WARD
ONE
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TWO

THREE

Cottonwood Branch and Swan Lake Branch
Taken from membership records from manuscript histories
and from history done by Belva Hadley

Oxford Ward Cottonwood Branch:
Cottonwood branch which constituted part of Oxford ward consists of a few families of
saints residing on the headquarters of Cottonwood creek about 15 miles northeast of Oxford.
They lived mostly in a little valley where there is a school house in which Sunday schools and
meetings were held.
History: It is not known who the first settlers on Cottonwood creek were, but as Calvin Boyce
and his married children and relatives located in that neighborhood and constructed a little
colony, it was considered wise, on the account of the distance to Oxford, to give them a
temporary Sunday school branch, which was done. Calvin Boyce was the first presiding Elder
in the Cottonwood neighborhood. He was followed by J. William Walker.
Jane Hendricks was president of the relief society. On June 17, 1891 she was
released. Milo A. Hendricks was Sunday school president from July 1890 – 1894.
On August 11, 1900 all the officers in the Sunday school branch were released because nearly
all the families had moved or were about to move from there. At the time the historian visited
Oxford we can only state here that the officers of the Sunday school December 31, 1900 were
the following: J.W. Walker Supt., David P. Evans assistant Supt. and Mrs. Olive Wheeler as
secretary.
December 31, 1900, Calvin Boyce and most of his relatives moved away which
weakened the branch to a very great extent so that there were only a few people in
Cottonwood Creek.
At a meeting held in Cotton wood 15 December 1901 attended by Bishop Lewis of
Oxford, and Stake President Charles Williams, the branch was reorganized. Samuel D.
Kendall was sustained as Presiding Elder with Samuel D. Fullmer as Secretary. Owen Kendall
was Asst. Secretary and Samuel D Kendall was teacher in theology. Loose minutes, signed by
Rosie Fullmer, Secretary.
The statistical report for 1902 showed 27 souls, consisting of 5 families: 12 under 8, 1
seventy, 3 elders, 2 deacons, and 9 members.
In 1905 only one family was left in Cottonwood Valley who belonged to the church.
Some non-members were still there
By 1930 the branch had been absorbed in the Treasureton Ward and Swan Lake Ward

Swan Lake Branch an outgrowth of Oxford Ward:
1867 Grass hoppers in Oxford & Stockton etc.
William H Homer presided over Oxford in 1878 with Pres. Grant Black in 1877 until 1884 when
William. Dorris Hendricks was called and moved to Oxford with his family to be the Stake
President of Oneida Stake.
Oxford Ward Cache Stake to 1884 then Oneida Stake 1884 - 1956
Oxford at the time was composed of 3 stores, a general merc, and 3 blacksmith shops,
one meat market, one saloon, and establishment hall, 3 saw mills, 2 shingle mills, telegraph
office, plaining mill, one hay derrick manufacturer, 3 district schools, 3 express offices, a
distributing post office, a first class race course, a semi-daily mail, 2 churches Episcopalian and
a Mormon church.
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Swan Lake is an outgrowth of the Oxford Ward and as stated just previously some
families of saints located in the neighborhood of Swan Lake and Red Rock found it difficult to
attend meetings and Sunday School there, hence it was deemed wisdom to organize the saints
residing in that part of the country a branch of the Oxford Ward. With a temporary Sunday
School presided over by a Brother Hunt 1878, it is not known how long he served in this
capacity but it is known that in 1884 that Elias Wilson was supt. with James E. Hunt as an
assistant and Joseph Hendricks as secretary, Wilson married Fannie Quigley. It isn’t known
how long he served in this position. Early records were lost. Under his jurisdiction meetings
were held occasionally but Sunday school regularly every Sabbath in the district school house.
George Heath and family moved here in 1879 and he followed President Wilson as he
moved on to Marsh Valley. Lars M Christensen then acted as temporary head of the branch as
Supt.Joseph Quigley as lst assistant & John Hawes second assistant and Effie McKenzie as
Secretary and Mary Thomas Waddoups as Treasurer. Warren Baird served as Supt of Sunday
School from Jan 1900 with William Gambles lst asst. Thomas Waddoups 2nd Asst., Effie
McKenzie remained as secretary.
1884: Swan Lake people were considered part of Oxford ward and started their
church affiliations there.
L. J. Petty Jr. set apart for a mission 6 Sept 1899. Returned home on 24 Nov. 1901
Also found in the Oxford records the following in about 1938-39, while I (Belva Hadley)
was Pres. of Primary with the help of my sec. Margaret Hadley and by request of Bishop E
Lionel Merrill this quote: “There is a school house at Swan Lake where meetings are held
occasionally and also a Sunday School. That school house stood near the station on the
Oregon Shortline about half a mile west. Joseph J Hendricks, presided over the Sunday School
(about 1885).
It has been determined that Joseph Hendricks succeeded Elias Wilson as supt. And
George Heath served in Feb of 1895 with Lauretz M. Christensen as Asst. superintendent. On
Sept 29, 1895 George Heath was honorably released and Lauretz M. Christensen acted in that
capacity.
Nephi Brunkers was the Supt of Sunday School with Delinah Beckstead as Secretary in
about 1895.
A YMMIA was organized at Swan Lake as early as 1886. In Dec of that year James
Franklin Hunt acted as President with John H Hardwick as Counselor. J. H. Tippetts was
chosen as Secretary Dec 22, 1886 and served in capacity until March 1887, after which the
Association became inactive for 10 years. At the close of 1904 Jessie Denney was Supt.,
Anne Hendricks first asst., Pearl Hillman Sec. Asst. and Effie McKenzie Sec. Report 1904
Oxford Ward Swan Lake Branch: A new YMMIA was organized 21 Feb 1897 with John Hawes
as Pres., Albert E Talbot First Counselor and William Gambles sec. Joseph Quigley was set
apart as 2nd counselor to Pres. Hawes 19 Dec 1894 at a meeting of the association held Jan
1900. Pres. Hawes and his counselors Talbot, Quigley and Sec. William Gambles were
honorable released and the assn. reorganized as follows: Christian Christensen Pres., A
Delbert Merrill first and Seth Gibbs second counselor. Robert Hillman sec/treasurer. The
association was again reorganized 30 Dec 1900 with the following officers who still acted
Samuel I Merrill Pres., A Delbert Merrill First C and Robert Cowan Hillman secretary counselor,
Alma Hadley Sec.
A YLMIA was organized at Swan Lake 19 mar 1899 with the following officers who still
acted 31 Dec 1900 Mrs. Hannah Merrill President; Mrs. Cora Baird, first and Mrs. Louisa Nellie
Gambles second counselor, Miss Eliza Hardman secretary.
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A primary association was organized at Swan Lake 25 Mar 1894 by Bishop R. J. Lewis
of Oxford with the following officers who still acted 31 Dec 1900. Mrs. Rosina Talbot, Pres.,
Mrs. Phebe Waddoups as First, Olive Henderson 2nd Martie Gibbs as secretary/treasurer, Mrs.
Alice McKenzie assistant secretary.
J. W. Kay was made Presiding Elder (PE) of the branch in 1889 Lars M Christensen
was lst counselor and William Gambles as branch clerk. President Kay continued as presiding
Elder until 1911. When the ward received its rights and became a separate and distinct
locality with body, parts and people.

History of the Swan Lake Ward:
Compiled by Vickey Lee Abbott, taken from Belva Hadley’s history and the Church
History library ward records.
When the branch had grown to the size of a ward, it was organized with Lewis J Petty
Jr. as Bishop Joseph W Kay as lst Asst., Orval E Hendricks as 2nd asst. and William Gambles
as Sec. This became official 28 May 1911.
As Nephi Jensen, the Church historian put it; Swan Lake Ward consisted of Latter Day
saints residing in the extreme North end of Cache Valley. It comprises considerable valley and
mountainous country. Both dry farming and irrigation is carried on successfully
. It is a scattered settlement and goes to Grant Ward on the North and South to the Oxford
Ward. East and west it extends to the mountains. The ward extends north to Red Rock, the
point where the water can run north into Marsh Creek and South into Bear River

Swan Lake Ward Organized May 28, 1911
(This meeting was held in the Oxford Ward)
On the 28 of May 1911, a new ward was organized. Swan Lake Ward.
Lewis James Petty Jr. became the first Bishop of Swan Lake with Joseph W Kay lst asst and
Orval E Hendricks 2nd asst and William Gambles became ward clerk.
Present 449
Ward conference of the Swan Lake Ward was held on the above date with Joseph Kay
presiding.
Commenced by singing “We thank thee O God for a Prophet”.
Prayer by Elder Theodore Waddoups.
Continued by singing “Earth with Her Ten Thousand Flowers”. (See words in box below)
Sacrament was administered by Elder P C Sorensen and Samuel L Thomas.
James Merrill of the high council talked to us on the principles of the gospel.
James Johnson of the Stake Presidency gave us some good instructions.
Taylor Wilson of the Stake Presidency was the next speaker, he said we are about to
reorganize the ward and exhorted the new officers to work in harmony.
Stake President Joseph Geddes placed the name of the presiding Elder Joseph W Kay and
Councilor William Gambles and Thomas E. Waddoups before the people. They were given an
honorable release.
The name of Lewis J Petty Jr was placed before the people for Bishop of the Swan Lake Ward
with Joseph W Kay lst counselor and Orval E Hendricks 2nd councilor and William Gambles
ward clerk. All received a unanimous vote.
President Geddes then spoke at length on the principle of Tithing.
Meeting was closed by singing “Now let us rejoice in the day of salvation”.
Benediction by Bishop Walter Hatch.
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God Is Love (Earth With Her Ten Thousand Flowers)
Melody: Thomas C. Griggs, 1845-1903, Lyrics: Thomas R. Taylor, 1807-1835.
Earth, with her ten thousand flow’rs,
Air, with all its beams and show’rs,
Heaven’s infinite expanse,
Sea’s resplendent countenance—
All around and all above
Bear this record: God is love.
Sounds among the vales and hills,
In the woods and by the rills,
Of the breeze and of the bird,
By the gentle murmur stirred—
Sacred songs, beneath, above,
Have one chorus: God is love.
All the hopes that sweetly start
From the fountain of the heart,
All the bliss that ever comes
To our earthly human homes,
All the voices from above
Sweetly whisper: God is love.
This hymn was included in the first LDS hymnbook, compiled by Emma Smith and
printed in 1835.

June 4, 1911 Actual first meeting of Swan Lake Ward
189 present.
Fast Meeting -The fast meeting of the Swan Lake Ward was held in the Swan Lake ward with
Bishop L J Petty presiding, Counselor J W Kay and O E Hendricks present.
Commenced singing “Guide me oh thou great Jehovah”.
Prayer by Thomas Waddoups.
Continue by singing “Do what is right”.
Sacrament administered by Elder Leo Beckstead and Chauncy Thomas.
The infant child of Alvin P Thomas and Pearl Hillman Thomas born April 6, 1911 was blessed
and given the name of Howard Grant Thomas by Bishop L J Petty.
The infant child of I. R. Hillman Jr. and Ruby Fay Cutler Hillman born May 3, 1911 blessed and
given the name of Ira King by J. W. Kay.
Joseph W Kay then spoke of the great benefits derived from records.
Elder Thomas Waddoups enlisted us to work together for the interest of our ward.
Councilor O. E. Hendricks spoke of the good work that has been accomplished as a branch in
Swan Lake and said we are now in a condition to greatly improve.
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Bishop L J Petty said he felt that we had as good a chance to have as good a ward here as any
in the Stake and felt like doing all he could to make it so.
Meeting closed by singing “Oh Ye Mountains High”
Benediction by William Gambles
At a Stake Conference held June 11, 1911 Lewis James Petty, Jr. was ordained a High
Priest and Bishop and was set apart to preside over Swan Lake Ward by Apostle David O
McKay (who became President of the Church April 9, 1951). Joseph W. Kay was set apart by
Joseph S Geddes of the Stake Presidency and Orval E. Hendricks was ordained a High Priest
by Taylor Nelson of the Stake Presidency.
The next meeting 60 were present, the following meetings 79 – 93 & then 63 averages.

The first things that happened in the newly formed ward were found in the
Church records as follows:
First Baby Born: Belva Hadley, daughter of Chauncy & Pauline Thomas Oct 6, 1911
First Child blessed was Bertha Lena Hadley 15 Oct, daughter of James A and Ida McNard
Hadley.
First Baptism was Daisy Bell Martin 27 July 1911, Baptized by Joseph W Kay, confirmed by O
E Hendricks, Father John P and Mother Daisy Ann Nelson
Ordination of the Priesthood:
Deacon: Edward Quigley, 17 Sept 1911 by Bishop Louis J. Petty Jr.
Deacon Thomas Hawes 17 Sept 1911 by Joseph W. Kay
Priest: John Vernon Kay 17 Sept 1911 by O. E. Hendricks
Priest: Hyrum Lester Henderson 17 Sept. Joseph W. Kay
Priest: Ross Denney Oct 1, 11 Lewis J. Petty Jr
Elder:
William C. Gambles 5 Nov 11, Joseph W. Kay
First Returned Missionary: John W. Hendricks 12 Nov 1911 from California Mission
First Missionary to leave: Chauncey Thomas 23 Oct 1912.
First Marriage: William C. Gambles married Fay Lily Henderson Nov 15, 1911.
First Baby Born: Belva Thomas Oct 6, 1911 to Chauncey and Pauline Thomas.
First Deaths: Olive Ann Henderson, mother, 23 May, died of Earcupuis and Russell Homer
Feb 7, 1912.
Young Men’s Mutual Improvement Association President Leo Beckstead.
Young Women’s Mutual Improvement Association President, Chella Petty.
Relief Society President: Nellie Gambles from 1906 to 1922.
Primary: Parry Pauline Hendricks Thomas set apart 23 July 1911.
Sunday school Supt. Nephi Brunkers with Delinah Beckstead as Secretary.
Seminary Teacher: Pearl Hillman (called in 1909-1912).

Swan Lake Ward Boundaries:
Swan Lake ward consisted of Latter-day Saints residing in the extreme North end of
Cache Valley on the rim of the Basin, Bannock County, Idaho. It comprised considerable valley
and mountainous country. Both irrigated and dry farming is carried on somewhat successfully
by the farmers, which constitute the inhabitants of the ward. It is a scattered settlement
extending all the way to Grant Ward on the North in the Portneuf Stake and South to Oxford
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ward in the Oneida Stake, east and west it extends to the mountains. The center of the ward is
about 4 miles north-north-east of Oxford.
Quote “Andrew Jensen, church historian said the center of the ward is about four miles
northwest of Oxford and covers a part of the rim of the great Interior Basin at a place where
there is no rim at all but that a watershed dividing the waters of a tributary to Portneuf on the
north. The center of the ward is the little village of Swan Lake where Sunday School and
meetings are held in the district school house which is said to be four and ½ miles Northeast of
Oxford. 12 miles southeast of Downey (The Portneuf Stake headquarters), 6 miles south-west
of Grant, and 22 miles north-west of Preston.
The confines of the ward itself extends north to Red Rock and incidentally is the point
where water runs both ways, north into Marsh Creek and south into Bear river.“ End quote.
The Village of Swan Lake consists of one store, a school house, an amusement hall, a
blacksmith shop and about eight private residences. About fifty families altogether constitute
the Latter-day Saints in the Ward.
1884 by Andrew Jensen (excerpts) Quote “Marsh Creek enters the valley at a point
known as Red Rock. A curious granite formation guarding the pass which by many is
supposed to be the outlet of the Great Salt Lake. From this point the creek will run both ways.
By simply plowing a few furrows it could be conveyed into Swan Lake a few miles to the south
and thence on to Deep Creek and Bear River to the Great Salt Lake. Immediately south of Red
Rock is the farm which was owned by the late Captain Hunt of the Mormon Battalion family and
where the veteran soldier spent the last days of his life and died in 1879. He was buried at his
request at the foot of a little mound in his field. The mound has since been honored by the
Sons of the Utah Pioneers.” End quote.
The highway 91 now goes partially around this mound up over the form of an over pass
over the middle of the pass or outlet of the Red Rock formation and leads into Swan Lake and
on South to Salt Lake.
Swan Lake a rather unattractive sheet of water is about 1 ½ miles long and ½ mile
wide. The outlet from the lake goes south into the meadows of Oxford. Thence through deep
creek or slough creek into Bear River emptying into that river at a point 1- 1/2 miles southwest
of Battle Creek station.
Stockton is a little hamlet consisting of 12 dozen families. Swan Lake has about one
dozen families
Sunday school was held continually, sometimes in the homes and then in a one room
log house, and then a two room log building and then a two room brick building built at the end
of the lane. In 1900’ the brick was made by P. C. Sorensen and his father, Jens Christian
Sorensen. This was built where both school and church was held.
In 1928 a very comfortable LDS Chapel was dedicated and has to this time been the
center of activity and religious worship of the community.
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It wasn’t until 1904 that the old red school house
came into being and was built by Ike Lewis of
Oxford. William C Gambles hauled the first rock
that was used in its foundation. He then built the
fence, toilets and generally speaking kept it in
repair.

Taken from Erma Abbott’s Journal:
When the Swan Lake Ward was first
organized, my father was sustained as Sunday
School Superintendent. This meant that each
Sunday morning we would leave home at 8:00
a.m., travel by horse and buggy or sleigh to the red
brick school house, at the end of the lane, build a
fire, clean the rooms and prepare the church for
services. Often it was four or five o clock when we got home. Each Sunday all of us kids
looked forward to eating the cookies brought by Mrs. Denney. They were sugar cookies and
she brought them in a white pillow case, for us to eat between meetings. Sacrament was held
soon after Sunday school.

Taken from Margaret Thomas Marchant History:
Mother was the only person in the area who could play the piano. So she was involved
in all church services. The story is told that an important meeting was to be held. Mother was
very pregnant. We had no means of transportation. Dad (Moroni Thomas) and others padded
a wheelbarrow, and pushed her down the lane. (This needed a bit of substantiation so I called
Eleanor, my sister. She says the facts remain and the story is true.) My mother was an
essential part of the early pioneering of the area.
The school house not only served the cause of education, but we held church there as
well. There was an old piano on the stage. The teacher’s desk was converted into a
sacrament table. Chairs were placed here and there. Curtains hung from the ceiling and
divided the classes. Little children remained on the stage. Adult classes were held down in the
large room.
As I remember our sacrament meetings, bread was broken upon a dinner plate and
passed to the membership. Water was blessed in a glass pitcher, poured into a water glass
and everybody drank from the same glass. The sacrament dishes were stored in a little three
cornered cupboard in the hallway.
Nov 7, 1912: The Bishopric and a group met to formulate plans for the purchasing of
land on which to build the new building. The seed for a new chapel was planted but it wasn’t
until 1916 that the description of the building was voted on. Bids were let, committees formed,
and the actual, assessing of families began, and the lumber sawed.
Quote by Bishop L. J. Petty Jr. “We held our services for a long time in the school
house in the district. Nearly all of us were newly married and just starting out in life and were
poor so to speak but we decided we needed very badly a chapel in which to worship. We as a
bishopric (Bishop Petty, Joseph W. Kay, & Orval E. Hendricks) put the proposition up to the
people and they all voted to sustain us in the matter.
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At the time, the church was usually giving one-third of the cost of the building but he
went to Salt Lake, met with President Heber J Grant, explained our condition to him, and he
finally said, “we’ll stand half of the expense” which was a great help to us and which we
appreciated greatly. President Grant asked what the anticipated cost was and he told him
$14,000.00. He said, “Make it $15,000.00 because that is what it will cost (which it did.)”
1915, August 14, when the Portneuf Stake was organized the Swan Lake Ward was
transferred from Oneida to Portneuf Stake. Counselor Orval E. Hendricks was chosen a
member of High Council of the Portneuf Stake and at a Sacrament meeting held March 10,
1918 he was honorably released as counselor in the Swan Lake Bishopric and Louis Edgar
Merrill was sustained as second counselor in his stead. Brother Merrill was set apart as first
counselor to L J Petty Jr. at a quarterly conference held at Downey May 26, 1918, after the
death of Joseph W Kay on April 19, 1918.
1918-1919: FLU EPIDEMIC: There were no meetings held from September 18, 1918 until
March 1919 on account of Influenza Epidemic.
1919 Report of attendance at meetings: 540 total for the year. Average 58 per meeting in
attendance.

Ward Teachers: There were 16 ward teachers in 1919, they always kept track of the ward
teachers in attendance at Sacrament meeting and listed their names and how many were
present on the side margins of the minutes. This program was dissolved under the auxiliaries
with the Bishop and changed to Home Teaching where the Home teacher was called by the
Quorum of Elders with approval of the Bishop.
1920 Ward membership in 1920 was 279 members.

They had an Arizona Temple day Sept 12, 1920. Brent and I wondered what this might
be and then we read that the Relief Society had gathered money to collect for the
Temple during this time and wondered if that was what it was for. Following is what
they gathered.
In the Back of the minute book in Relief Society: was a record of saving pennies
for the temples:
Laura Carlson
.25
Pauline Thomas
.25
Nellie Gambles .35
Annie Denny
2.50
Sophomie Hobson .26
Annie Denney 1.02
Metilda Millard
.53
Lavine Denney
.52
Matkins
.26
Pearl Thomas
.55
Drusilla Hillman
.55
In 1920 & 21 a new Church house was built by Charlie Monson with efforts by many ward
members. Most of the lumber for it came out of Cottonwood. Fay Gambles, Pauline Thomas
and Pearl Thomas cooked for Charlie and the crew who were working on the construction of
the new church.
In 1921, the first Sunday school and Sacrament meetings were held.
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1928 Our chapel was dedicated May
13, 1928 by Apostle Stephen L
Richards. He was the first Apostle to
visit our ward. A lovely LDS chapel
was dedicated after a long hard
struggle. Since its construction we
have worshipped, had quilting bees,
musicals, plays, reunions, dances,
many parties and mourned our loved
ones at funerals. This building has
become a very important part of our
lives.

Church in about 1921, when the Declo System with
Charged Batteries lighted the Church. Lines into church.

Dedication of the Swan Lake Ward- March 13, 1928
Orval E Hendricks and Royal T Hyde of the Stake Presidency were present.
Bishop Lewis J Petty Jr. Conducted the following meeting:
Song: “Do Not Forsake Me.” Swan Lake boys and girls Chorus.
Prayer: Royal T Hale.
Chorus: “Just a cottage Small” Downey male Chorus.
Talk: Things leading to and building of our meeting house by Bishop Petty.
Duet: Osborn and Edna Hendricks Johnson: Mother McKree.
Talk: Reverence for the church. President George T Hyde.
Solo: Suffer the Little Children to come unto me, Emma Petty.
Talk and dedicatory prayer: by Apostle Steven L Richards.
President Richards spoke of the great church by the Saints since the organization of the
church in 1836. He exhorted the saints to live the gospel, honor their priesthood etc. Then
gave the dedicatory prayer.
Remarks were given by Bishop Petty. He thanked everyone for taking part.
Chorus: “Mother” by Downey men’s Chorus.
Benediction: High Councilman, Franklin D Hunt.
Apostle: Steven L Richards was the first General Authority to visit Swan Lake.
1925- About 1958: Conjoint meetings were held one Sunday night a month. There was a
spiritual message, music, readings etc. It was entertaining. The organizations took turns being
in charge. (This was related by Carmen Hadley Westover and Chella Petty also mentions her
family singing and taking part in this meeting in her history.
1921: Carma Hadley told me that when the new church was built in 1921 that Laurence
Thomas – Moroni Thomas’ oldest son drew and painted a spiklerama with a Swan on the
curtains on the stage. Later it was taken down and plain curtains put up. She also said that
King Hillman said “he didn’t think he paid enough tithing”, so he donated some really nice
leather covered benches for the Bishopric and speakers to sit on the stage and a really nice
wooden pulpit which we still have in the new church today. (2011)
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1930: The strength of the Swan Lake Ward Dec 21, 1930 was 140 souls, including 7(seven),
high priests, 5 seventies 19 elders, 10
priests 13 teachers, 19 deacons, 121
lay members and 46 children.
1935: November, ward building
renovated, new paint, new shingles,
walls sized and calcimined, and new
cyclorama for the stage.
1943- 1950: During the years that
Bishop James Abbott and a few years
with Bishop Lionel Merrill – we held
church up Stockton at Heart Mountain
on the Sunday closest to the 24th of
July in commemoration of the
Pioneers coming into the Valley.
1954: Belva Hadley Ward Historian
called by Bishop Edgar Lionel Merrill.
1954: October 10 received a new
church plan from architect of church
for the proposed new chapel building
for the ward.
1955: June, the Church was painted
and drapes cleaned. Then again in
1956 it was painted and cleaned by
hired painters, drapes and other
cleaning done by Ward members.
1959: Summer, four new classrooms
added, relief society room added, new stage curtains purchased, New inside restrooms were
added, and both inside and outside chapel painted.
1961 Nov: the church house was cleaned by ward members in preparation of the installation of
new drapes.
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1962: A cement wall built around the north wall of the church to prevent flooding of the
basement. Also a new sidewalk was built.
1963 Feb 6: Members of the ward cleaned and painted the chapel. And on the 24th of Feb, it
was proposed to build a platform in front of the stage. It was also proposed to put a yard light in
front of the chapel at the cost $4.00 a month.
1963 April 15th: Work begun by the local contractor to build a platform; he also fixed a place for
the refrigerator in the kitchen of the church house.
1963: Ward membership 145
1965 January 31: Ward budget was
raised to $30.00 for the year 1965.
Note: Everyone had a budget card
and they used that to go to church
dances and functions held in the
stake. They stopped this Budget in
about 1981.
1965 Feb 17th: New varnish on the
church house floor. And on March
14, we got a new projector, money
raised at a ward dinner given by the
Relief Society.
1967 January 15: Sacrament meeting will be held at 12:30 p.m. for the rest of the winter.
Usually held at 7:30. Hard for the farmers to get chores done etc. and too late in the winter.
1968: Relief Society Presidency and Bishopric painted the kitchen in the church.
1968 August: There were four Indian students placed in our ward, at the homes of Bishop
Douglas Sorensen, George R Gambles, Robert R Hadley, and Lynn H Merrill. Three girls and
one boy.

New Church House: November 24, 1968. It has been proposed that we build a new church
house. This matter has been discussed during the past month.
1969: January 29 1969 a meeting of the Swan Lake Ward was held to discuss the matter of
building a new chapel. Information on cost of a building and plans for a building were
discussed. 20 families represented. Everyone was in favor of going ahead with the building
plans. The building committee was selected and after much deliberation a new small chapel
was suggested similar to the Rose Ward Chapel which was visited by the committee near
Blackfoot, Idaho.
The building committee selected were: Bishop and Mrs. Douglas Sorenson, Mr. & Mrs.
Lynn Merrill, Mr. & Mrs. Bob Hadley, Mr. & Mrs. Phil Gambles, Mr. & Mrs. Grant Carlson, Mr. &
Mrs. Ray Henderson, Mr. & Mrs. Wayne Millard and Mr. & Mrs. Max Kay.
New Church Sept 21, 1969: Bishop Sorensen said we got permission to go ahead with plans
to build the new church. Everyone encouraged to get their money in, $1500.00 per family.
Nov 23, 1969: Bishop said, Don Henderson had 100 feet of church property under his fence. It
was presented and voted on to sell the land to Don Henderson at a fair appraisal. Bishop also
stated that the money for the new chapel will be sent to Salt Lake.
December 16, 1969: Relief Society served a Christmas Dinner to the Hospital Auxiliary, money
was given to ward building fund $120.00.
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1970:
Jan 18, 1970: Church building committee accepted plans for the new building, except for
electric heat, it will be oil.
Feb 14th, 1970: Bishop Sorensen announced that the manager of the Downey Theater is going
to give the ward a free show, March 10 and 11. Proceeds to go to the building fund. Proceeds
from the movie were $265. Received November 23, 1969. It was reported that plans for the
new church was completed but money is slowly coming in. Everyone urged to pay
assessment.
Feb 15th: 5th Quorum of Elders presented check toward building fund $600.00.
George and Phil Gambles gave ward a Holstein cow for building fund, it sold for $248.80.
March 28th: Ward Reunion held and invitations sent to former ward members. Approximately
100 accepted and $450.00 raised. Dinner served at 12:30. 280 persons. Quilts that were
donated to the ward were raffled off. The day was a huge success
March 29th, Bishop Sorensen gave a report on the building fund reunion. Net about $1100.
June 21st: Bids will be open for the new church at 2:00 p.m.
July 7th: Discussion on the possibility of the ward bidding on the dismantling of the old building.
July 10th: The wards bid was $2990.00 to tear down old building. Bid on new chapel opened,
low bid by Fackerel and Bell, low bid was $144,315.00. Bishop Sorensen said we should be
able to stay within the $1500.00 a family assessment for the new building.
August 3rd: Groundbreaking ceremony on the new chapel 7:30 p.m. Short program was
presented. Building will have electric heat and Utah Power donated $100.00.

Lynn Merrill, Bob Hadley, Bishop Doug Sorensen, Phil Gambles,
Demont Bell, Stake President Allan Brady, Lynn Fackrell.
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Oct 23rd: Dance was held for fundraiser. $180.00 at the church.
Nov 12th: Ward Bazaar. Last Bazaar in the old church & as a fund raising project for Relief
Society. $300.00 given to the building fund.
1971: January 17, Stake Presidency donated $100.00 from their personal accounts.

April 6th 1971: Last big shindig held in the old chapel. Gold and Green Ball theme “Memories
are Made of This” song sung by Brad Thomas, Clair Henderson, Carol Henderson and Marsha
Hadley. Young people did a floor show and it was decorated nice.
Betty Gambles was the Young Women’s President with counselors, Laura Henderson and
Beverly Gibbs, sec Glenna Joy Yearsley. They planned and decorated with the Young Men’s
Presidency Joe Kay President, Kent Hadley and Neal Gibbs Counselors and the young people.
April 25th: Bishop Sorensen announced that County Equipment will be available in dismantling
of the old church. The ward will do this.
The bid was $2360.00.
June 5th, 1971: Last wedding LaRee
Nelson was married to Larry Nielson by
Bishop Sorensen, Reception followed.
June 6th, 1971: Last meeting held in the
old chapel. Everyone is happy about the
new building, but it was an emotional
experience to know we would never meet
in this building again. We had shared
many happy and pleasant times in this
building.
June 7th, 8th, and 9th: The old building
was torn down by the County Road
District Equipment. All items were stored
to be sold for a later date. Many ward
and family members helped with the allday projects.
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Swan Lake
Church July
4th 2011 as it
is today,
40 years
after it was
built.
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Pictures below are of the demolition of the Old Chapel June 7, 8, & 9, 1971
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June 13th & 20th: Priesthood, Sacrament and Sunday school were held in the Canyon at Heart
Mountain on Stockton Creek. Everyone enjoyed this.
June 27th: First meeting held in the new chapel.
1st Baby Blessing, Kelly Neal Gibbs, Neal & Jeanette Marie W Gibbs. Aug 1, 1971.
1st Priest ordained, Clair Henderson Aug 22.
1st Deacon ordained, Mark Westover, Aug 22.
1st ordained Teacher, Vance Nelson, Aug 22.
1st Deacon ordained, Randy Merrill, by father Lynn Merrill Sept 6th, 1971.
1st Marriage: September 27, 1971 Hope Yearsley married Gerald Kelly.
Sept 25th: Auction was held to sell the old furniture. Received $1700.00 all the items for the
auction were taken outdoors. It was very successful and was attributed to experienced
auctioneer Bishop Dean Jones of Blackfoot. The highest price paid for an article was $165 for
a rolled-top desk which had been used by early bishops. The piano, new with the 1921 church,
sold for $145. The Relief Society quilt was auctioned off for $62.50 and bought by Harold
Westover. Bishops benches went for $25.00 each and the sacrament table for $25.00. Other
benches averaged from $4.75 to $5.50. Portneuf Post 21 of the American Legion bought some
20. Fifty-five benches were sold, with the ward keeping 14 for use. Martel Thomas bought the
banquet tables.
The Ward Relief Society with Pres. Colleen Henderson in charge prepared the food and
Erma Abbott had charge of a short program that was presented.
Utah Power and Light Co, prepared brochures for the event and presented the ward
with a large decorative green plant for the foyer. A planter for the chapel was received from
Lynn Fackrell Plumbers and a floral bouquet from Edwards Floral, Preston.
Oct. 24th 1971: The Stake Presidency presented the new chapel with beautiful bound books of
the standard works of the church.
December 23rd: Annual Ward Christmas Party held. First one in new chapel.
(It didn’t seem quite the same).
1972:
March 5th: Ward Reunion: lst one in new building. Attended about 200. There wasn’t a
program because everyone wanted to go to BYU basketball game in Mini Dome and also a
Marsh Valley Game in Twin Falls.
March 19th: Bishop Sorensen gave a report on the progress of the building. We still owe about
$5,000. Everyone urged to get their money in.
April 2nd: Budget raised from $50.00 to $60.00.
July 2nd: A library will be added to the new church. It will be in the ward clerk’s room. Venna
Gibbs and Ruby Merrill are the Librarians. It will be a lot of work to get everything in order.
Fontella Sorensen and some of the young people helped. Many brought old magazines and
pictures.
Nov 10th: Turkey dinner held in ward. Raised 290.00 for the Stake budget. 102 present.
1973:
January 7th: Bishop Sorensen announced at priesthood meeting that we now have our chapel
paid for. Announcement of dedication will be later.
Sept 30th: Bishop Sorensen stated that the Church Building inspector had visited and said the
building is now ready to be dedicated.
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Nov 25th: We started holding sacrament meeting at 12:30 instead of 7:30. We hope this will
increase our attendance.
Dec 9th: Dedication services convened 2:00 p.m. Presiding at the Service was Regional
Representative Douglas W Smith. Stake President Reed Cammack, Counselors Wayne
Wheatley and Alan Brady. A lovely program followed. Speaker and dedicatory prayer were by
Douglas W Smith. It was a beautiful day and the sun was shining and there wasn’t any snow.
1974: Bishop Douglas Sorensen released.
May 5th: Bishop Phil Gambles Sustained.
June 14th: A surprise party titled “This is your life” was given in honor of former Bishop
Douglas Sorensen and ward clerk, Robert Hadley. A potluck supper and program was enjoyed
by those present. A silver bowl was presented to Bp Sorensen and a silver tray to Robert
Hadley. Bp Sorensen served nearly 15 years.
1976: The month of January was a very warm month of mild weather without very much snow.
Feb 1, 1976: Pearl Nordick honored as the oldest member in the Ward. 90 years old. She was
presented with a plaque in Sacrament meeting from Bishop Phil Gambles.
March 24, 1976: A Regional dance festival was held in the Mini –dome in Pocatello
celebrating the Bicentennial year. There were eight young couples representing our Ward.
They were: Ted Gambles, Myrtle Matkin, Brad Gambles, Delise Yearsley, Glen Merrill, Cheryl
Thomas, Randy Merrill, Cindy Kay, Bret Yearsley , Linda Gibbs, Charles Sorensen, Lauralee
Sorensen, Monte Henderson, Tamra Merrill, Alan Kay & Peggy Henderson. The mini-Dome
was about packed for two different dance performances. It was a beautiful affair to see 2,000
couples in different colored clothes. It was equal to a gorgeous rainbow. Our ward sold 55
tickets at $2.00 a piece and our ward was allowed to keep hold of the sales.
April 1976: The month of April was a wet, warm month. Very little farming was done except for
the last week in April.
June 5th 1976: The Teton Dam broke and many from our ward went to help the people who
were flooded. Thousands had to evacuate their homes & eleven people were killed.
July 24th, 1976: The Swan Lake Ward held a social under the new pavilion. Each family
brought their own supper and all had a good time. The party was under the direction of the
Elders Quorum Presidency.
Dec, 1976: The Swan Lake ward was assigned to present a program each Sunday during
December at the Rest home in Lava Hot Springs.
1977, Jan 1: We come into the New Year with extremely dry conditions with no snow in the
mountains. 1976 was probably the driest year recorded in History.
Jan 29 & 30: Due to severe drought, a special fast for moisture was held and also will be
continued throughout the next week. This special fast will be church wide throughout the entire
Western States. Also the weather conditions in the Eastern part of the United States are very
critical. They are snow and weather bound, with the wind chill factor reported in some eastern
states of 70 below zero. Schools and businesses are closed. Water supplies are freezing up.
There is shortage of fuel in many areas.
May 1st 1977: Stake conference was held and the Stake Presidency of the Arimo Idaho Stake,
President Reed Cammack, Wayne Wheatley & Alan Brady were released by Apostle Boyd K
Packer. Douglas Sorensen was sustained as Stake President, Wayne Hall lst counselor &
Alan Christensen 2nd counselor. Also during the conference, Apostle Boyd K Packer received
inspiration and stood and announced that Alan Brady will be made a Stake Patriarch.
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May 15-22, 1977: During this week we received the much needed moisture to break the
severe drought we have been having. We received approximately 2 ½” of rain.
June 4th, 1977: Rexburg Idaho held an Appreciation Day giving those who helped with the
flood clean-up a special thanks. They had a special program with State dignitaries and church
leaders as speakers. Rep George Hansen, Senator James McClure, Sen Frank Church, Gov.
John Evans. A member of the presiding Bishopric and others were guest speakers.
1978 Jan 31: The weather conditions in January this year was much better than last year. We
received considerable moisture in January.
June 28, 1978: The Primary celebrated the 100th Anniversary of the Primary. The children
danced the May Pole and learned other circle dances.
Nov 12, 1978: The first major snowstorm came during the week and on Sunday we had
approximately 8 inches of snow. There was very little moisture this fall and this snow was
welcome.
1979:
Feb 24,1979: Several people from our ward served as Temple guides for the remodeling of the
Logan Temple: Lynn & Fay Merrill, Hazel, Mary & Kim Thomas, Glenna Joy Yearsley, Bp Phil
Gambles, Woodrow & Fontella Sorensen, Doris Kay, Diane Kay, Douglas Sorensen. The
Temple has been redone so is open to the public for tours until it is rededicated. There were
12000 people who toured the temple this day.
May 15, 1979: The rededication of the Logan Temple took place on March 13,14, & 15 by
President Spencer W. Kimball. The Arimo Stake Day was on the 15th and there were 42
people from our ward that attended. Also two members from our ward sang in the choir. Kim
Thomas and Marie Sorensen sang. Another member from our ward, our Stake President
Douglas Sorensen, gave the closing prayer. President Kimball gave a wonderful talk and also
the dedication Prayer. Pres Marion G Romney and Pres Nathan Eldon Tanner talked. The
New president of the Logan Temple Reed Bullen and also Hugh Pinnock talked. This
dedication was really a marvelous and a spiritual meeting to attend. All from the age of twelve
and up who were worthy of a temple recommend was invited to attend from our ward. Those
attending were: Pres Douglas Sorensen, Wilma Sorensen, Darwin Sorensen, Lauralee
Sorensen, Woodrow Sorensen, Fontella Sorensen, Terrell Sorensen, Marie Sorensen, Kim and
Mary Thomas, Hazel Thomas, Cheryl Thomas, Colleen and Peggy Henderson, Joyolin &
Monte Henderson. Lynn & Fay, Tamra & Brian Merrill. Bp Phil Gambles, Betty, Ted Brad &
Shauna Gambles, Brent, Vickey, Wendy, Erma Abbott, Belva Hadley, Kent & Suzanne Hadley,
Max, Diane & Alan Kay, Joe & Doris Kay. Pearl Nordick, Glenna Joy Yearsley, Betty Jo
Hadley, Twila Gibbs.
March 2 1980: Our ward officially entered into the BLOCK PROGRAM: Where all the meetings
are combined on Sundays starting at 10:00 a.m. and the last meeting: “Sacrament Meeting”
shall end at 1:00 a.m. Priesthood, Primary, Mutual and Relief Society all will begin at 10:00
a.m. Sunday school will start at 10:50 a.m. and Sacrament meeting will begin at 11:50 a.m.
ending at 1:00 p.m. Later our ward started with Sacrament meeting to begin the meetings.
A major emphasis of the program is to give families more time to be together and to put
responsibilities for keeping the Sabbath Holy in the home. For years the wards held Sacrament
meeting in the evening and Sunday school in the morning. Our little ward changed that many
times because of the necessity of doing chores in the evening so they moved the meetings up
earlier in the day before the major change took place.
April 12, 1982: The ward purchased a copy machine. Brent Abbott was put in charge of it.
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May 9, 1982: The Swan Lake Veteran basketball team was given awards in sacrament
meeting for winning the Stake Championship.
November 3, 1982: The ward fair was held. Supper was served. The Relief Society of the
ward worked two years on making quilts. Many members helped to make dish towels, clothes,
candy, cakes and other foot items. The ward made about $1400. It was a fun night.
December 24, 1983: On Christmas Eve, the home of Wayne Millard caught fire. When the
alarm was sounded, every man in town that was home came armed with fire extinguishers.
They were able to bring the fire under control before the fire department could get there. The
Millard’s relocated to the home of the late Lionel Merrill until repairs and remodeling could be
done.
March 19, 1984: Chapel was prepared by ward members and carpet was laid throughout the
building and was placed in the culture hall. Pads were put on benches and new covers on front
of choir seats. Lunch was served by Relief Society for several days for carpet layers and ward
members who helped with preparations & carpet layers.
March 30, 1984: Ward reunion was held at 7:00. 135 people were present. Ray and Colleen
Henderson was Chairman. Program by young women and primary. Band played songs
members of the Polka Dot Band.
May 31, 1984: Open house was held for Belva Hadley at Hazel Thomas home. Belva is a life
time member of Ward and is moving to Salt Lake to live with her daughter, Imajean Roden.

1984-2011
The history of the Ward will be summarized by each Bishop during that time in the history of the
Bishops along with a brief summary of all the Bishops in the ward.
A Bit of Humor We Found In The Ward Bulletins:
1. Why did we get the measels? (She’d AD-AM).
2. What was the telephone number in the Garden of Eden (Adam 8-1-2).
3. Who was the first financier? (Noah: He floated a company when the world was in a
state of liquidation)
Vickey’s Notes:
Weather reports: In the minutes of the meetings, the weather was reported if there was
too much snow or rain or if there was a drought and we needed moisture for the crops. We
had many organized fasting and prayer days for the weather to change for the needs of our
little community. The people have a lot of faith in our Heavenly Father to help them with
tempering the weather for the crops to fulfill their needs. There was always some kind of
crop, even in the years with a lot of drought. We have been a very blessed people. There was
mention of much flooding almost yearly and the members of the ward always went to help their
neighbors shovel mud out of basements and barricade against the water and clean up the
damage done afterward. There was mention of Open House parties for members of the ward
who had built new homes or remodeled and also of many 80th birthday parties and Golden
Wedding Anniversary parties held in the ward. All the weddings were mentioned and the
funerals and sad occasions. We have a great legacy to pass down.
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Swan lake Idaho
We all have a share in the beauty
We all have a part in the plan
What does it matter what duty
Falls to the lot of man
Someone has blended the plaster
And someone has carried the stone,
Neither the sun nor the master
Ever builded alone.
Making a roof for the weather
Or building a home for the king
Only by working together
Has man accomplished a thing?
This poem was written and found when the ward was organized 100 years ago. Author
unknown.

History of the Stakes that Swan Lake Ward has been in:
Oneida Stake: Our branch and then ward was organized under the Oneida
1899-1915.
Portneuf Stake: 1915 – 1974 We were a part of the Portneuf Stake.
Arimo Idaho Stake – Jan 14,- Feb 19th 1983.
McCammon Idaho Stake – Feb 19, 1983- June 17, 1984.
Arimo Idaho Stake 1984-2011.

Explanation of the Portneuf Stake and how it changed from President Hyde:
Quote by President Hyde at Orval Hendricks funeral December 26, 1953 about the Portneuf
Stake when he served in it as a counselor: “May I say to my brothers and sisters at that time
Portneuf Stake had about the same population that it has today but there were 15 wards then,
probably but 8 at the present time. And it took a great deal of work, a great deal of effort and a
great deal of sacrifice to carry on the work with so many wards. The reasons they’ve been
consolidated since then, as you all know is because of improved roads, improved methods of
transportation and also improved methods of farming which have enabled many of the farmers
in outlying districts to move into little settlements where they could enjoy the companionship of
their friends and loved ones hence not so many wards today as there were in those days.”
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Portneuf Stake Dissolved:
January 14, 1974: The name of the Portneuf Stake was changed to the Arimo Idaho Stake, as
the Center was located at Arimo Idaho. This was the new church policy derived from naming
the stakes from the location of the Stake Center.
On February 19th, 1983: the name of the Arimo, Idaho Stake was changed to the McCammon
Idaho Stake because a new stake was constructed in McCammon, Idaho. The name change
was in conformity with the church policy of naming stakes. The New Edifice was dedicated
May 6, 1984, by President Douglas Sorensen.
On June 17th, 1984: a multi stake conference was held at the Idaho state University’s Minidome (later named the Holt Arena) in which the following six stakes participated: McCammon
Idaho, Pocatello Idaho, Pocatello Idaho Alameda, Pocatello Idaho East, Pocatello Idaho South,
and Pocatello Idaho West. Several general authorities were there with Hugh Pinnock
presiding. Many of the stakes boundaries were changed and a new Arimo, Idaho Stake was
created.

Stake presidents:
Pres. Dorris Hendricks Oneida Stake
Pres. Loyal Bellon – Arimo Idaho
Pres. Roy T. Hale Portneuf Stake
Pres. Gordon Gillman - Arimo
Pres. Leo Hansen Portneuf Stake
Pres. Randy Buxton – Arimo
Pres. James Criddle Portneuf Stake
Pres. Reed T. Cammack Portneuf Stake
Pres. Doug Sorensen Arimo and McCammon Stakes
President Douglas
Sorensen sustained
President of Arimo, Idaho
Stake, set apart by Boyd K.
Packer (May 1, 1977-1986)
- 9 years.
st
1 Counselor Wayne Hall.
2nd Counselor Alan
Christensen.
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Ward Traditions
There are many ward traditions that have been carried on over the years. There is a section
with pictures to show some of them, I have them listed below:

Christmas Party: We have always had a Christmas party in the ward since it was
organized. In the last 44 years since I have lived here, we have had a Christmas program put
on by the young people and then Santa always came with his bag of candy, peanuts and an
orange for everyone young and old. We all get to sit on his knee if we desired & ask him what
we want for Christmas.

Nathan Gambles on Santa’s knee to the left.
Young and old want to tell Santa what they want
for Christmas and get a bag of candy, peanuts
and an orange.
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Kaisie, Mylynda & Amber Nelson, Jackie Gambles, Carly Sorensen, Emily Leighton,
Katie Henderson. Below: Lionel Merrill and Marie Henderson with Santa.
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Road Shows
November 6-7, 1979, our ward put on its road
show at the Marsh Valley High School along
with the rest of the wards in our stake. Our ward
received a Superior rating for its road show and
took third place in the stake. Road shows over
the years were held and the wards traveled
from ward to ward in the Stake. It was a long
night traveling from Lava clear to Swan Lake,
and all the wards in between, Virginia, Downey,
and Garden Creek.
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Ward Reunions
The ward reunion was always held in March, the closest day to St. Patrick’s Day or the
organization of the Relief Society. A large dinner was served and usually a dance in the
evening and a program after the dinner. The Old Folks committee always planned it. This was
held until about 2000 and then it changed to a 24th of July Celebration. The record shows
between 160 – 240 were served each year.
The menu each year was kept in Relief Society records so we could keep track of what
was served and how much of each item was used to serve for the next year references for
main course, salads, desserts, butter, salad dressings and a copy of menu.

Norma Barns & Nedra Cole in
a skit at the Ward Reunion
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The Old Folks Committee, Amusement & Ward Reunions: In the officers section of
the old ward historical record book & minutes recorded, Belva found in 1910 the names of
Laura Carlson, William D. Gambles and Lewis J Petty Jr as heading the “Old Folks Committee”

until 1920 there were no other names mentioned. However an amusement committee was
organized in 1912 and continued until 1920 when the Old Folks committee again was
mentioned. There was usually a courage given to the members of the committee at the ward
reunion.
1913, Ruby Beckstead was added to the 1912 list of Officers.
1917: William D Petty was assigned to the 1913 & 12 listing and the name was changed to the
“Social Committee”.
1919: In 1920 Orval E Hendricks became the chairman with William D Petty, Ruby Beckstead
& Pauline Thomas as members.
1921 John W Hendricks became the chairman and the heads of the organizations became
members and are listed as follows: Chella Petty rep Relief Society, William M Thomas rep
Sunday school, William Leonard Carlson rep YMMIA William C Gambles rep Religion Class,
Pauline Thomas rep YLMIA, Emily Thomas rep Primary.
1922: Joseph Quale was added to the list. These people probably served until 1928 which
stated thusly. Orval E Hendricks, William D Petty, & Pauline Thomas were still active officers
1921: Ruby Beckstead was again called to serve on the Committee.
1936: Leo Beckstead joined the crew, from 1937 to 1940 Orval E Hendricks, William D Petty
and Pauline Thomas & Ruby Beckstead were acting Committee.
1940: William L. Carlsen, Alma Hadley & Carra Sorensen were chosen to act with Pauline
Thomas. In 1949 Pauline was accidently killed so W L Carlson as chairman with Alma Hadley
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and Carra Sorensen carried on until 1952. Fay Gambles was chosen as a member of the
committee at this time.
When Bishop E Lionel Merrill was in charge, the committee was turned over to the
auxiliaries of the ward so everyone was involved.
The records show the following in 1984 as the committee:
Ward Reunion Committee: 1984.
March 30 1984 served 160.
Food: Darwin and Peggy( Chairman), Doug & Wilma Sorensen, Terrell & Marie Sorensen,
Lynn & Fay Merrill, Wayne and Garnetta Millard, Monte and Linda Henderson, Lael & Polly
Abbott, Fenton & Joan Matkin.
Table Decorations: Stanton & Joy (Chairman) Tom and Renee Adams, Ned & Beverly Gibbs,
Steve & Aprille Smith, do napkins.
Table Setting: Martel & hazel (Chairman) Gene and Barbara Sorensen, Calvin & Joyolin
Henderson, Gwen and Orin Hatch, Glen & Randy.
Program: Bob and Gwen Hadley (Chairman), Kay & Twila Gibbs, Mrs. Diane Kay, Kim & Mary
Thomas.
Advertising: Jim and Erma Abbott, Suede & Murial Carlson.
I remember the committee always honored the oldest members of the ward at the
reunion with a corsage or boutonniere. The program was varied each year. There was outside
talent brought in or we used the talent from our own ward to entertain.
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4th of July: There has always been a 4th of July celebration. In the beginning, everyone
would dress up in their new dresses, one of which they got twice a year, went to a baseball
game and yelled for their team like it was the world’s series, they had a concession stand, and
lots of fun. In the past several years, the Scouts always put on a breakfast and flag raising
ceremony in the morning of the 4th or the closest day to it.
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Halloween: From the records and pictures I have received they used to always have a
primary program with costumes for the young people. Since I have been in the ward, we
always have a costume parade, usually with a cake walk, and games and a supper or
refreshment served. It’s a fun night for young and old. This is held on the Tuesday evening
closest to Halloween.

L to R lst row: Jed Thomas, Myrna Carlson, Errol Henderson, Marilyn Gambles, Terry Thomas? Tall
boy
nd
2 row:?, Paul Gambles, Lazell Matkin, Phil Gambles, ?, ?, Lynn Merrill,
rd
3 Row: Lola Henderson,? Vera Jean Petty, Lois Gambles, ?, Lewis Merrill, ? Dale Henderson
Roland Allen
th
4 Row: Lael Abbott far right – others not recognized
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Sunday School Mother’s Day recognition: The mothers have always been
acknowledged and recognized on Mother’s Day Sunday each year. Usually a small plant is
given to each of the mothers in the ward & a special program put on to honor them.
Many times in the minutes they would honor some of the oldest mothers in the ward on
this special day .The following was taken from a Ward Bulletin May 9,1982:
A beautiful 85 years young, Sister Marie Henderson is a mother to 6
children, 5 sons, and 1 daughter, grandmother to 20 grandchildren, great
grandmother to 19 great grandchildren. The proud mother of a son, Eugene,
who gave his life for his country during World War Two, & proved her worth by
living as a widow for 22 years.
Sister Venna Gibbs, 78 years young, with a twinkle in her
eyes, a smile on her face and a readiness to join in the fun, is mother to 4
children, grandmother to 16 grandchildren, & great grandmother to 29 great
grandchildren. She too, has occupied her time industriously for
the last 11 years as a widow.
Sister Erma Abbott, 75 years young proves continuously that dynamite
comes wrapped in small packages! She is the mother of 3 children, and
grandmother to 8 grandchildren. How do you suppose Jim keeps up with her?
Or does he?
All of these lovely women are true native Swan Lakers and have
contributed to the growth, well-being, and happiness of the lives of all they have touched.
Those who call them ‘Mother and Grandmother’ can be justly proud of their relationship with
these wonderful women.
“A little boy said to a playmate: “When I get older I want to wear glasses just like
Grandma wears. She must have a special kind because she can see much more than most
people.
“She can see when folks are hungry or tired or sorry, and she can even see what’ll
make them feel better. She can see how to fix a lot of things to have fun with, and she can see
what a feller meant to do, even if he didn’t do it right. She can see when a feller is about to cry
and she can see what to do to make him feel better.
“I asked her one day how she could see so good, and she said it was the way she
learned to look at things as she got older. So when I get older I want a pair of glasses just like
grandmas so I can see good too.”

24th of July Celebration: The ward has always acknowledged the celebration of the
Pioneers coming into the Utah Valley with Brigham Young. It has been celebrated by having
church up at Heart Mountain on the Sunday closest to the 24th, or it has been celebrated by
having a special program and picnic on the Saturday closest to the 24th recently with varied
activities: go carts, candy drop from an airplane, fireworks, obstacle course, pie eating
contests, our own Swan Lake band performing, tug of war, volleyball, baseball games, water
tank dunk, balloon toss, old fashioned pioneer games, parades, water fights, Dutch Oven
cooking, to pot luck dinners. There have been celebrations at Downata Hot Springs, the
Downey Park, cook outs up Cottonwood Canyon and then finally the celebrations in our own
little park with our own Pavilion after it was built.
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Jenilyn Thomas, Michelle
Abbott & other primary children
– Jello eating contest
Brad Gambles Pie eating
contest above.
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Shauna Gambles helping Amy Hadley with
Gunny sack race, Jenilyn Thomas looking
on.

Boys having a water fight with water
balloons – it turns into buckets.

The Dunk Tank. Someone will throw a ball at the target and it will dunk the person on the seat in
th
the water. The Monte Henderson family built it and used it at 24 of July Celebrations.
Right photo: Trason Henderson, Kirk Thomas, Alissa Smith, Jordan Henderson and Robert Doney
in the seat.
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Swan lake Polka Dot Band – July 24th, 1983. Erma Abbott – Director,
Brent Abbott – Accordion, Darwin Sorensen, Hazel Thomas – Violin,
Kent Hadley – Whistle, Kim Thomas – Trumpet, Max Kay -
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Rachel &
Laura Adams
with Jon
Thomas in
center
holding sign
th
for 24
parade.
Parade
above going
around the
block.

YWMIA & YMMIA Yearly Camp Trips & Adventures
The Young women always go on
a camp trip for several days each
summer, the young men will
usually go on a camp trip
somewhere also. They take a trip
to Salt Lake each year; usually to
do a service project at Welfare
Square, and see some of the
historical sights there and visit the
Center on Temple Square or they
take a trip to see the lights at
Christmas time. They have also
taken trips to Jackson Hole and
other surrounding areas to enjoy
the adventures in many areas
over the years.
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Youth Conference in Salt Lake and at Bear Lake. Two totally different kinds of
activities but both enjoyable.
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Service Project – Youth and leaders
picking Rye over at Bear Lake
during the Youth Conference.

Youth Conferences
The young people always
have a youth conference in
the summer, held either at a
college campus in Utah or
Idaho or in the Stake or
wherever the Stake leaders
have it planned it.
These pictures are of a trek
they went on in the Stake.
Jayne and John Probst were
the Father and Mother.
Peggy Sorensen was also a
leader with the group.
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Oxford Peak Climbing Expeditions: Over the Years there have been several groups
climb to the top of the mountain & enjoy the spectacular view of the valley below.

Oct 1977 -19 ward members climbed: Brent, Vickey, Wendy, Tina &
Michelle Abbott, Kent & Betty Jo Hadley, LuAnn Roberts, Laura Lee
Sorensen, Peggy Henderson, Cheryl Thomas, Tammy Merrill, Harriet
Roberts, Brandy Olson, Terri Nelson, Monte Henderson, Brad
Gambles, Lynn & Faye Merrill. We got a little snow in a couple of
places. Beautiful warm day. We didn’t need our coats, ate lunch on
top at 12:00. Stopped and looked at the old gold mine.
From Fay Merrill’s Journal
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Memorial Day: The ward members always cleaned the cemetery for this event as a group
until the well and lawn was put in and a caretaker hired for the job. After that, the young people
would usually have a fund raiser at the Thomas Merc Store with baked goods and other items
to sell for raising money for their adventures in the summer.

Funerals: Every funeral that is held in our little ward, the compassionate service is done by
the Relief Society with taking care of flowers and preparing a meal for the family to enjoy after
the services for their family to gather together and visit.
Relief Society Mother- Daughter Party: I can always remember each year we had a
mother daughter party. It has been a different theme every year. It is an enjoyable time for all
who participate: We’ve had pioneer Games, Fashion Shows, How to Manicure your nails and
yard, scrapbooking, cookouts up the canyon. It’s a great bonding time for mothers & daughters
in the ward & grandmothers.

Primary Sacrament Meeting program: There is always a Sacrament meeting put on by
the Primary children each fall. The children study a special subject as a theme all year long
and learn the songs, scriptures and stories to put on a wonderful program.

Gold and Green Balls and Dance Festivals:
Over the years there have been many Gold and Green Balls. They held dances when
the ward was first organized for several years after, it was a fun pastime.
A little later, a Gold and Green Ball was held every year on a ward, then a Stake and then an
All church level up until about 1975. This was a wonderful activity where young people learned
to socialize and enjoy dancing with their ward, and meeting other young people from the area.
Over the years, many have served as dance directors to teach the youth.
On March 24, 1976, there was
Regional Dance Festival held in the
Mini-dome in Pocatello celebrating
the Bicentennial year. There were
eight young couples representing
our ward. They were Ted Gambles
and Myrtle Matkin, Brad Gambles
and Delise Yearsley, Glen Merrill
and Cheryl Thomas, Randy Merrill
and Cindy Kay, Bret Yearsley and
Linda Gibbs, Charles Sorensen
and Lauralee Sorensen, Monte
Henderson and Tamara Merrill,
Alan Kay and Peggy Henderson.
The youth did a wonderful job with
their dance. The dance festival was
a big success. The Mini-dome was
about packed for two different
dance performances. Our ward
sold 55 tickets at $2.00 a piece and
the ward was allowed to keep hold of the sales.
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Janitorial Services:
We don’t want to write a history of the ward without mentioning the tireless hours of
many who have taken care of the buildings over the years and have made them sparkling clean
and pleasant to worship in and have our activities. We have always been responsible to clean
up after the activities that we have in each organization over the years to respect and keep the
buildings beautiful and reverent as we left each event.
On 1 Sept 1901 Floyd F Whitt was released as janitor of the red school house. The
older school boys were assigned to keep the building clean and the fires built & stoked. Ida
and Jim Hadley served as janitors of the Church and school for some time. In 1933 Aunt
Martie and Seth Gibbs were janitors. Fay and Lynn Merrill, Jim and Lael Abbott, Alice Thomas
and others. Names not available. In the new Chapel, Douglas and Wilma Sorensen and at the
time being – 1990 – Kim and Mary Thomas are caring for the all-electric building.
In about 1990, the Multi Stake Group cleaned until 1993-94. They were all employees
of the church. Most of these had been hired before in their own individual wards.
Then in about 1993 – 94, the Facility Management group took over and implemented
the new church policy of the custodial care of church buildings. They traveled from stake to
stake cleaning. They cleaned the church and took care of the grounds. The care of the
grounds was put on contract bid and taken care of in that way.
The summer of 2010, the church turned over the cleaning of the church to the ward
members. We take turns as families cleaning the church a month at a time. We usually put
two families together in our ward.

NOTE: The following is a humorous bit of information Lynn and Fay Merrill put into the Ward
Bulletin March 1995:
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Bishoprics of Swan Lake Ward
Compiled by Vickey from church records and from Fay Merrill’s Journals
1910-1910: JOSEPH W. KAY was Presiding Elder of the Branch with 1st
Counselor Albert E. Talbot.
1911-1935: Bishop: LEWIS J.PETTY JR. (May 28, 1911-April 14, 1935)
-24 years. Set apart by David O McKay.

1st Counselor Joseph W. Kay until 1918 (He died April 19, 1918).
1st Counselor Lewis Edgar Merrill (May 26, 1918- Dec. 18, 1921). 1st
Counselor John W. Hendricks (Dec. 18, 1921-Dec10, 1922). 1st Counselor
William G. Gambles (Dec. 10, 1922-1930). 2nd Counselor Orval E.
Hendricks (1911-1917). 2nd Counselor John W. Hendricks (Aug. 18, 19181921). 2nd Counselor William C. Gambles (1921-1922). 2nd Joseph L
Quale (1911-1925). 2nd Counselor John Vern Kay (March 29, 19251930?). Ward Clerk William D. Gambles (1900-1920). Ward Clerk William
C. Gambles (1920-1930).
1935-1943: Bishop: WILLIAM C. GAMBLES (called as bishop April 14,
1935, set apart May 12, 1935 by Apostle Marvin J. Ballard, released as
bishop June 20, 1943)-7 years.
1st Counselor Peter C. Sorensen. 2nd Counselor William M. Thomas Jr.
Ward Clerk LeRoy Petty.

1943-1948: Bishop: JAMES ABBOTT (June 20, 1943-Feb.1, 1948) set
apart by Thomas E. McKay. - 5 years.
1st Counselor E. Lionel Merrill. 2nd Counselor Nathan Thomas. Ward Clerk
Woodrow Sorensen (ordained High Priest and Bishop set apart by
Thomas E. McKay Nov. 14, 1943.

1948-1959: Bishop: EDGAR LIONEL MERRILL (Feb. 1, 1948-Sept. 27,
1959) - set apart by LeGrand Richards short of 12 years.
1st Counselor Nord K Westover. 2nd Joseph W Kay. Clerk Woodrow
Sorensen. Clerk George Q. Matkin. Clerk Max Kay (1957-58).
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1959-1974: Bishop: DOUGLAS SORENSEN (Nov. 1, 1959-May 5, 1974,
ordained HP and Bishop and set apart by Elray L. Christiansen)-short of
15 years.
1st Counselor Reed K Westover.2nd Counselor Lynn Hyde Merrill (HP set
apart by Elray L. Christiansen). Ward Clerk Delbert Holden (set apart by
Alvin Criddle, Nov, 1 1959- May 21, 1961). Ward Clerk Phil Gambles (May
21, 1961-July 22, 1962). 1st Counselor Phil Gambles (July 22, 1962).
Ward Clerk Thomas A. Lemmon (July 22, 1961-Oct. 14, 1962). Ward
Clerk Robert Hadley (Nov. 18, 1962). Assistant Ward Clerk Clark Millard
(June 10, 1973).
1974-1980: Bishop: PHIL R. GAMBLES (May 5, 1974, set apart June 21,
1974 by Delbert L. Stapley-6 years.
1st Counselor Brent Abbott (went to Salt Lake to be set apart May 5, 1974Aug. 31, 1975).. 2nd Counselor Kent Hadley (May 5, 1974-Aug. 8, 1975).
Ward Clerk Lynn Merrill. Assistant Ward Clerk Clark Millard. 1st Counselor
Kent Hadley (Aug. 8, 1974-Aug. 3, 1980 set apart by Reed Cammack). 2nd
Counselor Sheldon K. Sorensen (Aug. 8, 1974-Feb. 8, 1976 set apart by
Reed Cammack). 2nd Counselor Max D Kay (Feb. 8, 1976-Aug. 8, 1980).

1980-1986: Bishop: LYNN HYDE MERRILL (Aug. 8, 1980-April 27, 1986)
Set apart by Pres. Douglas Sorensen -6 years.
1st Counselor Orval Brent Abbott. 2nd Counselor John Darwin Sorensen.
Ward Clerk Kent Hadley. Financial Clerk Phil Gambles. Financial Clerk
Terrell Sorensen (June 8, 1984).

1986-1989: Bishop JOHN DARWIN SORENSEN (April 27, 1986-May 21,
1989)- Set apart by his father, President Douglas Sorensen short of 3
years.
1st Counselor Glen Merrill, 2nd Counselor Alan Kay. Financial Clerk Brent
Abbott. Ward Clerk Terrell Sorensen.
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1989-1994: Bishop: KENT R. HADLEY (May 21, 1989-Aug. 14, 1994)-5
years.
1st Counselor Glen Merrill. 2nd Counselor Monte Henderson. Financial
Clerk Brent Abbott. Ward Clerk Alan Kay.
Dec 20, 1992, Glen Merrill released as 1st counselor and Alan Kay as
Clerk, Monte Henderson sustained as 1st Counselor and Kim Thomas as
2nd Counselor,Ted Gambles Clerk, Jan. 1994 Monte Henderson
released as 1st counselor, Kim Thomas 1st counselor, Orrin Hatch 2nd
Counselor to Aug 14, 1994.
1994-1997: Bishop LYNN HYDE MERRILL (Aug. 14, 1994-Aug. 31,
1997) Set apart by President Loyal L Bellon -3 years.
1st Counselor Kim Thomas. 2nd John Bundy. Ward Clerk Ted Gambles.
Financial Clerk Brent Abbott. Financial Clerk Tom Adams (Feb. 19, 1995)
2nd Counselor Brad Gambles (Feb. 19, 1995).

1997-2004: Bishop: ORVAL BRENT ABBOTT (Aug. 31, 1997-Aug. 1
2004)- set apart by Gordon L Gillman 7 years.
1st Counselor Brad Gambles (Aug. 31, 1997-March 2001). 2nd Counselor
Alan Kay (Aug. 31, 1997- Aug 1, 2004). Ward Clerk Ted Gambles (Aug.
1997-May 2002). Financial Clerk Tom Adams (Aug. 1997-Oct. 2003). 1st
Counselor Neal Gibbs (March 2001-Aug. 2004). Ward Clerk Joel Crouch
(May 2002-Oct. 2003). Clerk Tim Leighton (May 2002-Aug. 1, 2004).
Financial Clerk Glen Merrill (Oct. 2003-Aug. 1, 2004).
2004-2011: Bishop: BRADLEY GILBERT GAMBLES (Aug. 1, 2004-Feb.
6, 2011)-7 years.
1st Counselor Glen Merrill. 2nd Counselor Robert Hayes (Aug. 20042010). 2nd Counselor Neal Gibbs (2010-Feb. 6, 2011). Ward Clerk Tim
Leighton (2004-2005). Financial Clerk Alan Kay (2004-2008). Ward Clerk
Darwin Sorensen (2005-2011). Financial Clerk Chris Sorensen (20082011).

2011- Present: Bishop ALAN DANIEL KAY (Feb. 6, 2011-present).
1st Counselor Kim W. Wight. 2nd Counselor David Bosen. Ward Clerk
Darwin Sorensen. Financial Clerk Chris Sorensen.
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“Every Bishop is a man who has been called by the spirit of prophecy and revelation
and set apart and ordained by the laying on of hands. Every one of them holds the
keys of the presidency of his ward. Each is a high priest, the presiding high priest of
his ward. Each carries tremendous responsibilities of stewardship. Each stands as a
father to his people.”
Pres. Gordon B. Hinckley, Ensign, Nov. 1988 p.48.
“No matter how large the Church grows, no matter where its work extends, no matter
how many General Authorities are put in place as leaders on a general level, when all
is said and done, on a day-to-day basis, the men who will most importantly and most
directly affect the faith, the spiritual strength, and the activities of the members of this
Church will be the bishops. They cannot do it all themselves. They have counselors to
whom they can and must delegate. In so doing, they will bless themselves and their
people.”
Pres. Gordon B Hinckley, Regional Representative Seminar March 30, 1990.
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Bishops summary of each time in service: 1911-2011 100 years
Bishop Lewis J. Petty: 1911-1935

.

During the time Swan Lake ward was part of the Oneida
stake, he and Orval Hendricks rode horseback many miles to visit
members of the ward. When Portneuf stake was organized in 1915,
he applied for membership in that stake, of which the Swan Lake
Ward is a part today.
During the years of the influenza epidemic, Bishop Petty said
“As I recall when the flu epidemic was taking its death toll through
the country. I was called into homes day and night to administer to
assist in any way, never at any time was the sickness carried home
to my own family and I was able to render this service to others in
need, this was a testimony to me.” He was promised in his
patriarchal blessing he would have the power to heal. .Bishop Petty
went night and day administering to the wants of those afflicted,
while his wife, Chella washed the bedding and clothes brought
home to be returned clean and disinfected.
During the Flu epidemic we didn’t hold church for about seven months.
We held our services for a long time in the school house in the district. Nearly all of us were
newly married and just starting out in life and were poor so to speak but we decided we needed
very badly a chapel in which to worship. We as a bishopric (Bishop Petty, Joseph W Kay, &
Orval E Hendricks) put the proposition up to the people and they all voted to sustain us in the
matter.
At the time, the church was usually giving one-third of the cost of the building but he
went to Salt Lake, met with President Heber J Grant, explained our condition to him, and he
finally said, “we’ll stand half of the expense” which was a great help to us and which we
appreciated greatly. President Grant asked what the anticipated cost was and he told him
$14,000.00. He said, “Make it $115,000.00 because that is what it will cost (which it did.)”
Our chapel was dedicated May 13, 1928 by Stephen L Richards.
Bishop Petty said that during the 24 years that he served as Bishop that he had many
wonderful experiences and was built up greatly in his faith.
Priesthood traced back to Christ as follows:
Ordained a teacher by Lewis James Petty Sr. Feb. 14, 1897
Ordained a Seventy by Rulon S. Wells Sept. 6, 1899
Ordained a high Priest by David O. McKay June 11, 1911
David O. McKay was set apart by Joseph F. Smith
Joseph F Smith was set apart by Joseph Smith and Oliver Cowdery
Joseph Smith and Oliver Cowdery were set apart by Peter, James and John
Peter, James, and John were set apart by Christ
Patriarchal blessing by O. N. Liljenquist March 21, 1898
Baptism- May 3, 1888 by O. N. Clements
Confirmed by Lewis James Petty Sr. May 3, 1888
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Bishop William C Gambles: 1935-1943
Bishop Gambles served seven years. He was the ward
Clerk to Bishop Petty when he was Bishop for almost 24 years.
There was a thorough repair and renovation job done at the
meeting house. New shingles, new paint, inside and out and walls
sized and calcimined, and a new cyclorama for the stage.
Two funerals were held, Sarah A Kent, David Quigley.
Belva Thomas returned from the Western States mission and
Edward T Gambles returned from the Samoan Mission.
He worked with Emily Thomas and Emma Petty as Relief
Society Presidents. Ella Hendricks and Belva Thomas were the
two Primary Presidents he worked with. The Young Women
Presidents were Verla Thomas, Alda Merrill and Bernice Hadley.
The Young men Presidents were William M Thomas Jr., Cluff
Petty, Harding Gibbs, Lionel Merrill, Edward Gambles and Grant
Carlson.
It was reported in 1936 that the health of the people was excellent and the irrigated
crops were good, but dry land wheat was poor.
The depression and hard times were going on while Bishop Gambles was serving, I’m
sure he was called on with the church to help many families in need. Many families lost their
farms and way of living. He was the man the Lord called to serve the people during this difficult
time of their lives and lead the people in the ward to help each other in as many ways as they
could. It was said by many in the histories that people had to help each other during this time
and to rely on what they could get from God’s good earth for food and survival. They raised
gardens and butchered their meat, jarred and dried their food for storage. Everyone helped
each other.
Construction began on the new State Highway through Swan Lake to Preston. April 27,
1937. We held a ward reunion on March 17, 1939 in connection with the beginning of the
Relief Society organization. It was successful.

Bishop James Abbott: 1943-1948
In the ward records, Bishop Abbott encouraged
everyone to read the scriptures often and rely on them for
guidance. He was also a Bishop who enjoyed a good time
and friendship. He loved to call people his friend. He always
had a good attitude about life & cheerful to everyone he met.
One of the traditions he started was having church
once a year up at Heart Mountain the closest Sunday to the
24th of July. It brought a lot of people out. They held church
and Sunday school and then had a nice picnic afterwards that
was furnished by all who attended.
He was Bishop during World War II and he had the
sad experience of conducting the funeral of 2nd Lieutenant
Eugene Henderson who was killed in action 1st March 1945
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at Iowa Jima Volcano Island in the performance of his duty and service of his country.
There was also no Young Men’s or Young Women’s organization during 1943-1946
because of the war. There were 40 of our youth involved in the service of our country. The
young men went to war and the young women went to school or to the fields to help their
fathers with the farming. When they did organize the youth again, Bishop Abbott helped a lot
in the Young Men with Lionel Merrill as the President. He called Fontella Sorensen to be the
Young Women’s President in 1946.
He worked with Belva Thomas as Primary President most of his service time and called
Hazel Thomas the last year he was a Bishop as the Primary President. Bishop Abbott worked
with Thelma Gambles as the Relief Society President.
In Bishop Abbott’s patriarchal blessing he was told he would have enough of the
opposite to make the good seem doubly good to him and he would be appreciative and have a
very forgiving heart. The people knew where they stood with him and took him at face value
without question. He loved people and wanted to help them any way he could, I’m sure a
quality that helped him act as Bishop during the time of the war.
It was said of Bishop Abbott, at his funeral, that he came to understand, that this life
was not the beginning. We all lived as Spirit children of our Father in Heaven long before we
came to this life. When the time came when we come to this earth, we were told it would be a
great responsibility to take upon ourselves a body. Our Savior, Jesus Christ, summed it up in
these words “Behold there is space here, we will go down and form a world upon which these
may dwell. And we will prove them herewith to see if they will do all things whatsoever the Lord
their God commanded them. Jesus sent Apostles and Prophets to this earth to teach us the
gospel. In the meridian of time, he came himself to show by his own example how best to
serve the Lord.
I was always impressed about the answer to the question “Which of all are the greatest
commandments?” With his answer “Thou shalt love God with all thy heart, with all thy soul and
with all thy might” and the second his like unto it “Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself”.
These words by Ted Perry, a brother in law, “Jim Abbott truly did love his neighbor.”

Bishop Edgar Lionel Merrill: 1948-1959
Bishop Merrill was well prepared for this calling. He had
served as a counselor to the two Bishops serving before his call. A
few things we found in the records about Bishop Merrill. We know
that he continued the tradition of having Sacrament meeting and
Sunday school at Heart Mountain for a few years the Sunday
closest to the 24th of July to celebrate Pioneer Day.
He continued the Ward Reunion tradition and in 1952
Bishop Merrill insisted all organization heads be included in this
planning meeting for the 17th of March affair:
The entire bishopric with clerks, The Old Folks committee,
Alma Hadley Chairman, with Leonard Carlson & wife Laura, &
Carra Sorensen, the Relief Society Presidency -Fay Gambles,
Thelma Gambles and Ilia Henderson, the Sunday School- Dick
Richard Brock, Fenton Matkin & Ida Hadley. MIA - Mr. & Mrs. James Abbott, Walene Matkin ,
Primary- Belva Hadley. Each had a special job; invitations, preparation, pre-cleaning (the
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chapel was cleaned from head to foot, floors varnished & waxed, walls, windows and curtains
were washed),table decorations, after dinner clean-up, It took about 45 people to get all of the
preparations ready when I counted all of the committee members mentioned.
Bishop Merrill’s daughter, Betty, said of him “He was a religious person, never missing
church & expected his family to do likewise. Father was a very dependable person and a
willing and able leader. He was a generous person. His home was always opened to relatives
& friends and the very best given to them. Many times he gave aid to hobo’s or strangers in
need who were passing through and never once did he turn them away without food or clothing
& in many cases lodging. .
Bishop Merrill must have loved history and genealogy. He called Bella Hadley to be the
ward historian on October 4, 1954. He was inspired because she carried on that assignment
until she left the ward in the early 1980’s. We have needed her expertise and timeless hours to
continue that history ever since.
He worked with three
Primary presidents, Nedra Cole,
Twila Gibbs and Fontella
Sorensen. He worked with four
Relief Society Presidents,
Thelma Gambles, Ila
Henderson, Lucy Allen and
Venna Gibbs. He worked with
two Young Women Presidents,
Erma Abbott and Diane Kay.
During 1954 the parents started
driving teenagers to Downey for
MIA and recreation. He worked
with Marie Petty and Stanton
Yearsley with the Young Men
and Women program during this time. He worked with George Gambles, James Abbott and
Max Kay as young Men’s Presidents also.

Bishop Douglas Sorensen: 1959-1974
There were 141 people in the ward when Bishop Sorensen
went in as Bishop.
Bishop Sorensen served for almost fifteen years as a
bishop of the Swan Lake Ward. He was in charge of getting the
bids and all the preparation for the new building built in 1970-71.
He worked with the building committee in planning and preparing
for our new building. The ward served and worked with many fund
raisers to raise the money for our new church house. It was a very
busy time.
He saw many changes during his time as Bishop. He
enjoyed working with the several sets of Counselors he had, He
supported girl’s camp during his time as Bishop. The Primary was
held in conjunction with the Downey Ward for a few years. He
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worked with three different primary Presidents, Doris Kay, Colleen Henderson, & Fay Merrill.
The young men had a strong program and worked with the Downey wards until 1960
when they decided to remain in their own wards. They had met together since 1954. Stanton
Yearsley was the young men’s president and had several sets of counselors with him.
Bishop Sorensen saw eighteen different missionaries go out on full time missions from
our ward during the years he served. Two of those missionaries were his own sons.
The Young Women Presidents Bishop Sorensen worked with were Marie Petty, Betty
Gambles, and Joyolin Henderson. He supported their programs and attended many events as
a Priesthood advisor. Girl’s camp was a favorite.
Bishop Sorensen served with five different Relief Society Presidents, Venna Gibbs,
Glenna Joy Yearsley, Erma Abbott, Edith Millard and Colleen Henderson. There were many
ward bazaars and activities and services these women helped provide the ward during the
fifteen years Bishop Sorensen served.
He conducted fifteen different funerals both young and old including his own mother
and father during the time he was Bishop. George Merl Henderson, Annette Henderson (Cal &
Joyolin’s daughter) who was killed in an accident, Edith Chella Howell, James H Kofoed,
George Q Matkin, William Leonard Carlson, Laura L Croshaw Carlson, and Lewis James Petty
Jr. Peter Christian Sorensen, Hyrum Lester Henderson, Alma Hadley, Edith Millard, William
Henry Millard, and Richard James Gibbs.
There were 24 marriages, twelve of them were temple marriages and eleven of them he
performed the ceremony in the Swan Lake Ward.
Lots of Ward parties were held at Downata and at Heart Mountain and up the canyon.
The Halloween party was held most every year and the Ward Christmas party every year.
It was voted and passed to have
family pictures taken and to have family
albums made on Feb 7 1965 which
turned out to be a really nice project.
The Indian Placement program
was started in our ward and four
students were placed in four different
homes.
There were several fasts for rain
and we had many flash floods during
the time Bishop Sorensen was Bishop
where the ward had to help each other
clean up afterwards in basements and
homes.
Bishop Sorensen didn’t get much of a rest because he was sustained and called to be
the President of the newly formed Arimo Idaho Stake in 1977.
Ted Gambles remembers when he was sustained. President Sorensen said that he
and another high councilman were talking about the new Stake President. The Councilman
joked that President Sorensen could be the next President. It then hit Pres. Sorensen that he
could be called and did not sleep all that night. When the call was extended he knew it was
what God wanted him to do.
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Bishop Abbott, Bishop Petty, Bishop Sorensen, Bishop Gambles, Bishop
Merrill.

Bishop Doug Sorensen & Wilma, Bishop Lionel Merrill & Alda, Bishop Jim Abbott & Erma,
Bishop William C Gambles & Fay, Bishop Lewis J Petty & Chella.
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Bishop Phil R. Gambles: 1974-1980
Shortly after the dedication on December 9,
1973, of our new Swan Lake chapel, Pres. Reed
Cammack interviewed Phil on April 27, 1974, to be a
bishop. Phil was sustained as Bishop of the Swan
Lake Ward May 5, 1974, with O. Brent Abbott as first
counselor and Kent Hadley as second counselor
and Lynn Merrill as ward clerk and Clark Millard as
financial clerk. On June 21, 1974, Phil along with
his family also his counselors and wives went to Salt
Lake and Phil was ordained as Bishop of the Swan
Lake Ward and set apart by Elder Delbert L. Stapley
of the Council of the Twelve in his office. Phil’s
Brent Abbott family, Kent Hadley family &
Phil Gambles family on top of the church
counselors were also ordained and set apart that
office building after being set apart.
day by Elder Stapley.
O. Brent Abbott was released as first counselor on August 31, 1975, and Kent Hadley
was sustained as first counselor. Sheldon Sorensen was sustained as second counselor.
Sheldon Sorensen was released as second counselor on February 8, 1976, and Max Kay was
sustained as second counselor the same date.
The first funeral after Phil was made Bishop was on August 15, 1974, which was his
dad, George R. Gambles. Bishop asked Brent to conduct this funeral. The following are the
funerals which Phil conducted during his time as Bishop: Aram Allen May 15, 1975, Hyrum
Hadley, a former ward member, December 27, 1975,
Guy Martin, a former ward member, May 20, 1976,
Ruby Graham Merrill July 6, 1976, Lucy Kofoed Allen,
January 27, 1979, Wanda Royter Carlson, February 6,
1979, Woodrow W. Sorensen, May 17, 1979, Verna
Larsen Bell October 3, 1979, and Willard “Dutch”
Hadley May 16, 1980.
Marvin J. Sorensen was the first missionary
who left for his mission after Phil was made Bishop.
His farewell (which we called them then) was held
May 26, 1974. He served in the East Australian
Mission. The following are the other missionaries who were called during Phil’s tenure as
Bishop: Bart Merrill to Thailand-Bankok Mission on May 10, 1974, Glen Merrill to San Diego
California Mission August 1977, Randy Merrill to Spain Barcelona Mission July 1979, Ted R.
Gambles (Phil’s son) to Germany Munich Mission, August, 1979, Alan Kay to the Milan Italy
Mission May 1980, Monte Henderson also received his call to serve in the Alaska Mission but
left after Bishop Lynn Merrill became Bishop.
There were two Relief Society Presidencies who served along with Bishop Phil
Gambles. They were: Twila Gibbs as President with Gwen Hadley and Belva Hadley as
counselors; then Fay Merrill was put in as President with Diane Kay and Glenna Joy Yearsley
as counselors, Wilma Sorensen as secretary.
Linda Sorensen was the president of the Young Women with Colleen Henderson as a
counselor and Joan Matkin as secretary. Peggy Sorensen was put in as counselor in 1979.
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The Primary president was Suzanne Hadley with Marie Sorensen as counselor and
Mary Thomas as secretary.
Joan Matkin was the ward librarian and Kim Thomas was the ward music chairman.
There were many memorial events that occurred during Phil’s tenure as Bishop but some of the
ones mentioned were the release of the Stake Presidency and a new one sustained. Pres.
Reed Cammack, Wayne Wheatley and Alan Brady were released by Apostle Boyd K. Packer
and Douglas Sorensen was sustained as Stake President with Wayne Hall first counselor and
Alan Christensen second counselor. Also, Alan Brady was made the Stake Patriarch by what
Elder Packer called ‘instant revelation’ in that meeting. Bro. Brady was called as he sat in the
congregation that day without prior notice.
In May 1979 there was a Solemn Assembly held in the Idaho Falls West Stake center.
Those privileged to attend from our ward were Pres. Douglas Sorensen, Bp. Phil Gambles,
Kent Hadley, Lewis Roberts, Joe Kay and Lynn Merrill. President Nathan Eldon Tanner and
President Marion G. Romney, David Haight and Church Patriarch Eldred G. Smith were there.
The Logan Temple had been closed since the fall of 1977 for renovation and was
opened for public tours on February 5, 1979. Our stake was tour guides on Saturday, February
25, 1979. Phil said quote “It was really a spiritual experience. The Temple is really beautiful.
My job was to take the aged and handicapped on the tour. I really enjoyed this experience.”
End quote. On March 15, 1979, was the rededication of the Logan Temple for our stake to
attend. Pres. N. Eldon Tanner conducted and President Spencer W. Kimball gave a wonderful
talk and the dedicatory prayer. Kim Thomas and Marie Sorensen sang in the choir for that day.
Pres. Douglas Sorensen gave the closing prayer. Phil made the comment that there were 42
from our ward in attendance at the dedication. He said the ward membership at the time was
102 so we had over 50% of our ward members old enough to
attend in attendance. From Phil’s journal quote “It was really a
choice experience interviewing all of these people to go to the
temple. I really enjoyed my interviews with the young people. I
really grew to love and appreciate them for what they stand for
and the many temptations they have to withstand. Being Bishop
is really a challenging experience, but very rewarding.” End
quote.
The Teton Dam burst on June 5, 1976, and flooded a
large area from Rexburg on down and did much damage to many
homes, farms, businesses and everything in common. The
church asked the members everywhere to help clean up the
disaster and Swan Lake heeded the call. They had a signup sheet for three specific days for
the men to sign up to go help wherever needed. Many were willing to sign up and help with
this disaster which they did. Phil was very pleased with the good response from the members
of the ward to help those who had been affected by this disaster. There were many stories that
were told. Phil said he was carrying out debris from the basement of a business and a pair of
pantyhose was caught and stretching up the stairs and he did not realized it until it broke loose
and hit him in the back with the mud etc. attached.
On August 3, 1980, Bishop Phil Gambles was released as Bishop. His counselors Kent Hadley
and Max Kay and Lynn Merrill as Ward Clerk were also released. Lynn Merrill was then
sustained as Bishop of the Swan Lake Ward with Brent Abbott as 1st counselor and Darwin
Sorensen as 2nd counselor.
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Bishop Lynn Hyde Merrill 1980-1986
Bishop Merrill is a kind and
loving man. He was called to lead our
ward at a time when there were
several who passed away including his
own father and mother. Many people
who were lifelong residents passed
away, Joe Kay, Pearl Nordick, Marie
Henderson and Martel Thomas and
baby Heather, a daughter of Kim and
Mary Thomas. Bishop Merrill said “the
funerals were really sad, but I know
that it is part of life”. He said that Fay’s
funeral was the saddest one for him.
He really misses his wife.
There were happy times also. There were several baptisms by the young people in the
ward and three baby blessings.
Bishop Merrill had his own son, Randy, and Ted Gambles on missions when he started
to serve. Then Monte Henderson and Fontella Sorensen left for missions. He had some
influence on two other young men who lived here for a while and then went home and served
missions from their home wards, Brett Peck and David Carlson. There were nine Temple
Marriages during this time, with two of them being his son and daughter, Tammy, and Glenn.
He worked with Diane Kay as a Relief Society President. Colleen Henderson was
Young Women’s President. Marie Sorensen was the Primary president. Max Kay was the
Sunday school superintendent and Tracy Bosen was Young Men’s president.
We arranged for all the ward families to have their pictures taken during his term as
Bishop which was very good for history and all the ward organizations.
Many young people have fond memories of going to activities with him. He was always
ready to have a good time and was a great tease to the young people. They loved being
around him. Bishop Merrill said “I loved to tease the people, if you tease people it must mean
that you like them and they like you better.” Quote July 17, 2011.
Bishop Merrill said that he really loved to go to Girls Camp with the young women. That
was especially fun for him as a Bishop.
Bishop Merrill was a compassionate caring Bishop who loved the people in the ward
and tried to serve them in any way he could. If anyone needed help, he was the first one there
with his tools, and machinery or his willingness to work and help them in any way that he could.
Grandpa Tell Me About The Good Old Days by the Judds

Grandpa, tell me 'bout the good old days, Sometimes it feels like this world's gone crazy,
Grandpa, take me back to yesterday, When the line between right and wrong didn't seem so hazy.
Did lovers really fall in love to stay, And stand beside each other come what may?
Was a promise really something people kept, Not just something they would say?
Did families really bow their heads to pray? Did daddies really never go away?
Oh, Grandpa, tell me 'bout the good old days.
Grandpa, everything is changing fast, We call it progress but I just don't know.
And Grandpa, let's wander back into the past, And paint me the picture, Of long ago.
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Bishop Darwin Sorensen: 1986-1989

By Darwin Sorensen
Most of my fondest memories of serving as Bishop were being able to counsel with
members of our ward. Meeting with ward members, whether at tithing settlement or for a
temple recommend. Always choice memories were watching the youth grow from Primary age
to young adults. I have great memories with the men who served as my counselors and clerks;
and also their wives.
Fontella Sorensen was called on a mission. We had a funeral for Merrill Beckstead,
Lucy Redington and Boyd Allen. Marie Sorensen and Linda Henderson served as Primary
presidents. Brenda Kay was Young Women’s president and Wilma Sorensen was Relief
Society president.
I have always felt it a special blessing that I was ordained a Bishop by my father as he
was Stake President at the time.
We tried to get an annual event going by having a big harvest party in the fall whether it
was at Downata or up the Stockton Canyon.
While I was a counselor to Bishop Lynn Merrill for five years and then as a Bishop, I
always felt blessed by having a wonderful wife who always supported me. During this time we
had small children and she had to sit alone with the children. I know this was not an easy task
at times.
Girls Camp was always fun being with the leaders and the young women. They would
feed you like a king and then be ready to pull a first class prank on you. I remember a camp
when a young woman from the Arimo Ward was crying out in the night calling her Bishop’s
name. I heard her crying. I got out of my tent & I kept following her voice. She had somehow
gotten down into a ravine after walking in her sleep. There were huge fallen pine trees, rocks
and stinging needle. I was able to get to her and carry her out on my back. I cannot believe
how she did not break a leg or get badly injured as the ravine was fairly deep. After that
incident her ward tied her ankle to another girl’s ankle to keep her from walking in her sleep the
rest of the camp.
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Bishop Kent Hadley 1989-1994
Sustained May 21, 1989 and released
August 14, 1994.
First Counselor: Glen Merrill
Second Counselor: Monte Henderson
Clerk: Alan Kay
On the first Sunday I conducting
Sacrament Meeting on May 28, 1989, when it
became time for the Sacrament to be prepared, I
had forgotten the bread, so I had to go home and
get some to continue with the Sacrament. What
a silly way to start as Bishop.
On December 20, 1992 Glen Merrill was
released. He had been a counselor to Bishop
Sorensen, so the Lord felt like he needed a rest.
Kim Thomas was called as 2nd Counselor with Monte Henderson as 1st Counselor. Alan Kay
was also released as clerk and Ted Gambles was sustained as Ward Clerk. Then in January
of 1994 Monte Henderson was released and Orrin Hatch was sustained as 2nd Counselor:
Relief Society: Wilma Sorensen was President when I was put in. She was released
on August 20, 1989 and Fay Merrill was sustained as Relief Society President and she
remained in the position until I was released. Her counselors were Suzanne Hadley, 1st
Counselor and Lori Gambles, 2nd Counselor with Gwen Hatch as Secretary.
Primary: Linda Henderson was President with Andrea Bosen as 1st Counselor and
Gwen Hadley as 2nd Counselor with Peggy Sorensen as Secretary. On October 8, 1989,
Andrea Bosen was released and Peggy Sorensen was sustained as 2nd Counselor.
Young Women: Brenda Kay was President. She was released on Dec. 17, 1989.
Several months later, Betty Gambles was sustained as President. Her counselor was Susan
Buxton. She had only one counselor because there were only two girls in young Women at
that time, Rachel Adams and Amy Hadley.
Young Men: Tracy Bosen was President.& released Oct. 8, 1989. A few months later,
Greg Belew was sustained as President.
Funerals while I was Bishop listed in order: Venna Gibbs was our first funeral in the fall
of 1989. The most difficult was a dear and good friend, Phil Gambles and Max Kay. The
stillborn son of Alan and Brenda Kay, Nicholas Kay; James Abbott, Wayne Millard. Fay
Merrill’s mother Zella Casper died in 1993.
Fay had been taking care of her for several
years.
Those returning to Swan Lake for
funeral and burial were Pete Henderson and
Mac Gambles.
One night we were having a Bishopric
meeting and we left to go home. I had just
got into the house and Monte Henderson
pulled in. On his way home he had found the
body of Wayne Millard on the road just north
of his home. He had gone out to put cows
back in the field and passed away with his
cows under the moon and stars in Swan
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Lake. What a great way to go
Missionaries: We were a little short on young men. All we had were Ryan and Sid but
they were great and Sid stayed on his mission when his father passed away.
It was a great opportunity to serve with the great men and women of the Swan Lake
Ward. There were many good times, ward parties, reunions, activities with the young men and
young women. Spending time with the youth of our ward would have to be the highlight of the
position of Bishop.

Bishop Lynn Hyde Merrill 1994-1997:
Bishop Merrill always said, he didn’t get it right the first time as Bishop, so they had to
set him apart again. But we as a ward were grateful to have him as our Bishop the first and
second time. As Brent and I visited with
him on July 17, 2011, he said, “the best
thing about being a Bishop is that you get
to see the people and be with them.”
Bishop Merrill served with Kim
Thomas as lst councilor and John Bundy
2nd Councilor, Clerk Ted Gambles & Brent
Abbott Financial clerk. And then John
Bundy moved and he changed to Brad
Gambles 2nd councilor and Thomas Adams
Financial Clerk.
He had five more funerals to
conduct, Rachel Adams, sixteen year old
daughter of Tom and ReNee. She was
killed in a car accident. Belva Hadley,
Erma Abbott, Albert Nordick and Marie Petty.
Ted Gambles mentioned that when he was serving with Bishop Merrill that they were
holding a Bishopric meeting at the church, and got word from the State Police that Rachel
Adams had been killed in an auto accident. It really upset the Bishop as well as the rest of us.
Bishop Merrill went with the police to notify her parents. Ted said he could feel the love and
concern of the Bishop for one of his ward members.
There were three baby blessings and two missionaries, Trent Gibbs and Jonathan
Thomas. There were four temple marriages.
Glenna Joy Yearsley served as the Relief Society President and this was her second
time around too. She had the same saying as the bishop when he called her, “I didn’t get it
right the first time, so they needed to give me another chance”. Betty Gambles was put in just
before he was released.
Primary President Suzanne Hadley, and Sunday school Supt. Max Kay.
Young Woman President was Peggy Sorensen with Lori Gambles as counselor.
There were seven baptisms during this service time, and three baby blessings. He had
two missionaries return home after their missions, Randy Merrill, his son and Ted Gambles,
and Trent Gibbs and Jonathan Thomas go out to serve. There were four temple marriages.
At the end of his term as a Bishop, he and his wife, Fay wanted to serve a mission for
the Church and so he was released and was able to serve that mission with his sweetheart in
the German Frankfurt Temple Mission. This was a special time for both of them.
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Bishop Orval Brent Abbott 1997- 2004
I Was released from the High
Council and called as Bishop when
Bishop Merrill and Fay wanted to
serve a mission. My two counselors
and clerks were so supportive. I
really enjoyed working with them.
There were several changes but I
enjoyed all the men I worked with in
the Bishopric.
I worked with three primary
presidents Suzanne Hadley, ReNae
Adams, and Julia Merrill. I worked
with four young women presidents,
Peggy Sorensen, Brenda Kay, Lori
Gambles and Sarah Crouch. I enjoyed going to girls camp each year with the girls and
watching them grow into young women.
I worked with three Relief Society presidents. Betty Gambles, Jayne Probst and Jan
Gibbs. The Young men Presidents were John Probst, Brad Gambles, Glen Merrill and Monte
Henderson. I enjoyed going to youth conference with the youth and on trips with the boys
camping. These were some of the highlights of acting as a Bishop working with the young
people.
The High Councilmen assigned to the ward were Norman Spencer, Floyd Babbitt, Frank
Howe, Michael Welsh and Norm Lish. They advised us and helped our ward always.
The missionaries who left or who served while I was Bishop were Jon Thomas, Todd
Gambles, Lynn and Faye Merrill, Marty Thomas, Josey Sorenson, Shawn Henderson, Elvin
Adams, TJ Probst, & Paul Thomas. Several of these young men came home from their
missions and went right into the service in Iraq, Jon Thomas, Shawn Henderson, & Elvin
Adams. Evelyn Thomas also served there. Jacob Blanchard served in the Navy.
I performed weddings for Nick and Amy Phillips, Dan
and Betty Jo Combe, Trent and Summer Gibbs and Mr. & Mrs.
Stephen Greenwood.
Temple marriages were Ted and Debbie Gambles,
Mathew & Emily Leighton, John & Evelyn Thomas, Paul and
Lisa Thomas, Tim & Tamara Leighton, Chris & Angie Goodsell,
& Boyd and Sheena Jones.
Funerals were conducted for Sheldon Kay, Doris Kay,
Kay Gibbs, Kendon Jones, Thomas Gibbs, Suede Carlson,
Kamryn Gambles, MaryAnn Matkin, Ruby Gambles, Joy
Yearsley, Craig Henderson, Bernice Hadley Beckstead, Helmi
Johanna Hadley, & Ray Henderson. These were sad times, but
I was grateful to be able to serve these families.
I loved serving the fine people in our Swan Lake Ward.
I learned the value of serving others from my mother & father’s
example. I grew to love the people here in Swan Lake so
much; I watched them give to Dawn Gessell and to Ron
Centoni when these two families were suffering. Everyone was so generous in giving and
wanted to help their neighbors with the fund raisers the ward held. I appreciate growing up in
this community and being able to give back just a little by serving the people in this ward as a
Bishop for a few years. It has been a great blessing in my life.
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Bishop Bradley Gilbert Gambles 2004-2011
It has truly been a
privilege and blessing to
serve as Bishop of the Swan
Lake Ward. There have been
many highlights over the
years and I love the members
of our ward with all my heart.
My favorite memories are
those that involved service. I
love to see what happens to
each of us when we look
deep within ourselves and
give of our time, talents and
even make monetary
sacrifices. I cherish the
change that occurs when we
humble ourselves and allow
that same service in our
behalf.
I have a special place
in my heart for the youth. I see more than ever the reason the church puts so much emphasis
on them and their needs. I loved the many activities and programs that involved the youth, they
kept me young.
The support I received and the love and prayers I felt were so much appreciated. I loved
the caring notes and phone calls that I received. I love and appreciated the sister who never
missed sending me a Father’s Day card on each and every Father’s Day as father of the ward
or a special birthday note. Those little things were my highlights!
I received the call to be bishop a few months before I was actually sustained in August
of 2004. At that time I really struggled as I felt so inadequate to be a bishop. I could name
several men in the community who I felt were far more spiritual and would do a much better job
than I could. I really wondered why the Lord would place such an important calling on someone
so inadequate as myself. I have never prayed, questioned and pondered anything more in my
life.
There were a few things that I did know and one was
how much I loved the people of Swan Lake. I did care about
their lives, their struggles, concerns, triumphs and failures and
successes. I didn’t know that that love and concern would
become even stronger as I served them and they, in returned
served me. I didn’t know that love could grow like it did.
I also did not know that my love for the Lord, His son,
and for the Gospel of Jesus Christ would also grow like it did.
On many occasions I was able to see how blessed we are to be
members of His church, to see how much he loves us and to
see His atoning sacrifice work in our lives. I was humbled by His
trust in me and His love for all of us. I truly believe he knows
each one of us by name. He knows our difficulties and trials and he is always there to help us
when we allow him to. I know He continues to bless each of us.
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Bishop Alan Daniel Kay: Jan 2011- present time
‘It was a really humbling
experience to be called as the Bishop
following Bishop Brad Gambles. In
particular, because he has been a lifelong
friend, done so much for my family and is
such a compassionate person. I hope I
can serve the people of the Ward as well
as prior Bishops have helped me
throughout my life.
My counselors, Kim Wight and Dave
Bosen, have been a great help to me.
When I was called as Bishop, I knew who
the Lord wanted to serve as my
counselors, and it was reaffirmed while I
was attending the Temple.
One of the things I enjoy most about my calling is visiting with ward members in their
homes with my counselors. Our goal is to visit every member of the community. I also enjoy
attending activities with the youth and getting to know them.
It was a privilege to be a part of the Centennial Celebration of the Ward and be able to
work with all of the committees involved. The whole ward pulled together, under the direction
of Brent and Vickie Abbott, and had a wonderful celebration with many friends and family
I feel very blessed to have grown up in Swan Lake, be raised by good parents and to
have the opportunity to raise my own family in Swan Lake.
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The 5th Quorum of Elders
Compiled from Belva’s collection
The Swan Lake Ward and Downey 2nd Ward combined together and was called the 5th
Quorum of Elders. They did a lot of activities and projects together. One of the things they did
together was to have a hamburger stand at the Downey Fair. Everyone volunteered their time
to work the booth and they were known for their delicious hamburgers. They had combined
meetings.
Activities: Twin Lakes, water skiing. Take a picnic and go to twin lakes quite often.
Some just swimming, fishing and water skies. Good turnouts.

Presidencies of the Quorum:
1945-1949: RAY BURRUP, President (June 30, 1945-Feb. 27, 1949).
1st Counselor: Vernon Hartvigsen (June 30, 1945-Feb. 27, 1949). 2nd Counselor:
Douglas Sorenson (Nov. 30, 1947-Feb. 27, 1949). Secretary: J. Reed Criddle (June 30,
1945-Feb. 27, 1949).
1949-1951: MAX A. VALENTINE, President (Feb. 27, 1949-Oct. 28, 1951).
1st Counselor: Cluff Petty (March 27, 1949-Oct. 28, 1951).
1951-1955: CLUFF PETTY, President (Oct. 28, 1951-Apr. 17, 1955).
1st Counselor: Hal L. Nielsen (Oct. 28, 1951-Apr. 17, 1955). 2nd Counselor: W. Tyndale
Evans (Oct. 28, 1951-Apr. 17, 1955). Secretary: Keith Hyde. Secretary: Issac W.
Barnes.
1955-1959: WILLIAM L. WILSON, President (Apr. 17, 1955-Apr. 12, 1959).
1st Counselor: Victor R. Barfuss (Apr. 17, 1955-Apr. 12, 1959). 2nd Counselor: Lynn
Merrill (Apr. 17, 1955-Apr. 12, 1959). Secretary: Issac W. Barnes.
1959-1962: VICTOR R. BARFUSS, President (Apr. 12, 1959-July 8, 1962).
1st Counselor: Elward S. Burton (Apr. 12, 1959-July 8, 1962). 2nd Counselor: Lynn
Merrill (Apr. 12, 1959). 2nd Counselor: Delbert Holden. 2nd Counselor: Don Henderson
(rel. July 8, 1962). Secretary: E. LaVar Byington (Apr. 12, 1959). Secretary: H. Reed
Thomas (rel. July 8, 1962).
1962-1963: HASPEL WADE, President (July 8, 1962-June 9, 1963).
1st Counselor: Elward S. Burton July 8, 1962-June 9, 1963). 2nd Counselor: Albert
Nordick (July 8, 1962-June 9, 1963). Secretary: H. Reed Thomas (July 8, 1962-Dec. 9,
1962). Secretary: W. Tyndale Evans (Dec. 9, 1962-June 9, 1963).
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1951-1963: CLUFF PETTY, President (Oct. 28, 1951-June 9, 1963).
1st Counselor: Hal Neilson (Oct. 28, 1951-June 9, 1963). 2nd Counselor: Tyndale Evans (Nov.
25, 1951-Apr. 12, 1959). 2nd Counselor: Lynn Merrill (Apr. 12, 1959-July 8, 1962). 2nd
Counselor: Albert Nordick (July 8, 1962-June 9, 1963). Secretary: Keith Hyde (Oct. 28, 1951June 9, 1963).
1963-1966: ALBERT NORDICK, President (June 9, 1963-Jan.1, 1966).
1st Counselor: Dale Davis (June 9, 1963-Jan. 1, 1966). 2nd Counselor: Wilson Lowe (June 9,
1963-Jan. 1, 1966). Secretary: Max Kay (June 9, 1963-Jan. 1, 1966).
1966-1968: REED MORRISON, President (Jan. 1, 1966-Dec. 15, 1968).
1st Counselor: Stanton Yearsley (Jan. 1, 1966-Dec. 15, 1968). 2nd Counselor: Merl Bloxham
(Jan. 1, 1966-Dec. 15, 1968). Secretary: Max Kay (Jan. 1, 1966-Dec. 15, 1968).
1968-1972: STANTON YEARSLEY, President (Dec. 15, 1968-July 23, 1972).
1st Counselor: Merl Bloxham (Dec. 15, 1968-July 23, 1972). 2nd Counselor: Calvin Criddle (Dec.
15, 1968-July). Secretary: Max Kay (Dec. 15, 1968-July, 23, 1972).
1972-1974: MAX KAY, President (July 23, 1972-Apr. 21, 1974).
1st Counselor: Calvin Criddle (July 23, 1972-Apr. 21, 1974). 2nd Counselor: Lonny Dahlke (July
23, 1972-Apr. 21, 1974). Secretary: Ronald Wakley (July 23, 1972-Apr. 21, 1974).
1974-1976: MAX KAY, President (Apr. 21, 1974-June 20, 1976).
1st Counselor: Terrell Sorenson (Apr. 21, 1974-June 20, 1976). 2nd Counselor: Ray Henderson
(Apr. 21, 1974-June 20, 1976). Secretary: Clark Millard (Apr. 21, 1974-June 20, 1976).
1976-1977: CALVIN HENDERSON, President (June 20, 1976-Sept. 11, 1977).
1st Counselor: Robert Hadley (June 20, 1976-Sept. 11, 1977). 2nd Counselor: Richard Kay
Gibbs (June 20, 1976-Sept. 11, 1977). Secretary: Kim Thomas (June 20, 1976-1977).
1977- TERRELL SORENSON, President.
Secretary: Kim Thomas.
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Swan Lake Ward Sunday School History
1930: MORONI M. THOMAS, Superintendent (1930-Sept. 11, 1938).
1st Asst.: Peter C. Sorensen. 2nd Asst.: Albert Lewis. Secretary: Bertha Hadley.
1938: JAMES ABBOTT, Superintendent.
1st Asst.: Harold Nordick. 2nd Asst.: Woodrow Sorensen.
1949: RICHARD E. BROCK, Superintendent.
1st Asst.: Donald Henderson. 2nd Asst.: Stanton Yearsley. Secretary: Ida Hadley. Then in 1950,
Secretaries were: Walene Matkin and Joyolin Henderson. June 25, 1951 Secretaries: Jacque
Lyn Carlson and Berdean Henderson were set apart.
1952: RICHARD E. BROCK, Superintendent.
1st Asst.: Fenton Matkin. 2nd Asst.: Stanton Yearsley. Secretaries: Doreen Henderson and
Doneen Merrill.
1955: DOUGLAS SORENSEN, President.
1st Asst.: Lynn Merrill. 2nd Asst.: Harold Westover. Secretary: Kathleen Kay. Secretary: Myrna
Carlson (1956). Secretary: Patricia Merrill (1956-1958).
1958: LYNN MERRILL, Superintendent (Sustained on Jan. 5, 1958).
1st Asst.: Harold Westover. 2nd Asst.: Phil Gambles. Secretary: Patricia Merrill.
1959: HAROLD WESTOVER, Superintendent (Sept. 27, 1959).
Secretary: Wilma Sorensen and asst. Jacque Lyn Carlson. On Jan. 3, 1960, 1st Asst.: Albert
Nordick and 2nd Asst.: Robert Hadley was set apart. Secretary/Treasurer: Jacque Lyn Carlson
and Berdean Henderson (June 25, 1961).
1963: HAROLD WESTOVER, Superintendent (Oct. 1963-April 23, 1967).
1st Asst., Calvin A. Henderson. 2nd Asst., Albert Nordick. Secretary/Treasurer: Donna Rae
Gibbs.
1964: HAROLD WESTOVER, Superintendent.
1st Asst., Wayne w. Millard (Nov. 22, 1964). 2nd Asst., Albert Nordick. Secretary: Sandra
Henderson (released Oct. 15, 1967). Secretary: Idonna Henderson (sustained Oct. 15, 1967).
1967: ALBERT NORDICK, Superintendent (April 23, 1967).
1st Asst., Wayne Millard (released June 4, 1972). 2nd Asst., Donald L. Henderson. Secretary
Idonna Henderson. Secretary: Hope Yearsley (Aug. 10, 1969-Sept. 26, 1971). Secretary: Marla
Millard (1972 sustained). Asst. Secretary: Rochelle Westover (June 4, 1972-May 26,1974). 1st
Asst., Neal Gibbs (June4, 1972-Sept. 10, 1972). 1st Asst., Joseph Kay (sustained July 29,
1973). Secretary: Delise Yearsley (May 26, 1974).
1975: J. ALBERT NORDICK, President (1967-Oct. 29, 1978).
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1st Asst., Donald L. Henderson (1975-April 2, 1976). 2nd Asst., Joseph W. Kay (released Oct.
29, 1978. Secretary: Delise Yearsley (May 26, 1974-Sept. 5, 1976). Secretary: Lauralee
Sorensen (Sept. 5, 1976). 2nd Asst. Marvin Sorensen (June 18, 1978-Oct. 29, 1978). 1st Asst.
Marvin Sorensen (Oct. 29, 1978). 2nd Asst., Jim Rodebush (sustained Oct. 29, 1978).
1978: DARWIN SORENSEN, Superintendent (Oct. 29, 1978-Aug. 17, 1980).
1st Asst., Marvin Sorensen (Aug. 17, 1980-). 2nd Asst., Jim Rodebush (Aug. 17, 1980-Jan. 13,
1980). Secretary: Laralee Sorensen (Sept. 5, 1976- Sept. 23, 1979). Secretary: Tamara Merrill
(Sept. 23, 1979-Aug. 24, 1980). Secretary: Shauna Gambles (Aug. 24, 1980-April 12, 1981).
Secretary: Glenna Joy Yearsley (April 12, 1981-Aug. 29, 1982). Secretary: Wendy Sue Abbott
(Aug. 12, 1982).
1980: MAX KAY, Superintendent (Sept. 1980-1990).
1990 – 1994: ORIN HATCH, President.
1st Counselor: Brad Gambles. Secretary: Mary Ann Matkin.
1994-2004: Bob Hadley, Superintendent.
2004-2011: Orrin Hatch Superintendent.

Ward Librarian
The Ward Librarians
have worked in pairs. They
help provide the pictures
and teaching aids to help
the teachers. They have
been called in pairs and
over the years have spent
many hours organizing and
filing pictures and tools to
use for videos and
presentations the church
has designed. They take the
time to run handouts off for
our classes. They are a
great help. Venna Gibbs,
Ruby Merrill, Fontella Sorensen, Joan Matkin, Wilma Sorensen have been some of our
librarians. ReNee Adams and Mary Thomas are the librarians at the present time.
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Indian Placement Program
Taken from church records & Connie Leonard Yearsley
August 1968: Sixteen school age Indian youths, including two Chippewa, two Navajo, one from
the Mandan Arikara tribe and 13 Sioux, are residing in the Downey area this school year under
the LDS church placement education program.
4 Indian placement students in the following Swan Lake homes:
Bishop Doug Sorensen
Dupree – Angeline Lightfield, 8 years
Lynn Merrill
Wakpala - June Crow, 12 a seventh grader
George Gambles
Eagle Butte - Janet Garreaus, 16, Sophomore
Bob Hadley
From Minnesota, Chippewa -Vincent Clair Johnson 13,
an eighth grader from Minneapolis
Membership read in Sept 1968: Duane Lightfield and Orlean Polstrom, Angeline Ruth Sept 22,
68 membership read Orlean Folstrom, and Angeline Ruth Lightfield.
The next year two more students came, September 21 1969: The memberships of Cheryl Lynn
Charger and Cleo Hogan (Indian children) were read and accepted into the ward.
Nov 9, 1969: George P Gambles set apart as Asst. caseworker in Indian
Student Placement program by Allen J Brady (picture with their Indian
placement student, Janet Garreaus, George & Ruby) Ruby got sick and
her student went up to live with Jack McDaniel in Arimo.
May 17, 1970: Sacrament Program by Indian Students in the Ward:
Three of them:
Cheryl Charger. Cleo Hall, and Chad Onefeather.
1971 Nov 7th: Teresa Ann Janis, Indian Student membership read.
Sept 1971: Connie Leonard (an Indian placement student living with the Horsley family at
Downata) and Gene Yearsley from Swan Lake were married in the Logan Temple.

Connie’s thoughts about the Indian Placement program:
Connie was a convert to the LDS Church at the age of 16 as that was
a requirement to come out on the Placement Program, along with good
grades and a desire to come out for a year
My personal feelings about the Indian Placement Program is: I wish I
could've joined the Church at a younger age, but I don't think I would've met
Gene at the time that I did. I had very strict foster parents who loved me and
taught me to love myself as a Child of God. They taught me all that they could
in the two years I lived with them and to this day I still cherish my memories
about them and my foster brothers. I loved that I had a chance to get away from the
Reservation and see life in a whole new way and I am proud of who I am. I am Native
American and I have the chance to pass this heritage down to our children and to my beautiful
Grandchildren. I can share my stories and songs and history in a way as to teach them to be
proud of the rich heritage they have both as Church members and being part Native American.
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Music History
Belva collection and family histories
Taken from Church records and Belva Hadley’s records, & stories from Swan Lake residents:
by Vickey Abbott

1915: Roberta, or Henrietta Lewis, Played by ear and would play in church once in a while.
She never played with music, but knew the hymns to play by ear. Taken from Tyrone Lewis’
story about grandmother.
Singing Mothers: Relief Society Chorus: We know that during the early part of the church
that the Singing Mothers Group was a big part of the music in the wards. It is mentioned
several times by Bishop Petty and Orval Hendricks, and the Stake Presidents as they visited.

In the 1963 Relief Society Magazine (p.697). The photo is labeled, “Portneuf Stake
(Idaho) Singing Mother present Third Annual May Music Festival”. Only the ladies on the front
row are labeled. The ladies mentioned from Swan Lake were Belva Hadley (stake chorister),
Erma Abbott (director, Swan Lake Ward) & Fay Merrill (accompanist, Swan Lake Ward). The
rest of the article reads, “Sister Hartvigsen reports: ‘One hundred two Singing Mothers from the
133 enrolled in the stake participated in this festival. Because of circumstances that arose in
two of the wards, Lava and Virginia, their groups were not represented, although some
members from these wards were included in the combined chorus. The entire production was
under the direction of stake music director Belva Hadley and organist Pearl Davis. Ward
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groups under their respective directors presented two numbers each. The groups were
combined for the last two numbers. Sister Hadley welcomed all those who had come to hear
the singing and paid a lovely tribute to the singers. The sisters presented an inspiring sight in
their white blouses and dark skirts. They sang from their hearts, and all were touched by their
devotion. Many hours of practice went into preparation for the festival.”
We know that Twila Gibbs, Betty Gambles & Joyolin Henderson are also in the chorus.

Solos: Quartets & Quintets: Quintet: Bishop Petty and his brother William Petty, Alma
Johnson & later Joe Quale, Zeno Hendricks and Ezra Aldrich. The quartet was: Bishop Petty,
Emma Petty, Fay Gambles, and later Twila Gibbs, Belva Thomas, Nathan Thomas & Tyndal
Evans. They sang at church and many funerals.

Ward Choristers & Organists: William M Thomas, and Nathan Thomas were ward
choristers.
In 1949 the records show that the following were the Ward Organist and Choristers:
1949: Organist: Hazel Thomas - Fay Gambles Chorister, Erma Abbott
1958: Organist: Hazel Thomas - Belva Thomas Chorister
1960: Asst Organist: Fay Merrill - Belva Thomas and Hazel Thomas Chorister
1961: Organist : Fay Merrill
1961: Asst. Organist: Elise Abbott - released June 1963. She played a lot during these few
years with the occasional substitution of many of the young women & women in the
ward: Arlene Holden, Joan Merrill, Imajean Hadley, Ila Henderson, Berdeen Henderson,
Mary Alice Westover and Marie Petty.
1961-1963: Choristers: Many of the young women were substitutes during this time Joan
Merrill, Ann Thomas, & Imajean Hadley.
1966: Belva Released as Chorister, Marie Petty sustained as Chorister.
1966: Organist: Fay T Merrill sustained. She held this position until her mission to Germany
in 1998. When she returned in 1999 she shared this position with Mary Thomas until she
died in 2010.
1968 – 1974 Fontella Sorensen Chorister, and Fay Merrill Organist.
1975: Kim Thomas Ward Chorister until present time: (Jan Gibbs, & Aniesha Chapel have
substituted).
1992: Mary Thomas was sustained as Sunday school organist until it was dissolved.
1994 – 2008: Tamara Leighton acted as Ward Chorister. Kim substituted.
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1998: Mary Thomas became the assistant organist with Fay Merrill, and after Fay died she
served as the Ward Organist until the present time July 2011.
2008 - 2011: Kim Thomas Chorister
1978: Kim Thomas was sustained as Ward Music Chairman. (He holds this position at the
present time.
Ward Choir:
1956: Faye Gambles President and chorister, Hazel Thomas organist.
1967- 1968: Carolyn Sorensen sustained as Choir Director, Fay Merrill organist.
June 1975: Kim M Thomas Director, Fay T Merrill organist.
1981: Muriel Carlson sustained as Ward choir director.
Many Christmas programs were arranged by the choir directors and the Ward Choristers during
the years that have been enjoyed by all.

1961-1963
Songs by the Girls Chorus: Imajean
Hadley, Berdeen Henderson, Carolyn
Sorensen, DeeAnn Gibbs, Sandra
Henderson, Irene Hadley, Jeanne Kay,
Idonna Henderson, Peggy Ann Sorensen,
accompanied by Elise Abbott. (This group
performed several times.)
Piano Selection: Carol Henderson, Piano
Solo: DeeAnn Gibbs, Piano Solo, Hope
Yearsley a couple of times. Organ Solo:
Peggy Ann Sorenson several times, Piano
Selection Carolyn Sorensen.
Singing Mothers Group: This group sang several times from 1961 – 1963.
They also had a concert in Pocatello in 1962 and one in the Tabernacle in Salt Lake in 1962.
1971: A few went down and sang in the Tabernacle for conference.
Carmen Westover told me that Margaret Thomas Marchant, Moroni Thomas’s daughter,
sang in the tabernacle choir. Maureen Beckstead, Leo and Ruby Beckstead’s daughter also
sang in the tabernacle choir when they both lived in Salt Lake after they were married.
Carmen also told me there was a girl’s chorus in young women, and Ruth Carlson
Lamreaux organized it and led it until she moved to Downey with Redd. Then it was taken over
by Margery Beckstead. Members of it were: Clarice Thomas played the piano. Belva and
Utive Thomas, Bernice and Elva Hadley, Reda & LaVon Hadley, Leota, Annie and Eloise
Matkin, Wilma and Carl Carlson, Dorothy, Opal, Irene and Unis Allen. Margaret, Lorraine &
Louise Sorensen, Maureen & Margery Beckstead, Clare Gambles Stone that sang for years
together in the ward and stake and were really good. The Young Women MIA formed it with
Bernice Hadley, Margaret Beckstead & she thought Eleanor Thomas led it and then Margaret
Beckstead took over when she moved.
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Recently we have had many special solo’s sang in Sacrament meeting just as there
have been over the years. Children learning to play the piano play have played some of the
hymns they have learned. Aniesha Chapel is a very talented flute player and plays for many
programs in the ward and for the madrigal choir. She has also participated in the orchestra of
the Forgotten Carols at the High School along with several from our ward who have been in the
choir.
Kim Thomas is asked over and over again to sing at funerals and special events that we
hold in the community. He is also the director of the Madrigal Choir in Downey and has served
in this position for the past 22 years since Phyllis Evans passed away June 30, 1989. Several
from the community sing in this choir which was organized during World War II in 1943 to give
the women something to do while the men were at war. The choir has given a Christmas
concert every year, and early every spring for several years.. The choir has performed for the
last 68 years. One of the first songs they sang was “Alice Blue Gown”. One song everyone
loves during Christmas time is Sleigh Ride. This is a nondenominational choir and performs at
the Downey LDS Chapel every year for their concerts. Jan Gibbs another member of our
community has been a member of the choir for the last 38 years. She and Kim also perform
duets in our ward for several functions & sacrament meeting.
Primary Music: The children sing in primary the wonderful primary songs that teach
about gospel principles and there is a saying: “You can learn everything you need in life by
learning & living the Primary Songs”. They teach so much. Saturday is a special day, it’s
the day you get ready for Sunday. Child’s Prayer, I like to look for Rainbows, I stop I look I
listen, Tell me the stories of Jesus, I have two little hands, I Wiggle, Do as I’m doing, Popcorn
popping on the apricot Tree. Give said the Little Stream, Jesus said Love Every One, and
Kindness Begins with Me.

Young Women: A Banner is unfurled high on a mountain top: A song written for them
many years ago and still standing strong as truth and standards today. And Shall the Youth of
Zion Falter in defending truth and right.
Young Men: They sing in primary of “I Hope they call me on a mission”, and then later
they sing as Young Men. The young men practice their music skills on the Piano in their
meetings so they will be able to use them in the mission field and in their callings later in life.
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Music:
Story by Margaret Thomas Marchant: About 1915-1920
Mother (Rachel Thomas) was the only person in the area who had a piano & could play
most of the music so she was involved in all church services. The story is told that an
important meeting was to be held. Mother was very pregnant. We had no means of
transportation. Dad and others padded a wheelbarrow, and pushed her down the lane. (This
needed a bit of substantiation so I called Eleanor, my sister. She says the facts remain and the
story is true.”) My mother was an essential part of the early
pioneering of the area.

Swan Lake Centennial Celebration, July 23,
2011: Kim Thomas and Samantha Doney (Kim’s
granddaughter) sang a special song which was our theme song
for the day:

(I love those Dear Hearts and Gentle People Who Live
in My Home Town). It is recorded on the DVD with many of
the centennial pictures that were taken that day.
Several were given a special treat of listening to
Florence Petty Condie play the piano in the Young Women’s
room the day of the celebration. She could really make those
piano keys sing at the age of 92 years old. She has quite a
history in music in her life .
We had the Webster Band come and played old
fashioned music several hours during the day that everyone
enjoyed so much, Thank you to Kory and Jill.

Written by Jan Gibbs:
Music has always been an essential part of our Ward
meetings. The Lord has said “For my soul delighteth in the song of
the heart; yea, the song of the heart is a prayer unto me, and it shall
be answered with a blessing upon their heads.”
We are grateful to those who have shared their musical
talents and love of music with us over the years. Their contributions
have invited the Spirit to be with us in our meetings. They have lifted
our spirits and inspired us to do better. We’ve been very blessed to
have had them in our ward.

Lift Up Your Voice and Sing
A song is a wonderful kind of thing, So lift up your voice and sing!
Just start a glad song, let it float, let it ring, and lift up your voice and sing!
We shall make music to brighten the day;
Music will help us to lighten the way.
Lift up your voice! Lift up your voice! Lift up your voice and sing!
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History of Swan Lake Primary
Compiled from Belva’s collection and Faye Merrill ‘s journals by Stephanie Bosen and Melanie
Wight.
1879-1875: A story of the Swan Lake Primary wouldn’t be complete without telling something
of Aunt Rye Fidelia Pew Hendricks, who is incredible with doing so much for the young people
of Swan Lake before it became a branch of the Oxford ward. Aunt Rye as she was fondly
known attended school at the Prophet Joseph Smith’s home and often sat on his knee. He said
to her one day, “Don’t forget to tell all your friends and especially the children as you bear your
testimony that you were born in the Garden of Eden.”
She spent the years 1877-1890 living in a two room, board roofed, home across the
street north of the Thomas Merc. Store, almost where the red brick home of the Abbott’s stand.
Her home was open to the children and many gospel lessons were taught. Stories of pioneers
and pioneering were told first hand, as she walked most of the way from Nauvoo to Salt Lake
City herself.
Pearl Nordick, a relative, as a child shared in the stories, cookies, and her love. Many
others shared her stirring testimony as she related many times of sitting on President Smith’s
knee, of her being born in the Garden of Eden and of President Smith wanting to adopt her as
her father passed away very early in her life. A short story of Hendricks life can be found in the
Primary book.
In and around 1885 another dear soul, Mrs. Zubil Hardwick of Oxford, began reaching
the children with gospel stories as Swan Lake began to grow a little and became a branch of
the Oxford ward. So she was assigned to teach the children. Both teachers were revered in
word and deed for many years by their cohorts. The Hendricks left Swan Lake in 1890 and
moved to Marysville, Idaho. Mrs. Hardwick continued to be a source of joy to the children until
1899 when Rosina Talbot was officially called to preside over the Swan Lake Primary.
Primary Presidencies:
1879-1890: SARA PEW HENDRICKS
1885-1899: ZUBIE C. HARDWICK
1899-1902: ROSINA TALBOT, President (March 19, 1899, she was officially called to preside
over the Primary as President by N. R. Lewes. She was set apart by Laron Andrews).
1st Counselor: Phebe Waddoups (Aug. 9, 1899, set apart by Lewis James Petty Jr.). 2nd
Counselor: Olive Henderson (Aug. 9, 1899, set apart by Joseph W. Kay). Secretary: Martie
Gibbs (Aug. 9, 1899, set apart by Joseph W. Kay, released 1903). Asst. Secretary: Texie Whitt
(Aug. 9, 1899, set apart by Laron Andrews, released 1903).
1902-1903: Twenty members - red cards were lost here. (Belonging to a group.)
1908-1911: IDA HADLEY, President (June21, 1908-released spring of 1911).
1st Counselor: Matilda Millard (June 21, 1908-spring of 1911). 2nd Counselor: Ella G. Hendricks
(June 21, 1908-springof 1911). Secretary: Lillie F. Hadley (June 21, 1908-spring of 1911).
1911-1913: PAULINE H. THOMAS, President (July 23, 1911, set apart by Orval E. Hendricks,
released Sept. 26, 1913).
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1st Counselor: Ruby Beckstead (July 23, 1911, set apart by David E. Eames, released Sept. 26,
1913). 2nd Counselor: Sarah Virginia Quigley (July 23, 1911-set apart by K. J. Petty, released
Sept. 26, 1913). Secretary: Ada Gambles (July 23, 1911, set apart by J. W. Kay, released Sept.
26, 1913). Asst. Secretary: Cora West (July 23, 1911, set apart by Alfred D. Hendricks,
released Sept. 26, 1913).
1913-1919: RUBY BECKSTEAD, President (Sept. 26, 1913-Aug. 10, 1919).
1st Counselor: Emily Thomas (Sept. 26, 1913-Aug. 10, 1919). 2nd Counselor: Ella Hendricks
(Sept. 26, 1913-Aug. 10, 1919). Secretary: Ada Gambles (Sept 26, 1913-Aug. 10, 1919). Asst.
Secretary: Millie Quigley (Sept. 26, 1913-Aug. 10, 1919).
1919-1922: ELLA HENDRICKS, President (Aug. 10, 1919-April 1922).
1st Counselor: Emily Thomas (Aug. 10, 1919-April 1922). 2nd Counselor: Laura Carlson (Aug.
10, 1919-April 1922).
1922-1931: LAURA CARLSON, President (April 1922-March 22, 1931).
1st Counselor: Emily Thomas (April 1922- 1924). 2nd Counselor: Fay Gambles (April 19221924). Secretary: Ruth Carlson (April 1922-1928). Asst. Secretary: Violet Martin. 1st Counselor:
Fay Gambles (1924-1928). 2nd Counselor: Alda Hyde Merrill (1924-1926). 2nd Counselor: Ella
Hendricks (1926-1931). 1st Counselor: Ruby Merrill (1928-1931). Secretary: Belva Hadley
(1928-1930). Asst. Secretary: Jennie Martin (1929). Asst. Secretary: Wilma Carlson (1930).
Secretary: Yetive Thomas (1930-1931). Secretary: Coral Carlson, (1931).
1931-1936: ELLA HENDRICKS, President (March 22, 1931-July 12, 1936).
1st counselor: Ruth Lamoreaux (1931-1933). 2nd Counselor: Harriet Denny (1931-1933).
Secretary: Coral Carlson (1931-1933). 1st Counselor: Harriet Denny (1933-1936). 2nd
Counselor: Marti Gibbs (1933-1936). Secretary: Eleanor Williams (1933-1934). Secretary:
Reda Hadley (1934-1934) Asst. Secretary: Helen Petty (1934-1936). Secretary: Myrtle Petty
(1934-1936).
1936-1945: BELVA THOMAS, President (July 12, 1936-Feb. 11, 1945).
1st Counselor: Clarice Thomas (1936-1938). 2nd Counselor: Venna Gibbs (1936-1937).
Secretary: Myrtle Petty (1936-1938). 2nd Counselor: Pearl Nordick (1937-1938). 1st Counselor:
Pearl Nordick (1938-1939). 2nd Counselor: Ruby Merrill 1938-1939). Secretary: Marguerite
Hadley (1938-1941). President: Belva Thomas Hadley. 1st Counselor: Lucy Allen (1939-1941).
2nd Counselor: Ruby Merrill (1939-1941). 1st Counselor: Wanda Carlson (1941-1943). 2nd
Counselor: Lucy Allen (1941-1942). 2nd Counselor: Hazel Thomas (1942-1943). Secretary:
Bernice Hadley (1942-1943).1st Counselor: Thelma Gambles (1943-1945). 2nd Counselor: Edrie
Kingsbury (1943-1945). Secretary: Alice Thomas (1943-1945).
1945-1948: HAZEL C.THOMAS, President (Feb. 11, 1945-Sept. 26, 1948).
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1st Counselor: Fontella Sorensen. 2nd Counselor: Alda Merrill. Secretary: Erma Abbott.
1948-1950: NERDA COLE, President (Sept. 26, 1948).
Secretary: Grace Bush (1948-1949). 1st Counselor: Ruby Merrill (1949-1950). 2nd Counselor:
Marie Henderson (1949-1950). Secretary: Wanda Carlson (1949-1950).
1950-1954: TWILA GIBBS, President (fall of 1950-Sept. 1954).
1st Counselor: Belva Hadley. 2nd Counselor: Glenna Joy Yearsley. Secretary: Gwen Hadley.
1954-1955: FONTELLA SORENSEN, President (Sept. 12, 1954-Sept. 23, 1955).
1st Counselor: Fay Merrill. 2nd Counselor: Belva Hadley. Secretary: Gwen Hadley.
1955-1964: DORIS KAY, President (Sept. 23, 1955-Sept. 27, 1964).
1st Counselor: Glenna Joy Yearsley (Oct. 23, 1955-Feb. 16, 1958). 2nd Counselor: Joyolin
Henderson (Oct. 23, 1955-Feb. 16, 1958). Secretary: Gwen Hadley (1950-May 26, 1957). 1st
Counselor: Joyolin Henderson (1958-1960). 2nd Counselor: Colleen Henderson (1958-1960).
1st Counselor: Barbara Sorenson (March 27, 1960-March 27, 1964). 2nd Counselor: Joyolin
Henderson (May 15, 1969-July 2, 1961). 2nd Counselor: Beverly Gibbs (June 1, 1961-Sept. 27,
1964). Secretary: Twila Gibbs (Aug. 9, 1959-June 25, 1961). Secretary: Betty Gambles (June
25, 1961-Jan. 12, 1964).
1964-1970: COLLEEN HENDERSON, President (Sept. 27, 1964-Jan. 4, 1970).
1st Counselor: Edith B. Merrill (Sept. 27, 1964-Aug. 20, 1967). 2nd Counselor: Fay T. Merrill
(Sept. 27, 1964-Nov. 2, 1969). Secretary: Joyolin Henderson (Sept. 27, 1964-May 26, 1968).
1st counselor: Joan Matkin (Sept. 3, 1967-May 3, 1970). Secretary: Wilma Sorensen (May 26,
1968-1973).
1970-1973: FAY MERRILL, President (May 3, 1970-Aug. 23, 1973).
1st Counselor: Joyolin Henderson. 2nd Counselor: Joan Matkin.
1973-1975: VICKEY ABBOTT, President (Aug. 26, 1973-Feb. 16, 1975).
Counselor: Suzanne Hadley (Aug. 26, 1973-Feb. 16, 1975). Secretary: Marcy Westover (Aug.
26, 1970-March 3, 1974). Secretary: Linda Mickelson (March 3, 1974-Aug. 3, 1975).
1975-1980: SUZANNE HADLEY, President (Feb. 16, 1975-Aug. 10, 1980).
Secretary: Helen Millard (Sept. 7, 1975-77) Marie Sorensen –Counselor 1977-Aug 1980, Mary
Thomas Secretary and music (1977-1980).
1980-1984: MARIE SORENSEN, President (Aug. 17, 1980-Aug 3rd, 1984).
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1st Counselor: Peggy Sorensen (Aug 31, 1980-1981). 2nd Counselor: Shauna Kirkpatrick Oct
25, 1981 – 1985, Sec: Oct 25, 1981-1982 Goldie Bosen.
1984-1985: GOLDIE BOSEN, President (August 1984 - Dec 1st 1985).
1st Counselor: Lori Gambles (Sept 29, 1982 -1995) ReNae Adams called as 2nd counselor and
Secretary.
1985-1987: BETTY GAMBLES, (Dec. 1, 1985 - Sept 20, 1987).
1st Counselor: Julia Merrill. 2nd Counselor: Andrea Bosen.
1987-1989: MARIE SORENSEN, President (Oct 25, 1987- Feb 26-1989).
Counselors: Peggy Sorensen and Gwen Hadley.
1989-1992: LINDA HENDERSON, President (Feb. 26, 1989- Dec 6,1992).
1st Counselor: Andrea Bosen Oct 8, 1989 – 1992, 2nd Counselor: Gwen Hadley
Released and Peggy Sorensen became 2nd Counselor.
1992-1995 LORIE GAMBLES, President (Dec 6, 1992-1995) Counselor: Brenda Belew.
1995-1998: SUZANNE HADLEY President (April 30, 1995-1998).
1st counselor: Tamara Leighton. 2nd Counselor: Janie Probst.
1998-2002: RENAE ADAMS, President released Jan 13,2002.
1st Counselor: Carrie Gunter. 2nd Counselor: Barbara Cannon. Secretary: Mary Ann Matkin.
2002-2005: JULIA MERRILL, President (Jan 13, 2002,- Oct 16, 2005) .
1st Counselor: BreAnna Sorensen. 2nd Counselor: Tamara Leighton.
2005-2010: PEGGY SORENSEN, President (Oct, 2005-2010).
1st counselor: Brenda Kay, 2nd Counselor: Tamara Danielson.
2010-Present: STEPHANIE BOSEN, President (Oct 24, 2010 to present).
1st Counselor: BreAnna Sorensen. 2nd Counselor: Amberly Call. Secretary: Kristen Thomas.
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Primary History: Compiled by Vickey Lee Abbott from Church records.
From the Church records it shows that in the fall of 1963 the Swan Lake & Downey 2nd
ward were combined together to have primary in the Downey church house. We were given
released time from school and the children walked across the road from the school to the
Church for Primary after school under the supervision of the Primary Teachers. It was held one
weekday both in the summer and during the school year. The primary programs were outlined
and were put on in the Downey Ward and the primary officers and teachers Christmas parties
were also held in Downey.
They stopped the release time for Primary and it was decided to have the primary come
back to our ward the summer of 1977. Primary was held on one week day during the school
year. The bus driver would drop the children off in front of the church when we came back to
Swan Lake until we went into the block program in 1980, where primary was held on Sunday
with the other meetings.
The Junior Primary began at Swan Lake being held in conjunction with Relief Society
each week.
In About 1976, the General Board decided to have each primary in each ward write and
produce their own primary program for the Primary Sacrament meeting. That way it could be
adapted to each ward. The music is learned all year long to perform in Sacrament meeting
with a theme that was studied throughout the year.
On June 28, 1978, the primary celebrated and danced the May Pole for the 100th
Anniversary celebration. They learned other circle dances. Several activities took place this
year including Primary Olympics & a hike to heart mountain.
The Primary activity days are held during the year. Several activities are planned with fun and
games for the children.
They always have a Daddy Daughter date each year for the older primary girls that the
girls plan and have a fun time with their fathers. Christmas programs are put on with the nativity
acted out for the ward party. Several parades have been organized by the officers on the 24th
of July. They are recognized as they graduate from Primary and fulfill the requirements. The
Achievement Day Program for the girls prepares them to become young women. The boys are
involved in Cub scouts & prepare to receive the Priesthood.
Children participated in the Pennies by the Inch fund raiser for the Primary Children’s
Hospital and many of our ward members have
benefited from this wonderful organization.
History attached. Each member of the ward was
encouraged to contribute a penny for as many
inches as they were tall.
In 1949, we were asked by the General
Board of the Primary Association to help furnish
bricks for the new Primary Children’s Hospital.
The names of all who buy at least one brick will
be placed in the cornerstone. The bricks cost
ten cents each. They collected the dimes on a
coin card with the list of names contributing.
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Pictures below are of Primary activities over the years.
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Marla Millard, Janet Hadley, Rachel Westover, Marsha Kay and Debbie Merrill
Below BR: Randy Merrill, Marvin Sorensen, Rick Gibbs, Blair Henderson, Brad
Gambles, Darwin Sorensen, Clair Henderson. 1964 on road – Cemetery Hill in back.
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Back: Bishop Gambles, Wendy Abbott, Shauna Gambles, Mary Thomas, Suzanne Hadley,
Jennie Pulliam
nd
2 row: L-R: Aniesha Thomas, Tina Abbott, Kristi Gambles, Jenilyn Thomas, Michelle Abbott.
Jo Jo Pulliam, Ryan Hadley
Front L-R: Tony Pulliam, Sid Gambles, Marty Thomas, Jared Hadley
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Swan Lake Primary
Written by Stephanie Bosen – Primary President 2011
Reading the history of the primary it is amazing to see the growth as a church and as an
embodiment of people. Primary today is vital in the testimony of these young lives. Primary
sets the backbone to their whole future. I am so aware of the world today and the struggles
each family goes through. And as their struggles increase I am so amazed at their testimonies
and their love for the Savior as well as each other. They will forever be an example to me as
they are so willing to share their pure spirits. We all share love for children, and today we look
at each other with glances of hope: Hope for each child’s future. Hope for families. Hope for the
mothers and fathers. Hope for ourselves as Primary leaders and teachers.
We pray for the children of Swan Lake. We love to watch and welcome the children as
they come in the door. We know each child’s name. We love to watch them sing and have fun
with each other as they stand and participate. They testify of gospel truths it is a gift to be able
to teach the children. They are pure, and their minds are open. As Primary leaders, it is as if we
are writing on blank pages. We are also protecting the faith that is innate in every child. In a
Primary board meeting, Michael Wilcox put it this way: “Our job is to keep the world from taking
out of a child what is already there.”
We want every child to know they are children of God and He loves them; that Heavenly
Father has a plan, the plan of salvation and it includes families; and that through our Savior,
Jesus Christ, we can stay on the path back to Heavenly Father. For a child to know where they
came from, why they are here, and where they are going gives them an anchor in life. They
have purpose here on earth.
We like to talk with the children about the plan of salvation. We ask them, “Where did
you live before you came to earth?” They answer, “With Heavenly Father.” We talk about the
pre-mortal existence and how we shouted for joy to come to this earth. Our Savior, Jesus
Christ, leads the way. Then we explain that this earth life is like walking a path. We are trying to
stay on the straight and narrow path back to our Heavenly Father.
When we ask, “What do we do to stay on the path?” the children respond, “Read the
scriptures, pray, have family home evening, keep the commandments, go on a mission, get
married in the temple!” They know what will keep them on the straight and narrow path. Then
we ask, “Do you want to walk the path alone?” “Oh, no!” they respond. “Who do you want to go
with you?” “My family! My family!” they always answer. Everything we teach, sing, and do in
Primary helps children stay on that path. This fulfills the purpose of Primary. To help each child
feel Heavenly Father’s love, learn the gospel of Jesus Christ, feel the Holy Ghost, and prepare
to make and keep sacred covenants.
We want the children to feel Heavenly Father’s love, so we talk about the love they feel
in their homes and let them feel love in Primary. We want them to learn and understand the
gospel of Jesus Christ, so we not only ask them to bring their scriptures, we take them to the
scriptures in Primary and we teach the doctrine that is provided for us in the outline for sharing
time and the manuals. We engage the children in participation. We ask questions, and the
children see the doctrine, hear it, write it, draw it, and say it. The Faith in God program instills a
pattern for living the gospel. We want each child to feel and recognize the Holy Ghost, so we
invite the Spirit through prayer, stories, scriptures, music, and testimonies. Then we say, “I can
feel the Holy Ghost right now. I feel it when you sing.” We want them to prepare to make and
keep sacred covenants, so we talk about baptism and the temple. We talk about eternal
families. We prepare them by referring to “My Gospel Standards” in sharing time. How we
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dress, how we talk, and what we read and watch prepare us for making the covenants of
baptism and the temple. Now is the time to prepare the children for these covenants. We ask
ourselves, “What am I teaching today that they will remember at age 19?”
It is the small and simple things we do that often make the biggest difference.
“All thy children shall be taught of the Lord; and great shall be the peace of thy children”
(3 Nephi 22:13).
“Train up a child in the way he should go: and when he is old, he will not depart from it”
(Proverbs 22:6).
Elder Holland said: “We need help. We need miracles. Every family, every marriage,
every child, every neighborhood.” And I might add, “Every Primary.” He also said, “This is the
work of salvation.… That’s our task.” I feel that I cannot give Primary its justice without the help
of sister Wixom’s as she taught “Primary Strengthens Families” in the 2011 Primary Auxiliary
Training Meeting.
I love the children of this ward. I am truly blessed and humbly honored to have a part in
teaching the children of our tomorrow. I will forever have a special place in my heart for each
and every one of these children. Light is not my calling but joyful is my reward
Sister Stephanie Bosen, Primary President 2011.

Cord Danielson

Jordan Henderson

Wyatt Sorensen

Keston Call

Bryce Sorensen

Bryan Sorensen

Hazen Beckstead

Kyle Smith

I am a child of God and he has sent me here, has given me an earthly home,
with parents Kind and dear. Lead me guide me, walk beside me, help me find a way.
Teach me all that I must do to live with him some day!
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Austin Chapel

Savannah Beckstead

Tori Chapel

Anyssa Chapel

Kori Sorensen

Megan Smith

Kenadee Clinton

Alissa Smith

Primary Presidency 2011 in Swan Lake Ward: President Stephanie Bosen,
1st Counselor BreAnna Sorensen, 2nd Counselor Amberly Call.
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Primary Children’s Pennies by the Inch:
There was an annual penny drive for the wards to collect one penny per every inch of
your height for donation to the Primary Children’s Medical Center. This money was used to
help children who are sick. Below is a brochure in 1981. The brochure this year, 2011, states
the Pennies by the Inch has continued for 88 years. In 1975, Birthday Pennies & the Penny
Parade became Pennies by the Inch”. Today, just as long ago, volunteers ask neighbors &
friends to “measure their heart” to help children. We have included several experiences of
children that have been helped by this wonderful facility from those who have lived in Swan
Lake ward:

Kayden & Colter Pugh at Primary Medical Center:
Primary Children’s Medical Center has been a big part of our lives due to the fact that
Colter and Kayden both have kidney disorders. We feel fortunate to have such a wonderful
facility to be able to help our boys. Dave and JoDee Pugh.
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Bracken Yearsley at Primary Children’s Hospital
By Ann Yearsley, Bracken’s mother
Bracken was born 3 months
premature at University of Utah Medical
Center. He was moved to Primary
Children’s Hospital when he was 6 days
old. He stayed there in the NICU until he
was 3 months old and then moved to
Bannock County Medical Center.
After a month in Pocatello the
optometrist discovered that Bracken was
on the verge of going blind. After offering
desperate prayers begging the Lord to
save Bracken’s eyesight I had him
transported back to Primary Children’s for
eye surgery.
When the optometrist saw him at
Primary Children’s he said “This is good!”
I asked him if Bracken still need surgery
and he said “No, his eyesight is better
than mine! The damage is gone.” We had
witnessed one of the many miracles that
have happened within the walls of Primary
Children’s Hospital. I believe that angels
are always with the children there.
Bracken came home a week later
but returned to Primary Children’s eight
months later because he was not growing.
Bracken with his grandma
He spent the next two years there on a
Glenna Joy Yearsley
ventilator. We became very attached to
the doctors and nurses there as they
worked to keep Bracken alive. We owe them his life and donate to help other children get the
wonderful care they provide.

Louis Hyde Merrill:
I had an accident with my leg and It was shortly thereafter that I developed osteomyelitis. I was
taken to Richmond Utah where the Doctor operated but said he could do nothing more. I was
then taken to the LDS Hospital in Salt Lake City where another operation was performed. A
good portion of the bone was removed. After that I was transferred to the Primary Children’s
Hospital where I remained for about 8 months. I was only 4 years old at this time. When I
came home from this ordeal, I had to remain on crutches for two years. It was the same leg
and the same disease that Joseph Smith had when he was a boy.
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Justin Kay
By Brenda Kay, Justin’s mother
Justin Daniel Kay was born February 26, 1985, and
when he was about one-month old his doctor discovered he
had a heart murmur. Further testing confirmed Justin had two
large holes in his heart. Being first-time parents, we were not
prepared for this kind of news. The next few months were full
of ups and downs. Justin was sick a lot and had pneumonia
several times, along with congestive heart failure. Justin
began regular checkups with Dr. Boucek, a cardiologist at
Primary Children’s Medical Center. When he was six months
old Dr. Boucek performed a heart catheterization to get a
closer look at the holes in Justin’s heart and to measure them
in preparation for his open heart surgery.
Justin’s open heart surgery was originally scheduled in
November, but he developed pneumonia and the surgery was
postponed until December 4, 1985. He was just nine months
old. The ward held a special fast for Justin on the day of his surgery. It was a great blessing to
Justin and our entire family. After all the months of worrying and stress, we felt at peace and
knew that Justin was in the Lord’s hands. The surgery lasted several hours and everything
went well. They were able to
make the repairs with the tissue
around the holes in his heart,
which meant no artificial valves
had to be used. Justin was in the
PICU for about five days and in
the Pediatric Unit for three days.
We were expecting a three week
stay; however, Justin was able to
come home just one week after
his surgery. Justin was blessed
to have one of the top surgeons
at that time, Dr. McGough,
perform his surgery and he said it
was one of his most successful.
We are so grateful the Lord
blessed Justin with good care at
Primary Children’s Medical
Center so he could continue to
bless our lives.
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My Experience at Primary Children’s Hospital
Kendon Abbott Jones by Wendy Jones mother
On April 19, 2000 our baby son was born by C-section down at the University of Utah
Hospital, which is right next to the Primary Children’s Hospital. We had him there because we
knew there were developmental problems with him and wanted to be near help when he was
born. As soon as he was born, they hurried him over to Primary Children’s Hospital and
worked with him. We knew that he was not going to live, but we wanted the best medical
attention possible.
I was able to be wheeled over to see him a few hours after coming out of the surgery. I
was able to look at him and hold his little hand. I could not hold him, because he had so many
machines hooked up to him, to help him breath. His lungs had not developed correctly and he
had a birth defect called Phifers Syndrome. It is a very rare syndrome and with no answers as
to what causes it.
He had so much wrong with him that we knew it would be better to let him return to his
Heavenly Father and continue his work with him. He just needed his body.
They were all so kind and loving there. They wanted us to be as comfortable as we
could. We were able to have our family members come and see him and help Scott give him a
baby blessing. We named him Kendon Abbott Jones. The staff really was kind to my two
daughters. They were given gifts and candy and things to do during their stay there. Scott was
able to stay in his parent’s motor home behind the hospital while we stayed there. We had to
make the decision to take Kendon off the breathing machines. But before that, the nurses
wanted to make little hand and foot prints for us out of plaster and that was so nice. They gave
us blankets and little gifts that would help us remember him and our stay at their hospital. It
was such a pleasant experience for such a hard time in our lives. We were able to hold
Kendon after he was taken off all the machines and cradle him before he left us
They have a wonderful facility there and all the staff is so kind and loving. Our stay
there was very nice, even though it was a sad time. Wendy Jones (Mother)

David Bosen Experience in Primary Children’s Hospital:
On September 14, 1996 David James Bosen was
in a farming accident that involved a wheat drill and a very
large tractor. He got wound up in this drill and it tore him
up pretty good. After a stop at the Franklin County
Medical Center & another stop at Logan Regional he was
finally life flighted to Primary Children’s.
They stitched him back together and did skin grafts
on his left arm. They said that at that time he held the
record for the most stitches received. He spent five days
there and the nurses & doctors were fabulous to Dave and
to us as the parents.
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Primary Children’s Hospital - Our Experience - By Melanie Wight
My first experience with Primary Children’s
Hospital was when I was about eleven or twelve and I
broke my growth bone in my elbow jumping on a
trampoline. I had to have surgery to repair the growth
plate. I was so scared but I remember being spoiled
rotten by all the nurses and volunteers there.
Then when I was about 14 years old I
volunteered there as a Candy-Striper because I wanted
to be like those who were so good to me. But little did I
know just how much Primary Children’s Hospital would
come to be even more special to me.
On February 23, 1988 our son Joshua Michael
Wight was born to Melanie and Kim Wight at LDS
Hospital in Salt Lake City. Joshua was born with a
neural tube defect called Spina Bifida. He also had
hydrocephalus (spinal fluid collects on the brain and
does not drain) and he had a clubbed foot and a brain
stem malformation called Arnold Chiari Syndrome.
Joshua was born by emergency C-Section at 6:30p.m.
He was immediately flown by helicopter to Primary Children’s Hospital. I didn’t even get to hold
him or even really see him as they had him all bundled up, I only got to pat him on the top of his
head before they rushed him away. When he was only 2 days old he went into surgery to close
the hole in his spine and to place a shunt in his head that would drain the spinal fluid off his
brain and drain into his stomach where it would be absorbed and he also had his clubbed foot
casted. Dr. Marion L. Walker, Neurosurgeon, performed the delicate operation on his back and
placed the shunt. He was the most caring doctor I have ever met. I was still in the hospital and I
asked my doctor to please let me go and be with Joshua during his surgery. My doctor
understood why I needed to be there but he wasn’t sure if he thought it was a good idea but he
agreed to let me go only if I came straight back as soon as Josh was done. So I got up to get in
the shower and I got so dizzy and light headed. When the nurses told my doctor what had
happened he changed his mind and made me stay. Poor Kim was so torn and didn’t know if he
should stay with me or go be with our little boy. There was no question that he needed to be
there for Josh.
Joshua was born with a ton of strawberry blond hair. The nurses at Primary told Kim that his
hair was so beautiful that they didn’t want to shave it off for his shunt surgery. So they only
shaved off the one side and put his beautiful lock of hair in a baggy for me and they also took a
picture of him before the surgery and told Kim to give it to me at my hospital. When I saw the
picture of my little boy and the lock of his hair it was like GOLD to me. It meant so much to me
that they went the extra mile for a Mom who they knew was hurting, wanting to be with her new
baby boy.
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Joshua spent a little over two weeks in Primary Children’s Hospital until we got to bring
him home. They were so caring and loving in how they handled Josh and how they explained
things to us. We had to be trained to catherize him and a bunch of other things before he could
be discharged.
Joshua had a whole team of specialist set up to follow him through the Spina Bifida
Clinic at Primary. We had regular visits and learned so much every time we went.
Joshua’s Arnold Chiari Syndrome caused him to have trouble breathing and swallowing.
He would aspirate and it would cause pneumonia. It kept getting worse so Dr. Marion L. Walker
decided to perform a surgery on his brain stem to open up space that was compressing his
brain stem. It was very delicate surgery. Josh was barely one year old. Kim had joined the
Army and was at Fort Drum, New York, Josh and I were to join up with him when he obtained
housing. Kim flew home for the surgery. I can’t even put into words how painful it is to see your
tiny baby go through so much. But the team of specialists, nurses and doctors were all so
compassionate and wonderful. Josh came through the surgery and when he was well enough
we joined Kim in New York. There is so much more of Joshua’s little story but in short we got
hooked up with the Spina Bifida Clinic in Syracuse and Rochester, New York. In New York we
spent more time in the hospital than at home and so when Joshua was almost three years old
we got a “Compassionate Re-assignment” to Fitzsimons Army Medical Center in Aurora,
Colorado. We got set up with the Spina Bifida Clinic at Denver Children’s and when they found
out that Dr. Marion L. Walker at Primary Children’s Hospital did Joshua’s initial surgeries they
said, “He could not have been in better hands, and that he had the top neurosurgeon”.
We lost count of how many surgeries and procedures Joshua had to endure during his
short stay with us on this earth and how many times he was hospitalized for different illnesses
and pneumonias. He died about a month shy of his sixth birthday at Denver Children’s Hospital
on January 15, 1994 after complications of another brain stem surgery. He is buried at
Redwood Memorial Estates in Salt Lake City, Utah.
We will never forget Joshua and all those people at Primary Children’s (and all the other
hospitals he was ever in) and all the care and compassion they gave to us. There is a special
place in our hearts for Primary Children’s.
I can’t say in words how grateful I am for the gospel and for a loving Heavenly Father
and for the Savior who is always there to comfort us and for the knowledge that “Families Can
Be Together Forever”.
Old Primary Children’s Hospital
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Young Women History
Compiled by Julia Merrill, Melanie Wight, Vickey Lee from Belva’s collection, and Fay Merrill’s
journal & family photos.
The Y.W.M.I.A. was organized by President Brigham Young in the Lion House in Salt
Lake City on November 28, 1869. When organizing the assn., President Young said, “They
might assist the older members, their parents, in teaching the gospel, to develop literacy tastes
and their social activities of leisure and recreational periods.”
Young Women Presidencies:
NELLIE GAMBLES, President from 1906 to 1922. First Counselor, Rosina Talbot served until
1910 and Chella Petty until 1922. Second Counselor, Mary E. Kay served as secretary – Delina
Beckstead until 1911, Mary Thomas until 1915 and Pauline Thomas until 1922.
HANNAH MERRILL, President. First Counselor, Cora Baird, Second Counselor Nellie
Gambles, Secretary, Eliza Harman, Secretary, Effie McKenzie.
CHELLA PETTY, President 1910-1914. First Counselor, Pearl Thomas, Second Counselor,
Blanche Matkin, Secretary, Mabel Hillman.
PAULINE THOMAS, President, July 5, 1914-1927. First Counselor, Ada Gambles, Second
Counselor, Harriet Gambles, Secretary, Mabel Hillman. July 15, 1914, Secretary, Ivy Anderson
released in 1915. Sept. 17,1914, Secretary, Pearl H. Thomas, 1917, Secretary, Eliza
Smith.1919, First Counselor Harriet Denney, Second Counselor, Emma Petty, Secretary,
Martie Gibbs. 1922, Ruby Merrill, secretary
RUBY MERRILL, President August 28, 1927 – 1928. First Counselor, Ida Hadley, Second
Counselor, Thelma Gambles.
ERMA ABBOTT, President, 1928.
MARGARET THOMAS, President, Sept. 15, 1930.
VENNA K. GIBBS, President, 1930. First Counselor, Faye Gambles, Second Counselor, Carra
Sorensen, Secretary, Olive Gambles until fall 1930, Secretary, Belva Thomas, 1933 First
Counselor, Margaret Beckstead.
DOROTHY ALLEN, President, Aug. 12, 1934. First Counselor, Margaret K. Beckstead, Second
Counselor, Helen Petty, Secretary, Yetive Thomas.
VERLA THOMAS, President, Sept. 20, 1936. First Counselor, Laura Carlson, Second
Counselor, Annie Matkin, Secretary, Elaine Gambles.
ALDA H. MERRILL, President, Sept. 19, 1937 - 1941. First Counselor, Laura C. Carlson,
Second Counselor, Berneice Hadley, Secretary, Gladys Gibbs. 1940, Secretary, Velma Hadley.
BERNEICE HADLEY, President, May 18, 1941 – 1943. First Counselor, Erma H. Abbott,
Second Counselor, Hazel C. Thomas, Secretary, Edrie Allen, Secretary, Marjory Beckstead.
During 1943-46, the M.I.A. organization was disorganized because 40 of our young people
were in the service of their country.
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FONTELLA O. SORENSEN, President, 1946-1948. First Counselor Ella Rae Henderson,
Second Counselor, Venna K. Gibbs, Secretary, Mary Matkin.
ERMA H. ABBOTT, President, 1948-1952. First Counselor, Venna K. Gibbs, Second
Counselor, Edith B. Millard, Secretary, Pauline H. Thomas. 1949, Secretary, Gwen Hadley.
1952, Secretary, Doreen Henderson. 1948, Second Counselor, Walene P. Matkin. 1950,
Secretary, Alda H. Merrill released 1965.
DIANE W. KAY, President, Aug. 24, 1952-1954. First Counselor, Lucille M. Brock, Second
Counselor, Joyolin J. Henderson, Secretary, Doreen Henderson.
In 1954, M.I.A. was discontinued because of lack of interest. Parents started driving the
teenagers to Downey for M.I.A. and recreation.
In 1954, a president was chosen and set apart for both Y.M.I.A. and Y.M.M.I.A. Marie Petty and
Stanton Yearsley were the respective leaders and were in charge of arranging for
transportation. On Jan. 10, 1960, M.I.A. was again organized here.
MARIE PETTY, President, Jan. 10, 1960-1966. Activity Counselor, Wilma M. Sorensen, Age
Group Counselor, Arlene H. Holden, Secretary, Imajean Hadley. May 7, 1961, Age Group
Counselor, Wilma M. Sorensen. March 31, 1963, Secretary, Jeanine Kay. Sept. 13, 1964,
Activity Counselor, Betty Jane G. Gambles, Secretary, Glenna Joy Yearsley.
BETTY G. GAMBLES, President, Aug. 21, 1966-1972. Activity Counselor, Joyolin Henderson,
released May 1968. Age Group Counselor, Diane Kay, released Sept. 1967. Sept. 3, 1967,
Secretary, Marsha Hadley. Aug. 10, 1969, Counselor, Jeaneene Saroka, released 1970. Nov.
2, 1969, Counselor, Laura Henderson. Sept. 10, 1969, Secretary, Glenna Joy Yearsley. May 3,
1970, Counselor, Beverly Gibbs.
JOYOLIN J. HENDERSON, President, July 19, 1972-1977. Counselor, Laura Henderson,
Counselor, Barbara Sorensen, Secretary, Joan Matkin. July 29, 1973, Counselor, Barbara
Sorensen, Counselor, Beverly Gibbs, Secretary, Glenna Joy Yearsley.
HARRIET ROBERTS, President, Aug. 1977. First Counselor, Colleen Henderson, Second
Counselor, Fay Merrill, Secretary, Joan Matkin.
LYNDA SORENSEN, President, June 1978. First Counselor, Colleen Henderson, Second
Counselor, Peggy Sorensen, Secretary, Myrtle Matkin.
COLLEEN HENDERSON, President, Feb. 24, 1980-81. First Counselor, Fay Merrill, Second
Counselor, Peggy Sorensen.
PEGGY SORENSEN, President, Sept. 27, 1981-86. First Counselor, Fay Merrill. June 19,
1983, Second Counselor, Brenda Kay.
BRENDA KAY, President, Aug. 3, 1986. Brenda was president for some time without
Counselors.
BETTY GAMBLES, President, May 6, 1990-Dec. 6, 1992. First counselor, Susan Buxton.
BISHOP HADLEY: President Dec 6, 1992 –May 1993) Bishop taught the girls until he was
able to call a new President.
PEGGY SORENSEN, President, May 1993 –Sept 1998 ( First Counselor, Lorie Gambles.
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BRENDA KAY, President, Sept. 1998-2002. First Counselor, Tamara Leighton, Second
Counselor, Jodee Pugh.
LORIE GAMBLES, President, Jan. 2002-2003. First Counselor, Peggy Sorensen, Second
Counselor, Sarah Crouch.
SARAH CROUCH, President, April 2003-2005. First Counselor, Peggy Sorensen, Second
Counselor, Arlene Hayes, Secretary, Vickey Abbott.
JULIA MERRILL, President, Oct. 16, 2005-present. First Counselor, Joyolin Henderson,
released Aug. 20, 2006. Second Counselor, Tammi Danielson, released April 15, 2007. 2007,
Counselor, Betty Gambles.
The Young Women motto is “Stand for truth and righteousness.”
The Young Women Theme is: We are daughters of our Heavenly Father, who loves us and we
love Him. We will “stand as witnesses of God at all times and in all things and in all places”
(Mosiah 18:9) as we strive to live the Young Women values, which are: faith, divine nature,
individual worth, knowledge, choice and accountability, good works, integrity and virtue. We
believe as we come to accept and act upon these values, we will be prepared to strengthen
home and family, make and keep sacred covenants, receive the ordinances of the temple, and
enjoy the blessings of exaltation.

Pictures of some of the Young
Women Officers & Leaders
YOUNG WOMEN VALUES
Faith
Divine Nature
Individual Worth
Knowledge
Choice and Accountability
Good Works
Integrity
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Young Women Activities:
Special activities:
Skit put on below:

Secret Grandpa Activity

Darwin & Peggy Sorensen, Lynn and Fay Merrill – leaders. YW - Aniesha Thomas, Wendy &
Tina Abbott & Kristi Gambles - Trip to Jackson Hole
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Sports:
March 9, 1975, Swan Lake girls won sportsmanship trophy in volleyball tournament.
The Young women participated in Baseball tournaments and some basketball over the years.
Many times they combined with another ward because we had so few young women to make
up a team.
Service Projects: Service projects are performed frequently all year long each year, these
can be cleaning yards for those needing help, community service, or participating in Stake
service projects. The young women have always been so generous with their time in helping
those needing help in the community.
Youth Conferences:
A youth conference was held every year for our youth. One of the areas that they were held
was Bear Lake, Utah, Sweetwater Resort June 7, 1976.
Youth conferences were held at all of the different Universities in the area, Ricks College, Idaho
State University, Utah State University, Brigham Young University. Youth conferences were
also held within the Stake. Many workshops are held at these events and fun activities and
usually a service project.
Sweetheart Dinner:
April 25, 1982, a Sweetheart Dinner and Dance was held. Young women served the dinner
supper club style. The menu included turkey and dressing, roast beef and mashed potatoes,
etc. Dancing was to records. The young women used the money donated to help with youth
conference.
Fund Raisers: Over the years, the young women have raised money for different events with
cooked food sales and yard sales etc.
Girls Camp:
Girls Camp was held in the ward over
the last 100 years. We have pictures of the
young women at camps in the early years
also. There have been many leaders who have
taken them and taught them skills for survival
and they have certified in different levels in
learning these skills.
Girls Camp has been held in the Soda
Springs area, Grace area, Malad Summit,
Cottonwood, Petersboro area in Utah and
many other places in the area over the years.
It has always been a special event. It is a time
when the young women bond with their
leaders and their testimonies grow. They
usually always end this event with a special
Testimony meeting which is always a very
special time for the girls.
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Left: 1 Jennel Underwood, 2 Mary Drury, 3 Helen
Nisson, 4 Julia Denney, 5 Belva Thomas, 6 Jean
Fisher, 7 Mary Penrose in 1931.
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There was always a priesthood advisor there at all times
and one particular priesthood advisor from our ward was
there every year for 46 years.

Memories of Girls Camp: By Douglas Sorensen
as Priesthood Advisor
I went to Girls Camp for 46 years. Girls Camp was
always fun, with plenty of food. I attended Girls Camp all
the while I was Bishop, High Counselor and Stake
President. I will always remember that none of the young
women ever gave any of the priesthood leaders or young
women’s leaders any trouble. I can’t pick out any favorite
memory of girls camp because they were all great.
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Girl’s Camp at Bear Lake
Young Women Leaders and Youth getting
Buried in the sand – lots of fun. Looking for
Seashells on the Bear Lake Beach

Fun!
Fun!!
Funny!!!
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Young Men History
Compiled by Kent Hadley, Melanie Wight, and Vickey Lee from Belva’s collection, Fay Merrill
Journal’s and family photos.
President Brigham Young said to the young men in 1875, “We want you to be organized into
and for mutual improvements. We want you, with your work, to be established in your youth to
get help and develop and individual testimony of the truth and magnitude of the great Latterday work, to develop gifts that have been bestowed upon you by the laying on of hands of the
servants of God, to cultivate knowledge and eternal principles of the great science of life.”
Brigham Young wanted the boys to develop intellectually and spiritually and to have needed
recreation under proper supervision.
The young men work on their Duty to God Award and develop in these area: Spiritual
Strength, Priesthood Duties, For the Strength of Youth (where they develop in Physical Health,
Education, Family and Friends), and Preparing to Receive the Melchizedek Priesthood.

Presidencies:
1911-1912: LEO BECKSTEAD, President (July 23, 1911-June 23, 1912).
1st Counselor: Peter C. Sorensen (July 23, 1911-Sept. 17, 1916). 2nd Counselor: Jesse A.
Denney (July 23, 1911-June 28, 1912). Secretary: Robert Hillman (Jan. 1900-1912). Secretary:
W. C. Gambles (June 23, 1912-April 16, 1921).
1912-1915: JESSE A. DENNEY, President (June 23, 1912-Aug. 8, 1915).
1st Counselor: Peter C. Sorensen (July 23, 1911-Sept. 17, 1916). 2nd Counselor: Arthur Lewis
(June 28, 1912-Sept. 17, 1916). Secretary: W. C. Gambles (June 23, 1912-April 16, 1921).
1915-1916: WILLIAM D. PETTY, President (Aug. 8, 1915-Sept. 17, 1916).
1st Counselor: Peter C. Sorensen (July 23, 1911-Sept. 17, 1916). 2nd Counselor: Arthur Lewis
(June 28, 1912-Sept. 17, 1916). Secretary: W. C. Gambles (June 23, 1912-April 16, 1921).
1916-1919: J. VERN KAY, President (Sept. 17, 1916-Aug. 10, 1919).
1st Counselor: Alma Johnson (Sept. 17, 1916-Feb. 20, 1918). 1st Counselor: Lionel Merrill (Feb.
20, 1918-Aug. 10, 1919). 2nd Counselor: Arthur Lewis (June 28, 1912-Sept. 17, 1916). 2nd
Counselor: E. Lionel Merrill (Sept. 17, 1916-Aug. 18, 1918). 2nd Counselor: Lester Denney
(Aug. 18, 1918-Aug. 10, 1919). Secretary: W. C. Gambles (June 23, 1912-April 16, 1921).
1919-1921: E. LIONEL MERRILL, President (Aug. 10, 1919-Jan. 16, 1921).
1st Counselor: Tom Hawes (Aug. 10, 1919-Aug. 15, 1920). 1st Counselor: W. L. Carlson (Aug.
15, 1920-1923). 2nd Counselor: Lester Denney (Aug. 18, 1918-Aug 10, 1919). 2nd Counselor:
William L. Waddoups (Aug. 10, 1919-Aug. 15, 1920). 2nd Counselor: Joe Quayle (Oct. 24,
1920-Jan. 17, 1921). Secretary: Lionel Merrill (April 16, 1921-April 2, 1922).
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1921-1923: JOSEPH QUAYLE, President (Jan. 16, 1921-1923).
1st Counselor: W. L. Carlson (Aug. 15, 1920-1923). 2nd Counselor: Joe Quayle (Oct. 24, 1920Jan. 17, 1921). 2nd Counselor: Jesse Denney (Jan. 16, 1921-1923). 2nd Counselor: E. Lionel
Merrill (1923-Aug. 28, 1827). Secretary: Lionel Merrill (April 16, 1921-April 2, 1922). Secretary:
Leo Beckstead Jr. (April 2, 1922-1923).
1923-1927: WILLIAM L. CARLSON, President (1923-Aug. 28, 1927).
1st Counselor: Jessie A. Denney (1923-Aug. 28, 1927). 2nd Counselor: E. Lionel Merrill (1923Aug. 28, 1927).
1927-1929: GEORGE Q. WADDOUPS, President (Aug. 28, 1927-Sept. 15, 1929).
1st Counselor: Duane Merrill (Aug. 28, 1927-Sept. 25, 1929). 2nd Counselor: George R.
Gambles (Aug. 28, 1927-Sept. 15, 1929). Secretary: Roland Allen (Aug. 28, 1927-1928).
Secretary: Howard Jessop (1928-1929).
1929-1933: GEORGE R. GAMBLES, President (Sept. 15, 1929-Sept. 17, 1933).
1st Counselor: George Redington (Sept. 2, 1929-1931). 1st Counselor: Cluff Petty (1931-Sept.
17, 1933). 2nd Counselor: A. P. Allen (Sept. 15, 1929-Sept. 4, 1931). 2nd Counselor: Virgil
Lamoreaux (Sept. 4, 1931-Sept. 17, 1933). Secretary: Earl Carlson (1929-1932). Secretary:
Nathan Thomas (Sept. 4, 1932-1936).
1933-1934: KENNETH NISSON, President (Sept. 17, 1933-Aug. 12, 1934).
1st Counselor: Kenneth Sorensen (Sept. 17, 1933-Aug. 12, 1934). 2nd Counselor Roy Petty
(Sept. 17, 1933-June 12, 1935). Secretary: Nathan Thomas (Sept. 4, 1932-1936)

1934-1935: WILLIAM M. THOMAS JR., President (Aug. 12, 1934-June 2, 1935).
1st Counselor: Kenneth Sorensen (Sept. 17, 1933-Aug. 12, 1934). 1st Counselor: George
Gambles (June 2, 1935-Sept. 19, 1936). 2nd Counselor: Roy Petty (Sept. 17, 1933-June 12,
1935). Secretary: Nathan Thomas (Sept. 4, 1932-1936).
1935-1936: CLUFF PETTY, President (June 2, 1935-Sept. 20, 1936).
1st Counselor: George Gambles (June 2, 1935-Sept. 19, 1936). 2nd Grant Carlson (June 12,
1935-Sept. 20, 1936). Secretary: Nathan Thomas (Sept. 4, 1932-1936).
1936-1937: HARDING GIBBS, President (Sept. 20, 1936-Sept. 19, 1937).
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1st Counselor: Kenneth Sorensen (Sept. 19, 1936-1937). 2nd Counselor: Keith Petty (Sept. 20,
1936-Sept. 19, 1937). Secretary: Kenneth Nisson (1936-1937).
1937-1938: LIONEL MERRILL, President (Sept. 19, 1937-1938).
1st Counselor: Edward Gambles (1937-1938). 2nd Counselor: Ray Henderson (Sept. 19, 1937Oct. 28, 1941). Secretary: Quentin Thomas (1937-1939).
1938-1940: EDWARD T. GAMBLES, President (1938-Oct. 20, 1940).
1st Counselor: E. Lionel Merrill (1938-Oct. 20, 1940). 2nd Counselor: Ray Henderson (Sept. 19,
1937-Oct. 28, 1941). Secretary: Quentin Thomas (1937-1939). Secretary: Frank Nisson (1939Oct. 20, 1940).
1940-1943: GRANT CARLSON, President (Oct. 20, 1940-1943).
1st Counselor: Martel Thomas (Oct. 20, 1940-1941). 1st Counselor: Woodrow Sorensen (19411942). 1st Counselor: Cluff Petty (1942-1943). Secretary: Douglas and Richard Hadley (Oct. 20,
1940-1941). Secretary: Robert Hadley (1941-1943).
1943-1946: NO M.I.A. (BOYS IN WORLD WAR II).
1946-1947: JOE KAY, President (1946-June 9, 1947).
1st Counselor: James Abbott (1946-1947). 2nd Counselor: Cluff Petty (1947-1948). Secretary:
Max Kay (1946-1947).
1947-1949: GEORGE R. GAMBLES, President (June 9, 1947-1949).
1st Counselor: Don Westover (1947-1948). 1st Counselor: Douglas Sorensen (1948-Aug. 24,
1952). 2nd Counselor Cluff Petty (1947-1948). Secretary: Louis Merrill (Sept. 1947-1950).
1949-1952: JAMES ABBOTT, President (1949-Aug. 24, 1952).
1st Counselor: Douglas Sorensen (1948-Aug. 24, 1952). 2nd Counselor: Don Westover (19491952). Secretary: Louis Merrill (Sept. 1947-1950). Secretary: Max Kay (1950-Aug. 24, 1952).
1952-1954: MAX KAY, President (Aug. 24, 1952-Sept. 12, 1954).
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1st Counselor: Calvin Henderson (Aug. 34, 1952-Sept. 12, 1954). Secretary: Donald Hyde
(Aug. 24, 1952-Sept. 12, 1954).
1954-1960: On September 12, 1954, we joined the Downey Ward for M.I.A. purposes due to
such a few young folks. Those having mutual age children took turns to transport them back
and forth. In 1960, the families decided to remain their own ward. Christmas parties and some
activities that could be held here at home were done so. Marie Petty and Stanton Yearsley
were M.I.A. Presidents during these years. Douglas Sorensen was sustained as a helper in the
Downey Ward M.I.A.
1954-1964: STANTON YEARSLEY, President (Sept. 12, 1954-Aug. 30, 1964).
1st Counselor: Don Henderson (Jan. 10, 1960-June 3, 1962). 1st Counselor: Joseph Kay (Sept.
23, 1962-Sept. 11, 1966). 2nd Counselor: Brent Abbott (Jan. 10, 1960-Nov. 27, 1960).
Secretary: Brent Abbott (Jan, 10, 1960-1961). Secretary: Gerry Sorensen (1961-Oct. 14, 1962).
Secretary: D. Craig Sorensen (Oct. 14, 1962-Aug. 30, 1964).
1964-1973: JOSEPH W. KAY, President (Aug. 30, 1964-July 29, 1973).
1st Counselor: Ned Gibbs (Sept. 11, 1966-June 16, 1968). 1st Counselor: Duane Hatch (Nov.
10, 1968-March 23, 1969). 1st Counselor: Kent Hadley (March 23, 1969 Sept 13, 1970. lst
Counselor Neal Gibbs (Jan. 10, 1971-June 4, 1972). 1st counselor Kent Hadley, June 4, 1972 1973). 2nd Counselor: Don Henderson (Dec 24, 1971-Sept 10, 1972). 2nd Counselor: Clark
Millard (Dec. 24, 1972-July 29, 1973). Secretary: J. Sheldon Kay (Aug. 30, 1964-Aug. 17,
1969). Asst. Secretary: Ricky Gibbs (June 1st, 1968). Secretary: Ricky Gibbs (Aug. 17, 1969Dec. 17, 1972). Secretary: Mark Westover (Dec. 17, 1972-July 29, 1973).
1973-1974: BRENT ABBOTT, President (July 29, 1973-June 2, 1974).
1st Counselor: Kent Hadley (July 29, 1973- June 2nd 1974). 2nd Counselor: Clark Millard (July
29, 1973- June 2, 1974).
1974-1977: BRUCE MICKELSON, President (June 2, 1974-Aug. 1977).
1977-1979: BRENT ABBOTT, President (Aug. 1977- Aug 3rd 1980).
1st Counselor: Marvin Sorensen. 2nd Counselor: Darwin Sorensen (June 1979-1980).
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1980- 1986 No records found
1986-1989: TRACY BOSEN, President (1986-Oct. 8, 1989).
1989-1994 GREG BELEW, President Unsure
1994- 1997 No Records found
1997-2001: JOHN PROBST, President
1st Counselor: Ted Gambles. 2nd Counselor: Monte Henderson
2001-2002: BRAD GAMBLES, President (March 2001-Nov. 2002).
1st Counselor: Glen Merrill. 2nd Counselor: Joel Crouch
2002-2004: GLEN MERRILL, President (Nov. 2002-MARCH 2004).
1st Counselor: Kim Thomas. 2nd Counselor: Joel Crouch
2004- 2005 NEAL GIBBS, President August 2004 – March 2005
2005-2008: KENT HADLEY President (March 2005-. 2008).
1st Counselor: Kim Thomas
2008- 2009 MONTE HENDERSON, President
1st Counselor: Doug Beckstead. 2nd Counselor: Kent Hadley
2009 – 2011 KENT HADLEY, current President
1st Counselor: Doug Beckstead. 2nd Counselor: Monte Henderson.

Some of the activities the young men have had over the years:
Aaronic Priesthood Commemoration every year with an activity, usually held with the young
women. Sometimes along. May 14 ,
1976 celebrated with Talks in priesthood., film showed Terry Nelson, Max Kay talk.
1977 May 8, a party was held honoring the restoration of the Aaronic Priesthood for all
boys and girls of Aaronic Priesthood age and their parents. It was in the cultural hall. Pot luck
lunch was served.
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Duty To God Awards Given:
Six boys from Swan Lake Ward received their
Duty To God Award.
Top L-R - Sheldon Kay, Eugene Yearsley, Roy Henderson,
Bottom: Scott Henderson, Clark Millard, & Sheldon Sorensen. May 23, 1968.
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Young Men’s activity.
Cleaning up the
Community.
Neal Gibbs, Kent
Hadley, , Scott and
Gary Merrill, Jacob
Kay

The annual 4th of July breakfast sponsored by the Scouts as a fund raiser. The young men
leaders helping out with the cooking.

Anthony Sheridan, Nathan
Gambles, Trayson Henderson
and Kohl Clinton – 2008
Christmas Party play.
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Eagle Scout Projects
Written by Mary Thomas and Parents of Eagle Scouts, compiled by Vickey Lee Abbott.

Eagle Scout Requirements: Written by Mary Thomas
A scout must be active in their scout troop for at least 2 years. They must demonstrate
that they live by the principles of the Scout Oath and the Scout Law in their everyday life. They
must earn 21 merit badges and must show the ability of leadership. It takes approx... 2-21/2
years to obtain the rank of eagle. Many of the merit badges take months to complete. It is a lot
of dedication and work on the part of the boy. If you have good leaders this makes scouting
fun and the rank of Eagle possible.
Doing the merit badges, being active in the troop is only a step. They must prove to their
scout leader that they are worthy of the rank. This is shown by doing 50 hours or more of
service to others, plus the final service project for the community. The boy is interviewed by
scouting officials, they must have letters of recommendations, and then they must be presented
to the national association of scouting. All this must be done before they are 18 years of age.
When the boy has obtained the rank of Eagle he has shown that he is responsible for his
actions and has grown to love this country and to be a productive adult Studies have shown
that boys that are Eagle Scouts prove to be good fathers, good husbands, good providers, and
dedicated countrymen.
We have 15 Eagle Scouts.
Jonathan Thomas was the very first Eagle Scout in Swan Lake. He
earned his Eagle in 1994. For his Eagle project he re did the stairs at the
Red Rock Monument. There are 88 stairs. It was done in 2 sections.
Jonathan recruited the use of concrete workers, city workers along with
his scout troop to finish the project.

Martel Thomas earned his Eagle Scout in 1996. He took upon the
maintenance of the Swan Lake city pump house for his project. He cleaned
out the pump house, painted it, fixed the roof, fixed the fence and generally
cleaned up the area.

Todd Gambles: Todd William Gambles, son of Phil and Betty
Gambles became an Eagle Scout September 8, 1996. For his
Eagle Scout Project he beautified the Swan Lake Cemetery by
graveling the roads, painting the flagpole and outhouse, and
trimming the trees. He was the third Eagle Scout from Swan Lake.
Jonathan and Marty Thomas being the first two
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Paul Thomas earned his Eagle Scout in 1998. For his project, he
decided to recreate the town park behind the LDS church. He
planted and painted tractor tires. He replaced the swings. He
painted it all and made it like new once again

Shawn Henderson’s Eagle Scout project
was the flag pole at the Swan Lake Park.
It was installed June 2000

Eagle Projects Gary and Jason Merrill 2001
Gary: These are pictures of Gary and Jason’s Eagle project. It is the shed at the cemetery.
One did the foundation and one had the building as their project. Finished in 2001.

Jacob Kay tore out the old fence at the cemetery and
leveled the area off and built a new fence and put a in
gate. He also hauled some dirt in by the shed area
and leveled it up. He received his award in 2002.
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Justin Kay washed all of the church chairs, put new
rubber stoppers on the chairs and stenciled "Swan Lake
Ward" on them. He received his award 2002.

T. J. Probst

TJ and Orrin Probst were active young
men in the Swan Lake Scout troop 814.
As with many Eagle Scout projects, these
boys were looking for something that
needed to be done to help our community.
With wear and tear on the Swan Lake
pavilion, there needed to be some work
done. These two boys executed repair
and maintenance on this building. Light
fixtures were changed, tables repaired
and a new coat of paint finished the job.
2002.

Orrin Probst

Elvin Adams organized the scouts to build the vinyl fence along the
south side of the cemetery in 2002.
2

Brayden Kade Gambles Project completed 5/24/2004.
His project was to build a
“Welcome” sign for the Swan
Lake Cemetery. He needed
a help map in the cemetery
to locate the plots and head
stones. The sign was
intended to give instructions
and directions to the location
of a loved one. The sign also
has information regarding the Cemetery Board.
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Scott Merrill did the removal of the old bushes in front of the church
and getting it ready for the new bushes we have there now. Feb 26,
2006.

Matthew Henderson’s Eagle Scout project was an AED (Automatic External Defibrillator)
installed at the Swan Lake store (Thomas Merc) in March 2008.

Nathan Brad Gambles - Project completed 8/6/2009.
Project was to fix the swing set at the community park. The swing
set was repainted and all the chains and swings were replaced
with industrial strength chains and seats.
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District Award of Merit:
This award is presented by a District to a registered Scouter for
service to youth in the District. Normally, the award is presented for
service to youth in excess of five years. Candidates must be
nominated. A nominee must have rendered noteworthy service to
youth in Scouting, outside of Scouting or both. Consideration must be
given to the nominee’s scouting position and the corresponding
opportunity to render outstanding service beyond the expectations of
the scouting position. The nominee’s attitude toward and cooperation
with the district, division, and council is to be
taken into consideration. All this is done without
the nominee’s knowledge. The award is awarded in the Districts yearly
award dinner.
Silver Beaver Award:
The Silver Beaver Award is presented upon action of the Council
Executive Board. This award is for outstanding service to youth within the
Council or for outstanding longtime service to youth by a registered
Scouter residing within the Council. The average tenure for Silver Beaver
candidates is ten years or longer. Candidates must be nominated by
fellow scouters and then the nomination is taken to the Executive Board.
All this is done without the nominee’s knowledge. The award is awarded
in the Council’s yearly award banquet.
Mary Jean Thomas has tirelessly served her
community’s youth. The mother of several boys,
Mary became a Scoutmaster and Troop committee
member, effectively serving the boys and the
organization. Mary became the first mother of an
Eagle Scout from Swan Lake. Her son’s project was
described, by another leader, as one of the largest
and most extensive projects he had ever seen. This
project & Mary’s influence in the troop inspired many
more boys from Swan Lake to make the commitment
to achieve their Eagles.
Mary’s contributions to Scouting have grown in breadth since committing to serve on the
District Varsity Scout Committee. She has branched out, running the training for all of her
district. Mary has been to Wood Badge and has returned several times
to participate as a staff member. She also donates time and effort to
teach at University of Scouting each year.
Mary has been recognized with several Scouting awards including
three training awards. She not only lives her life in accordance with the
Scout Oath & Law, she works to teach Scouts & other Scout Leaders
the Scouting principles.
Kim Thomas, Mary’s husband was also recognized as a community
leader in Scouting in 2001. They worked as a team in Swan Lake with
the Scouting program for many years.
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Swan Lake Ward Relief Society History
Written by Diane Kay from Belva’s collection, ward history and family photos.
The first Relief Society in Swan Lake was organized while Swan Lake was a Branch, it
was organized in 1899 in a special meeting called by Bishop N. R. Lewis from the Oxford
Ward.
The meeting was called to order by JOSEPH W. KAY. Opening song: Now Let Us Rejoice.
Opening Prayer by Joseph W. Kay, another song: Jesus Mighty King of Zion.
Brother Lewis J. Petty, Sr. stated the purpose of the Meeting. Sister Julia Drury was
chosen as President, Sister Mary Elizabeth Kay as 1st Couns., Drusilla H. Hillman as 2nd
Couns. and Delina Beckstead as Secretary, Treasurer. Sister Drury was set apart Sunday 23
April, 1899 by Larron Andrews, assisted by N. L. Lewis, L. J. Petty, Sr., and Joseph W. Kay.
Drusilla H. Hillman was set apart by L. J. Petty, Sr., assisted by Bp. N. R. Lewis, Larron
Andrews and Joseph W. Kay. Sister Kay was set apart by Bp. N. R. Lewis, assisted by Larron
Andrews, L. J. Petty, Sr. and Joseph W. Kay.
Brother Andrews spoke regarding the upholding of Church officers chosen in the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. He exhorted the saints to be humble and prayerful.
L. J. Petty Sr. asked the Saints to be united and to attend their meetings.
President Joseph W. Kay offered remarks and gave some wonderful advice to all.
The closing song was We Thank Thee O God for a Prophet and the closing prayer was
given by Larron Andrews.
The following Sisters have served in this organization up to the present time:
JULIA ANN DRURY, President from 1899-1903. 1st Couns. Mary E. Kay, 2nd Couns, Drusilla
H. Hillman and Sec. Delina Beckstead.
MARY E. KAY, President from 1903 to 1906. 1st Couns. Drusilla H. Hillman, 2nd Couns. Julia
Bryant, Sec. Lucy Q. Hadley.
NELLIE GAMBLES, President from 1906 to 1922. 1st Couns. Rosina Talbot until 1910, Matilda
Millard until 1919 and Chella Petty until 1922. 2nd Couns. Mary E. Kay, Secretary Delina
Beckstead until 1911, Mary Thomas until 1915 and Pauline Thomas until 1922.
EMILY THOMAS, President from 1922 to 1936. 1st Couns. Mary E. Kay until 1932, Chella
Petty until 1936. 2nd Couns. Chella Petty until 1932 and Pauline Thomas until 1936. Sec.
Pauline Thomas until 1932 and Laura Carlson until 1936.
EMMA PETTY, President from 1936 to 1943. 1st Couns. Ella Hendricks, 2nd Couns. Reda Allen
until 1941 and Cara Sorensen until 1943. Sec. Venna Gibbs.
THELMA GAMBLES, President 1943-1952. 1st Couns. Ruby Merrill until 1947, Belva Hadley
until 1950 and IlA Henderson until 1952. 2nd Couns. Lucy Allen until 1950 and Alda Merrill until
1952. Sec. Venna Gibbs until 1951, Ruby Merrill Jan. 1951 to July 1951, Julia Matkin until
1952.
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ILA HENDERSON, President 1952 to 1956. 1st Couns. Colleen Henderson until 1955, Alda
Merrill until 1956. 2nd Couns. Alda Merrill until 1955 and Twila Gibbs until 1956. Secretary.
Belva Hadley until 1954, Laura Carlson until 1956.
LUCY ALLEN, President 1956 to 1958. 1st Couns. Alda Merrill. 2nd Couns. Twila Gibbs. Sec.
Venna Gibbs.
VENNA GIBBS, President 1958-1963. 1st Couns. Alda Merrill, 2nd Couns. Twila Gibbs until
1961 and Wanda Carlson until 1963. Sec. Gwen Hadley.
GLENNA JOY YEARSLEY, President 1963-1965. 1st Couns. Wilma Sorensen. 2nd Couns.
Wanda Carlson and Sec. Gwen Hadley.
ERMA ABBOTT, President 1965-1969. 1st Couns. Wilma Sorensen. 2nd Couns. Ruby Merrill
until 1967 and Wanda Carlson until 1969. Sec. Gwen Hadley.
EDITH MILLARD, President 1969-1970. 1st Couns. Wilma Sorensen, 2nd Couns. Wanda
Carlson. Sec. Gwen Hadley.
COLLEEN HENDERSON, President 1970-1975. 1st Couns. Gwen Hadley until 1971, Twila
Gibbs until 1975. 2nd Couns. Wilma Sorensen and Sec. Laura Henderson.
TWILA GIBBS, President 1975-1978. 1st Couns. Elaine Sorensen until 1976, Belva Hadley
until 1978. 2nd Couns. Gwen Hadley and Sec. Wilma Sorensen.
FAY MERRILL, President 1978-1980. 1st Couns. Diane Kay, 2nd Couns Glenna Joy Yearsley
and Sec. Wilma Sorensen.
DIANE KAY, President 1980-1985. 1st Couns. Betty Gambles, 2nd Couns. Vicki Abbott. Sec.
Suzanne Hadley until 1981 and Glenna Joy Yearsley until 1985.
WILMA SORENSEN, President 1985-1989. 1st Couns. Twila Gibbs, 2nd Couns. Garnetta
Millard to 1987 and Lori Gambles to 1989. Sec. Glenna Joy Yearsley.
FAY MERRILL, President 1989-1992. 1st Couns. Suzanne Hadley, 2nd Couns. Lori Gambles.
Sec. Gwen Hatch.
PEGGY SORENSEN, President 1992-1994. 1s Couns. Betty Gambles, 2nd Couns. Brenda
Kay. Sec. Glenna Joy Yearsley.
BETTY GAMBLES, President June 4, 1994-Oct. 1994. Betty was called to a Stake position
explaining the short term. 1st Couns. Glenna Joy Yearsley, 2nd Couns. Brenda Kay and Sec.
Gwen Hatch.
GLENNA JOY YEARSLEY, President Oct. 1994-1997. 1st Couns. Joan Matkin, 2nd Couns.
Brenda Kay and Sec. Gwen Hatch.
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BETTY GAMBLES, President July 1997-Jan. 2002. 1st Couns. Joyolin Henderson, 2nd Couns.
Vicki Abbott and Sec. Gwen Hatch.
JAYNE PROBST, President January 2002-April 2004. 1st Couns. Suzanne Hadley, 2nd Couns.
Brenda Kay and Sec. Aniesha Doney.
JAN GIBBS, President, April 2004 to February 2008. 1st Couns. Suzanne Hadley to
December 2005, Arlene Hayes until 2008. 2nd Couns. Lori Gambles and Secretary Fay Merrill.
JENNIFER HENDERSON, President from February 2008 to the present. 1st Couns. Breanna
Sorenson, 2nd Couns. Stephanie Bosen, both served until Oct. 24th, 2010, then Vicki Lee
Abbott, 1st Couns. And Brenda Kay, 2nd Couns. Sustained in January, 2011

In the early spring of l842 the Prophet Joseph Smith organized the Female Relief
Society of Nauvoo, after the pattern of the priesthood. He instructed the Sisters to search out
the poor and needy and minister to their wants. The Sisters went from house to house and
assessed the needs. Members who had sufficient were asked to give, needy were referred to
the Society for aid. The items donated included sugar, bedding and clothing. If they had
nothing to give they would offer their time. Some would knit or attend to the sick. This one line
taken from the record could best describe those early efforts…”We have not said be ye
warmed and clothed without trying to do it.”
Thus the motto ‘CHARITY NEVER FAILETH’
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Swan Lake Relief Society
participated in many acts of
charity through the years
since the organization and
continues to do so.
In the early years of
the Relief Society
worldwide, the duties were
a little different than now.
Sisters would line and cover
caskets and would dress
the dead for burial. In some
areas dressing the dead is
still done. They also would sit with the dead until burial.
One of the most important functions ever undertaken by the Relief Society was that of
grain storing. It was started by President Brigham Young. The
women raised wheat, gleaned in the fields, bought wheat with
funds raised by selling quilts, cheese, jam and eggs, among
other things. Swan Lake participated in this program and had
their own granary which was located south of our present
Church and near where Leighton’s now live. About 1918 the
wheat was sold to the government and this project was
discontinued.
Relief Society was held on Tuesdays and we would have
lessons and then usually work on a quilt or other items for our
annual bazaar. We would have such a good time working
together and the young children would enjoy the day also. We
had Visiting Teaching Districts and they would take turns
Belva Hadley, Doris Kay,
planning a meal when we would be there all day.
Ruby Merrill & Diane Kay
We made embroidered pillow cases, embroidered dish
in front of the quilt 1970
towels, crochet items, baby clothes and many other sewed
items. Then we would also have cooked foods, candy, bread, cookies, jams, jellies and many
other things. It was a fun time even though it was a lot of hard work. Everyone in the Ward
would turn out to the Bazaar as well as those from other places.
When Colleen Henderson was President
sometime in 1970, the Church announced that Bazaars
should no longer be held but that the organization should
budget for funds. The last Bazaar held in the old Church
was held November 12, 1970 and the money was given to
the Building fund. After that time we continued to hold
“Ward Fairs” in November until 1982. Quilts and Afghans
were auctioned and the smaller items were priced and
sold, including cooked foods. Dinner was served and
there was a charge for that. All money raised was given
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to the Ward Budget. In 1969 our old Church was condemned after being used for 50 years.
A meeting was held to consider a new chapel
and a building committee was appointed.
Groundbreaking ceremonies for the new chapel were
held August 3, 1970 and an Open House was held
September 25, 1971 after the completion of the New
Church. The building had to be paid for before
Dedication and that happened on December 9, 1973.
The building was dedicated by Brother Douglas Smith
and his wife attended our Relief Society, she later
became the General President of the Relief Society.
Fay Merrill kept a wonderful Journal and if we
ever wanted to know something that happened we
would call Fay and she would have the information.
For this reason I want to quote from her Journal for
the next information.
Fay was Relief Society President and she wrote, “March 2, 1980 was the last of a new
beginning. The Block program of the church came into effect. It was an emotional day the last
Tuesday of our Relief Society meetings. Then all meetings were held on Sunday. Our
meetings started with Relief Society (Priesthood and Primary) then Sunday school and the last
meeting was Sacrament Meeting. Later the format was changed to how we have it now”
She also wrote about a special program we
held of “This is Your Life” of Pearl Nordick who just
turned 94 years old. This was held March 11, 1980
and we had a nice dinner. We had such fun telling
incidents in Pearl’s life, she was a remarkable
woman.
We, as a Relief Society worked very hard at
many projects for the building fund for the new
Church. We cooked dinners, had baked food sales,
etc. At that time all families were assessed a
certain amount for the building fund. The Ward
consisted of 130 people.
In about 1982 when Diane Kay was Relief
Society President we decided to have the Sisters share their life histories with us. It was so fun
to hear about where they lived before, where they went to school, how they met their husbands
and helped us get to know them better. It also
involved some who otherwise did not come to Relief
Society but would when asked to share their life
history.
In 1981 when the McCammon Stake building
was completed and the people in that area were no
longer in the Portneuf Stake and 2 Stakes were
formed, Arimo and McCammon, the Relief Society
put on a special program. All the Wards were asked
to prepare a packet to be put in the corner stone. A
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beautiful box was built and it was called the Jubilee Box. At this time Belva Hadley wrote a
History of Swan Lake and it was put in the box. We took pictures of the leaders of all the
organizations and the Bishoprics. Suzanne Hadley compiled a list of all members, their
occupations, civic positions and church positions, birth dates, etc. Then we made a beautiful
felt folder with a swan on a lake and put all the items in the folder.
One thing many remember is that in the old Church the floor was uneven and a spool of
thread would roll off the quilt. Some Sisters would have a favorite quilting needle and at the
end of the day would put it in a secret place in the drapes to save it for the next day.
The Visiting Teachers were divided in to Districts and they would take turns preparing a
lunch for the “work days” when we were there all day. We would bring our young children who
were not in school and it was a fun day for them
When we were not quilting we had many other things we learned to do. These things
changed as the times changed but there was a variety. We did lamp shades, glass grapes,
bras, panties, greeting cards, cooking demonstrations, tile pictures, aprons, levi quilts, tied rugs
and many other things. We also put together cook books with recipes of all the Sisters. We did
dry pack canning and had access to the Stake Dry Pack trailer which would come to the
Church for a week at a time.
We did many projects for Welfare. Every year we did 2 quilts for Welfare and dolls. We
put together hygiene kits and furnished the contents. It would take us about a month to collect
the contents and then have a day to put them together. We were instructed what was to be put
in them. We had a trip to the Stake Family History Center and learned so much there. We also
had lessons on Scripture Study, Becoming More Self Reliant, Cleaning Tips, Managing
Finances, Writing a Will.
One special trip we made was about 1969 when we were able to go to Salt Lake and
go to the Vaults in the Mountains that contain records of the Church. In 1978 we had a Social
and the Relief Society Sisters went to Salt Lake to the New Visitors Center and walked the
Temple grounds, to Brigham Young’s home and the Bee Hive House and Mormon Handicraft.
We ate at Maddox on our way home.
Glenna Joy Yearsley,
Barbara Sorenson,
Betty Gambles, Wilma
Sorenson, Belva
Hadley, Alda Merrill,
Erma Abbott, Hazel
Thomas Gibbs, Faye
Merrill, Venna Gibbs.
1978
Faye President,
Opening Social
Trip to Salt Lake for
Relief Society Women
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At several times we were instructed on preparing 72 hour emergency kits. We canned
them with the dry pack canner at one time and they could be carried in the car.
One thing that was very important was a Mock Emergency Night for the whole
community. We pretended that we had an earthquake and had 3 ideas of what would happen
and then figured out what to do. It was informative and something we hope we will never need
but will be prepared if it happens.
Our Visiting Teaching has always been important. Some Sisters have no other contact
with the Church except with their Visiting Teachers. We tried to have a Visiting Teachers
Seminar every year when Diane Kay was President. Erma Abbott was the one called to
prepare this Seminar. She really went to a lot of work, picked a Theme and made it a fun time
as well as a learning experience. It was a Spiritual uplift.
When Fay Merrill was
Relief Society President the first
time, the Logan Temple had
been closed for renovation. An
open house was held from
February 15, 1979, to March 3,
1979, for people to tour the
Temple before the dedication.
Many of our Relief Society
Sisters were privileged to assist
in the tours in various capacities
and it was a very special time.
Around 1992, we had a
community fair and auction to
raise funds for a welcome sign
for Swan Lake. This was the Sesquicentennial celebration of the organization of the Relief
Society. We were asked to donate items for the fair and held a dinner for donations.
Of course, one of the most important responsibilities of the Relief Society is that of
furnishing Compassionate Services. Those are too many to list but a couple that stand out are
our service to the Dawn Gessell family and the Ron Centoni family.
Dawn Gessell had cancer and had a young daughter and was not expected to live.
Along with the whole Ward we had a “Benefit” for the family. We had a dinner and an auction
to help them with medical needs. $4,000.00 was raised and was much appreciated by all her
family. She passed away in July of 2001 and we took care of flowers and food for the funeral.
In 2004, our good neighbors Ron and Judy Centoni had problems. Ron suffered a
massive heart attack and they had no insurance. Along with the whole Ward we assisted with
a “Benefit “and made over $10,000. He had so many friends that people from all over the
valley came. There was a dinner where we served steak and chicken, salads and desserts.
Then there was an auction and it turned out to be a riot. Fay Merrill had made a chocolate
cake and her husband, Lynn, was bidding it up. It finally sold for quite a bit and then the person
who bought it turned it back in for selling again. By the time it sold it had brought in $600. We
had donations from all over the area.
We always assisted in all the funerals by preparing meals and helping the families
before the funerals with food and other assistance. These are too numerous to mention.
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We had special temple trips. In 2004 we held a “Sisters in White” and attended the
Logan Temple.
We met many times at the Arimo Stake for General Relief Society Broadcasts.
There was a special Stake evening which was partly hosted by Swan Lake. It was a
presentation of “The Parable of the Ten Virgins” and was presented by Lori Gambles’ mother
and other members of her family. It was a very spiritual program and nearly 200 sisters from
the Stake attended.
We had many inspirational Home Enrichment Nights as well as educational.
Karen Brady from Brady’s Plant Ranch talked to us about gardening and taking care of house
plants.
We had a special night of learning the proper way to burn a flag when it was too old to
fly. Dennis Phillips did this for us and it was a special opportunity to reflect on the importance
of the Flag of the United States.
Our Relief Society has been a special blessing to the Sisters of our Ward and will
continue to be so as the years go by.

Presidency: Diane Kay Pres, Vickey
nd
Abbott 2 Counselor, Betty
Gambles lst counselor, Suzanne
Hadley Sec.
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1998 Relief Society
Back row:
Betty Gambles,
Wendy A Jones, Lori
Gambles, Suzanne
Hadley, Diane Kay &
Gwen Hadley
nd
2 row:
Bev Gibbs, Twila
Gibbs, ?, Barbara
Cannon, Mary
Thomas.
st
1 row:
Jan Gibbs, Janice
Henderson, Wilma
Sorenson, Fontella
Sorensen, Hazel
Thomas
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Top Row: L-R: Penny Brown, Doris Kay, Fontella Sorensen, Mary Thomas , Belva Hadley,
Gwen Hadley.
Middle row: Twila Gibbs, Colleen Henderson, Faye Merrill, Glenna Joy Yearsley, Hazel
Thomas, Marie Sorensen.
Front row: Marie Henderson, Vickey Abbott, Diane Kay, Betty Gambles, Suzanne Hadley,
Erma Abbott.
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“Religion Class” or “Seminary” - 1909-1912 & 1913-1939
Compiled by Vickey from Belva’s collection, Seminary records, and family records.
One of the first concerns of the Saints was their offspring that needed some gospel
teaching and learning almost before their schooling began. The gospel was uppermost in their
minds.
1909-1912 - Pearl Hillman taught religion classes to the young in the years 1909- 1912. She
was the first person to be called to this most sacred position.
13 November 1913 - Marie Merrill was set apart as principal and director of Religion Class.
13 November 1913 by L. J. Petty, Jr. Mary Tanner as director was set apart by J. W. Kay.
Marie Gambles as instructor by O. E. Hendricks. In 1915. In 1916 Millie Quigley as Secretary
and instructor by Joseph W. Kay.
24 September 1916 - C. W. Thomas, Chauncey, set apart as president by George A. Smith.
He was released August 19, 1917. Elva West was set apart as class leader by Lorrin Criddle.
19 August 1917 - Daisy Martin was set apart as President.
18 November 1917 - Eliza Smith was instructor in religion class.
16 January 1921 - William E. Gambles was sustained as principal.
1924 - Venna Gibbs, Florence Beckstead, Thelma and Helen Gambles,
Bernice Henderson as helper in the place of Thelma Gambles & Helen Gambles.
1927-1928 - D. Garn Stevens.
1929-1930 - Melvin Griffeth.
1931-1932. Junior Seminary-James Abbott.
1933. – Nov 19 - Alma E Neilson. Reported Junior Seminary or Religious class.
1934-1939 - William M. (Bill) Thomas, Jr. became principal & instructor.
Almost before the Saints were settled in their new humble surroundings, their minds
were searching for ways and means their offspring could learn more about their Heavenly
Father, the main reason for their trek to the west.
One of the great lights in the lives of the young and old alike was the installation of
religion classes for the youth of Zion. As the families became more established in the top of
the mountains in this part of the United States of America.
Almost before they were settled their minds were searching for and preparing to teach
or to have taught the children more about their Heavenly Father, it’s why they sacrificed their
lives to make it so.
The Downey Seminary was started in 1935 in full swing. For several years students met
for a class of religion in the church basement at Downey. Belva Hadley remembers attending
one or two classes herself.
The Portneuf Stake Presidency had worked on the project for several years and was
responsible for its beginning. President George T. Hyde was the first president of the local
seminary board. He was followed by Leo O. Hanson, James A. Criddle, President Reed
Cammack and President Douglas Sorensen, Pres. Loyal Bellon, Pres. Gordon Gilman & now
President Randy Buxton.
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Principals since the beginning of seminary of Swan Lake
Principals since the beginning of the seminary were as follows:
1936-1937: H. W. Lawrence with Byron Grant as a teacher.
1938-1940: Eugene England.
1941-1942: Kenneth Fechser.
1943-1944: Clawson Richardson.
In 1944 there was not a regular program during the day but on a night class for the church
history students. There had been a junior seminary program for about six or seven years with
approximately 450-500 students enrolled during that period of time. This program was
discontinued when the McCammon seminary was started, for then the teachers spent half the
day in McCammon and the other half of the day in Downey. This schedule continued until
1953 with Elmo Gray as principle and teacher.
1945-1953: Elmo Gray.

1954-1958: K. Preston Glade with La Mar Hanson as teacher.
The fall of 1955 Inkom, North and South Marsh schools were consolidated into one school
system held in Arimo until Jan of 1958. The Seminary was held in the stake house in Arimo,
until the Seminary building was ready in 1958.
During the summer of 1956 the District Board of Education with Pres James A Criddle as
President, Willis L Brim, Henry A Cammack (the Portneuf Stake Presidency) and Bishop Lorin
C. Dunn of Inkom Ward, purchased a lot 100 x 160 Ft. north of the new sight for the Marsh
Valley High School. It was proposed that a Seminary building be built on the sight during 1957
at the price of $16,000.00. Sixty-five dollars were given from student activities. During the fall
of 1956 another $339.20 was raised by the students by showing the movie “Martin Luther”
throughout the valley under the direction of the student officers. Other student activities during
the year included the annual Autumn Apron overall dance. Halloween parties and dances after
ball games. In the spring “Truth or Consequence” affairs entertained students and other fun
things & dances honoring the graduates were given.
1957-58: Nine classes were offered. LaMar Hansen taught the first half of the year; Wayne
Clawson from Hyrum Utah taught the remainder of the year.
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Glory be on the 20 of January 1958 Seminary was held in the new Seminary building
one mile North of Arimo. The student council under Byron Wheatley has some success goals
for the students. There were 44 graduates that year
The seminary program moved into the seminary building located next to the Marsh
Valley High School in Arimo. There have been approximately 1,500 students enrolled in the
senior seminary over the 20 year period.
1958: Allen Cook with Chet Harris as teacher.
1960-1961: Chet Harris with La Mar Hanson as teacher.
1967: La Mar Hanson with David Mangelson and Modell Christensen part-time.
1970: O. Curtis Peterson with Mark Orton and Steven Stone as teachers.
1971: O. Curtis Peterson with Mark Orton and Bob Marcum as teachers.
1972: O. Curtis Peterson with Bob Marcum and Warren Dastrup as teachers.
In 1972 a new addition consisting of a new classroom, office, supply room and a
complete new roof were added to the seminary building.
It isn’t determined the effect of the seminary on the people of the stake concerning ward
activity, missionary work or marriages within the church but it is thought it has a fantastic effect.
A mobile classroom unit was furnished and placed near the new Junior High for the 9th grade
seminary students.
1973: O. Curtis Peterson with Bob Marcum and Steve Henrie as teachers.
O. Curtis Peterson with Steve Henrie and Brent Allen as teachers.
1976-1977: O. Curtis Peterson with Dave Reader and Steve Henrie as teachers.
1978-1983: O. Curtis Peterson with Steve Henrie and Ron Hellstern.
One of outstanding things the seminary students have done as a service project under
the leadership of their teachers O. Curtis Peterson, Brother Henrie and Brother Hellstern was to
sponsor a Christmas Spirit that was tremendous. Each year the seminary students gathered
around $900 to $1,800 or more to make it possible to furnish Christmas for 10 to 20 needy
families recommended by the bishops of the various wards in the stake. What a testimony they
gain. There is the gift also of helping some missionaries through scholarships and also for
higher education.
Brother O. Curtis Peterson for several years had taught 10 week seminary classes to
the adults members of the wards in the stake. In 1981 and 1982, He sponsored a church
history trip to show up first-hand the country in which the
church was organized and where the Book of Mormon was
translated. A beautiful and exciting trip for two busloads 8085 in number.
1984-1990: O. C. Petersen with Steve W. Henrie, Ron
Hellstern & Lon Pyper as teachers.
1990-1999: Steve Clark was principal till 1998 and Kelly
Laga came that year with him.
1999-2008: Kelly Laga
2008-2011: Clark Goodworth is principal.
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Students who have graduated seminary from the Swan Lake Ward.
Since 1949 our list consists and is hereby written. Just how many students have
graduated from seminary we do not know-the parents and students know-they attended Marsh
Valley High School and at least one or two years.

1949: Beverly Merrill
1950: Lois Gambles, Lewis Merrill
1951: Ned Gibbs, La Zelle Matkin
1952: Lynn Merrill, Boyd Allen, Phil Gambles
1953: Donald Hyde
1954: Paul Gambles, Doneen Merrill
1955: None
1956: Marilyn Gambles
1957: Terry Thomas, Mryna Carlson
1958: Palmer Hyde
1959: Patsy Merrill, Jed Thomas
1960: Brent Abbott, Peggy Sorensen
1961: Joan Merrill, Ann Thomas, Jacque Carlson
1962: Gary Sorensen
1963: Imajean Hadley, Berdean Henderson, Elise Abbott, Lynn Millard, and Joseph Aquilar
1964: None
1965: Kent Hadley, Craig Sorensen, Tom Gibbs, Donna Rae Gibbs, Helen Henderson
1966: Kim Thomas, Neal Gibbs
1967: Irene Hadley, DeeAnn Gibbs, Garry Yearsley, Sandra Henderson, Jeanine Kay
1968: Eugene Yearsley, Carolyn Sorenson, Sheldon Sorenson
1969: Clark Millard, Sheldon Kay, Roy Henderson
1970: Scott Henderson, Idonna Henderson, Terrell Sorensen
1971: Carol Henderson, Marsha Hadley, Hope Yearsley, Andrea Sorensen
1972: Blair Henderson, Darwin Sorensen, Meagan Westover, Janet Hadley, Brad Thomas,
Ricky Gibbs, Marvin Sorensen
1973: Debra Merrill, Marsha Kay, Rochelle Westover
1974: Bart Merrill
1975: None
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1976: Glenn Merrill, Delise Yearsley, Charley Sorensen
1977: Randy Merrill, Cindy Kay, Linda Sorensen
1978: Ted Gambles
1979: Brad Gambles, Allen Kay, Cheryl Thomas, Peggy Henderson, Brian Merrill, Mary Matkin,
Lauralee Sorensen
1980: Myrtle Matkin, Monte Henderson, Tamra Merrill
1981: None
1982: Shauna Gambles
1983: Betty Jo Hadley
1984: None
1985: Wendy Sue Abbott
1986: None
1987: Tina Abbott, Kristi Gambles
1988: None
1989: Aniesha Thomas
1990: Michelle Abbott, Ryan Hadley, Sid Gambles, Jenilyn Thomas
1991 & 1992: None
1993: Jared Hadley
1994: Trent Gibbs
1995: Jon Thomas
1996: Amy Hadley
1997: Marty Thomas, Todd Gambles
1998: None
1999: Laura Adams
2000: Emily Leighton, Aubrey Sorensen
2001: Shawn Henderson, Elvin Adams, Paul Thomas
2002: TJ Probst
2003: Jackie Gambles, Katie Henderson
2004: Jason Merrill, Orrin Probst, Justin Kay
2005: Jacob Kay, Gary James
Merrill
2006: Camille Adams, Brayden
Gambles, Lacey Henderson, Carly
Sorensen
2007: Heidi Merrill
2008: Matthew Henderson, Anthony
Sheridan, Bracken Yearsley
2009: Nathan Gambles, Kory Kay,
Scott Merrill, Emma Sorensen,
Kimberly Doney
2010: None
2011: Samantha Doney
We know of some who served on the Seminary Student Council from Swan Lake:
Delise Yearsley, Tina Abbott was the President one year, Kristi Gambles was Vice President,
and Nathan Gambles was for a short time and they discontinued it and do not have it anymore.
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Swan Lake Members That Served Missions
Compiled by Shirley Hayes, Melanie Wight, and Vickey Lee from Belva’s collections, ward
records and family photos.
Missionaries are the “greatest” in the Church today. Every member of the Church is a
missionary; with the responsibility of teaching the gospel by word, deed, and action to our
Father’s other children. Church members throughout the world are under covenant made in the
waters of baptism, “to stand as witnesses of God at all times and in all things and in all places
that ye may be in even until death.” (Mosiah 18:9)
Many faith promoting stories could be told. Many converts have come fourth. Even one
baptism as early as 1899, could in the 80 years, be thousands of LDS people. If each one of
the near 101 missionaries from our ward (73 who went directly from Swan Lake Ward)
converted one person, see what posterity there would be. Every baptism is precious in the sight
of our Heavenly Father. We aren’t doing enough, fast enough.
One missionary who became discouraged asked to go home early as he had only one
baptism to his credit. Later the gentleman became curious and decided to investigate and
follow this baptized man just to see how many of his posterity actually came into the church. He
was made a deacon and advanced through the years. He finally moved to Idaho – married and
had a family and in time, the family married and fulfilled missions and had their families, at the
latest count 1,100 people were affected by this one baptism.
Missionaries from Swan Lake are as follows:
1897: CHRISTEN CHRISTENSEN, Denmark Mission – He was the first missionary from the
Swan Lake Branch.
1899: L. J. PETTY Jr. set apart for a mission 6 Sept 1899. Returned home on 24 Nov 1901
Eastern States - left from Oxford Ward – Swan Lake’s first Bishop.
1900: JESSIE DENNEY, New Zealand Mission.
1902: ORVAL. E. HENDRICKS Southern States.
1909: JOHN HENDRICKS, came home from Southern States Mission 1911 first missionary
home in new ward.
1912: CHAUNCY THOMAS, Northwestern States Mission – He was the first missionary from
Swan Lake Ward.
1916: GEORGE WADDOUPS, Central States Mission.
HANS M. THOMAS JR. (No date or information) Just that he left about this time
1926: MARGARET THOMAS, Central States Mission.
1931: WILLIAM M. THOMAS, Southern States Mission, returned February 1934 – (He had a
3 month extension – served mostly in Virginia and ended in Kentucky).
1932: DOROTHY ALLEN, Central States Mission, returned August 1934.
1933: EDWARD GAMBLES, Samoan Islands South Pacific Mission.
1934: ROLAND ALLEN, Northwestern States Mission, left November 26, 1934.
1934: BELVA THOMAS, Western States Mission, returned June 21, 1936 – also served as
a Stake missionary.
1937: NATHAN THOMAS, Germany Mission.
1938: LEOTA MATKIN, East Central Mission, South Carolina.
1939: JOSEPH WALDO KAY, Spanish Speaking Texas Mission, returned 1941.
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1946: DON ALBERT WESTOVER, Eastern States Mission, Buffalo, New York.
1947: LAVAR MATKIN, South Africa Mission, May 20, 1947 – November 1, 1949.
1948: NORD & CARMEN HADLEY WESTOVER, California Mission, Sept. 22, 1948- March
23, 1949.
1949: THERON B. GAMBLES, Central Atlantic Mission, released January 28, 1951, also
served as a Stake Missionary in 1953.
1949: FENTON MATKIN, Western Canada Mission, December 14, 1949 – December 17,
1951, also served as a Stake Missionary March 1953.
1952: LOUIS HYDE MERRILL, Western States Mission, June 25, 1952 – June 1954.
1953: HARRY GAMBLES, Japanese Mission, July 1953 – September 1956.
1954: LARUE ALLEN, Northern States Mission, left home for Northern States Mission and
returned in 1956 from Mid-Western States.
1955: PHIL GAMBLES, West Central States Mission. Jan 13,1955 to Jan 10, 1957.
1955: DONALD REED HYDE, Western States Mission, reported mission October 27, 1957.
1958: PAUL DEAN GAMBLES, France Mission, reported his mission to High Council and
Stake President on January 16, 1961, left June 9, 1958.
1960: WILLIAM PALMER HYDE, Northern States Mission, left June 27, 1960.
1961: BRENT ABBOTT, California Mission, September 17, 1961, returned September 1963.
1964: GERRY SORENSEN, Ireland Mission, October 11, 1964, returned November 13, 1966.
1965: RICHARD AND VENNA KAY GIBBS, Central Atlantic Mission, farewell October 1965,
released September 9, 1966.
1965: ELISE ABBOTT, New York Cumorah Mission, left December 26, 1965, released
August 24, 1967.
1966: DOUGLAS CRAIG SORENSEN, February 13, 1966 ( Northern German Mission)–
released May 15, 1968 from the New England Mission with Boyd K Packer as a
mission President.
1966: THOMAS (TOMMY) GIBBS, Southwest Indian Mission, farewell Feb 20,1966,
released February 28, 1968.
1966: KENT ROBERT HADLEY, Eastern States Mission, released June 17, 1968.
1967: NEAL GIBBS, Left June 5, 1967 California Anaheim Mission, Richard Neal Gibbs was
released from the Southern California Mission June 8, 1969.
1967: KIM M. THOMAS, Alaska Canadian Mission, released October 25, 1969.
1967: GARY YEARSLEY, South Brazilian Mission, December 31, 1967 -January 251970
1969: EUGENE YEARSLEY, left February to the Southwest Indian Mission.
1970: JOSEPH SHELDON KAY, Eastern States, New York City, released June 11, 1972
1973: J. DARWIN SORENSON, Minnesota, Wisconsin Mission, left October 21, 1973,
released October 16, 1975.
1973: MARVIN SORENSON, Eastern Australian Mission, released May 30, 1975.
1975: BART MERRILL, Thailand Bankok Mission, left May 10, 1975, 134 present at
farewell, released May 13, 1977.
1977: GLEN MERRILL, San Diego California Mission, released August 5, 1979.
1979: RANDY VERN MERRILL, Spain Barcelona Mission, entered MTC in Provo July 12.
1979: TED ROSCOE GAMBLES, Germany Munich Mission, left July 12, 1979, 183 present
at farewell, Family and Kim Thomas sang a song at farewell.
1980: ALAN KAY, Milan Italy Mission, released June 3, 1982.
1980: MONTE HENDERSON, Alaska Anchorage Mission, left September 21, 1980,
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released October 7, 1982, 160 present for farewell.
1986: FONTELLA SORENSON, Tennessee Nashville Mission, returned June 14, 1987.
1991: RYAN KENT HADLEY, Virginia Roanoke Mission, October 13, 1991 farewell.
1992: SID GAMBLES Tulsa Oklahoma, Jan 8, 1992 to Dec 29, 1993, Sid’s father, Phil
passed away while he was on his mission.
1995: TRENT GIBBS left Nov 8 for Tallahassee, Florida Mission.
1996: JONATHAN THOMAS left January 21, for Riverside, California Mission- Feb 1998.
1998: TODD GAMBLES, Feb 1998 – Feb 2000, Atlanta Georgia Mission.
1998: LYNN AND FAYE MERRILL, Frankfurt, Germany Temple Mission, left March 2,
1998, returned September 2, 1999.
1999: JOSEY SORENSON, Leon Mexico Mission-November 21, 1999 – December 2000,
Early Medical Release, then June 1, 2001 – Dec. 2001 served in the Kansas Mission.
1999: MARTY THOMAS, Sept 19, 1999 – Sept – 2000, Alpine, Utah Mission, cannery/Mt.
Timpanogos Temple Mission.
2002: PAUL THOMAS, San Fernando California Mission, returned early Medical Release.
2002: SHAWN HENDERSON, June 2002 – June 2004, West Indies Mission Guyana South
America Mission.
2002: ELVIN THOMAS ADAMS, Honduras San Pedro Sula Mission, July 28, 2002 – May
2004 (came home 6 weeks early to be shipped to Afghanistan in the Army).
2002: T. J. PROBST, Taiwan Kaohsiung Mission, Left Sept 8, 2002 – 2004.
2005: JACOB ALLEN KAY, Spanish Speaking Riverside, California Mission, returned 2007.
2005: ORRIN PROBST, May 2005 – 2007, Uruguay Montevideo Mission filled out paper
work at Swan Lake & left from the Hollister Ward- his parents just moved from here.
2005: JASON MERRILL, Veracruz, Mexico Mission, Homecoming May 27, 2007.
2006: BRAYDEN GAMBLES, Nov 2006 Birmingham Alabama Mission. Early medical
release.
2006: GARY MERRILL, Arequipa, Peru Mission, wasn’t able to serve full 2 years due to
early Medical Release.
2008: BRACKEN YEARSLEY, Family & Church History Mission at Temple Square. SLC, UT.
2009: MATTHEW HENDERSON, Costa Rica San Jose Mission - returned July 2011.
2010: JOSEPH KORY KAY, Mexico Guadalajara Mission, will return in 2012.
2011: SCOTT MERRILL, Family & Church History/ Audio Visual Mission, will return 2012.

A

Jake Kay. Do you think He might be
missing the Kay ranch back in Swan Lake?

Sid Gambles on his mission with his
Mission President and wife.
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Missionaries that we know went on missions that lived in our ward at one time:
(There are others if we but knew)
1924: MRS. VERNA BELL served in the Northern States Mission from April 1924 – April 1926
from the Lava Ward. (Joan Bell’s mother.)
1951: JOAN (MATKIN) BELL, Central Atlantic Mission, released January 17, 1953, she left
from the Lava Ward but she lived her whole married life in Swan Lake.
1973: DEEANN GIBBS – went on a health mission to The Republic of the Philippines. She
went from the Princeton ward in Salt Lake City.
1979: MR. WILLIAM M. THOMAS JR. AND WIFE VERLA PRICE THOMAS, left for the Los
Angeles Temple Information Center Mission May 7, 1979. They were living in American Falls,
Idaho. They returned November 1980.
1983: BRETT PECK, Ecuador, Guayaquil Mission. He served in 1984-1986.
He left his ward in Inkom, He lived with Doug and Wilma Sorensen 1981 – 1983 working on
the Dairy farm as a hired hand.
1984: KIM WILSON WIGHT, Florida, Tallahassee Mission, left from Burly, Idaho, returned
home April 1986. He is now working in Swan Lake.
1984: DAVID CARLSEN - France, He left from his home ward in Norfolk Virginia. He had
spent that summer living with Fontella and working on the farm before he left.
1988-91: FONTELLA SORENSEN, Washington D C Temple Mission from the Winchester
Stake in Maryland.
1990-1992: KELLY GIBBS, Arcadia California.
1993: ROBERT AND ARLENE HAYES, Australia Adelaide Mission-Senior couple, left July 19,
1993, returned January 25, 1995.
1995-1998: FONTELLA SORENSEN, Salt Lake City Utah Family History mission.
1999: NATHAN MERRILL, Ohio & Kentucky Mission, returned June 1999 – 2001 was living at
his grandparent’s while they were on their mission in Germany. He was called from his home
ward in Utah.
1999: BURK & BARBARA CANNON: Kieve Mission, returned September 1999, they left on
their mission from another ward in Idaho right after they moved from Swan Lake.
2001: DAVE JAMES BOSEN, Mexico City South Mission, Left from Preston, Idaho, returned
2003.
2001: JORDAN MERRILL, Australia Mission, Left January 2001 – Left from his home ward –
worked here in the summer.
2003: SHIRLEY ANN HAYES, Canada Winnipeg Mission, Mission Office, left from Fremont,
Ohio.
GEORGE AND MARIE WADDOUPS, served 2 missions. No other information.
Stake Missionaries that we found on record that have served from Swan Lake Ward:
NATHAN MARTIN THOMAS, Stake Missionary, set apart by Elmer J. Hartvigsen.
JOSEPH WALDO KAY, Stake Missionary, set apart by LeRoy Olson.
CLUFF PETTY, served as Stake Missionary.
FENTON MATKIN, Stake Missionary.
THERON B. GAMBLES, Stake Missionary, set apart October 13, 1953 by Willis L. Brim.
GEORGE GAMBLES, Portneuf Stake Mission.
1943: WOODROW SORENSON, Stake Missionary, set apart by Leo O. Hanson.
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Missionary Facts acquired by Melanie Wight
The Lord has declared that missionary work is the responsibility of all who follow Him
(see Matthew 28:19–20; D&C 88:81). Members of the Lord's Church can, by the goodness of
their lives and the strength of their testimonies, share the gospel message and help prepare
family members, friends, and other acquaintances who are not Latter-day Saints to be taught
by the full-time missionaries.
Raising the bar for missionaries was first mentioned in the October 2002 General
Conference. President Hinckley spoke of it in his address “To Men of the Priesthood” as did
Elder Ballard. His talk was titled “The Greatest Generation on Missionaries”.
In April 1982 it was determined that elders would serve for 18 months. In November 1984 it
was announced the elders would serve 24 months. The preferred age for sister missionaries for
many years was 23. In 1960 they began calling women at the age of 21 (usually they were
working in the office if they were called at that age).
Equalizing the cost for missionaries called from the United States or Canada was
effective January 1, 1991 and for missionaries called from areas outside the United States and
Canada it was effective March 1, 1991.
Statistics from the Church History Library shows that in 1911 there were 822 full-time
missionaries. Now in 2011 it is estimated the over 56,000 full-time missionaries are currently
serving throughout the world.

Kim Wight 1984-1986
Tallahassee, Florida

Dee Ann Gibbs 1973-74
Republic of Philippines
Health Mission

Fontella Sorensen,
1988-1991 Washington
D C Mission also
1995-1998 Salt Lake
City Family History
Mission
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Swan Lake Missionaries

Brent Abbott
California
1961

Elise Cumorah Abbott
New York
1965

Elvin Thomas Adams
Honduras San Pedro
Sula 2004

Dorothy Central Allen
States Mission
1932

Roland Allen
Northwestern States
1934

Jessie New Denney
Zealand
1900

Edward Gambles
Samoan Islands South
Pacific Mission 1933

Harry Gambles
Japanese Mission
1953

Paul Dean Gambles
France
1958

Phil Gambles
West Central States
Mission 1955

Sid Gambles
Tulsa Oklahoma
1992

Ted Roscoe Gambles
Germany Munich
1979

James 1:5 If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of God, that giveth to all men liberally, and
upbraideth not, and it shall be given him.
Over time, the Lord will put into your path those who are seeking the truth. He is the Good
Shepherd. He knows His sheep, and they will know His voice, spoken through you, and they
will follow Him (see John 10).
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Theron B Gambles
Central Atlantic
1949

Todd Gambles
Atlanta Georgia
1998

Neal Gibbs
Anaheim, California
1967

Thomas (Tommy) Gibbs
Southwest Indian Mission
l966

Trent Gibbs
Tallahassee, Florida
1995

Kent Robert Hadley
Eastern States
1966

Ryan Kent Hadley
Virginia, Roanoke
1991

Matthew Henderson
Costa Rica San Jose
2009

Monte Henderson
Alaska Anchorage
1980

Shawn Henderson
West Indies Guyana,
South America 2002

John W. Hendricks
Southern States
1909

Orval Hendricks
Southern States
1902

D & C 80:3 wherefore, go ye and preach my gospel, whether to the north or to the
south, to the east or to the west, it mattereth not, for ye cannot go amiss.
4. Therefore, declare the things which ye have heard, and verily believe, and “know to
be true,
5. Behold this is the will of him who hath called you, your Redeemer, even Jesus Christ,
Amen.
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Alan Kay
Milan, Italy
1980

Jacob Allen Kay
Riverside, California
2005

Joseph Kory Kay
Mexico Guadalajara
2010

Joseph Sheldon Kay
Eastern States,
New York City 1970

Joseph Waldo Kay
Spanish Speaking Texas
Mission 1939

Fenton Matkin
Western Canada
1949

LaVar Matkin
South Africa
1947

Leota Matkin
East Centreal, South
Carolina 1938

Bart Merrill
Thailand, Bankok
1975

Gary Merrill
Arequipa, Peru
2006

Glen Merrill
San Diego, California
1977

Jason Merrill
Veracruz Mexico
2005

D & C 84:80 “Whoso receiveth you, there I will be also, for I will go before your
face. I will be on your right hand and on your left, and my Spirit shall be in your
hearts, and mine angels round about you, to bear you up”.
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Randy Vern Merrill
Baracelona, Spain
1979

Scott Merrill
Family & Church History
2010

Louis Hyde Merrill
Western States
1952

Lewis J Petty Jr.
Eastern States
1899

Orrin Probst
Uruguay Montevideo
Mission 2005

TJ Probst
Taiwan Kaohsiung
2002

Douglas Craig Sorensen
Northern German-New
England Mission 1966

Fontella Sorensen
Nashville, Tennessee
1986

Gary Sorensen
Ireland
1964

J Darwin Sorensen
Minnesota Wisconsin
1973

Josey Sorensen
Leon Mexico 2000
Kansas Mission 2001

Marvin Sorensen
Eastern Australian
Mission 1973

Moses 5:58 and thus the “Gospel began to be preached, from the beginning, being
declared by “holy angels sent forth from the presence of God, and by his own voice, and
by the gift of the Holy Ghost.
D & C 18: 15-16 And now, if your joy will be great with one soul that you have brought
unto me into the kingdom of my Father, how great will be your joy if you should bring
many souls unto me!”
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Belva Thomas
Western States Mission
1934

Chauncy Thomas
Northwestern States
1912

Jonathan Thomas
Riverside California
1997

Kim M Thomas
Alaska Canadian
1967

Margaret Thomas
Central States
1926

Marty Thomas
Cannery-Mt. Timpanogos
Temple Mission 1999

Nathan Thomas
Germany
1937

Paul Thomas
San Fernando California
2002

William B Thomas
Southern States
1932

George Waddoups
Central States Mission
1916

Don Albert Westover
Eastern States
Buffalo, NY - 1946

Bracken Grant Yearsley
Family History, SLC
2008

Moroni 10: 4 And when ye shall receive these things, I would exhort you that ye
would ask God, the Eternal Father, in the name of Christ, if these things are not
true; and if ye shall ask with a sincere heart, and with real intent, having faith in
Christ, he will manifest the truth of it unto you, by the power of the Holy Ghost .
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Eugene Yearsley
Holbrook, Arizona
1969

Gary Yearsley
South Brazilian
1967

Richard & Venna Kay Gibbs
Central Atlantic Mission 1965

Lynn & Faye Merrill
Frankfurt Germany Temple Mission 1998

Nord & Carmen Westover
California Mission 1948

Logan Utah Temple
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SWAN LAKE HISTORY
RAILROADS, SCHOOLS, CEMETERY

RAILROAD HISTORY
SCHOOL HISTORY

CEMETERY HISTORY
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History of the Railroads
Compiled by Brent and Vickey Abbott from Belva’s collection, research, and family photos.
Shortly after the
Transcontinental Railroad was
completed, May 10, 1869, the
settlers in Cache Valley area
wanted to get rail service. A
man by the name of William B.
Preston proposed that the
people ask the authorities of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints to back the building
of a railroad from Ogden to Soda
Springs. They also received
finances from investors from New York. The railroad was called the Utah and Northern
Railroad. Thus the railroad was built to Cache Valley ending in Franklin in 1874. Because they
could not find a suitable way to get through the rugged terrain to Soda Springs they came up
through the Battle Creek area to Coulam. It continued on through Swan Lake in 1878. Most of
the labor was furnished by local farmers.

Maps of the railroad from Cornish to Coulam.
Some of the prominent men who contracted to help build the railroad were William D.
Hendricks, Marriner W. Merrill, and Thomas Ricks. These large families worked on the railroad
and helped to feed the railroad workers at the camps. Marriner Wood Merrill employed his wife
and two of his daughters to help feed the crew. Four of his sons also helped with the grading
of the railroad.
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Map of Railroad from Oxford thru Swan Lake to Downey above, below Virginia, Arimo
& McCammon
The subcontractors that
helped build the railroad through
Swan Lake in about 1879 were
mainly landowners along the track.
Sometimes the track went through
their own land. Some of these men
were, Andrew Quigley, Richard
Hadley, Joseph Smith Hendricks and
Gordon Beckstead.
William Dorris Hendricks and
Thomas Ricks built the railroad
through Swan Lake which came from
Franklin, through Battle Creek and
on to Eagle Rock or Idaho Falls.
Martin Johnson built the railroad
buildings of that time.
The Mormon railroad workers, about 550, were different from those who built the
Transcontinental Railroad. They were very quiet and orderly. They also did not work on
Sundays. They had blessings on the food and family prayers. Wages were paid with precious
metals such as Gold Eagles, Double Eagles, five dollar gold pieces and silver dollars. No
pennies. The railroad was a narrow guage because it was less expensive than the standard
guage. In 1870-1880 the railroad was built through Swan Lake around the edge of the Lake.
UPRR later widened the grade, standard size. Trains from 150-200 cars would roll through
Swan Lake at a speed from 20-60 or 70 miles an hour, shaking the homes in town.
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Belva writes: William Dorris Hendricks, my grandfather, and Thomas Ricks built the
railroad through Swan Lake which came from Franklin, through Battle Creek and on to Eagle
Rock or Idaho Falls. Martin Johnson, Grandfather of Ben and David Johnson built the railroad
buildings of that time. Utah Northern, Ogden to Butte Montana, built by Latter Day Saints sold
out to Oregon Short Line.
Gordon Beckstead, Joe Hendricks and Andrew Quigley laid the narrow gauge grade
through their property. The ties came from Cottonwood Valley.
George Redington said
there were nearly a million
ties that were taken out of
Cottonwood Valley about
twelve miles northeast of
Swan Lake for this venture
of the railroad.
The large crews of
men who worked at track
laying were extremely
organized. Five men would
gather on each side of a
Source – The Great Railroad Race by Kristiana Gregory
500-pound rail and lower it
into position. Spikers would
then hammer in iron spikes to secure it to the ground. Workers lay at least one mile of track
daily.
Anyone watching the great effort of laying tracks would see what they thought was a
man dancing. This man was called a “gandy dancer”, but he was actually balancing himself on
the long handle of his shovel, as though walking a tightrope. The shovel lifted a rail a few
inches off the ground so another man could push gravel underneath to level the track bed.
Later, Maintenance of the tracks was done by hand with much pounding of spikes and
lifting of ties and rails with a jack. During this era, a rail car would go slowly down the track,
while the railroad crew threw the ties off on the sides. Ties made of pine weighed 75 to 100
pounds, but then they sent some made of oak, which weighed up to 150 pounds, and took two
men to lift. They were very difficult to hand hammer and drive a spike through! After these
were set in place ( each rail weighing 133 pounds) the ties were set on top and secured with
more spikes.
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The water for the steam engines was
piped down in a wooden pipe from Swan
Lake creek to a large water tower located
next to the railroad tracks south of the Gibbs
Road.
Many of the ties, estimated to be over one
million, for the railroad, came from the
lumber mills located in the Cottonwood
Valley.
The railroad was later called the Oregon
Short Line and eventually the Union Pacific
Company bought it. Today it is still the Union
Pacific. .
Because of all the maintenance required
for the railroad, there were many section
foremen and crews hired. Many of the extra
workers hired were men who lived in Swan
Lake. The section foreman were: Isaac
Reed 1872, George Heath, George
Hughes, Nephi Brunkers, Fred Bartlett,
Mr. Crowthers, Richard Bailey, Edward
Whitt, John Ross, Tom Perkins, Lyle
Busenbark, Tom Valdez, Ed Quigley,
Edward Papst, George Redington,
Glendon Jensen, Ted Wright, Delbert
Martin, Marion Olson, Roy Carson, Cecil
Henry Fawcett, William Bartell, Francis
Pheney, Marion Olson, Dennis Dahlke,
and John Dahlke.

Water Tower in Swan Lake

The railroad is a big part of the history of Swan Lake, Idaho. Most of our mail was sent
and received by the railroad. Also many used the railroad to travel. Much of the farm produce
and cattle were loaded on the trains to go to market at the stockyards.
The little town of Swan Lake was a thriving little community of around 500 people when
the railroad was at its peak. By the late 40’s & early 50’s the railroad did away with the steam
engines, and the railroad workers left to go find jobs elsewhere. The town is now around 120
people. (Written about 1980 but applies today 2011). Most residents are descendants of those
who settled here. When the steam engine left, this eliminated the use of the big water tank that
stored the water to fill the big black steam engines. It was torn down in 1956.
In 1977 a new heavy line replaced the old ties and rails and was done completely by
new equipment. The old steam engines have given away to diesel powered engines.
Passenger rail service ended. Amtrak passed through once a day but only had stops in
Pocatello and Ogden, Utah. We have freight trains come through now once or twice a day
(2011). There are no passenger trains that come through Swan Lake today.
Amtrak’s Empire Builder crosses northern Idaho, with its only stop being in Sandpoint.
There has been a push recently to return Amtrak service to southern Idaho.
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Below is a Timetable from 1889
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On May 10, 1997 – The Pioneer train route to Washington, Idaho, Utah and Wyoming
was discontinued.
Idaho is served by two transcontinental railroads. The Burlington Northern Sante Fe
(BNSF) which connects North Idaho with Seattle, Portland and Spokane to the west and the
Minneapolis and Chicago to the east.
The BNSF travels through Kootenai, Bonner and boundary counties. The Union Pacific
Railroad crosses southern Idaho traveling between Portland, Oregon, Green River, WY, and
Ogden, Utah and serves Boise, Nampa, Twin Falls and Pocatello.

Cattle Killed on the Railroad:
Several head of cattle have been hit on the railroad track when it comes through
Several head of cattle have been hit on the railroad track when trains have come through. The
tracks go through much meadow ground through this area where cattle graze. One particular
time, about 2000, John Probst had a bunch of cattle killed on the railroad tracks close to the
Lake. They couldn’t get off the tracks and just ran in front of the train. Several head of cattle
were slaughtered by the big train. They had to dig a big hole and bury them right there. The
trains whistle blows at every crossing through this area as a warning.
Lael Abbott also had several cattle killed on the main crossing in Swan Lake in about
1985.
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Train wrecks at Swan Lake –one 1945 – one in 1947-48
Dutch Hadley shown in front holding onto his daughter Imajean, about 4 years old.
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Train Wreck:
Taken from a letter written March 1, 1983 by Martel Thomas to the Railroad:
Thomas Merc, in 1938 or 39, bought and paid to extend a “house track: to our coal shed
which was on our property.
About 2 or 3 years later the house track was extended and connected to the third
passing track. The connection to the third track was very crooked and only the smallest of
steam engines could use the track.
Sometime in 1945 and during World War II, one of the largest of steam engines pulled
onto the track, straightened the track out and ended up on the ground. It took several days to
jack the engine up and get it back on the track
As soon as the engine was back on the track the division engineer came to our
business and asked if it would be O.K. to take out the house track and move the coal shed on
to railroad property.
Permission was granted and the Railroad Company moved the house track out and
moved our coal shed onto railroad property and to its present sight.
Note: According to a letter written by
Glendon Jensen, a railroad foreman, the shed was
eventually moved back onto the property of the
Thomas’s when the coal industry was not in high
demand and they also removed the spur of the
main track that extended to the track.
See history attached. This took place in late 1970.
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Map of Railroad from Ogden Utah to Garrison Montana
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Railroad Maintenance
A letter written to Belva
Hadley in May 1983 by George
Redington, a Section Foreman.
The Utah Northern
Railroad was built from Ogden to
Franklin, Idaho during the 1870’s.
A narrow gauge road with 52 lb.
rail that is 52 lbs. to the yard.
During the latter 1887’s
and early 1880's a standard
gauge was used from Ogden
north. It didn’t go through Logan
and Cache Valley as did the
narrow gauge, but went through
Bear River Canyon and on to
Franklin.
The standard gauge joined the route to the narrow gauge, and had been taken near
Swan Lake and went north on the same route. The standard gauge railroad used (60) sixty lb.
rails. Later the rails were changed to 80 lbs., later to 90 lbs., then to 100 lbs, and at present
130 lbs.
The maintenance work before the mechanical age was done mainly with the short
handled shovel and eyeball…that is....the trained eye of the foremen for lining and surfacing
the track.
The dressing and weeding of the track was with the short handled shovel. On special
occasions a board and some wire were used in addition to the shovel for dressing track.
It was said by some official’s appearance covers a multitude of sins. That is, if the
appearance was good enough, some of the flaws were overlooked. So in those days
appearance was all important.
The curves were all elevated according to degree and speed limit.
I have been to two wrecks at the end of the same curves which were going down
grade, one a freight train and one a passenger train – both wrecked at the same place probably
caused by excessive speed.
The maintenance work is now done mostly mechanically such as lining, surfacing,
changing ties, and dressing track. This was done several years ago through Swan Lake and is
ready again for new ties that are already on the side lines ready for installation. The weeds are
sprayed.

Passenger Service: Before the automobiles, there was a good passenger service going
both north and south two or three times a day. A passenger could flag down a train, board, and
travel wherever they needed to go.
Peanut Butcher: On some of the passenger trains and the larger stations, there was what they
called a peanut butcher ( a teenager with a basket on his arm) and a chant that started out
“Popcorn, Peanuts, Chewing Gum and Candy Only a dime, ten cents etc.” The chant was
similar to a good auctioneer. Some people bought or paid him just to hear him go over it again.
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Mail: All mail was carried on the train at that time.

At places that were not a regular stop, the
mail that was discharged with a kick out of the mail car by the clerk. The mail to be picked up
by the train, was hung upside down on a mail crane and the clerk would put an iron arm out of
the door that would release the bag and draw it into the mail car. It was then sorted for other
towns and states as the train hurried on its way.
Cans of Cream & Fresh Eggs: If there were cans of cream or cases of eggs to go, the train
was flagged down to a dead stop and then the mail sack was handed to the clerk along with
any packages.

Stockyards: Before the trucks took over, there were stock yards at all depots and at some
sidings for loading and unloading cattle, horses, pigs, sheep etc. onto the freight trains.
Coal Business: At one time there was so much coal sold at Swan Lake by Thomas Merc, the
railroad company built a spur track to their coal shed so coal could be unloaded directly from
the coal cars into the shed. The lease to the coal shed was terminated in 1983 after more than
50 years. The track was torn out and the shed was moved to Thomas Merc private property.
Oil for the Engines: When freight trains stopped for water at the big water tanks. The
engineer always got down from the engine with a long spouted oil can and a bucket of grease
to oil and grease the places on the engine to prevent heating from friction.
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Water, Fuel and Living Quarters: The water
for the tank at Swan Lake came from Swan
Lake Creek. It was piped about a mile to the
huge tank.
Before electricity, railroad buildings
were furnished with coal for heat and coal oil
for lights. Houses were furnished for foremen
and bunk houses for laborers. Living quarters
were furnished for agents and houses for
signal maintainers.

Glendon Jensen Foreman
Letter to Belva Hadley:
I started to work on the railroad at Swan Lake as section
man on June 7, 1943, and I was hired by Dell Martin, who was
foreman at that time.
I first met your husband (Dutch Hadley) in 1943 when the
railroad had him hired for a while with a team of horses that he
used to plow the old dirty ballast (gravel) from the ends of the
ties. He also pushed it further out with a ditcher on part of the
Swan Lake section. Then, there was some cleaner ballast
Weigh Scale for coal & many
other products
dumped from railroad cars to replace the old gravel. The gravel
car was an old wooden car that was replaced a few years later
with the steel cars (dump). I went out as foreman on May 1st 1944 and worked as rail
Inspector, extra gang foreman, and relief section foreman, all between Salt Lake City and
McCammon. I retired in 1974.
A leather folder for the railroad foreman from Moroni Thomas
It might be of interest to you that when I went out as foreman in 1944, I done like most
of the railroad men mostly in the train service, I went to the Swan Lake saddle maker, your
Uncle, Nate’s father, and had him make me the leather folder. It was used for carrying my time
table, special rules, track car train lineups, and all other mail or important papers required that I
carry. I carried that at all times when I was on duty in my left hind pocket. It was one of the
most essential parts of my clothing along with my watch and keys.
The maker stamped the price on it as $2.75. That is still plain to read. I carried it for
thirty years. Last Thanksgiving we had most of our family with us, 30 of them from Thursday to
Saturday, and at that time I gave the folder, a timetable and about a 100 year old Waltham
Watch, that my dad and his dad used to own, to my son Marvin. He is service manager at
Baugh Motor Co, in Logan. I gave my railroad watch that I carried from October 1944 until I
retired in June 1974, to Dwight along with a time table and a book of rules.
Mail by Train: I remember the mail crane at Swan Lake, Virgina, and Collington but I
don’t remember when they were taken down. I remember the post office people hanging the
mail sack on it and hunting for the return mail bag in the snow. Martel’s little boy, Jed following
his bigger brother Terry,over to the store when Martel was in the service and his wife lived
across the track from the store. When the little fellow was too small to step across the rail and
would get down and crawl over the rail between the crossing and the water tank.
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Water Supply for Steam Engines: The water supply for the railroad was owned by
the company. When the water tank was discontinued, the water supply, as I understand was
turned over to the Swan Lake Village. The understanding was that the section headquarters be
furnished water without cost from the village. Someone there should be able to give you a date
on that but I am sure the water tank was
taken down before Tom Valdez left.
Old Hand Cars: I do not know when
the old hand cars were discontinued, but it
must have been in the early 20’s. Most of the
sections of the Utah Division, which is north
to McCammon, got new Fairmont Motor
Cars starting in late 1943. Most of the motor
cars ahead of that time were the much
heavier Buda Car.
Wages: A section man wages were
.38 cents per hr. in the 1930’s. When I
started in 1943 wages were .54 cents up to
$7.00 plus now. I lost track of wages after I quit, but foreman wages during my time was less
than $200.00 per month for a 48 hour week to $961.00 per month for a 40 hour week. When I
quit, it was $1200.00 plus per month.
Experience with Jim Abbott: One time, and this was quite amusing to me, your
neighbor Jimmy Abbott asked me where he could get some help in the hay. He needed two
men. I told him I could send him some help but it was going to cost him some money. He said,
“How much money?” I said, “ $5.00 a day”. He said “that’s a lot of money”, I said “they are also
a lot of man”, He said “OK” . I sent Dwight and Gordon Anderson over and told them to be sure
and hold him to $5.00. Abbott said afterward “A lot of money but they were good men”.
Diesel Engines replace Steam Engines: The steam engines started fading out and
were being replaced by the diesel engine in the mid 50’s, or maybe even earlier, and the water
tanks were taken down over a period of several years.
Fire – Explosion in Swan lake Railroad at Water Tank: One time at Swan lake,
along in the night, in the late 40’s, or early 50’s, when Tom Valdez was foremen, a freight train
with a flat car loaded with commercial refrigerator equipment caught on fire from a hot journal
and they (the train crew) put it under the water tower. The conductor (Jack Little ) got on the car
to run water on it from the tank and some ammonia tanks exploded putting Tom Valdez and his
brother in Law, in the hospital at Downey. Also a Bannock County Deputy sheriff, Ike Marshall,
who I understand, sued the railroad and collected a few thousand dollars damages.
I worked as an assistant gang foreman in July 1944, putting in new Marsh Valley gravel
from Oxford to Zenda. I worked with the steel gang when I was section foreman at Oxford in
1948, putting in the new steel rails,133 lb. that are in use today. I worked with the extra gangs
putting on the Inkom ballast in1949 from Oxford to Downey and in1950 from Downey to
McCammon.
The railroad rented some trucks from a firm in Salt Lake, City (drive it yourself) for the
larger extra gangs and also for section yard work like the one at Salt Lake yards. It was about
1962 or later when they were on hand and being used on most sections in1964.
I got my first company truck at Farmington. A few got their trucks ahead of that, many later.
Most sections still have a track car for emergency use and to get to out-of-the-way places.
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Cloudburst & flooding on the railroad in July: A few things that happened during my time
around Swan Lake.
About July 5th, 1943, there was a thunder storm and a cloudburst up in the mountains north and
east of Swan Lake in the afternoon. Rain was falling all afternoon and into the evening in the
valley, but not heavy. Dell Martin was foreman and we were working all that day just north
around the curve from the Zenda crossing.
That evening about 5 p.m., on our way home from work on the track, we got down to
the overpass north of Swan Lake and Dell said “we will set off and wait here for an hour to
make sure there will be no flood water come down”. No sooner said than we looked up, and
down the draw east of the overpass, was the big wall of water. Dell and us fellows quickly sent
Wren Tillotson with a flagging kit toward Swan Lake to stop and warn any west bound trains.
The rest of us went north to Zenda where Dell called the dispatcher in Salt Lake to send the
neighboring sections to help. Bill Wilson at Downey and George Redington at Oxford.came to
help as well as the roadmaster at Cache Jct. We had about 4 feet of water over the tracks at
the over pass. Water was running over the tracks north of Swan Lake by Sorenson’s. The
culvert couldn’t carry all the water and it was running over the track on the fill. We were out all
that night dumping gravel from cars that they sent in, to keep it from washing out. It was a long
wet cold night.
Accidents: There was the time that your brother Dorris was helping build the elevators
at Swan Lake when Mr. Viehwig from Dayton was killed. Then there was the time that three
boys, James Tasso, a Westover boy, and someone else ( I don’t remember who), got hit by a
train on the crossing. Their car was really demolished but the boys were unhurt.

Story by George Redington:
Hobo’s on the Railroad: In the earlier days before motor cars and auto miles were
used, about 1916 or 1917, we pumped hand cars on the track hauling maintenance workers.
Sometimes on an extremely cold day, we carried a coal fire in a tub to keep our lunches from
freezing and to keep warm while we were eating at noon.
This was during hobo days. One evening when we came in from work there was a
hobo near the tool house. We dumped our coal fire and leaned the tub against the tool house.
After we all left, the hobo got the tub and gathered up the fire coals in it. There was a small
passenger shelter in connection to freight storage in Swan Lake at that time.
The hobo took the tub of coals into the passenger shelter and shut the door. He laid on
the floor and curled around the tub. The gas fumes and smoke apparently killed him.
Next day Seth Gibbs went to the freight department, smelling gas fumes and smoke, he
went to the passenger shelter. When he opened the door, fresh air rushed in, and the floor
began to blaze. He quickly put out the fire and found the hobo. He was burned and parched
all along the front of him; his hair was singed from the blaze. A bad sight!!! A few sacks of
flour and sugar were spoiled in the freight house from the gas and smoke.
Facts about Hobo’s: from Belva’s collection
During the depression, you could watch the trains as they went into the main Union
Pacific railroad yard, and watch maybe 100 people climb off the cars. “There was no work.”
They were just moving.
These hobos had to dodge the “yard bulls”, or the railroad detectives, who often used
nightsticks to show the rail riders the error of their ways.
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The detectives are still there, but better trained. Those men, known as special agents,
now carry firearms.
In Swan Lake the hobo’s would often get off the trains and go to a farm house or home
in town and ask for a meal and a place to sleep. Many of the families in town would offer them
work for a meal and let them sleep in the barn. They were treated kindly here in our little town.
There are many stories told about feeding the hobos as they came to town.

Train on the tracks with water tower in background & service station in early 1950’s.
Photo from the Valdez family

Train going through Swan Lake in 2011. Looking east - Ann Yearsley
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Railroad and the Mail: by Margaret Thomas Marchant
As mail was delivered daily by train, it was tossed to the ground by the crew. Usually a
man wearing a blue cap, visor, and shirt with black sleeve guards, glasses etc. stood at the
open door of the mail car, and tossed the mail sack to the ground. If there were passengers to
stop for, the mail sack was deposited more carefully. When the train gave a whistle and sped
by, the sack was taken far up the way, and we had to hunt for it. Not always did we speak kind
words when we had to walk a mile or so in a storm, or in the hot sunshine.
There were two regular mail times; the first was about 11:30 a.m. as train #41 came
north from Salt Lake. Dad usually supervised getting the letters, C.O.D, mail, and packages
ready. Letters were cancelled with a small round rubber stamp bearing the day, month, and
the year, plus the name Swan Lake, Idaho. Letters were all put into a bundle, tied with string,
and then slipped into the mail bag. If there were large packages to go, they went into a bigger
bag. Small ones could be sent with letters.
On days when there was only a letter bag to go, it was hung on a crane which was
about 100 yards north of the water tank. If there was no reason for the train to stop, a long
hook would snatch the bag from the crane. And the great black monster would screech its way
past, at the same time throwing mail off to be found by whomever was sent to retrieve it. Many
times as kids we searched for those old gray mail bags.
On days when there were large things to be sent, the train had to be “flagged”, Uncle
Chauncey, or Dad did that. They’d stand in the center of the tracks and wave a flag so the
conductor would stop the train to load.
Those trains served as great learning tools for us as kids. We watched people go by,
waved at the train men, and occasionally we watched a circus train go by filled with animals. If
Dad was informed about a special train, he saw to it that we were there to see the sights.
The afternoon mail came in from the north on #42 about 1:30 p.m. About l: 00 o’clock
the cry went out, “Who is putting up the mail. There’s a special delivery to go. Be sure you see
to it in plenty of time,” and the whole process was repeated again. In spite of all the work, there
was a special excitement about mail time. To open the bags, dump the contents on the floor,
and distribute the mail to the boxes, was one of the more exciting events of the day. First we
placed the packages under the counter where they could readily be found. Who wouldn’t have
a problem remembering that there was a big package addressed to a Miss Florence Beckstead
from Sears and Roebuck Co.? Sunday at sacrament meeting the contents would probably
appear—a white pleated skirt, a lovely red sweater, and a pair of patent leather shoes. How I
envied her. I used to hope that someday there might be just one big box arrive with my name
on it. I made a vow that if ever I had any money of my own, I’d shop from the Sears and
Roebuck Catalog and get a package as big as the post office.
We were cautioned never to read the post cards that passed through our hands, but
who could resist one turned upside down right in front of our eyes?
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Swan Lake Railroad Crossing as it is in 2011

Storage shed by railroad tracks,
this building was similar to the old Ice
House and Delco battery building they
had in the early 1900’s.
The blacksmith shop was the
one Ernest Olson used and it was also
a service station at one time with fuel
pumps outside.
The coal shed is shown that
was used for storage.
The old weigh scale was used
to weigh coal & other products. Above
the new workshop is Kim Thomas’s
piano refinishing and auto repair shop.

Photos by Ann Yearsley
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History of Swan Lake Schools
Written by Tamara Leighton
Compiled by Vickey from Belva’s collection, family histories and photos.
Education has always been important to past and present families who lived and
currently live in Swan Lake. When the first settlers came here, there were no formal school
houses so they held school in their homes. As the community began to grow, the need for
more focused and more formal schooling was acknowledged.
The FIRST school house was at Gooseberry on land that was owned by the Quigleys.
It was a one room building made of logs and a dirt floor. This was in 1884. Then the school
house was moved to Chicken Creek. This was on the Joe Brown, Thomas Waddoups, or
George Matkin land where the lone tree stood by the old new Highway. The older boys took
turns chopping wood to keep the fire going. It was said the Sr. Zubie Harwick would walk, ride
a horse or come in a buggy from her home on the West side to teach primary classes in this
building too.
In 1886, potatoes were grown in the clay banks at Chicken Creek so the school house
was moved over the hill to the end of the lane where there is a slight gravel pit. It was a log
house chinked inside and out and had homemade seats. Two sat in a seat and sometimes
more. There could be up to 70 students attending the school at one time with one teacher and
8 grades. Every subject was taught every day.
It wasn’t until 1904 that the old RED schoolhouse came into being. It was built by Ike
Lewis of Oxford. William Gambles hauled the first rock that was used in its foundation. He
then built the fence, outside toilets and did the general repair on the building as was needed.
Peter C. Sorensen and his father made the brick for the schoolhouse in their kiln on their farm.
It was a two room schoolhouse. Church and school were both held in this schoolhouse.
One room acted as a stage and the other as class rooms with a curtain dividing it.
Wonderful three act plays were presented in this precious building by the school children and
then, of course, other functions of the ward were held there. Parents saw to it that their
children always attended school. There are many stories of students walking, riding ponies or
being taken in buggies to school regardless of the weather. Some of the janitors in the first
schools were Floyd Whitt, Ida & Jim Hadley, and then the duties were shifted to the older
school boys to keep the school clean and make and stoke the fires.
The very first settlers made their homes in STOCKTON which is about two miles south
of Swan Lake. There was some discussion about whether there was a school there or not --but
there was a small wooden school building. They were in the process of building a new school
and just had the foundation done when it was determined that the families there were actually
in the Oxford School district. So the children walked or rode horses to Oxford to go to school.
Some of their fathers built a small shed for the horses by the school. Some of the children
were: Belton Hatch, Zeno, Elmer, Lucy, Dewain, Raymond & Erma Hendricks.
The families in Stockton were dissatisfied with the set up at the Oxford school so
petitioned to form an independent district in their area. The request was finally granted for a
district in Stockton. A two room log house that had been used for grain storage, near the A. P.
Allen ranch was cleaned and one room used for school. Mrs. Lucy Allen was hired to teach all
eight grades. Two years later the district was consolidated with Swan Lake, with the
understanding the school bus would continuously pick up students in that area.
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The school up Stockton canyon was located across the road north and out in the field
from where the Larry Millard Lodge is now. Mrs. Coburn taught school there. It might have
been her home or a small school there. She taught her children, the Petersen family and the
Taylor family who lived up Stockton. There was also a school up Cottonwood for the people
who lived up in that area.
In 1921, the big yellow brick school house was built in town on the southeast corner of
the Swan Lake block. There was also a barn built to hold the horses for all the kids who rode
their horses to school that’s still standing on that property. It was such a nice school and had
three large classrooms and a huge regular size gym. There were lots of great basketball teams
from Swan Lake as the kids had such a great place to play ball. It had 3 teachers who taught
grades one through seven and later on, two grades of high school were added and one more
teacher was hired. One of the rooms was made into a museum and several artifacts and items
of interest from the community were put in the museum.
In 1930 -1931, the high school kids were all
bused to Downey to school. Every year, there was a
big Christmas program at the school and several
dances, plays and dinners for the community were
held at the school. It was a real gathering point for
Swan Lake.
There have been some great teachers here
in our valley. To name just a few: Martha Jane
Nelson, Leo Beckstead, Erma Hendricks Abbott,
Gladys Mary Gibbs, Bill Thomas, Henry Spiken,
Joseph Durbin, Lucy Allen, Jenny Openshaw,
Mildred Carlson, Vera Carlson, Miss Taylor, Helen
Henderson and Yettawega Vahosky. The women
could only teach school if they were single and, if
they got married, they lost their jobs. That was
standard practice at that time for all the schools in
Idaho. The people in the community took some of
the teachers in if they didn’t already live here. I
know my Grandmother, Venna Gibbs, had two
teachers that lived with her family for a while. We
have attached a copy of one of the teaching
contracts.
The school in Swan Lake was closed in 1942
and all the kids were sent to the schools in Downey,
both elementary and high school. The school house
wasn’t torn down for several years. The people in
the community took back the museum items that had been donated.
The kids in Swan Lake used to play in it all the time. They would play basketball and
school and on the “play ground outside. When the school was taken down, several people in
the community used the brick to build fireplaces and several homes. All that is left of the
school house is some concrete steps.
We have had some great school bus drivers from Swan Lake. Some are: Cluff Petty,
Swede Carlson, Douglas Sorensen, Phil Gambles, Monte & Linda Henderson, and Lorie &
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Brad Gambles. We have had some great school teachers from here who teach in the Downey
and Marsh Valley schools. Some are: Marie Petty, Fontella Sorensen, Jan Gibbs, Peggy
Sorensen, and Gary Yearsley not to mention all the aids, volunteers, referees, coaches and
assistant coaches from our community.
The old grade school and high school in Downey have been torn down and replaced
with a new grade school. All the small towns in this end of the county have been combined into
one high school--Marsh Valley High School. The communities are: Swan Lake, Downey,
Virginia, Arimo, McCammon, Lava Hot Springs, Robin and Inkom. They just recently
completed the new performing arts building at the high school which is a beautiful facility that
draws first class entertainment and sporting events.
The kids from Swan Lake have always done their best in school and have been leaders
in their classes whether it is scholastically, in sports, musically, in plays, or in class royalty for
special occasions. They have been good examples, good friends, and a credit to our
community!
We have had four different Student Body Presidents in the Downey High School –
Tommy Hadley - 1932, Max Kay – 1946. Marsh Valley High School – Terrell Sorensen 1970
And Kristi Gambles – 1986. Many others have been class officers and Presidents of the
different clubs in school, such as FFA, FHA etc.
Keith Petty graduated from the University of Idaho, Harvard Navy Officer School,
Stanford Law School earning Law degree & CPA & established a Law firm that grew from one
attorney (himself) to over 60 in Palto Alto California.
George O Matkin graduated from Utah State University with a BS in Civil Engineering.
He established the George O Matkin Scholarship Endowment in the Department of Civil
Engineering along with a planned gift through a trust.
Emily Leighton was one of four valedictorians when she graduated in 2000. She also
graduated with honors in the Nursing program at ISU.
Heidi Merrill Anderson graduated as valedictorian of her class in 2006 and she
graduated in the top 1% of the Mechanical Engineer School at BYU Idaho in July of this year
and was the speaker for the college of Physical Science. She was Magna-Cum Laude
Katie Henderson Reck has received her Bachelors of Science in Political Science in
2006. She will receive her PH D in Family Consumer & Human Development this year 2011
from Utah State University.
Many have gone on to get their degrees from College & have successful careers.
Many others have been trained in technology schools and have successful careers in these
areas. There were so many I couldn’t list them. Read about them in their individual histories.
We have two Jr. Miss Winners from Swan Lake, Emily Leighton and Cheryl Thomas.
Tara and Holly Sorensen were Jr. Miss winners from Power County when their family moved to
American Falls from Swan Lake. Almost every young woman in Swan Lake who entered her
Junior year at Marsh Valley High School tried out for this program. Many benefited from this
scholarship program to help their schooling. Lauralee Sorensen won the title of Miss Marsh
Valley the last year they held that contest.
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School Teachers who taught Swan Lake Children:
Compiled from Belva’s history and all the family histories given – Vickey Lee Abbott
1909-15: Jenny Openshaw, Mildred Carlson, & Vera Carlson - Oxford teachers.
Stockton Kids – went to school in Oxford, not part of the Swan Lake School district –
There were probably more teachers from there also.
1916-1918: Two years-Lucy Allen, teacher in (Stockton) an old two room building
that had been used for a granary near the A P Allen Ranch was cleaned & made into a
school for two years. Parents petitioned to have this school until consolidation in 1919
& a bus came to take them to Swan Lake.
1910-1918: About Stockton School, taught by Mrs. Coburn, she taught the Petersen
family, Taylor family and her family for at least 8 years that we know about.
1909: Swan Lake public school teacher Mabel Winchell.
1910-11: No record found.
1912-13: Mary Tanner lst grade, Moroni Thomas’s wife’s sister lived with Moroni & wife
Rachel Emily Tanner. Marie Merrill from Preston taught that year with her and Irva
Johnson.
1913-14-15-16: No record found on exact years, but the following teachers were
mentioned as teachers in the Swan Lakes schools -not sure of the years they taught.
Martha Jane Nielson, Leo Beckstead, Gladys Mary Gibbs, Henry Spiken, Joseph
Durbin,, Yettawega Vahosky, & Melvin Griffith - Miss Kolob & Miss Fox.
1917-18: Miss Eliza Smith.
1918-1919: Mabel Johnson.
1919: Mary Ann Williams.
1920: Miss Lois Beckstead, Miss Mary Ann Williams, Mrs. Gorton, Venna Gibbs and Grace
Madsen (These five teachers taught all one year).
1921: Mrs. Stalker.
1922: Charles Simpson, Arthur Newenswander, Alda Merrill
1923: Arthur Newenswander, Charles Simpson, Thelma Brim & D. Garn Stevens.
1924-25: Arthur Newenswander, Charles Simpson, D.Garn Stevens, Thelma Brim
1926-27: Charles W.Cutler Teacher.
1928: Erma Hendricks, Sydney McClellan taught High school, Floyd Elson & Evelyn Condie,
Sydney and Floyd boarded at Ella Hendricks and Evelyn Condie boarded at Venna
Gibbs.
1929-30: Yadawig Prochowska, Zelnora Sharp, Howard Jessop, Margaret Thomas.
1931-32: Jim Abbott, Anna Taylor, Helen Henderson.
1932-33: James Abbott, Margaret Beckstead, Helen Henderson.
1933 -34: Yadawig Prochowska, Zelnora Sharp, Howard Jessop, Margaret
Thomas.
1933-34: Town got a better school bus to carry students to Downey -Teachers Alena E
Neilson, Margaret B, Irva Johnson.
1934-35: Teachers Howard Clark, William Thomas Jr., Dorothy Allen.
1935-36: William M Thomas Jr., Harding Gibbs, Dorothy Allen Miles (got married half way
through, quite a dilemma for school board. They let her finish).
1936-37: William M Thomas Jr., Harding Gibbs, Opal Weekes
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1937-38:
1938-39:
1939-40:
1940-41:
1941-42:
1942-43:
1943-44:
1944-45:

William M Thomas Jr., Afton Cunningham, Opal Weekes.
William M Thomas Jr., Afton Cunningham & Cleo Williams.
William M Thomas Jr., and Cleo Williams. Each teacher had 4 grade each
William M Thomas Jr., Fontella Olson Sorensen, Dorothy Henderson
Ross H Johnson & Irene Allen,
Mrs. Neva Nungester & Edrie Kingsbury
Mrs. Neva Nungester, Edrie Kingsbury
Oxford elementary school kids came to Swan Lake. Teachers were
Enock Nelson, Lola E Jensen, Edrie Kingsbury.
1945-46: School discontinued. All students transferred to Downey

A total of 70 teachers I counted who taught Swan Lake Children: There could be more that we
didn’t find or who may have taught up cottonwood or Stockton Creek.
Some of the teachers from Swan Lake since 1946 from Swan Lake who have taught in
the school systems in Downey and the Marsh Valley school district:
Petty, Marie - Received her degree from USU in1956 & taught in Downey since 1949
Abbott, Erma – Taught in the Downey Elementary School for a couple of years - 48-49.
Sorensen, Fontella – received her B.S. degree in Education by attending summer school &
night classes in 1965 – taught in MVSD for 22 years. .
Sorensen, Peggy - (Substitute teacher 1992-2000. All over MV District)
Abbott, Pauline - Went back to ISU when she moved to Swan Lake and got her Masters in
Exceptional Children - In 1974 she taught Special Education in Downey 3 years – was
Principal of Downey Elementary from 1077-1982 – worked as Administrative Assistant in the
District Office from 1982-1992. She worked a total of 19 years in the MV School District.
Buxton, Randy and Susan – They have taught in the Marsh Valley school system since they
came to the valley since about 1984. About 27 years.
Gibbs, Jan – Jan worked as an aid for several years and then went back to ISU and received
her Bachelor of Arts in Elementary Ed. She taught kindergarten, lst grade, 3rd and 5th grades.
She has spent the last 34 years of her life working in the school district
Henderson, Ila Mae Byington – She taught for several years before she married Don, and
then she went back to teach in McCammon for 5 years about 1964. She taught 7th grade &
several other grades.
Millard, Edith Barnes – She had her teaching degree and she was a substitute teacher for
grades Kindergarten thru eighth grade. She would teach several weeks in a row, especially for
some of the teachers who farmed so they could finish harvesting in the fall.
Smith, April – Went back to school at ISU and received her Special Education degree. She
had already earned a bachelor’s degree before she moved here. She taught Special Education
in the McCammon Elementary school for 4 years and 6 years at the Downey Elementary. 10
years total.
Yearsley, Gary – He started to teach in the school district in 1975. He has taught at the MV
Middle School, the High School and coached at both schools. He taught Drivers Education and
was the Principal at Downey Elementary and Mt View in McCammon.36 yrs.
Sorensen, Chris – Started teaching at the MVHS fall of 2011 Auto department.
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First School & Church in Swan Lake: Belva Hadley’s notes & stories from people who lived
here.
A Mormon community insisted on better education and the need for a building to meet
these needs.
The school house was moved over the hill to the end of the lane where there is a slight
gravel pit and some old cement steps A log house chinked inside and out was their first abode
for both Church & school where many received their allotted years or month’s education with
homemade seals & 60 or 70 in all grades were taught reading, writing & arithmetic. The
building stands today at the Calvin Henderson home as a granary.
It wasn’t until 1904 that the old red school house came into being and was built by Ike
Lewis of Oxford. William C Gambles hauled the first rock that was used in its foundation. He
then built the fence, toilets and generally speaking kept it in repair. As a first grader, I can
remember him doing carpentry work there on several occasions. Peter C Sorensen and his
father made the brick in a kiln on their farm for the building. Charlie Monson finished the bell
tower on the old red brick school house.
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The Jens Christian Sorensen Brick-Maker Story
Jens Christian Sorensen, an immigrant from Denmark,
father of Peter Christian Sorensen, arrived with his family and
settled in Logan, Utah.
He found work to provide for his family. The first job he
had was working on a threshing machine. The first English word
he learned was oil can. This was seasonal work.
Jens began working for a brick maker. This was a trade he
had learned in the old country. The elements for making brick
were readily available. He began working but he had to walk five
miles to get to the brickyard. Jens stood by a table filling the brick
molds with mud that a worker wheeled up the plank to him to put
into the molds. As the horse went around they would sing in
Danish, “Rock Around the Clock (It is here I come with me bedding
on my back and my tin cup in my hand).” His job was a wet, splashy one. He could mold four
thousand bricks in a day. By night his clothing was soaking wet. After he walked home his
clothing would be frozen to him. The only transportation was to walk. He suffered with
rheumatism.
One time the pain was so bad he called for the elders to come and give him a blessing.
The brother that he wanted to come was not at home but two other elders came and gave him
a blessing.
Jens felt better, but a few weeks later his daughter asked Jens if she could call the
elders again. Jens said, “Yes, see if the brother was home.” She hurried to his house and he
was home. He got another elder to come with him and gave Jens another blessing. As soon
as the elders said” Amen”, the pain was gone and he never had rheumatism again. Father
Jens said, “It was my faith that I wasn’t healed the first time: the priesthood blessings are the
same. It was my faith.”
Jens’s boys were older. He and the boys started their own brickyard. They acquired
some property north and west of Logan. There they built their home and yard.
Chris, as Peter Christian was called, decided to go to the gravel pit for sand and gravel
in the late afternoon. He thought it would be a good time; he could load quickly for all the
workers had gone home. When he arrived he heard a voice warn him, “I would not do that.”
He looked the situation over, and then decided he would try and get the load. He was backing
his wagon and horses under the bank. He stopped, seconds later the bank caved off, burying
the wagon, horses, and Chris, only their heads where showing. Chris could not yell, but he
could whistle.
In Providence, Utah, a young man closed the book he was reading and went out to the
barn to harness his horses. His father said, “Where are you going?” He replied, “I’m needed at
the gravel pit.” His father then said, “There is no one at the gravel pit.” The young man
continued harnessing his horses and drove to the gravel pit. He stopped and looked around.
Then he heard a whistle. He noticed the bank had caved off. He quickly saw the horse heads.
He began the rescue and as he moved the rocks and gravel off Chris’s chest and he
began breathing normally. What a blessing for Chris that this young man heard the promptings
of the Holy Ghost and came to help him at the gravel pit.
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In the spring of 1900, Jens, Chris, and Soren moved to Swan Lake to make bricks for
the new chapel they were building. The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints needed a
chapel. They would make the bricks that would be used.
A few weeks before, Soren had run a rusty nail into his leg. It remained sore and
swollen. Nevertheless, he continued helping his father and Chris at work in the brickyard. A
few days later Soren told his father he did not feel so good. “Maybe, Chris’s cooking did not
agree with him.” His father suggested he take a day off work. He did but the next few days he
could not move his joints. His mouth was shut tight.
Jens called a doctor but by late afternoon, Soren died. He had lockjaw. How hard it
was to take Soren home to his mother. Soren died 22 May 1900. Soren was buried in Logan
the next day.
Chris and Jens finished making the bricks for the chapel. The new church was finished.
It was a one-room chapel with a stage at the one end, with a podium. If they wanted to have
plays it was used for that purpose. At the entrance was a small coat room. Curtains divided
the other large room for classes. Later a small basement for a furnace room was made and two
class rooms. It served the people of Swan Lake well for weddings, dances, and socials for
about 20 years. Then it was replaced with a new chapel. Note: When the school was torn
down, the brick from the school was used to remodel the Thomas Merc store which still stands
today, 2011.
The elements for making bricks were clay, sand, shale rock, and limestone mixed with
water. Stand these ingredients together in a pit. Mix with a wheel turning by a horse power
placed in molds and dried. Many buildings on the Utah State campus were built using their
bricks. Homes were built in the local areas and other churches. But Peter Christian wanted to
be a farmer so he soon acquired a homestead in Swan Lake, Idaho.
The Roots The Tree and The Branches
Compiled by May Hansen Tomlisen, daughter of Mette Sorensen Hansen. Mette Sorensen
Hansen is the daughter of Jens Christian, Jensena Laurene Christian Sorensen.
A souvenir program from the Little Red School at the end of the lane, kept by Belva Hadley.
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Description of School at the end of lane: Margaret Thomas Marchant
The center of community life began and ended in the two room red brick school building
at the end of the lane (about 1/3 mile west of the Thomas Mercantile store, There was a stage
with a wooden partition that could be raised and lowered. This stage we called the “Little
room”. This lower area was larger, and was used for dances, parties, programs, and ward
dinners. It was called the “big room”. The first four grades of school met on the stage, and
grades 5, 6 7 and 8 had classes in the larger area. I’ll never forget how frightened we were as
little kids, when the north wind blew and that big partition creaked and cracked, and swayed.
We were afraid the thing would come in and fall on us. The wind circled everywhere and there
were times when we wore coats and mitten to keep warm.
There were two entrances to the stage area, a series of steps led up from the east side,
and another from the west. Just inside were rows of hooks for hanging up coats and caps –
and a shelf for lunch boxes, brown bags and lard buckets. The fragrance of hot biscuits filled
with fresh pork, or bacon still lingers in memory. There were jelly and butter sandwiches with
the fruit soaked completely through. At lunch time, everybody ate at their desks, except in
good weather when lunches could be taken outside. Children traded pieces of cake for other
goodies like apples, or pears – just as they do now. But I don’t recall of food being wasted.
Any part that remained after the lunch period was eaten on the long walk home – and even
tasted better then.
The front of the building was simple, a square front with two large windows and a tower
with a bell. Steps led up to a covered porch area. A battered door opened to reveal the big
room and the front hall. Rows of desks were arranged for the big kids. Windows marched
down either side of the room. The only decorations I remember were the hangers that held the
portable oil lamps which were lighted for evening entertainments. A single black board had its
place on a side wall. Any additional beauty depended upon the initiative of the teacher, and
there were times when it was totally absent.
At the front of the room, was the biggest heater I have ever seen, with a huge asbestos
jacket around it. Heat escaped over the top and also around the bottom. This hungry beast
consumed tons of coal, and the big boys were assigned to keep it going. No matter how much
fuel went in, there were always cold areas. During winter weather, this stove formed the center
of everything. I might mention that the custodian duties were done by the teacher, who was
paid to start the fire every morning and keep the building clean.
Each morning at 8:30, the teacher rang the bell in the tower, by pulling a rope which
hung in the hallway. Kids knew there was only a half hour left before the deadline. So they
hurried to finish up their breakfasts and their chores. There were times when they hurried too
fast and neglected to clean their shoes. The odor of fresh manure was not an unusual
occurrence, and tousled heads of hair were the usual.
This bell, which I recall with reverence as a luxury, was not always an asset. The big
boys loved to help. They’d get hold of the rope, and pull it so hard, this bell would turn
completely over, and couldn’t be rung. Someone would have to climb up in the belfry and turn
the bell back into position. Everybody wanted to repair the damage and class period could be
wasted. What boy would care if a reading class was eliminated anyway?
My education began in this building of course, and we found our own entertainment.
The two stairways to the little room helped some. Big boys would stand at the top, take the
little kids by two hands and lift them up, then they’d run down the steps and get in line to go
again. This made a problem. I was a chunky kid, and because I weighed more, my chance of
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playing that game was few. I soon learned that fat kids have no chance for fun & games.
Back of the building were the usual sanitary facilities of the time. There were two toilets
built side by side. One labeled LADIES, the other MEN. Each had a wooden entry shield to
add to the privacy. One day some enterprising fellows changed the spelling on the ladies side
by adding an extra D. Should your spelling be bad, the ladies side now read, LADDIES. That
prank was short lived. “I’m sorry to say that some of my sex education was learned from older
girls in this old “three holer”.
The school grounds were simply the extension of a gravel pit. Tumble weeds and a
plant we called “cheeses” because it grew little green buttons that tasted good if one wanted to
eat them. They were about the only things that grew. The wind never seemed to stop blowing.
They shipped over those grounds and beat upon everything. In summer, sand blew and filled
our eyes. In winter the snow crusted so hard that we could walk over drifts and never sink our
feet into the snow. There were times when snow was so deep and crusted so hard that a team
of horses would be able to pull a sled over the tops of the fences. One wintry night the
Laurence Denny family was caught in a bad blizzard and became lost when they could not
follow the fence lines. They gave the horses the lines, snuggled down in the sled, and the
horses took them safely home.
We had no play equipment of any kind, except what we were able to bring from home.
We jumped rope, played jacks, tag, marbles and the boys played ball. A game I loved was
called Guinea. I haven’t heard of, nor seen it in the last 60 years. In winter we loved fox and
geese, we built snowmen, and once in a while some one brought a sled.
There were no trees and no shrubs on our grounds. We girls used to push the loose
dirt aside with sticks or a piece of glass to form divisions for rooms, then we’d design a house.
We made doorways, halls, bedrooms and kitchen. Once I finished a complete house. It was
superb. I could hardly leave it. I wanted it to last forever. There was a beautiful green piece of
glass that added elegance to the living room and round stones that finished off the kitchen. Oh
well, I’d see it the first thing in the morning. But when morning came, the wind had blown it all
away –my beautiful, beautiful house, gone forever.
At the back of the school were several tying posts for horses. The Waddoups family
who lived about four miles away sometimes drove a team to school. Other times they
meandered down the road one by one in the order that they happened to crawl out of bed. On
the days they rode they brought hay to feed the horses, spread it out on the ground, took the
harnesses off, made the animals comfortable and left them till school was out.
Everybody brought lunch pails; almost everybody. I took my lunch to school in a brown
paper bag. We all did in the Thomas family, because we had no lard buckets. My mother was
not Jewish, but she had an aversion to Pork. So there were no shiny gold colored lard buckets
around. How I wished for one. When lunch time came and the tight lids popped off those
buckets the good smell began to come from all the head cheese, bacon and egg sandwiches,
cookies apples, cake and other goodies. How I yearned to be like other kids.
One day at the store I discovered an unusually large tin cigar container decorated with
some exotic beautifully colored women. It had a close fitting lid. I asked Dad if I could have it.
He hugged me and gave it to me. I punctured two holes in opposite sides and put a piece of
wire through them. At last I had a lunch bucket. I could hardly sleep. Tomorrow I’d have the
nicest lunch bucket in the whole school.
Morning came; I packed my lunch with special care. I was so happy. There was cake
left from yesterday, a nice piece of meat, in the sandwich, an apple and even a piece of
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chocolate candy. Lunch time came. I could hardly wait. I opened my new lunch box. Wow!
What an odor; everything had taken the flavor or tobacco. The cake, the sandwich and all
tasted like tobacco. No lunch that day. I went back to “Brown” bagging” my lunches.
The school house not only served the cause of education, but we held church there as
well. There was an old piano on the stage. The teacher’s desk was converted into a
sacrament table. Chairs were placed here and the4re. Curtains hung from the ceiling and
divided the classes. Little children remained on the stage. Adult classes were held down in the
large room.
I remember our sacrament meetings. Bread was broken upon a dinner plate, and
passed to the membership. Water was blessed in a glass pitcher, poured into a water glass
and everybody drank from the same glass.
The sacrament dishes were stored in a little three cornered cupboard in the hallway.
One day at school I opened the little latched door to see what was inside. I could smell mice.
Thereafter I had the feeling that even the sacrament had the same flavor.
Getting to school was not always easy, especially in winter. Snow at times reached up
to a horse’s belly. If a family drove a team and a sled, all who could get in, rode down the lane.
Sometimes a man would go down the road on a horse to cut a path. Then we’d walk through
the trail. At times, the wind filled the snow in the path before we could get by. No matter how
many wraps we wore, we were cold and wet upon arrival.
Mother insisted that Eleanor and I wear long underwear and thick cotton hose “to keep
from getting rheumatism” she’d say. How we hated those long underwear. It wasn’t so bad in
subzero weather when everybody was bundled up. But when the temperature rose a little we’d
leave home fully covered, proceed to the gravel pit bridge, go under and pull up our long
underwear so they wouldn’t show under our ugly cotton stockings. I don’t suppose Mother ever
knew – or did she?
Graduation from 8th grade: By Margaret Thomas Merchant
The time came when I was ready to graduate from eighth grade. In our town that was a
milestone beyond which many people never went. To me it meant the end of my education in
the two room school at the end of the lane.
Graduation was at hand, my new dress was made—I loved its blue taffeta bodice, with
flared skirt. There was a gold glint in the silk that gave it a special elegance. My slippers were
black Mary Jane with a strap over the instep—that fastened with a golden buckle.
Graduation was special. It was traditional to have the students sit on the old stage with
the wooden partition raised over head. Colored crepe paper hung in loops from here to there
with an occasional bow for accent. The yellow and blue blended well with my new dress. The
two teachers were given places of honor and we six graduates looked prim and happy.
Florence Beckstead, Erma Hendricks, Margaret Thomas, Mary Waddoups, Lila
Busenbark, Leslie McKensie and Bill West were the graduates. I think Joseph Kay gave a
short talk, our parents and friends clapped, we all sang a song, and then one by one we
crossed the stage with our graduation certificates. I still remember how I felt sure everyone
was noticing not only the beautiful blue taffeta dress but the gorgeous new gold watch on my
wrist. This night was special for all of us. One goal had been reached
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st

1 row: George Waddoups, Carl Millard, Merl Henderson, Lou Hadley, J Vern Kay, Tom Hawes, Lester
Denney, Fred Denney
2nd row: Newel Quigley, ---Higby, Porter Martin, Vistal Swenson, Harold Quigley, Duane Merrill, Dean
Lewis, Robert Quigley, Howard Hadley
RD
3 row: Phoebe Waddoups, Ruby Merrill, Daizie Martin, Lettie Henderson, Alta Waddoups,
Annie Denney, Alice Martin, Marie Gambles, Millie Quigley, Cora West, Lula Gambles, Elva West
th
4 row: Delbert Martin, George Gambles, Leon Higby, Wesley Waddoups, Ezra Waddoups, Lawrence
Thomas
Teachers: left Miss McGauflin – right Lucille Fox

School at end of the Lane 1904
We have inserted the
original deed for the ground sold to
the school at the end of the lane for
$1.00 by Frances & Mary McKenzie
dated 1903. It was a horse pasture.
Near 1921 the present
school house was ready for
occupancy. There were three
teachers and eight grades. Later,
two years of high school was added
calling for a fourth teacher. The
massive gymnasium that we
boasted was the scene of many
wonderful ball games, dances and
dinners. Only to be abandoned now to carry on the Peabody theory or plan of education. .
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Remember my School Days – by Dorothy Petty Henderson
I began my formal schooling in the Swan Lake, Idaho four-room school in 1933. We
rode in the Denney Bus (car) to the Swan Lake yellow brick school. The high school students
rode the bus to Downey High School. We were picked up soon after eight in the morning and
started school at Nine A.M. School let out at four P.M. and we waited for the high school
students to come. Then home about five p.m. This made for a very long day but I didn’t mind as
I was with my friends. There were 1st, 2nd, and 3rd, grades in the first room. In the second room
there were 4th, 5th, and 6th, grades. The 7th and 8th grades were the third room. The fourth room
was used for the museum, a combination science, historical, geological, photography, and arts
and crafts. There may have been more, but that is as I remember it. My first grade teacher was
Irva Johnson, my cousin from Preston, Idaho. I remember the joy of learning to read. Dorothy
Allen was my second grade teacher she was a local Swan Lake lady and had a good sense of
humor. In the middle of the third grade, Dorothy got married. It was a law in Idaho that women
could not be married and teach. There was some talk of her having to quit teaching but she
was permitted to teach until school was out and then left teaching and moved to Banida.
When we started the fourth grade, William Thomas was our teacher. I may be mistaken
but I think this was his first year of teaching school. We liked him for a teacher because he
made the boys behave. He was also our teacher in the 7th and 8th grades, a very good teacher.
We were privileged to have him teach us for three years in the Swan lake Elementary School.
In the 5th and 6th grades, Afton Cunningham from Burley was the teacher. She struggled with
discipline for some of the students. But I personally liked her; possibly because she had the
ability to tell me I could succeed in school…she gave me piano lessons and let me play some
of the easy songs for our music/singing time. During her last year at school we students (with
the help and permission of our parents, I’m sure) planned a surprise birthday party picnic at
Heart Mountain. From the picture I have, I believe Pete (Myron) Henderson was in charge of
the team wagon. We all brought food of one kind or another, blankets to sit on, and surprised
Afton Cunningham. As I remember we spent most of the day up there, playing games, hiking
around and coming back in time to catch the bus to go home. We all enjoyed the day and felt
that our teacher was pleased that we would do this for her.
Many years later as I visited my mother-in-law in the South Davis Community Hospital, I
passed a patient room bearing the name AFTON CUNNINGHAM. There she was in for some
reason or another, staying for about two weeks. We both enjoyed visiting those days, each
remembering events that the other may have forgotten. She went to live with a family in
Farmington who were her caregivers and where she died a few years later. I went to the
funeral, and when I gave my name to her friend, she said my name sounded familiar. She
brought me Afton’s journal and turned to the section of her teaching in Swan Lake. She named
the students in her class, mentioning each one in some way…she wrote about her birthday
party, what a surprise it was, how good the food was and what a good time she had. She
specifically mentioned Myron Henderson and Eugene Sorensen for the way they handled the
horses. I’m glad to have this opportunity to write about these experiences.
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Several years ago I was at a funeral in Arimo, Idaho. Verla Thomas, the widow of
William Thomas, attended it. He was my 4th, 7th and 8th grade teacher. She said that many
times he would come home at the close of the school day, shaking his head and saying, “What
am I going to do about those two girls? One of them starts laughing to herself, and the next
thing the other one is laughing a little louder, and then they are both giggling and I can’t get it
stopped.” She said she did not need to ask whom, she knew it was Barbara and Dorothy. I
thought that it was a good way to be remembered, as a person who had a good sense of
humor.
I remember in the winter having a good hot soup lunch in the kitchen and what a
welcome meal it was. Sandwiches from home were all right in the early fall and late spring, but
hot soup was much better for us. I don’t remember who made the soup but all the women in
Swan Lake were excellent cooks, so it could have been anyone. We had basketball games in
the gym, with Bonnie Beckstead always making the most points. We had played baseball (we
called it that) in the gym in the winter and outside in the spring and fall. I was not good at either
of these sports, couldn’t hit the ball, or make a basket, and being teased by the boys about my
bowlegs and my inability to run. If we really got bored at 15 minute recesses or hour lunch
hours, we thought that going down in the dark basement and looking at the scary furnace
would bring us some excitement. Another memory is Betty and I taking Barbara into the
cloakroom and telling her the “Facts of Life” about Santa Claus and Christmas. After the three
mothers heard about it, we soon found out it was not the right thing to do and repented of it
quickly. I enjoyed school very much, not having a favorite subject unless it was reading and
English. Art was my least favorite. I never did get the hang of it or the necessity of learning it. I
was valedictorian in the 8th grade and also High Honor Student in Downey High School. I had
many excellent teachers in grade school, High School, and BYU and appreciate my schooling
very much. I attended BYU three years from 1945-1948. I did not graduate as I chose to get
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married instead. Later in 1980 I reentered BYU and completed three more years of study and
graduated in 1983 (age 56) with a Bachelor’s Degree in Independent Studies.
Keith, my brother, has a school memory, not of school, but of not going to school. He
was shy as a child and did not want to leave the security of home and Mother for any reason.
Daddy took him to the school and watched him go inside. Then Daddy went home but Keith
and his lunch pail went out the back door and up the hill. Here he stayed sitting in the shade of
a tree until he heard the bell ring and knew school was over for that day. When the teacher
reported to Daddy that he had not been in school that day, it was a different story the next day
and the rest of the school year. In fact, my father remarked that he couldn’t get Keith started
and then after some 20-25 years later he couldn’t get him to stop. This was after a Master’s
Degree and a Law Degree at Stanford University.
Custodian of the school: told by Fontella Sorensen - April 2011.
She recalls that Grandpa Will Gambles (she thought his name was Will too) and his wife
Nell were the custodians of the white school. When the kids went out for recess, he would
always be sweeping the floors. Grandpa Gambles always had red geranium plants above the
windows in boxes and they would go all through the winter there.
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This is an account of the time Pete Henderson was kicked in the head by a horse as
related by Robert Hadley.
It was wintertime around 1934-35. He was around seven or eight years old. There was
a man by the name of George Waddoups who lived up Swan Lake Creek and he pulled what
was kind of a half sleigh and picked up the school kids coming down the creek to the yellow
school house. This happened in the evening going home just as they left the school. The
sleigh bus that he had made was one bob with a team of
horses on it. He had a front in the sleigh and a cover over
the top and an opening to drive the horses.
As he left the school yard some kid wasn’t on the
sleigh bus. He had missed the sleigh bus. Quite a few of
us were standing out there and everybody started hollering
“whoa, whoa, you left a kid”. The old team stopped when
they heard the whoa!!. The front end of the sleigh bus
broke off and Pete Henderson fell down behind the old
horse and she spooked and kicked him in the head. It was
a real bad accident and it broke his skull. You could see
part of his brain was sticking out.
They got Aunt Ida Hadley down there, who was kind
of a home nurse, and she bandaged him up as well as she
could and the doctors in Preston done a pretty good job.
They had to put a plate in his head. It is amazing as that
was before we had many antibiotics and he recovered and
lived a long full life without any problems. He was around
A picture of the sleigh bus sitting
horses all his life.
in front of the school.

Teacher: Bernice Henderson. FR – Quentin Thomas, Ray Henderson, Edril Allen, Eddie Allen, Bobby
Busenbark, Barbara Allen, Dean Lewis, Jack Hadley
BR – Joe Kay, Ocie Hadley, Eleanor Williams, Norma Henderson, Florence Petty, Keith Petty, Frank
Nisson, Lorraine Sorenson
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First Grade Swan Lake 193334
Row 1: Edgar Waddoups, Kay
Gibbs, Paul Allen, LaVar
Matkin,
Row 2: Lynn Waddoups,
Louise Allen, Eloise Matkin,
Barbara Gambles, Dorothy
Petty, Velma Waddoups, Betty
Lou Merrill, Marva Waddoups,
Eugene Sorensen, Myron
Henderson
B row: Irva Johnson, Carmen
Hadley, Colleen Merrill, Bonnie
Beckstead,
Lorna Nielson, Thora Gibbs,
Ila Millard, Theron Gambles,
Fenton Matkin, Enos
Waddoups, Reginald Denney

7th Grade 1939-1940: William Thomas Teacher:
Row l. Regional Denney, Paul Allen, Edgar Waddoups, Iva Lou Peterson,
Barbara Gambles
Row 2. Eugene Sorensen, Harry Gambles, Robert Henderson, Frell Thomas,
Rachel Waddoups
Row 3: Myron Henderson, Kay Gibbs, Marva Waddoups, Dorothy Petty,
Betty Lou Merrill
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School in the winter time!
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In 1930 and 31, a bus started rolling back and forth to Downey with High School students. A
number of years later the grade school students were bused and have been ever since.
1944-45 last year school was here.

Top row: Teacher Andy Hawkins
Swan Lake School
Verl Busenbach, Ken Sorensen, Harry Beckstead, Howard Nisson
Bottom row: Errol Busenbach, Ken Nisson, Dol Hadley, Olive
Gambles, Clara Gambles, Mary McKenzie, Rita Hadley
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DOWNEY HIGH SCHOOL
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School Bus - by Bob and Gwen Hadley
When Bob was on the School Board we were given the opportunity to go after school buses.
We went with a cousin of Bob’s, Jack Hadley and his wife, Jean. The first time we went we
rode the train, the old Portland Rose, to Chicago then to Macon, Georgia. The next time, we
flew to Washington, DC, and then drove to Georgia where we picked up the buses from the
factory. These were fun trips and we saw a lot of beautiful county.

School Bus Schedule August 24, 1978:
Grant Carlson: Bus @11 Swan Lake begins at Swan Lake, southeast on HI way 91 north on
Stockton Rd, back to HI way 91 proceeding northwest to Red Rock, south on the old highway,
east on Main road, and east on Swan Lake road, turns around, west to hay 91, north on
highway to Downey and then on to Arimo and the High School and Jr. High.
Begins at 7:30 a.m.
Max Kay Home
Swan Lake Store
MVHS

7:35
8:05
8:46

Boyd Allen home
Downata
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7:48 Cal Henderson home 8:00
8:15 Downey Grade school 8:30

BR: Joan Merrill, Peggy Sorensen, Berdean Henderson, Ann Thomas
FR: Sylvia Valdez, Jacque Carlson, Elise Abbott, Patsy Merrill, Imajean Hadley
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Front L to R: Nathan Gambles, Scott Merrill , Sadie Probst, Melanie Merrill, McCoy Henderson
BR: Matt Henderson, Kory Kay, Kimberly Doney, Emma Sorensen, Samantha Doney and
MaLynda Nelsen.

30

FR – LR: Jordan Henderson, Alissa Smith, William Rodriquez, Kenadee Clinton
MR: Gary Yearsley, Principal, Megan Smith, Hazen Beckstead
BR – LR: Savannah Beckstead, Cord Danielson, Kyle Smith, Jan Gibbs. Teacher
May 2011 children & teacher - Principal from Swan Lake attending Downey Elementary
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Marsh Valley School History: written in 1982
1953: Lava, McCammon & Arimo consolidated & high school was held in McCammon &
called North Marsh. The students soon loved it, and the better education we were getting was
a blessing.
We then tried to get Downey to join us. Downey would not even consider consolidation.
This caused feelings. Finally after about three years the State of Idaho condemned Downey’s
high school building and
give them three years to
build a new one. This
forced Downey to agree to
consolidation. Because of
community pride they could
not agree to build the Marsh
Valley High School in any
city because that was
favoritism.
A site outside Arimo
in a stubble field was
picked, and then they had to
drill for water. A flowing well
was struck and they had so
much pressure they could
not shut off the water for
about a week.
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When the high school was
completed they got a respected
General Authority of the Mormon
Church to come up for the dedication.
He told them to stop their hard feelings
toward one another, to love each other
and to forgive and forget.
Marsh Valley had a vote as to
whether they could accept Inkom into
their district. They voted yes, and
Inkom had a vote and voted
themselves out of Pocatello and joined
Marsh Valley.
Now Marsh Valley has built a
junior high to go along with the high
school and is blessed with a good
school.

Marsh Valley Junior
High School: This
school is located just
south of the High
School. Occupied in
1975. This school is
located about a mile
North of Arimo on
Old Highway 91 and
191
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Swan Lake Cemetery
Compiled by Lori Gambles, Mary Thomas, and Vickey from
Belva collection, Scott Henderson, Sexton, family photos.
Saul and Hannah Henderson Cork
(daughter of Tom Henderson) lived at Jack
Creek or on the Willard Hadley farm and it
was while they were living here that they
lost a baby. There was not a plot of
ground set aside for a cemetery so these
people buried their tiny casket on the hill
above town where years later this
particular piece of ground was set aside
for that purpose.
Several Deaths had occurred and
Members of the American Legion - Post 21 take
a burial plot was important (before the
the flag down from half-mast and raise it to full
ward was organized). To the north of the
position. Taps & a gun salute are performed every
village is and was a likely spot for a
memorial day to honor the men buried here who
have died & protected this great country of
cemetery and 2 or 3 had been buried
America. May 29, 2011 – Memorial Day.
before it became a real problem.
In March of 1915 the Bishop called
a meeting to discuss this need with his councilors as well as Leo Beckstead and Alma Hadley
as a committee. The original spot was where Joseph Hendricks had already buried two of his
children. Each family was assessed $4.00. William McKenzie was called as Sexton in 1919.
1916: Cemetery group organized a Cemetery of 2 acres set apart on the hill above.
This was taken from a journal that Belva Hadley had. The George Matkin Family donated the
ground to the church for the cemetery these many years ago.
Sexton History: William McKenzie was called as Sexton in 1919 & Lester Henderson also
served for many years. Kay Gibbs served from 1949 to 1991. Kay Gibbs turned the Sexton
Job over to Scott Henderson and he has acted in that position since 1991 to the present time
(2011). Scott says they make a real effort to dig the graves in the right place. To open a grave
the men, many of them, came with
pick and shovel – now in about an
hour a grave is ready with the aid of
a back hoe where it took hours and
hours before.
The Burial – Transit Permit
transfers from the Funeral Home to
the Swan Lake Cemetery. See
Attached copy of one:
1935: The Marsh Valley
Cemetery Maintenance district was
formed in Bannock County. Swan
Lake was included in this district.
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In the ward minutes, it mentions that the
ward members cleaned the cemetery every year for
Memorial Day. There were many volunteers, young
and old that went up on the hill & cleared the weeds
and worked hard to make it look good . We also
know there were several women in the ward who
would carry water up and water the flowers & trees
that were planted in that area to keep them alive.
March 21, 1962 ,a meeting was held in the
church house to form a cemetery district in the
Swan Lake area.
On June 3, 1962, the Church approved the turning over of the title of the cemetery to
the new cemetery district.

June 14th, 1962: Robert E. Smylie, Governor of the State of Idaho appoints
Commissioners of the Swan Lake Cemetery Maintenance District of Bannock County – Sub
District 2: Kay Gibbs, Ray Henderson and Robert Hadley. They each received a certificate
from the Governor with the State seal on it at the time. Kay Gibbs was the Sexton, Bob Hadley
Secretary/Treasurer and Ray Henderson Commissioner. These three men acted as the
Commissioners from 1962 until 1991. Then the transfer of the job went to Alan Kay, Tim
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Leighton (as Secretary Treasurer), and Scott Henderson as Sexton. In 2005, Tim Leighton
turned over his job as Commissioner and Secretary Treasurer to Neal Gibbs. These men have
done a good job and have kept things running smoothly until the present time, 2011
.
April 17, 63: The title to the land comprising the Swan Lake Cemetery was transferred
from the church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints to the newly formed Swan Lake cemetery
district. Bishop Douglas Sorensen signed the transfer for the church.
History taken from Grant “Swede” Carlson History
After the cemetery district was formed. “We were able to transform our cemetery from a
lot of sage brush, weeds and June grass, to a plot of ground which is a rather nice burial
ground. I was the maintenance person for nearly 20 years.”

Brayden Gambles Eagle Scout Project : L to R – Monte Henderson, Scoutmaster, Nathan
Gambles, Matt Henderson, Jake Kay, Brayden Gambles, Tyler Kay, Scott Merrill, Paul
Thomas, Kory Kay, Gary Merrill, Justin Kay, Todd Gambles and Brad Gambles, Bishop.

Swede was very humble in his description of the changes to the cemetery that occurred
over the next few years. A deep well and electricity were only a small part of the improvements
in 1971. Grass and trees were planted by the community and this was the beginning of a
beautiful serene spot. To most of those who call this place home and long to return here as our
final resting place would credit Swede Carlson with making the cemetery one of the most
beautiful places on earth.
Over the years there have been many caretakers and several projects for the cemetery.
Many of them without pay, just selfless acts of service. The past few years many of the
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improvements have been Eagle Scout Projects. Todd Gambles made needed improvements,
painted outhouse and graveled roads. Elvin Adams organized the scouts to build the vinyl
fence along the south side of the cemetery. Jacob Kay fenced the three remaining sides of the
cemetery to keep the livestock off. Gary Merrill poured the cement pad in preparation for the
shed that was built by the project organized by Jason Merrill. Brayden Gambles project helped
to map the cemetery and make a sign with directions of how to locate burial spots.
We hear so often from ones who come to visit that there is not a more beautiful view
found anywhere than on top of the cemetery hill and we all believe it’s true.
The caretakers were Suede Carlson from 1963
when the well went in to about 1985. Phil and Betty
Gambles took over the job as caretaker. The
caretakers are in charge of watering the lawn, mowing
the grass, and trimming around the headstones and
keeping it looking nice. After Phil died, his sons, Todd
and Ted helped their mother take care of it until
about1996. Judy Centoni took over the care of the
cemetery from 1997 – 1999 and then Mary Thomas
bid for the job and Mary and Kim Thomas have taken
care of it until the present time, 2011.
In 2010, Brent Abbott deeded a
small piece of land north of the
cemetery to make a park to sit in and
enjoy the scenery and relax as people
come to pay respect to their loved
ones. A fence was put up in 2011 and
it will continue to be developed in the
future.
The transfer papers of the
body to the Sexton is done either by
the Mortician or the family. Scott Henderson, the Sexton today, said that the cost of a 6 grave
plot is $150.00 for those who are local residents. If anyone is out of town the cost is $1200.00.
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CEMETERY LISTINGS Section 1
Beckstead, Bonnie Olson
Beckstead, Leo
Beckstead, Percy Merrill
Beckstead, Ruby E.
Bright, Alice Ann Young Nelson
Byington, Alice Elizabeth C.
Byington, Eva L.
Byington, Lauretta
Byington, Willard S.
Condie, Alice E.
Condie, Clarence Sidney
Condie, Daisey B. Martin
Condie, Gene Martin
Condie, George L.
Condie, Rex
Cooper, Phebe Ann
Czaja, Carolyn D. Condie
Gibbs, H. Venna Kay
Gibbs, Martie W.
Gibbs, Richard James
Gibbs, Richard Kay
Gibbs, Seth
Gibbs, Thomas Kay
Gibbs, Twila Jepsen
Hadley, Alma E.
Hadley, Belva T.
Hadley, Bertha Leona
Hadley, Conrad
Hadley, Dean Alma
Hadley, Elizabeth P.
Hadley, Ercil M.
Hadley, Gladys
Hadley, Helmi, Johanna
Hadley, Ida McNeil
Hadley, James Andrew
Hadley, Joey
Hadley, Lillie V.
Hadley, Marianne
Hadley, Morris
Hadley, Rex F.
Hadley, Rich
Hadley, Stella Michelson.
(Willard’s) wife 1
Hadley, Sterling Michelson (baby
Son buried with mother Stella –

Lived one day – 20 Dec 193021 Dec 1930 - not on marker)
Hadley, Thomas Wayne
Hadley, Vivian Paul
Hadley, Warren F.
Hadley, Willard
Haviland, Lew
Heckert, Arthur Dee
Heckert, Arthur L
Heckert, Gladys G.
Hobson, A. Sophronia Hadley
Hobson, Bert
Hobson, Betsy A.
Hobson, Elizabeth Kate
Hobson, Jesse
Hobson, Jesse Ver
Hobson, Jesse William
Hobson, John R.
Hobson, Melba A.
Hobson, Rose Johnson
Hobson, Vernal H.
Hyde, Marie Palmer
Kay, Baby
Kay, Doris M.
Kay, J. Vernon
Kay, Joseph Sheldon
Kay, Joseph W. 1866-1918- Flu
Kay, Joseph W.1919-1982
Kay, Lamar V.
Kay, Mary Elizabeth
Kay, Max Dorris
Kay, Nicholas Max
Kay, Nora H.
Kay, Richard
Kent, John P.
Kent, Sarah Ann
Martin, Daisey Ann Nelson
Martin, Guy Lyle
Martin, John Porter
Martin, Lena Ann
Martin, Porter Riley
Merrill, Adelbert D.
Merrill, Roy Gibbs
Merrill, Ruby G.
Millard, Clara L. Jones
Millard, Weldon V.
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Millard, William H.
MoldenHauer, LuDean Gibbs
Petty, Cluff Howell
Petty, Clyde LeRoy
Petty, Dennis Lynn
Petty, Edith Chella
Petty, Hilda Coffin
Petty, Lew Haviland
Petty, Lewis J.
Petty, Lewis Leroy
Petty, Marie Palmer Hyde
Sorensen, Carra L. Whitt
Sorensen, Harvey Whitt
Sorensen, James Russell
Sorensen, Peter Christian
Sorensen, Russell Lee
Sorensen, Woodrow W.

Henderson, Linda Ellen Bingham
Henderson, Nellie Marie Gambles
Henderson, Ray G.
Millard, Edith B.
Millard, Wayne W.
Nordick, Albert
Quigley, David T.
Quigley, Ida May
Quigley, Joseph A. Flu- 1918
Quigley, L.L.
Quigley, Richard O.
Quigley, S. Virginia
Quigley, Sarah Odetta
Stone, Clara L.
Stone, Lorin H.
Section 3
Carlson, Earl C.
Carlson, Grant C.
Carlson, Laura L.
Carlson, Leonard C.
Carlson, Wanda H.
Carlson, William Leonard
Centoni, Ronald Joseph
Downs, Dewane Wesley
Hadley, Elva
Hadley, Howard
Hadley, Monte Ray
Hayes, Arlene Marleta Venable
Henderson, Craig Gene
Henderson, Ella Rae
Henderson, Myron Pete
Jones, Kenden Abbott
Lamoreaux, Larry Dee
Littlefield, Sheila Ann Thomas
Merrill, Fay Toler
Thomas, Hazel Criddle
Thomas, Heather
Thomas, Martel Willard
Thomas, Vee Anne

Section 2
Adams, Rachel
Bailey, Richard
Cordingly, Estella A.
Cordingly, Verdan D.
Denney, Harriet
Denney, Jesse A.
Gambles, A. Ray – Flu (lst)
Gambles, Bernice H.
Gambles, Deward
Gambles, George Roscoe
Gambles, Kamryn
Gambles, Louisa Nellie C.
Gambles, Phil Roscoe
Gambles, Thelma Brim
Gambles, William
Hadley, Louis E.
Hadley, Tura C.
Henderson, Annette
Henderson, Baby
Henderson, Calvin M.
Henderson, Colleen Christensen
Henderson, Don L.
Henderson, Eugene
Henderson, George Merl
Henderson, Hyrum Lester
Henderson, Ila B.
Henderson, Jadine Rice

Section 4
Beckstead, Bernice H.
Beckstead, Perry M.
Chatterton, Alta M. Waddoups
Chatterton, Byron Lincoln
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Chatterton, Cora Isabell Burrup
Chatterton, Don Thomas
Chatterton, Edison, Byron – Flu l yr.
Chatterton, Halverd Dee
Denney, Emily
Denney, Lawrence
Evans, Helen Mary Nisson
Evans, Paul Rex
Hendricks, Inez C.
12/2/1879 -9yrs 1st buried
Hendricks, Laura L
12/3/1879-11 yrs.1st buried
Loebsack, Rachel May
McGonigal, Rebecca Waddoups
McKenzie, Annie M. Nisson
McKenzie, Ariel L.
McKenzie, Baby
McKenzie, Edgar L.
McKenzie, Francis R.
McKenzie, Leon R.
McKenzie, William M.
Nisson, LuLu
Nisson, Mary
Nisson, Norman
Nisson, Vera- Flu 1918 B
Waddoups, Annabelle
Waddoups, Cleda Fae
Waddoups, Cora Isabel Burrup
Waddoups, Elna R.
Waddoups, Elroy
Waddoups, Francis Pearl Chatterton
Waddoups, Mark
Waddoups, Phebe E. Bright
Waddoups, Thomas E.
Waddoups, Wesley L.
Waddoups, William L.
Waddoups, Zora Ella
Ralph, Glen Earl

Matkin, Curtis Dean
Matkin, David Royce
Matkin, Fenton Allen
Matkin, George Quale
Matkin, Julia C. Allen
Matkin, Lavar
Matkin, Marvin Jay
Matkin, Mary Ann
Matkin, Melvin Perkins
Matkin, Patty Durfee
Matkin, Walene Perkins
1959-1959 baby
Matkin, Walene Perkins
1928-2002
Note: 6 died during flu epidemic
Chicken Creek Road
(Grave on side of road)
Baird, John Robert

Matkin Corner
Berg, Nicholena
Matkin, Andrew Charles
Matkin, A. Doyle
Matkin, Aaron R. Svancara
Matkin, Bert
Matkin, Conrad
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BUSINESS ABOUT TOWN
Thomas Merc – Community Center

Picture above, about 1928 - 1930

Kim Thomas interviewed by the Idaho State journal in 1988 & 2001
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Saying goodbye
to our missionary

Thomas Merc Saves Christmas
Information from a newspaper article on September 28, 2011 - Diane Kay Collection.
Marion Robinson ventured into the Thomas Merchantile in Swan Lake Thursday
morning and told the store’s third-generation owner how his business saved a Christmas in the
early 1920’s.
On Christmas Eve, Robinson’s grandmother, Marion Yorgesen, realized she didn’t have
a gift for her baby boy. So Yorgesen and her husband left their cabin, located by their parents’
homestead in Cottonwood, and took a horse-drawn sleigh to the mercantile.
Ninety-three years after its opening, customers still depend on the mercantile, which
they fondly call the Swan Lake Mall.
“The store is the center of town,” Mary Thomas said, “The phone tree starts here if
anyone has trouble.”
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History of Thomas Mercantile
By Kim and Mary Thomas
Part 1 - 1910 to 1945
One bright sunny day Samuel Thomas from Richmond, Utah came into town riding a
buckskin horse. He already owned a store in Richmond and was looking to venture out to a
new place. He found a simple store in Swan Lake. This little store sat just east of the railroad
tracks, and belonged to Thomas Danahy. It needed paint and repairs and the only merchandise
consisted of a box of watches, a bucket of candy and gum, ½ dozen bolts of calico and ½
dozen pairs of shoes. There was also a post office in the back. Chauncy and Moroni Thomas,
brothers of Samuel, came a few weeks later. They named this new store Thomas Mercantile
Company. Moroni set up a saddle making business in the rear of the store while Samuel and
Chauncy ran the general merchandising of the store.
The north facing front of the store had large glass windows and a large cement paved
sidewalk leading to the front door. On the east and west sides of the building there were small
windows high up at the top. There was a well located on the east side of the building that
worked by hand with the use of a pulley and rope. Although it was a tough process to get
water, when it was raised the water was cool and refreshing. Occasionally there was more
than water in the bucket however. Sometimes they found things like water snakes floating in
the bucket. They would just dump out the water and dip the bucket again. The south side was
the rear of the building. It had a door and wide windows that let the sunlight in for the harness
making shop. It was through the rear that a lot of customers made their way into the building,
along with merchandise to stock the shelves. That was also where garbage and boxes were
thrown out to be burned. The outhouses were located down a short path. There were
separate facilities for men and women. In each were three sizes of seats - small, medium and
large. Along with the usual accommodations, a Sears and Roebuck catalog hung from a chain
for visitors to peruse.
The interior of the store in 1909 was very different from what it is now. Entering from
the north (front) of the building and turning to the right was found an old fashioned soda
fountain with a marble top. To order a soda, you would sit on the wire legged stools and hand
over a dime. Then you would tell the soda jerk what flavor you wanted. He would then pull a
glass out, pump in some syrup and put it under the soda spout. After pushing back the marble
knobbed lever, the soda would squirt out into the glass until the glass was half full. Then the
soda jerk would add a scoop of ice cream. Then he would finish it off with more soda until it
almost foamed over. There was a mirror above the soda fountain that you could use as well.
Above the mirror were two shelves lined with exotic perfume bottles. There was a
ladder that slid past the shelves allowing people to test and purchase the things on the shelves.
Next to the perfumes was the drug department, including such items as Mentholatum,
peroxide, Epsom salts, camphor, soda, aspirin, etc. South of that was the canned goods.
Under the canned goods shelves were some large metal bins. They had floral decals on their
sliding lids. Inside these were beans, sugar, macaroni, rice and other commodities. Above the
large bins were smaller bins which held cinnamon, salt peter, mustard, etc. All of these items
were weighed and measured by the clerk as the customer waited patiently.
In front of the canned goods were housed the tobacco showcases, which were always
kept locked. They had cigars in beautiful boxes of all types. There was plug chewing tobacco
which was precut although not individually packaged. Cigarettes were also sold either pre248

packaged or in do-it-yourself packages. Next to the tobacco case was the candy display. They
had such confections as jelly beans, caramels, ribbon candy, peppermint, orange quarters, etc.
There were also candy bars for five cents. There was also a huge wooden block that had a
large cheese cutter.
The hardware department contained wooden bins filled with nails, staples, etc.
Different ropes and wire were hung on the walls. There were also axes, picks, shovels, hoes
and other tools on racks.
On the East side of the building was another ladder that ran on a track across the store.
This was the dry goods section. There was a shoe section with shoes like Mary Jane slippers.
There was a section dedicated to various fabrics. There were bolts of gingham, percale and
sheeting. Fabrics like silk, taffeta and satin were stored behind a glass case to protect them.
The fabrics were measured using a yardstick attached to the showcase top. Along with the
fabric was a showcase filled with beautiful ribbons and hair combs. There were all colors of
ribbons with fancy patterns. The combs were beautiful. Some were shaped like jeweled
Spanish fans; others were small shells and rhinestones. They were a favorite of the ladies in
the area.
Moroni worked in the back (south side). He had a large bench where he worked in
leather stamping. He kept his leather in tubs of water, waiting to be used. There was usually a
saddle either finished or in progress on a saw horse. Moroni’s work was known throughout the
west as the most beautiful. He actually won the prize of Best Hand Made Saddle in 1904 at the
World Fair in Seattle. The process of making a saddle by hand was tedious but presented
amazing results. With his tools, Moroni could handcraft just about any pattern on a saddle. He
did have patterns on heavy paper that he could use. He also had all sorts of materials so that
he could make a saddle at a moment’s notice.
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In the center of the store were various buckets, boxes and showcases. They held
things like bologna, soda crackers, salt blocks, etc. In the very center was a huge potbellied
stove. It was here that the men would come and sit around to visit and solve the world’s
problems.
As was mentioned earlier, there was a post office that came with the store. It was
moved around as was convenient. There was a door into the post office from the outside. On
the inside of the store were rows of post office boxes, along with a mail drop and a window for
communication. Mail was delivered twice daily by train. As the train went through, the mail
sack was tossed out to the ground, which meant that someone would have to hunt the area
around the tracks for the sack. If there were passengers that needed to stop, the mail was set
down more carefully. In order to send mail out, it was packaged into bundles and placed in
sacks. Then it was hung on a crane where it would be pulled into the train by a large metal
hook as the train sped by. Whenever a larger package needed to be delivered, someone had
to flag down the train by standing in the middle of the track. Mail came through at 11:30 AM
and 1:30 PM.
Under the store was housed the cement cellar. There was a large trap door that led
down via big steps to a room with a cement floor. In this dark room were stored many boxes,
buckets and barrels full of goodies.
In the 1920's or 30's, Chauncy and Moroni, along with others, took old steel pipe and
built a waterline. They built a reservoir and connected a few homes and the store to water.
This replaced the old pulley well. During this time they also replaced the outhouses with
cesspools. Along with these upgrades, the Thomas Merc added a couple of gasoline pumps
for the automobiles of the day in the 1920's.
The original store consisted of only the North half of the building. In 1917, the brothers
added onto the south end of the store. The brick used for the south wall came from the little
red school house that was once located at the end of the lane. This section of the store was
used for many purposes. Besides providing more room for the various dry goods, it gave room
for the people to dance, socialize, have dinners and enjoy the music of the farmers playing their
instruments.
During the Great Depression, the Thomas Merc managed to stay alive. However,
Samuel Thomas sold his share of the store to Moroni and Chauncy and returned to Richmond.
Chauncy and Moroni struggled through the Depression until World War Two broke out.

Part 2 - 1945 to 1984
World War Two brought its own set of challenges. Moroni decided that the Thomas
Merc could not support both brothers’ families. He moved his saddle shop, his house and his
family to Preston, Idaho. Also, Chauncy passed away, leaving his wife Pauline with his share
of the store. When their son Martel returned home from war, he found the store destitute and
stripped of its former glory. Everything was gone. When Martel had left for war, he had left his
wife, Hazel, and three children. He returned home in 1946. With his disability pension from the
war, Martel bought out Moroni and his mother’s shares in the store. He then began the
process of rebuilding the store. Due to the fact that the last six months of his military service in
Germany he had spent as a postal worker, Martel was appointed as Postmaster in 1947 by the
Attorney General.
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The first thing Martel did was clean, paint, reorganize, build new shelves and new
display cases, and generally straighten up the store. It was then that they dug out the new
cellar and added a coal burning furnace. This replaced the potbellied stove with the steam
heat. He replaced windows. He also put the post office in the southeast corner of the store
where it would be more secure. Martel repurposed the old saddle shop and living area into
storage.
During the 1950's, Hazel finally talked Martel into putting in a cloth section for quilting
material and supplies. She also used this as a chance to mark tricot quilt tops to sell. This
became a very lucrative business for the store. This brought the Thomas Merc to the attention
of people throughout the United States. People from all over would order Hazel’s marked
quilts.
In the mid 1950's, the railroad changed. They took Swan Lake out of the major stops.
Due to this, the population of Swan Lake dropped from around 500 to less than 100, where it
has stayed ever since.
The first television in the area was in the store in the 1950's. All the farmers would
come down on Friday nights to watch the fights. In 1968, Martel finally devised a plan to put an
antenna up on the hill behind Bob Hadley’s home. He ran cables to various homes so that
each could get their own signal in their own home. In the late 1960's, a new refrigerated cooler
was put in to replace the old glass time coolers. Also the cesspool was replaced with a septic
system. The plumbing and wiring were updated as the times changed. The light out front was
put up under Martel’s supervision.
The Thomas Merc was run by charge accounts. The farmers were allowed to take what
they needed and come pay later. Although some didn’t ever pay, Martel never said a word.
Martel made it a point to help out those down on their luck. He would give transients some
food and sent them on their way. If anyone ever had a question, they would ask Martel.
The Thomas Merc supported Martel and Hazel as they raised their six children to
adulthood.
Part 3 - 1984 to 2011
In January 1984, Kim Thomas, Martel’s son, was appointed postmaster as Martel was
retiring. In May 1984 Martel took ill and he died in October 1984, leaving the responsibilities of
the store to Kim and his wife Mary. They left the store basically as it was. Hazel had long
since lost the use of her eyes so Mary was taught the art of marking quilts.
Eventually Kim took down the television system as everyone was converting to satellite.
1996 brought the change of countertops and new display cases in the front for beauty and
security purposes. In 2000, the pumps were changed and the underground storage tank was
put in so in order to be in accordance with the laws. In 2008, major changes took place in the
store. The old coal burning furnace was replaced with a boiler furnace. This was like a
reprieve from jail - no more black soot everywhere, no more clinkers to haul out and water to
haul in. It was done all automatically. The reason for the change was an insurance issue.
Current insurance standards dictated that they would not cover a building heated by a coal
burning furnace. Once the coal was gone, the store needed a massive cleaning and makeover
to get rid of years of coal dust. The store was painted front to back. The hardware and cloth
sections were reorganized. The cloth section was expanded. New shelving, countertops and
cupboards were put in for ease of use.
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The Thomas Merc is vastly different now than it was when it started. The entrance door
faces west. As you walk in, on the left side is a large hardware section. Included with the
typical nails, bolts, and nuts, there are now welding supplies, electrical supplies, auto supplies
and fluids. There are lots of fishing supplies as well.

Behind the hardware is the cloth section. There are hundreds of bolts of cloth in
different fabrics. There are broadcloth, flannel, fleece, and of course tricot. The large draw is
usually for the baby fabrics and the wildlife prints. Mary is still marking tricot quilt tops which
are mailed all over the nation. Behind the cloth section is a back area which houses a large
screen TV where you can find the men watching the ball games in the evenings. In the very
back is an office area, a bedroom and shelving for more fabric.
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Back to the front of the store. On the right of the front door is the counter. Behind the
counter is a refrigerator, a microwave, a pizza cooker, and a hamburger cooker. Merc burgers
have become known far and wide. The cooker takes raw hamburger and cooks it clear through
in under a minute. Along the upper counter are jars of penny candy. Underneath the penny
candy are boxes of Sweet’s chocolates for sale in bulk. Next to the counter is another large
draw - unsalted, roasted peanuts. The chocolates and peanuts are usually only available in
from September to April, though, so take advantage when you can!

There are two soda fountains, one Pepsi and one Coke against the south wall. Next to
them are baking goods, cake mixes, muffin mixes, etc. In the south end, middle of the store,
there are chips, many types of candy bars, various other candies, and groceries of all sorts.
There are medicines, first aid supplies, toiletry items, cooking utensils, office supplies, cleaning
supplies, even cat and dog food. The southwest corner holds the post office, the bathrooms
and more storage.
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The post office is much the same with boxes out front for people to pick up their mail, packages
stored under the counter, a drop box and a window for communication. Nowadays, they use
trucks to haul the mail to and from Pocatello. The post office did put a large blue drop box out
front.

One of the major changes was the addition of a piano business when Kim took over the
store. Having been trained to tune and refinish pianos while in school, Kim began working out
of the shop next to the Merc. He does everything for pianos from tuning to moving to
completely refinishing, keys, strings and all. He has pianos and parts in every spare space in
the store and the shop right next to it.
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Kim and Mary raised their five children as they ran the store and each child has had their time
‘tending’ store.

Gary Yearsley, Kent Hadley, Scott & McCoy Henderson, Gene Sorensen, Bob
Hadley & Stanton Yearsley sitting on the radiator in front of the cooler.
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These days, you can still come in and find farmers sitting on the radiator, having ‘town
meetings’, trying to solve the problems of the world. It is still the central hub for the Thomas
family, with various members of the family working the store at any given time. Although much
has changed in the way of technology and around the world, some things will always stay the
same.
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History of the Swan Lake Post Office
By Kim and Mary Thomas















The post office opened up Feb 26, 1880. Andrew Quigley was the first post master. He
distributed letters and packages from a building across the street from the present
location of Thomas Merc today. The site where the Post Office originally stood is where
the granaries are today.
In Nov. 1894 Elizabeth Quigley , wife of Andrew Quigley made a successful request that
the name be changed from Swan Lake to Swanlake. (One word) The name however did
not last. The name was changed back in the early 1900 to Swan Lake. (2 words)
On May 21, 1885, the office was discontinued again and the mail went to Oxford to be
picked up and forwarded to its various destinations.
In 1886, Swan Lake’s service was briefly reestablished with Hiram Hansen as
postmaster.
F. W. McKenzie succeeded Hansen on July 9, 1895 and the post office was again
closed on August 23 of that same year. The mail went back to Oxford to be posted.
Floyd W. Whitt was appointed post master on Feb 28, 1896 when it was reopened.
David T. Edwards was made post master March 3, 1899. Thomas Danahy was
appointed postmaster in 1906.
On July 7, 1909 Samuel F. Thomas who came to Swan Lake to establish a mercantile
store, was appointed postmaster, and he was followed by Ada Gambles, appointed on
Nov. 11, 1913. At the time, the mail room was a tiny office in the northeast corner of
Thomas Merc. and later moved to the southeast corner where it is located today. W.
Moroni Thomas, who came to Swan Lake along with his brother Chauncey Thomas to
join Samuel in the mercantile business was appointed postmaster Oct 29, 1918. He
served until 1947.
While growing up, Martel W Thomas helped his uncle with the postal service. Martel
told stories of how it was when he was helping his uncle. Martel would run to put the
mail bag on a hook so the train would pick it up as it came by. Mail would be thrown off
the train in the morning for the postmaster to come and get. The train handled the
mail until the early 1960s when the mail was then brought by truck instead of the train.
Martel served as a postal worker the last few months of his service in the US Army
during WWII. This prepared him for becoming the 10th postmaster of Swan Lake. Upon
his arrival home he was appointed postmaster (June 26, 1947) and served until Mar 1,
1984.
Kim M. Thomas, son of Martel W. Thomas, was appointed postmaster March 17, 1984
and still remains as postmaster today in 2011. The post office currently has 60 boxes
and serves the citizens of Swan Lake and surrounding areas.
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Postmasters of Swan Lake
Andrew Quigley
Feb 1880 to May 1883
Hiram Hanson
Feb 1886 to Aug 1895
Floyd F Whitt
Feb 1896 to 1899
David T Edwards
1899-1900
Thomas Danahy
1900-1909
Samuel F Thomas
1909-1913
Ada Gambles
1913-1918
William Moroni Thomas
Oct 1918- Dec 1945
Martel W. Thomas
Jan 1946- March 1984
Kim M Thomas
March 1984 to present time

Post cards from the Swan Lake Post Office.
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Post Cards sent to and from Swan Lake: Erma Abbott’s collection
1st Missionary sent card to Hendricks for New Year’s: Jan 1913- 1 cent stamp

Card sent from Danahy to Erma from Nebraska 1911, Picture post card of him too

Original post cards from Swan Lake to Erma from her mother in 1913
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Blacksmiths
George Matkin, Swan Lake Blacksmith
George Matkin was born April 3, 1887 in Hyde Park, Utah.
He came to Swan Lake as a boy of nine years old. He learned the
trade of a blacksmith from his Uncle Charlie Drury, a bachelor. And
he did numerous jobs for the town’s people when he built his home
in Swan Lake in 1921. He set up a blacksmith shop behind their
home. He shod horses for almost everyone in town. Sometimes
he would get paid and sometimes he wouldn’t. He was a
hardworking man, doing his farming and raising a large family
besides working his trade as a blacksmith. He was up before
daylight pounding on a pair of plow shears in the shop and he never
quit for the day until after dark. He was the top blacksmith in the
entire area. Many people would travel great
distance to get to his shop. Many took advantage
of his good nature and never paid him for the
work he did for
them. He had this
shop and worked
there most of his
life. He died in
1964

Ernest Alexander Olson - Swan Lake Blacksmith
Given to us by his family and taken from history of Belva Hadley
In his Sunday meeting clothes he was known
as Ernest Alexander Olson, third son of Olof Raguel
Olson and Betty Adelia Olson. He was born 4 Nov
1894 in Oxford, where he grew up with his brothers
Angus, Emil, Ezra, Alma Enor, and a sister who died
at birth. His father was a farmer where he learned to
work hard. He also had a small farm at one time.
His mother was very ill when he was growing up and
needed constant attention. She had arthritis, which
finally confined her to a wheelchair, and from there
she operated her home. The boys had to learn the
art of homemaking at an early age.
He attended Elementary school in Oxford.
He married Clara Alizina Hatch in the Salt
Lake Temple 7 June 1917. So excited was he that
when they arrived via train in Salt Lake City he found
he had left the marriage license home. He had to
call to Oxford and have some one catch the next
train out and bring the license to them.
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Their family consisted of six sons and two daughters, Wesley, Eldred, Marion, Afton,
Alfred, Lorrin, Norman and Wanda. They were all born in Oxford. He was a great support to
his sons who were great athletes. They probably inherited their talent from him. Ernest and his
wife set a wonderful example for their children spiritually as well as by hard work. He has a
host of grandchildren and some great grandchildren.
This man “Hans” as we know and
loved him was a giant of a man in his
profession. For many years he was a part of
our community and was one of us. Not that
he had a home here in Swan Lake but he
was here 6 days a week from early morning
until late at night and loved it, especially in
the summer time. He would go out in the
fields to mend the machinery. In the early
summer when everyone needed plow shears sharpened, a tire fixed, a set of harrows mended
– harnesses repaired – a hoe sharpened, a lawn mower started, a horse shod – you name it
“Hans” or Ernest could fix it.
He had set up a blacksmith shop, gas station, and candy kitchen on the main hi-way in
Oxford where the traffic traveled. In 1936 the high way was transferred to the east of the
railroad, through Winder, Banida, Swan Lake and on to Red Rock.
A half dozen times a day one neighbor or another from Swan Lake was over to have
him fix something. Our town’s people decided it was easier for him to come over here and put
up a shop than it was for everyone to drive to Oxford a dozen times a day. So the men moved it
over with trucks, wagons, or tractors and loaded him up lock stock and barrel in their
conveyances and set him up a business in Swan Lake at an old building belonging to Thomas
Merc, now owned by the Abbotts. It was right in the center of town across the street or highway
from the Thomas Merc Store. They moved his
forge, his hammers and everything he had. “He
didn’t have time to think or say no – so there
wasn’t much else to do but go to work.”
Sometimes he went home for dinner but
usually he’d bring a sandwich with him or get
something at the store to keep him going. There
was usually from one to ten outfits at a time
waiting for his expert advice or help.
He was busy all hours of the day and
late into the night. From all over the Valley the
people flocked in for help on their machinery.
Regardless of brand or make, he could fix it.
The earlier he came to work the earlier
the farmers were waiting. There was nothing he
liked better than to go right to the field where a
machine needed repair. Of course, there was
some visiting.
He could sharpen plow shears, fix or
change tires, harrows, harness if needs be,
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shoe a horse, sharpen a hoe, fix lawn mowers and weld anything. You name it “Hans” could fix
it. His forge was a source of interest to children & grown-ups alike. You could hear his old
hammer going all over town. I’ve often wondered how his arms stood it – the smith a mighty
man was he – he had to be a mighty man to stand the rigorous work it entailed.
We like to think his real joy was being in Swan Lake. He never did move his home over
but called this his home. He loved the people here and they loved him. The Swan Lake people
were very special to Hans and were a great help to him. He had time to pass the time of day
and loved to visit and once in a while play a game of horseshoes, drink a bottle of soda pop or
eat an ice cream sickle.
This neighbor from Oxford “Hans” as everyone called him was a giant of a man in his
profession of Blacksmithing, welding, and auto mechanics which he trained for at the AC in
Logan, Utah and one year of schooling at Oneida Academy in Preston.
For about 30-35 years he was one of us.
He was always active in the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Holding many
different positions. He was a close friend to Pres. Harold B. Lee, having grown up in the same
area. He grew up loving sports; Playing as first baseman on the baseball team & basketball
with Harold B. Lee. He attended high school and college games both in football and
basketball. He did some coaching also. He loved being the Logan District M Men supervisor
over all basketball games for 5 years. He enjoyed being Stake dance director and took many
groups of dancers to Salt Air at the June Conference time. He was Bishop of the Oxford Ward
for nearly 8 years. He attended General Conference regularly. He felt it was his duty as a
Bishop to be there and receive spiritual help and instructions. He then was a high councilman
for many years and had the opportunity to meet and associate with many Apostles and
Presidents of the church.
He loved to travel mostly to see and visit his family, and children. He made 3 trips back
east, once driving the complete circle starting through Colorado, visiting all the church historical
spots and on into Florida, Texas, over to California and home.
In 1971, Clara, his sweetheart and companion passed away, which was very hard but
he still continued to work in Swan Lake and he always expressed his appreciation to all his
friends who were so kind to him. He would say “They help me so much”. His last act of love in
Swan Lake was to meet his dear
friends face to face so that he
could apologize to anyone, or
everyone, to whom he might have
caused hurt feelings. He wanted to
make them right before he met his
maker.
When his health became
bad, he went into a rest home in
Rupert, Idaho near his son,
Wesley. He liked some parts of it,
but it just was not home. He
passed away June 2, 1981. He is
now buried in Oxford cemetery in
Oxford, Idaho.
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Cottonwood Grazing Association History
Compiled by Brent and Vickey Abbott

Articles of Incorporation of the Cottonwood Grazing Association:
1ST Organized in 1913
Know all men by these presents: That we the undersigned have this day voluntarily
associated ourselves together for the purpose of forming a corporation under the laws of the
State of Idaho.
And we do Hereby Certify:
First: That the name of the corporation is the “Cottonwood Grazing Association.”
Second: That the purposes for which this corporation is formed are: to buy, lease and
otherwise acquire title to, and possession of, grazing and farming lands in Bannock County,
Idaho, and such other places as may be necessary to carry on the objects of this corporation;
to purchase, or otherwise acquire, own, sell, lease, convey, hold, rent, use, cultivate or
otherwise dispose of lands for agricultural and stock purposes.
To excavate, build and construct all ditches, dams, reservoirs and flumes for the
purpose of impounding, and preserving and conducting water and water rights acquired by the
corporation from the place of diversion to the place of use.
To acquire stock in other corporations for the purpose of securing water necessary for
the purpose of the corporation.
Third: That the place where the principal business of the corporation is to be transacted is
Downey, Bannock County, Idaho.
Fourth: That the term for which this corporation is to exist is Fifty years, unless sooner
dissolved by process of law.
Fifth: That the number of the directors of the corporation shall be five, and the names of these
now chosen for the first term are:
J. Frank Hunt, Swan Lake, Idaho, B.W. Henderson, Arimo, Idaho, Eli Beckstead, Swan Lake,
Idaho, O E. Hendricks, Oxford, Idaho, B.R. Meeks, Riverdale, Idaho.
Sixth: That the amount of the capital stock of this corporation shall be Five Thousand
($5,000.00) dollars, divided into one thousand shares of the par value of Five ($5.00) each.
Seventh: That the amount of capital stock which has actually been subscribed is One Hundred
Eighty-five shares, and Nine Hundred Twenty-five ($925.00) dollars, and the following are the
names of the parties by whom the same has been subscribed;
J. Frank hunt, Swan Lake, Idaho 50 shares amount $250.00
B. J Henderson, Arimo, Idaho 50 shares $250.00
Beckstead Brothers, Swan Lake, Idaho – 30 shares - $150.00
O.E. Hendricks, Oxford, Idaho 15 shares $75.00
John W. Hendricks, Oxford, Idaho 15 shares, $75.00
B. R. Meeks, Riverdale, Idaho 25 shares $125.00
In Witness Whereof, we have hereunto set our hands and seal this 16th day of June. A.D. 1913.
J Frank Hunt, Eli Beckstead, B R. Meeks.
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It was notarized by R. H. Palmer in the County of Bannock, State of Idaho.

The By-Laws were amended in1945 and two-thirds of the members voted in the affirmative and
were present at that meeting and signed below:

The association has had many range riders including: Willard Hadley, John Hadley,
Lester Henderson, Orin Hatch, George Redington, Calvin Henderson, Theo Smith, Spring
Henderson, Doug Frazier, Nick Phillips and Presently Tim Morris.
There have been many ranchers in Swan Lake serve on the grazing board. Currently
the President of the board is Scott Henderson and Bret Yearsley is a board member, along with
board members from the Riverdale and Grace area.
The current members from Swan Lake are: Brent Abbott, Morgan Evans, Robert
Hadley and Kent Hadley, Monte and Joyolin Henderson, Scott Henderson, Alan Kay, Nick
Phillips, Michael Wright, Cory Webster, Stanton and Brett Yearsley.
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The seasonal tradition of
the association is to turn cattle
out in the spring around the last
part of May and have cattle
round up and bring the cattle off
the range in the fall about the
end of September.
The association also has
several group rides during the
summer to push cattle to the
best parts of the range.
In the fall, before the
round up, the association always
has a get together with their
wives and has a steak dinner
cooked outdoors. Everyone
always enjoys this occasion.
Many of the cattle have to
be driven through Swan Lake Proper and the community always helps guard their yards and
homes as the cattle come through on their way to and from Cottonwood for grazing in the
spring and fall. This practice has been in effect since cattle were brought into the area and the
association formed for cattle to graze in Cottonwood.
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Cattle coming through Swan Lake: By Margaret Thomas Marchant
One hot day after the morning chores were finished, we dressed our little year old
darling sister in a crispy fresh dress. Her golden hair played in the breeze beneath the brim of
her pretty lacy bonnet. She was so beautiful. Mother said I could take her down to the store.
I carried her in my arms. She was happy to
be going “bye bye”. We went out the gate, and got
past Aunt Martie’s house when I saw a herd of
cattle coming up the road. Men on horses were
screaming loudly to each other. There was a
problem. Dust was rising like a cloud and the
sound of animal hoofs became louder and louder.
People were scurrying for cover. I hesitated for a
second, but it was too late for plans. I looked up
just in time to see a huge bull with the biggest
horns I have ever seen come around the corner of
the store at full speed. Then I heard my father
scream, “Margaret!” There was no time and no
escape. The bull was coming straight for us. God
must have heard our father’s cries. In a flash I lay
my beautiful baby sister on the ground and rolled
her under the fence, and then I pushed my body
against the wires as far as I could. I felt the air
blow through my hair as the bull rushed by. I
watched the animal as he snorted and fumed on
his way up the road.
In a second our Dad was beside us crying.
He was so thankful and happy, so eager to hug us both. He picked Clarice up in his arms,
smothered her with kisses, put his arms around me, gave me a big hug and told me I had
probably saved both of our lives. All this happened in less than a minute.” How fragile is life!”
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This picture was put on the front cover of the Idaho Stockman’s Magazine February 1,
1973. The issue was 35 cents. The ranchers loaded their horses and livestock in these
stock racks anchored in the back of their pickup trucks.

The stock rack above is the way the ranchers used to haul their stock back and
forth to the range if they didn’t drive them with horses. Today you’ll see a picture of a
Horse Trailer at the round-up 2011 below. The ranchers load their stock and horses in
the back of these larger trailers to haul the animals. Many prefer this to driving them
down the mountain. If they are being hauled long distances they load them in SemiTrucks equipped for a larger numbers of animals.
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COTTONWOOD, Measuring The Range - told by Naretta Reeder to Vickey 2011
George Reeder was hired by the Department of Lands in the
State to do Photo Points at different locations throughout the grazing
area. He went to about 20 points, some of them are Times Springs,
where the water
goes up and down
intermittently
about every hour.
The photo point
we did was close
to this spring;
Lewis Valley,
Shingle Creek,
Hog Wallow, Blue Creek, Walker Gulch to
name a few.
He would go several times a year, to
check the growth or usage of how it had
been grazed. This is how the state kept
tabs on grazing and monitored it. We took
pictures of the photo points, we had to use a
frame and put it on the right hand corner of
the rebar or the stake and take the picture.
These were all identified by legal
descriptions.
Naretta was a big part of Cottonwood because
they were always there in the summer camping with their
family from early teenage years until the present. She
says her favorite place to camp is Walker Gulch. The
family started
camping there
when she was
13 and
frequently on
the 4th of July
we would go to
Walker Gulch
and camp.
When we
married we’d
get my parents
and go camping and fishing , taking a roll away bed.
Take kids and fish, beaver pond up above. Naretta
still enjoys camping up Walker Gulch, her favorite
spot.
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Cave in Cottonwood: There is a cave this side of Old Baldy, up in the rocks. It is an old
mine. Over the years it has peaked the interest of several young men from the Swan Lake
Area. They have investigated it, and probably put themselves in danger. (Alan Kay, Scott
Henderson, Brent Abbott to name a few). George and Naretta didn’t ever do that. They stayed
safe. They went to Time Springs several times on their snowmobiles and 4- wheelers.

Cottonwood Grazing Corporation History:
Written by and brands drawn Judy Centoni. Pictures taken by Judy, Ann Yearsley and Tim and
Debbie Morris, and family photos.
The range rider is hired by the Cottonwood
Grazing Corporation. Tim has been the range rider
for seven years and his wife Debbie and his mother
Mary are often with Tim. Debbie often helps him.
The job of a range rider is to check the
cattle to make sure they are in the proper grazing
area and to make sure all the cattle are healthy. If
the cattle are sick they are to be doctored or sent
home after notifying the owner. The range rider
puts out salt and makes sure all water troughs are
working. He checks the brands and makes sure
there are no trespassers. A cow with no brand is removed from the grazing area. Un- marked
calves are ear marked. When the cattle are turned out on the range in the spring the range
rider counts them. Each member has only so many shares. They are only allowed the allotted
amount of cattle on the range. The cattle are moved to new grazing areas so the grass is not
eaten completely off so there will be grass in the following years. Drift fences are put up and
have to be taken down at the proper times. Fences have to be checked and repaired.
A range rider supplies his own horses and equipment. Often including dogs. Dogs are
used to get the cattle out of places horses and riders cannot get into.
There are two cabins. The new cabin was voted on in 1998 when Brent Abbott was
President of the Association, then in 1999 the permit was acquired by Kent Hadley, President
and he was in charge. The cabin was finished in
2000.
Tim Morris, the current range rider stays in
this cabin during the time the cattle are on the range.
He does not work in the winter. He works from May
to October
The other cabin is the original range riders
living quarters and is now used as a tack room.
There is a large corral with an alley with
several gates that open into holding pens.
These are used when the cattle are rounded up and
sorted in the fall. Then each member takes his cattle
home for the winter.
Tim and Debbie’s brand is “/M” and that goes LSC. It is not registered in Idaho.
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Life in Cottonwood - Riding the Range
The following pictures are from Tim and Debbie Morris

Pictures below were taken by Ann Yearsley in 2011.
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The Range Rider provides his own horses and tack. The cabin is provided
by the Association located between Cottonwood and Stockton Roads.
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Original Members of the Cottonwood Grazing Corporation
Originally established in the late 1930’s the Cottonwood Grazing Corporation later lost their rights due to
lack of money to pay rentals. It was later reestablished in 1945. Each share would entitle an owner to
range or pasture one hundred head of sheep or twenty head of cattle. Each member is entitled to vote
at membership meetings and to cast one vote for each share owned by him. All expenses for the
maintenance, rentals, purchase of real estate, & other activities, which may be incurred by this
corporation, shall be paid by respective members in proportion to the shares owned.
Number of
Animals

1945 Cattle
O. E. Hendricks

Shares
3.5

250

Mrs. David Sant

1.25

25

Mrs. Hannah Smith

3.75

75

Chas Izatt

7.5

Lionel Merrill

3.5

Char Hymas
Chas Shumway
J.V. Kay
Lowell M. Neeley
P.C. Sorensen
Alma Hadley

1000

60

H. R. Bills

13

1300

1.75

55

Miles Bros

25

2500

6.5

125

1.75

35

4.5

90

0.75

15

0.5

10

1.25

25

1

20

1.25

25

J. Harold Johnson

1.5

30

Lester Henderson

2.5

50

Brig Young

1

20

D. C. Lowe

1

20

F. J. Hale

1

21

0.75

16

1

20

0.5

10

1

20

0.5

10

2

40

A. P. Allen

5.25

105

A. H. Westover

G. Sivell Smith

10

3

I. Leon Forsgren

Howard B. Young

A.P. Allen

300

10

Marvin Smith

1120

1000

25

R. A. Ward

11
3

0.5

Ariel W. Meek

B. A Meek & Sons

10

1.5

Titus W. Coombs

1200

J. D. Morgan

Lloyd S Forsgren

W. S. Evans

12

65

78

William Swainston

Number of
Animals

150

4

T. K. Barnes

Shares

M. J. Kasiska

Eli. S Forsgren

William S. Forsgren

1945
Sheep
Allen Bros.

5.25

105

B. A Meek

4

80

Rufus R. Smith

1

20

M. Frank Stoddard

1

20
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Taking the Cattle to Cottonwood in the spring:
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Cottonwood, Round-Up
The cottonwood Roundup for the Association is held every year about the last week of
September or the first week of October, depending on the season and how long the grass
holds for feed.
Below are pictures of the men on the first day of Round Up October 3, 2011

Bringing the cattle in from the range, sorting the
cattle in the corrals, loading them to be put into fall
pasture. Giving a sick calf some medicine, working
together as an Association. With the Range Rider
October 2011.
Photos by Ann Yearsley
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Swan Lake Cattle Brands

Brand Requirements: Brands shall be made by hot iron, electric-iron or freeze iron. Brands
should be clear and recognizable. Cattle brands must be at least 3 ½ inches in height and/or
31/2 inches in width. Horse brands must be at least 2 inches in height and/or 2inches long.
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Brand Information: It is now illegal to brand a horse on the jaw. Dash brands and bar
brands must be at least 2 inches long and slashes at least 4 inches long. Sheep brands must
be at least 4 inches in height - not subject to the hot or freeze brand limitations.
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Swan Lake Cattle Brands
Brand Codes:

No longer used:
LTHH=Left Thigh Horse
RTHH=Right Thigh Horse
RSTH=Right Stifle Horse
LSTH=Left Stifle Horse
LJH= (No Left Jaw brands on horses
anymore-inhumane.)
RJH=Right Jaw Horse

Cattle:
RRC=Right Rib Cattle
LRC= Left Rib Cattle
LHC=Left Hip Cattle
RHC=Right Hip Cattle
RSHC=Right Shoulder Cattle
LSHC=Left Shoulder Cattle
Sheep:
AS=Anywhere sheep
BS=Back sheep
(This one is no longer used.)

The State of Idaho started recording brands
in 1936. All horses, mules, asses & cattle
must have a brand inspection at the change
of ownership whether or not they are branded.

Horses:

Some of the past and present branding
inspectors in this area:
REED HENDERSON – 35 years
STEVE WATKINS – 2 years in this area
DAVE CHRISTENSEN – 26 Yrs. & working
DON MEEKS – part-time inspector

RHH=Right Hip Horse
LHH=Left Hip Horse
RSHH=Right Shoulder Horse
LSHH=Left Shoulder Horse
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Moving cattle on the Cottonwood range and helping Dad and Grandpa.

Some area ranchers call their ATVs “Japanese Horses”!
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Cottonwood Grazing Association
Range Rider History by George Redington
Cottonwood Grazing Association has had a lot of different riders during their time.
William Hadley was riding during World War I and left to join the service. I don’t know who took
over the riding when Willard left.
John Hadley was the rider when I came to Swan Lake in 1929. Lester Henderson rode
for some time. George Redington started riding in 1950. He rode to and including 1960 with the
exception on 1954 and 1955. The Association furnished the job but nothing else at this time.
Each rider had to furnish his own living quarters generally by a camp also his horses and the
equipment he used.
At the time I rode there were about 2300 head of cattle and twenty some odd brands.
The first two summers I rode I had a camp. Then I got a cabin from the sawmill that had been
used for an office. I had it moved to a good location on the creek near the association corrals. I
put automobile windows in the cabin that would roll up and down. My wife made some pretty
red curtains for the windows. We put used congolieum on the floor and walls, which looked
good, and put celetex ceiling in the cabin. I dug a spring nearby and ran a pipe to the porch
where I had a pump installed. It was very good cold water, people often stopped for a good
cold drink.
The cabin was insulated with sawdust and was comfortable. It was not a good job for
anyone who couldn’t stay alone, But for one who liked that peculiar charm of solitude it was
fine. It took you close to nature if you looked for it, the quaking aspen trees waved as you went
by, the tall pines sighed and I always felt closer to my maker when out alone. Never felt like I
was all alone. There was always some interesting sights to see if you looked for old Lady
Nature’s handiwork. You can learn some of the wisdom she teaches to those who can read her
language.
A rider on the range north of Cottonwood told me of an experience he had one time. He
was riding through the mountains and came to an old dried up beaver damn, he said it was
quite a ways around it and it looked really dried and all cracked on top so he decided to ride
across it instead of going around, he got some distance on this cracked dry ground when his
horse broke through. It was just a dry crust on top of the mud. When the horse broke through
the crust it floundered around trying to get out, the more it floundered the worse the mud got.
The horse went down with Bill still in the saddle. The horse kicked around and floundered in the
mud getting worse off all the time. So Bill got a hold of the bridle and pulled the horses head to
the side of his neck to make him lie still. You can hold a horse down this way by applying
pressure on his head. Bill was still in the saddle with one hand under the horse and both feet in
the stirrups. When he would let the horse have its head and try to get up it couldn’t make it all
the way up on account of Bill’s weight in the saddle. He couldn’t get off for fear the horse would
tromp him in the mud. So he held the horses head again to make it lay still. I asked him, “What
did you do?” Bill said, “I prayed!” He then decided if he could get loose from the horse it could
get up. So he said he worked his knife out of his pocket and with one hand and his teeth he got
the knife open and cut the latigo strap, that is the strap between the cinch and the saddle that
holds the saddle tight on the horse. He then gave the horse its head and a little nudge and the
horse got up. Bill could then pull his hand out from under the saddle and crawled out and the
horse got out. He says he never crosses a dry beaver damn anymore no matter how dry it is.
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Logging History
Told by Naretta Reeder to Vickey Abbott 2011
Naretta is the daughter of Stephen Purcy Turner and Myrtle Walton. Her father passed
away and her mother married Milo Ransom from Preston when Naretta was thirteen and her
brother was four. Milo’s first wife, Mary Walton, and Naretta’s mother, Myrtle were sisters.
Naretta married George Reeder from Treasureton and they were involved with the Cottonwood
Association with their cattle & history since 1962.
About 1914-15: Milo and his brothers, Charlie, Arnold, and Heber owned the sawmill
up Cottonwood. This is the sawmill that was under Old Baldy. The boys of the family would
help their father at the mill. Later three of the brothers operated their own sawmill and labored
in the timber. Heber would fire the engine. Milo, ran the saw and Arnold did the off-bearing.
As Arnold took each board from the saw, he counted the lumber as he did so and he knew
every foot of lumber that was cut each day. He did it in his head, never using paper and pencil.
Milo ran the saw, Arnold Off-bearer,(he was the record keeper of how they measured boards),
Charlie and Heber did logging and delivery. As their sons got older they also worked with
them. They had cabins up in Cottonwood,, right at the sawmill, and they stayed there in the
summer.
The George R Ransom Family was heavily involved in the locating of timber in the
cottonwood area, logging and sawing of lumber. George R and Hannah Ames Ransom had
twelve children, seven boys and five girls. The boys worked closely with their father and
continued the milling operation after their father’s death. The ransoms were very industrious
and worked very well together. This family perhaps furnished most of the lumber for the
homes, schools and churches that were constructed in the early years of the valley.
The following pictures are of family member and the saw mill operation.
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Naretta tells about her Step Father Milo, going to the top of Old Baldy; standing on top
he could hear the saw mills on the Cottonwood side and one on the Dempsey side at the same
time.
There was a saw mill located in the meadow area below where the Rencher lodge is
located. Uncle Milo told us about that saw mill. I don’t know that it was there for very long, and
then there was one down on what they call Mill Canyon. That is where the National Guard
came one summer and built a bridge across Cottonwood Creek .They stayed in this canyon
during the summer improving some of the roads.
George remembers, when he was 8 years old about 1938, his dad had an old pickup
and the sawmill was still operating. When they would go up to get slabs, they could hear, one
of the Ransom’s hollering, “Hear comes TJ and his boys”.
About 1948 the saw mills quit running. The sawmill wasn’t there when I married George
in 1956. There was evidence of it, piles of slab and sawdust, but no buildings.
After the sawmills shut down, the big logging trucks had to have permits to come in and
get logs. They would come in and get the logs after that and hire them to wherever they were
contracted.
We know from history that the men from Swan Lake would go up cottonwood to get
lumber for building the church house and also for their homes.

The big logging trucks coming out of Cottonwood
about 1969 when there was still a lot of activity
with the Logging Industry up Cottonwood.
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Cottonwood by Lillian V. Perkins
During the summer and fall of 1879
a Mr. Samuel Henderson of Clifton, Idaho
and one of his polygamist families were
living in a cabin in Cottonwood Valley east
and north of Swan Lake helping to get out
logs to have sawed into ties for the
construction of the Utah Northern Narrow
Gauge Railroad that was under
construction through the eastern side of
Cache Valley at that time.
When early winter came this
Henderson family remained in the Valley
longer than was wise; heavy snows came
early and they became snowed in and unable to get out over the mountains.
A very serious diphtheria epidemic was sweeping through the settlements and someone
no doubt carried germs to this Henderson family trapped in Cottonwood Valley. Their children
became afflicted and three of them died, one was a young man of 18 years named Sanford. I
do not know the names or ages of the other two children. Their father nailed together some sort
of temporary caskets out of scrap lumber found around the sawmill, and the children were
buried in the snow. Their relatives and friends in Clifton became very concerned about them
and some of the men made their way on snowshoes over the mountain and into the valley to
rescue them. By that time the family was out of food and they were in a very serious and pitiful
condition. Somehow those men who came to their rescue got them and the bodies of the dead
children out of the valley and over the mountain to their home in Clifton.
When he was a boy, Newell Hart of Preston, Idaho, heard his mother Evadina (Vady)
Henderson Hart relate the story of this tragedy. Vady was a daughter of one of the sons of this
Samuel Henderson family who were trapped by the deep snow in Cottonwood Valley. Newell,
upon hearing that one of his mother’s uncles, Orson Henderson, who was in Cottonwood
Valley with his parents at the time of that terrible hardship and tragedy was living in Montana
and Newell, then only a boy, hitchhiked to Montana to have an interview with Uncle Orson
concerning this story.
Recently, Newell related the story to me and I have compiled it as near as I can just as
Newell related it.
I personally knew all of the children after they were men and women of the Samuel
Henderson family except for the three who perished while trapped by deep snow in
Cottonwood Valley.
The story of the tragedy I have related happened more than one hundred years ago and
still no one resides in Cottonwood Valley but it is a beautiful summer range for cattle and herds
of sheep pasture on the higher elevations.
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Lake History
Compiled by Vickey from Belva’s collection. Photos from family collections.
Just south of the existing thriving little community there is a body of water that has been
in existence probably since the advent of Lake Bonneville. It has been noted there since the
earliest travelers and settlers arrived at the shores. The lake is beautiful with its wild life and
beautiful Swans. The great white stately swans have returned year after year in the spring and
fall. They nest in the lake while their young are born or feed here for a couple of weeks each
fall and spring. The lake is an unattractive lake but for some reasons it holds attraction to a
certain species of birds, Trumpeter and Whistler Swans, ducks, and geese, that have been
seen for many years according to early history and the very early Post Office record.
Throughout the years many tourists have come to see the birds.
From the history it is told that HO Harkness stripped the marsh meadows & drained the
land and Swan Lake and the Swans didn’t come for a while. When the surveyors were
surveying the old settlers were around and they claimed there were huge black or white swans
on the lake, and the statement was made by several oldies to this affect. “Don’t let anyone tell
you that there weren’t any Swans here.

Legend of Swan Lake:
So runs the legend like and antiphon
Of sadness chanted in a minor key;
There is a mirror-lake shaped like a swan
A-top the mountain where the winds blow free—
A silent Lake whose waters petrify
Each twig or leaf or bird that terries long
Within its mystic depths, that holds the cry
An Indian Princess gave, which stilled the song
Of night winds passing there when she was dreamed,
Cursed were the waters by the tribal Man of Medicine,
Long years the heavens frowned;
And every stalwart warrior of her clan
Mourned stoically her passing, yet no trace
Of her was found within the pool’s embrace
Cursed were the placid waves that stilled her breath,
Not one survived who dared to swim the lake.
Some power pulled the swimmer down to death
While earth winds moaned in the willow brake.
The pool is bottomless,” the Indians said,
The bodies never float but disappear,”
Within its depths, an ancient city, dead
And buried – send Gothic – every year
At certain times was seen by those who went
To solve the mystery, long, long ago,
The curse is lifting, yet in wonderment
We listen to the legend; and I know
Beside the lake in moonlight as I sigh,
It seems I hear an Indian princess cry.
Mabel Law Atkinson, Dayton, Idaho
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Migration of the Swans
They come in the middle of April each year and then return in the fall sometime in late October
or November, depending on the year. The community loves to watch them as they stay for
several weeks. Many birdwatchers come from miles around to watch and listen to their songs.

Spring 2011 - taken by Ann Yearsley
Picture by Bob Hadley Family

Picture by Scott & Sandra Henderson

Safe Within Her Wings - Unkown Origin

Swan Lake below Oxford Peak - Picture taken by Vickey Abbott
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A Winter for Ambush in Cache Valley
For the first third of Cache Valley’s known history, the most important reality to any sort
of life here were the Indians. Though the number of trappers and settlers killed by the Indians
was small, the threat of ambush and death was ever present.
The first known Indian murders - and five occurred within a few months - were in the
winter of 1831-1832. For one of those deaths we have considerable detail: that of David
Montgomery on March 9, 1832, at Swan Lake, Idaho.
Montgomery was a member of an American Fur Company brigade under the command
of Joseph Robidoux. After returning from the Salmon River country, the Robidoux Company
was making a spring hunt near the mouth of the Blackfoot River. A party of Bannock Indians
told them that another company of trappers was in winter camp in northern Cache Valley probably in the Battle Creek area. Robidoux assumed that the party was that of Andrew Drips,
who had returned from St. Louis with supplies the previous fall. And two men were sent south
to find them.
David Montgomery was accompanied by John Gray, a half-breed Iroquois Indian who
had come west with the British North West Company and who had been in the mountains
forever. Gray had been of the first Snake Country Expedition in 1818-1820. It was this
expedition from Fort Walla Walla which discovered and named Gray’s Lake for him. The same
expedition discovered and named Bear River and penetrated Cache Valley as far south as the
present site of Hyrum.
Gray and Montgomery left Robidoux’s camp on the Blackfoot River on March 5, 1832.
They followed the Snake, the Portneuf and Rush Creek into Cache Valley where they searched
the north end for some sign of Drips and his men. No luck. Guessing that the Bannock story
may have been a lure, the men decided to return to camp.
On March 8, near the present town of Banida, they discovered a small herd of buffalo,
the last known in Cache Valley, and after several wild shots they felled one of them and cut out
the tongue and several other choice pieces, then rode on to find fuel to cook the meat. They
found it in the willows that bordered Swan Lake, where they made camp in the middle of a wild
rose thicket. John Gray told the rest of the story to Warren Angus Ferris who included it in his
book of trapper life, “Life in the Rocky Mountains”:
“At dark we lay down, and my companion slept soundly. For my own part, I was
alarmed in the early part of the night by some unusual noise, which might have been
occasioned by the trampling of our horses, but which, together with a train of thoughts
foreboding evil, effectually prevented me from closing my eyes to sleep at all.
“ I arose early in the morning before it was yet light, and commenced kindling a fire, in
the course of which, having occasion for my powder horn, I called to Montgomery to hand it to
me. He immediately arose and stepped out, but sprang back to his bed the next instant
exclaiming Indians! Indians!
“At one bound I was with him, and the Indians commenced firing upon us. The rose
bushes which surrounded us only served to conceal us from view, but offered no resistance to
their balls, one of which grazed my neck. I immediately exclaimed, “Montgomery, I am
wounded.” The next instance he arose with gun to his face, in a sitting posture, but ere he had
time to shoot, his gun dropped from his hands, streams of blood gushed from his mouth and
nose, he fell backwards with a groan, and expired. I sprang up, and presented my gun to the
advancing Indians, determined to kill one of them, but they threw themselves down in the
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grass. I then wheeled and fled through the breaking ice of the lake, and exerted my utmost
strength to gain the opposite bank. One of their balls grazed my thigh and another cut out a
lock of my hair and stunned me so much that I could with difficulty keep my feet; however, I
succeeded in reaching the bank…”
Gray ran into a ravine and eventually eluded his pursuers, making his way back to
Robidoux’s camp. The ironic thing is, the trappers were not there. Not Drips, but a party of
American Fur Company trappers under W.H. Vandenburgh that had wintered in the south end
of the Valley, probably near the traditional rendezvous site southeast of Nibley. Vandenburgh’s
men had also suffered from the Indians. Four of his party had been killed by Bannocks or
Blackfeet during the winter.
Upon Gray’s return,
Robidoux broke camp and moved
south to Cache Valley. On March
18 they arrived at Swan Lake.
Ferris noted they “reached the
spot where Montgomery was
killed, the blood appeared quite
fresh on the grass where he had
been laid, but nothing could be
found of his remains, save a few
small bones. In justice to the
memory of a careless, goodnatured, brave, but unfortunate
comrade, we resolve to call the
pass from Cache Valley to the
Photo from the Valdez family
Portneuf ‘Montgomery’s Pass’.”
Today we know it as Red Rock Pass - geologically more descriptive, but historically less
interesting.
Published Jan. 15, 1979 - Reference: In the Beginning Cache Valley history as told in the
newspaper columns of A.J. Simmonds The Harold Journal

Like this swan with her little cygnets, Swan Lake protects us safely within her wings.
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Oxford Peak Photos
Photos by Ann Yearsley

Oxford Peak taken from the top of Nordick Cutoff Road

Oxford Peak & the Lavern Kendall homestead
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Red Rock Pass History
Compiled from Belva’s collection by Ann Yearsley. Photos by Ann Yearsley

View of Red Rock Pass From The South

Photo From Inside of the West Side Cave

Kissing Rock

Hole In The Rock
Red Rock Monument
One of our Eagle scouts, Jon Thomas, organized the project of installing the steps
going up to the Jefferson Hunt monument. There are many people who stop and visit this
monument and many classes from Idaho State University who come to examine the rocks and
formations in their Geological classes.
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Red Rock Pass Rich in History
At the northern most point in Cache
Valley is Red Rock Pass. Of the hundreds of
people who daily drive U.S. 91 through the
pass, probably few are aware that it is the
dividing line between the Pacific and Great
Basin drainage areas. Probably even fewer
realize the geologic significance of this
lonely, flat, stretch of ground; but the Pass
was created by and owes its chief fame to
the fact that through it Lake Bonneville
drained millions of acre-feet of water.
During the last ice age, the Great
Basin filled with numerous inland seas, the
largest of which was Lake Bonneville. At its height, perhaps 30,000 years ago, the lake
stretched nearly 400 miles long from Beryl Junction in Iron County, Utah, to Red Rock Pass in
Bannock County, Idaho. The shore line stood at some 5,150 feet above sea level. At the height
the campus of Utah State University and the site of the city of Preston were under 350 feet of
water.
Whether or not man ever looked on the lake is conjectural, but its shores were certainly
the haunts of woolly mammoths. Numerous tusks and skeletal parts have been discovered in
the valley’s gravel pits: Trenton, Logan and most recently Smithfield.
The gradual erosion at the head of Marsh Creek weakened the natural barrier at the head of
Cache Valley, and at some distant point in the past, the land bridge collapsed and a great
stream of water flowed out into Marsh Creek, Portneuf River, Snake River, the Columbia and
finally the Pacific Ocean.
The initial flow must have been a torrent; the deep river channel west of Arimo suggests
the force of the flood. Idaho geologists have traced the gentle valley on either side of the Snake
River as far downstream as Twin Falls to Bonneville waters. Indeed, many of the canals, which
irrigate the fertile Snake River Plain from American Falls, Minidoka and Milner Dams follow the
high-water line of the Bonneville flood.
The huge stream flow probably continued for over a year. Long enough to lower the
lake to 4,770 feet. At this height, the elevation of Red Rock Pass, Bonneville stabilized. Wave
action formed the most pronounced of the “benches” which ring the valley, and the deposits of
streams entering the lake created deltas at their mouths: Utah State University and River
Heights (from Logan River), Preston and Dayton (from Bear River), Weston (from Weston
Creek), Hyrum (from the Little Bear River).
Eventually rising temperatures and declining precipitation resulted in the steady decline
of Lake Bonneville to its present shrunken remnant, the Great Salt Lake. And Red Rock Pass
was left, quite literally, high and dry-many miles away from the waters which created it. Indeed,
it was not until the late 1880’s that Karl Grove Gilbert discovered the importance of the pass
and published his findings in the first monograph issued by the U.S. Geological Survey.
But in the interim, man had entered Cache Valley and had put the pass to his use.
Earliest use, no doubt, was Indian utilization of the mountain gap as a highway between
Marsh and Cache valleys. There is a persistent legend of a great battle fought there between
Artist L.A. Ramsey's interpretation of Lake
Bonneville flooding through Red Rock Pass.
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the Shoshone and the Crows (or Utes, depending upon the source one consults) in the early
years of the 19th century, about 1805. The tale is impossible to document at this late date, but
there is nothing inherently unbelievable about it.
After settlement the pass was sort of a no-man’s land between Cache Valley on the
south and the Shoshoni-Bannock Reservation on the north. After the 1862 discovery of gold in
Montana, the main trail between Cache and the mines ran through it. The somewhat
ambivalent legal status made the area a candidate of outlaws. At least two stage robberies,
one in 1866 and one in 1871, are known to have occurred near Red Rock.
The pass was finally settled in 1865 when Capt. Jefferson hunt of the Mormon Battalion
established a ranch at Red Rock. A monument to him stands atop a low knoll in the center of
the pass, and the private Hunt family cemetery is located at the base of it.
The mid-1870s saw additional ranches in the vicinity, in both Cache and Marsh valleys,
and in 1878 the Utah Northern Railroad pushed its narrow gauge tracks through the gap in
route to Montana. Roads and railroads have made Red Rock a highway, but it is still a lonely
spot whose ghosts include not only outlaws and Indians and ranchers, but also mammoths and
the sounds of many waters.
Published April 25, 1977 - Reference: In ‘God’s Lap’ Cache Valley history as told in the
newspaper columns of A. J. Simmonds - The Harold Journal.

Memories of the Little Red Rock Cabin by Ruby Drusilla Hillman Ames.
A few years ago, my cousins
and our children visited the little cabin
to hear my mother tell stories about
living there. She showed us where
everyone slept. The last two children
slept at the foot of Grandma and
Grandpa’s bed. We asked where the
closets were. And she said they were
lucky to have two outfits at a time so
they didn’t need much storage.
She told us a story about one
day when Grandpa Ira got mad and
stomped out the front door slamming
the door behind him, but didn’t
remember the screen door was fastened shut. It was a good thing he was small in stature.
Our family still loves to tell our children, friends and everyone who will listen to stories
about the little cabin in Red Rock. It only came to my attention in the past few years that
Grandpa had purchased that cabin in 1898 and sold it in 1928. I realized my grandparents had
lost the ranch because of the depression.
The older boys left the ranch to work in the cement plant in Inkom and one of my uncles
was herding sheep for the Kaziski’s in Dempsey Creek and my mother did most of the farming
then. See their entire family history in the Drusilla Hillman history.
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History of Jefferson Hunt
In a lonely little grave at the side of the highway, about midway
between Oxford and Downey, Idaho rests all that was mortal of one of
the great pioneers of Utah-Jefferson Hunt.
No Adequate sketch of the life of Jefferson Hunt has ever been
written. What this good man suffered and endured for the sake of his
religion and his church would, if properly told, make a gripping and
faith-promoting story. It is to be hoped that one of his posterity will take
the time to search out the facts and publish them to the world.
From the meager information available to the writer, the
following has been obtained:
Jefferson Hunt was born in Bracken County, Kentucky, on
January 20, 1803. He was the son of John and Martha Jenkins Hunt. At an early age he
moved with his parents to Illinois, and there, in 1823 he was married to Celia Mounts. In 1835
Jefferson Hunt was baptized.
When he joined the main body of the Saints, we do not know but the history informs us
that he was at Far West, Missouri. On July 4, 1838 (?) when the Saints celebrated
Independence Day and that he was the assistant marshal of the day.
He was driven out of Missouri in 1839, and listed his losses at $2,000. He moved to
Nauvoo and resided there until after the death of the Prophet, when he joined the Mormon
Battalion and was elected captain of Company A. Two of his grown sons, Gilbert and Marshall,
also enlisted. Captain Hunt then obtained permission for his wife Celia, and the entire family,
to accompany the Battalion. The smaller children were Hyrum, John, Joseph, Parley, Jane,
Harriet and Mary.
After terrible suffering the Battalion arrived at Santa
Fe in October 1846. There the women and children and the
sick were transferred to Fort Pablo, on the Arkansas River.
Captain Hunt continued with the Battalion to California. At
Los Angeles, in July 1847, he was discharged from the
army and set out eastward to find his family. How he made
his way across the Nevada desert we do not know, but he
and his son, Marshall , reached Salt Lake Valley and they
were no doubt overjoyed to find that Mrs. Hunt and the
smaller children had preceded him to the gathering place.
About 1849 Jefferson Hunt moved with his family to
Provo. The same year he acted as guide for a group of
gold seekers who were on their way to California. After his
return to Utah in 1850, he joined Amasa Lyman and Charles C Rich in leading a large colony of
Saints to southern California where they founded the city of San Bernardino.
When San Bernadino was abandoned in 1857, Jefferson Hunt returned with his family
to southern Utah. In 1860 he located in Ogden Valley, and the town of Huntsville was named
after him. How long he remained there we do not know, but by 1867 he had become a resident
of Oxford in Cache Valley. He died at Oxford on May 11, 1879. At that time the Deseret News
said of him, “He was ever a staunch defender of the truth and died in full faith of the Gospel?”
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Monument Inscription: "Captain Jefferson Hunt, soldier,
pioneer, and churchman. Born January 20, 1804 in
Kentucky. Died May 11, 1879 in Idaho. Charles Jefferson
Hunt served in the Mormon Battalion as captain of company
A and as assistant executive officer in its historic march
from Council Bluffs Iowa to San Diego, California 18461847. His service on the commendation of all whom served
with him. Under appointment by President Brigham Young
in 1851, Captain Hunt was guide for the pioneers to San
Bernardino, California. His pioneering services also included Provo, Parawan, and Huntsville
(which bears his name) in Utah and Oxford, Idaho. A convert to the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, he was loyal, obedient, and faithful to the end."

Red Rock Pass Cemetery
Bada, Ellen -Feb. 25, 1919 – Died from the Flu Epidemic
Barger, Abram LaFayette – May 6, 1838 – Sep. 1, 1916
Barger, Julia Ellen Hunt – May 27, 1852 – Sep. 8, 1932
Criddle, John Clark - Unknown
Hunt, Artimacy – 1859 - unknown
Hunt, Charles Jefferson – July 12, 1881, Dec. 31, 1904
Hunt, J. Frank – 1859 - 1917
Hunt, Capt Jefferson – Jan. 20, 1803 – May 11, 1879
Hunt, Liberty – Aug. 16, 1884 – Aug. 10, 1898
Hunt, Matilda Jane Nease – Jan. 1, 1828 – Oct. 22, 1865
Pratt, Celia - Unknown
Pratt, Myrtle G. - Unknown
Spidell, Syllvia Hunt – 1882 - 1916

Red Rock Cemetery is cared for by the family of Delos (Bud) Barger, grandson
of Abram LaFayette and Julia Ellen Hunt Barger, daughter of Jefferson Hunt.
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SWAN LAKE PATRIOTISM
AND OUR CITIZENS

ENTREPRENEUR
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Military History
Compiled by Ann Yearsley & Steve Smith from Belva’s collection, research & family photos.
A total of young men, 17 in number of our
very fine young men served in World War I. One
Orval N Merrill, brother of Bishop E. L. Merrill
died 13 Aug, 1918 while in France (quoting
Charles E. Pierce) Lt.Colonel in a letter written to
his parents, quote, ”You have already received
official advice concerning the death of the one
whom ‘you gave’ to your country and the world
for the saving of civilization”.
Forty six were called during World War II.
These young men served in every country in the world, in every kind of battle, in any kind of
weather, in every branch of service. Many were injured, some of them were at the front lines,
and some gave their lives. Gene Henderson, a commissioned Lieutenant in the Marine core
lost his life at Iowa Jima after 10 days. He was killed by Japanese Mortar fire on 4 March 1945.
Reed Henderson lost a body part.
Roy G. Merrill Sgt. was found dead of a bullet wound in Okinawa. He was in an enlisted
Military force detail.
In WW I there were 4,734 99 engaged in fighting 1917-1918.
46 in all were in WW II. In 1950, seven including Eloise Matkin as a cadet nurse; In
1954 eight others were called for service. In 1959 another four were called. There were four at
Viet Nam in 1969-70. Kent Hadley and Gene Yearsley are in the National Guard. Kent since
1969. At the time being, one is in an electronic school in Georgia.
Two, Thomas Hadley and Forrest Beckstead were Prisoners of war, one in Japan and
one in Germany.
Rex Hadley is a Major General in the air force received and was nominated by Pres.
Carter in 1977. 88 from our little community were pressed into service of their country.
Traveled all over the world.

Top left: PBY Plane
Search & Rescue. Doug
Sorensen & flight crew in
1944.
Top: Wayne Millard – US
Army – Alaska - 1942
Left: Doug Sorenson in his
unit.
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Above: Wayne in
Alaska during WWII
working on Alcan
Highway.

War Time Story: by Margaret Thomas Marchant
It was January of 1917—The North Wind whistled over the Red Rock Valley. The snow
lay crusty and glazed over its entirety. The world seemed to lie in silent terror, waiting –
waiting. Only the wind expressed openly its feeling of deep anxiety—War, fear, tanks, guns!
Ours was a little town whose young boys had volunteered—boarded the local train mid
teary goodbyes, and found themselves, homesick, frightened and alone in France. Tonight the
wind howled the grief of a frightened world. Victory for America tottered; but was there not yet
the great ocean between us and our enemies?
The pins on the big map behind the pot-bellied stove in the general store had been
arranged and re-arranged. The town fathers had spoken sadly as their crusty hands had gently
placed the pins in their new positions. “This is where our boys probably are tonight.” They said
wistfully.
There would be little news now until the “local” train arrived tomorrow or until a freight
train went by. There was always a chance that a conductor or brakeman might drop in while
passing through. Trains stopped often to take water, flush out the hobos and re-adjust cargo.
On occasions the train men ran in to pick up a few dozen fresh eggs, and leave a bit of recent
war news.
Darkness fell with a foreboding heaviness. Feeble kerosene lamps struggled to lift the
gloom. One by one the sages of the village filed out in to the icy night. Dad and I were left
alone. We’d check the fire, turn out the lights, bolt the door and brace ourselves for the walk
home.
We tucked our collars in, covered our ears, put on our gloves and left then dying
embers of the tiny fire. As we faced the windows, we heard the distant whistle of a train.
Quickly Dad relit the lamps and turned them high.
“Neither man nor beast must find our village without a gleam of light tonight.” He said. I
peered into the swirling white terror. From the north came the unmistakable rumble of wheels
and the distant lights of a train. “Could be another load of our boys.” said my father in a low
voice.
Through the ferocious storm a figure approached. The train came to a screaming halt.
The flagman signaled with his faint lantern. There was another grinding lurch and still another,
as if that great black demon were thrashing in pain. There was the sound of crashing steel—
the water flowed, splashed and blew in the wind.
The store door opened and in came a snow covered man. He stomped his feet
unceremoniously and said, “It is a terrible night. I haven’t seen a wilder one in all my
experience. How about a few eggs and a bit of your fire?” The eggs were packed carefully,
padded with excelsior and tied with a heavy string. Hard to tell just how long their trip might be,
or where they were to go.
The conductor warmed himself by the dying coals. He rubbed his hands, stomped his
feet, and talked—serious talk. No, his train was not loaded with soldiers. This train carried a
very precious cargo; coal for the war effort. It might keep moving he said. Its destination was
to remain a secret.
“Mr. Bain,” I heard my father say, “We are expecting a baby at our house any day now.
I am very worried. Our Doctor has the flu. We are going to have to depend upon whomever
we can to help with the delivery. Worst of all we have no coal.”
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The door opened and in came Jim Hadley. Shaking the snow from his cap and mittens
he called, “The phone working, Moroni? Ida is running a high fever, I’m afraid she’s got the flu.”
He turned and frantically cranked the telephone. One long, two shorts and a long. Everybody
in the village would be listening. They had their problems too, no doubt.
Soon the three of us were alone again.
“Mr. Thomas,” said to the thawing trainman. “I’d so like to help you, but I simply don’t
know how I could do it. We are carrying government property, the war effort, our boys in
France, etc.” He shifted his overshoes, “Of course,” he continued, “There’s no law that says a
man couldn’t pick up a few lumps of coal that might just accidentally fall off the cars. The two
back of the engine are the fullest.” The train groaned, and shifted its screeching weight. The
door closed behind the trainman, letting in a swirling blast of snow.
“Get those two burlap bags by the trap door,” said my father as he blew out a light and
closed the stove door. “Then get that new Flexible Flyer off the wall and bring the lantern.
We’re going for a little walk, “he said, with a new sound in his voice. We closed and bolted the
front door and dragged the shiny new sled and the burlap bags into the blustery night.
In the distance the train moaned it’s lonely good night. We braced ourselves against
the stinging cold. Across the tracks we hurried. “Why are we coming down here?” I asked.
“You’ll see”, said my father in a muffled tone.” As we neared the empty bunk house I knew.
There was a neat pile of beautiful black lumps of coal. Quickly we stuffed the bags. Their
sides bulged. Dad filled his arms, and somehow we dragged, pushed, and carried it all home.
How briskly Dad walked with his lantern. How buoyant were his steps. The shed door
closed on its precious contents. The lock snapped shut. We were home at last. The wind
whistled outside, but now we were safely inside, and there was a new peace on my father’s
face.
The next day mystery hung everywhere. Women went about our house with soft
whisperings—washing little faces, changing clothing, and laying out caps and coats. We
children were going somewhere. We were scheduled to go over to Aunt Pauline’s.
Time passed--night came. The little children fell asleep and were laid upon the bed. I
struggled with heavy eyelids. I must be awake when Dad came for us. “Oh please hurry, “I
thought, “we’ve waited for such a long time.”
It was late when we got home. Disinfectant hung like a cloak over everything and there
were lights in rooms I had never seen lighted before. A certain reverence seemed to hover
around our little home with its crisp faded curtains and its tired furniture.
“Speak softly,” whispered my father “Angels have been here.” He stopped by the
bedroom door “Would you like to see one?” he whispered. A single kerosene lamp burned on
the bureau. The little round heater boasted a few dying embers so warm and cheerful. There
lay my mother her long braids over a white pillow—a tiny wet curl upon her cheek—her eyes
closed, mouth gently smiling and on her arm our new baby sister.
“You may kiss her, “whispered my father. I took a long, long look at my sleeping mother
and the tiny pink face beside her, then silently bent over and planted a kiss. T’was then I felt
(as my father had said) that the quiet, the peace, and the comfort and the joy of heaven were
all there that night, and I could say as he had said, “Speak softly—Angels have been here.”
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World War I & Life in Swan Lake:

Written by Margaret Thomas Marchant

I was ten years old when World War One began. How clearly I remember the big map
of France and the war-torn area that was tacked on a post behind the stove in the Thomas
Merc Store. Pins were placed to designate the relative positions of each soldier who had been
shipped away to fight for their country. They had left midst the tears and sadness of families
and sweethearts. The whole village turned out as they left to watch train # 42 from the north
pick up the lonely frightened kids and carry them away to Salt Lake.
As the train came near there was crying, and deep sorrow. Mother’s clung to their sons and
sweethearts wept for their lovers. At last the train chugged away. Everybody waved goodbye.
One woman ran after the train and she was gathered up from between the ashes and the rails.
Our daily prayers changed from that time on. Our boys “over there” were always
included. Papers brought news of the war, but they always arrived several days late. Each
evening the “minds” would gather, and readjust the pins, always making allowances for the
dangers some of these boys might be in. With all this going on in France, there were many
times when speculation had the war on American soil, Involving our homes and families. I as
always comforted when one of the wiser persons would conclude with “well, we have the ocean
between us.” I could go home then, and feel secure. The ocean was the barrier in 1918.
War brought food rationing. We were required to use with 50 pounds of flour a certain
percentage of bran, oatmeal or other wheat substitutes. Mother learned to make bread using
these additions with varying degrees of success, and we did not complain. However, we had a
woman who came to the store for groceries and said, “I’ve sent my son to fight, and I’ll be
d--- if I’ll eat that kind of junk.” Dad said, “Jenny, you’re required to take the substitutes
whether you use them or not.” I still don’t know what she used them for.
Note: The Postcard below was in a collection of old post cards from the early history of
Swan Lake from Erma Abbott.
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Swan Lake Service Men & Women
** Denotes Killed in action

* Denotes Prisoner of War

Lael Abbott
Army Logistics Officer
Vietnam

Scott Lael Abbott
Army
Armoured Officer

Elvin Adams
National Guard
Iraq

Logan Beckstead
Army - WWI
France

Harry Gambles
Army
Korean War - Germany

Helen Gambles
Navy Nurse

Milton B Gambles
Army

Japan and Korea

Phil Gambles
National Guard
Fort Ord, CA

Theron Gambles
Air Force – WWII
Texas

Zeb Gambles
Army – WWII
European Theater

Kay Gibbs
Army – WWII
Japan

Ned Gibbs
Army – WWII
Korea
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Richard Gibbs
Army - WWI
France

Thomas Gibbs
Marines
Vietnam

Douglas Warren Hadley* Jack Marriner Hadley
Army – WWII European
Navy– WWII
Theater, Germany
Midway - Pacific Theater

Max D. Hadley
Army Military police
Korean War - Germany

Monte R. Hadley
Air Force

David Ralph Hadley
Army
WWI and WWII

Dean H. Hadley
Army – WWII
European Theater

Kent Hadley
National Guard

Louis Hadley
Army - WWI
France

Ocie Jay Hadley
Norda Carmen Hadley
U.S. Nurse Cadet Corp Army - WWII. 1st Special
Service Force

Our immense gratitude goes out to all those who have served to ensure the freedom
of the United States so the people of Swan Lake could live such wonderful lives.
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Major General Rex
Hadley – Air Force
WWII – Korean War

Richard Atheling Hadley
Air Force & Army
WWII - Pacific Theater

Vivian Hadley
Thomas Wayne Hadley*
Navy – WWII
Navy – WWII
POW in China
Midway - Pacific Theater

Orrin Hatch
Army MP – WWII
Germany – Korean War

Robert (Bob) Hadley
Army – WWII
European Theater

Willard (Dutch) Hadley
Army - WWI
France

Bob Hayes
Navy
Korean & Vietnam

Arthur Heckert
Army – WWII
European Theater
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Ryan Hadley
Army National Guard

Tom Harris
Army - WWI
France

Dale Henderson
Army – WWII
Japan - Korea

Gene Henderson**
nd
2 Lt. Marines - WWII
Purple Heart Iwo Jima

Lavel Henderson
Army – WWII
France

Ray Henderson
Army – WWII
France

Reed Henderson
Army – WWII
European Theater

Roy Henderson
Marines
Vietnam

Shawn Henderson
Marines
Iraq

William Johnson
Army - WWI
France

Joseph Kay
Army – WWII
Japan & Phillipines

Max Kay
Army – WWII
Germany

Eugene Martin
US Army
Fort Belvoir, Virginia

Lee Martin
US Army Korean
st
101 Airborne

Lynn Martin
US Navy
Vietnam
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Van Martin
US Army
Vietnam

Eloise Matkin
Army
Cadet nurse

George Matkin
Army – WWII
France - Germany

Joseph McKenzie
Army - WWI
France

Duane Adelbert Merrill
Army - WWI
France

Roy G.Merrill**
Marines – WWII
Killed in Okinawa

Orval Merrill **
WWII - Army
Killed in France

Wayne Millard
Army – WWII
Alaska

Frank Nisson
WWII - Army
Belgium

Kenneth Nisson
Army Air Forces - WWII
North Africa and Italy

Clyde Leroy Petty
Navy

Keith Petty
Navy – Harvard
Pacific Allied Transport
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Ed Quigley
Army - WWI
France

Steve Smith
Army
Vietnam

Craig Sorensen
Navy – Vietnam War
Cuba

Douglas Sorenson
Navy Pilot - WWII
Port Angeles, WA

Gene Sorenson
Army – WWII
Camp Carson, CO

Jed Dee Thomas
Army
Korea - Germany

John Thomas
National Guard
Iraq

Martel Thomas
Army – WWII
France

Quentin Thomas &
Shackrack
WWII - Classified

William Dorris Thomas
Army – WWII
France - Germany

Don Albert Westover
Navy

Westover, Reed
Korean War

A Military Veteran is anyone that served in the Armed Forces. A Veteran can be a combat veteran, a
reservist, or an active duty service person. Some Veterans are burdened by Survivors guilt or for
other reasons prefer not to be listed. Their wishes will be honored. Thanks to Steve Smith for
gathering many photos and information.
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Kim Wight
Army Reserves – Army
Korea

Gary Yearsley
National Guard

Landon Yearsley
Army
Afghanistan

Ryan Yearsley
Army Reserves
Afghanistan

Left

Tom Adams
Army – Hawaii

Ivan Nisson
WWII - Army
North Africa & Italy
Purple Heart-Silver Star
And

Percy Norman Beckstead
Army - WWI

Guy Lyle Martin
Army - WWII

Gene Henderson
and his Purple Heart

Jacob Blanchard
Army - Japan
Gene Martin Condie
Air Force

Forrest Beckstead*
WWII - Army
Prisoner of War
In Germany

Ken Doney
National Guard

Cluff Petty - WWII
European Theater

Evelyn Thomas
National Guard - Iraq

Fenton Matkin
Army

Swan Lake “Dough Boys” of WWI
BR: LR Lou Hadley, Tom Harris, Logan
Beckstead, Ed Quigley, Joe McKenzie
FR: Dick Gibbs, Irvin Waddoups, Duane
Merrill, Dutch Hadley, Willie Johnson
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War Time Line
1917-1918: World War I: On April 6, 1917, the United States declared war with Germany
and on December 7, 1917, with Austria-Hungary, Entrance of the United States into the war
was precipitated by Germany’s submarine warfare against neutral shipping and the
Zimmermann Telegram. Over 116,708 US military were killed in action. 17 served from Swan
Lake war and 2 were killed in action.
1941-1945 – World War II: On December 8, 1941, the United States declared war with
Japan in response to the Bombing of Pearl Harbor. Germany declared war against the
United States. Over 416,800 US military were killed in action. 46 served from Swan Lake and
2 were killed in action.
1951-1953- Korean War: The United States responded to North Korean invasion of South
Korea by going to its assistance, pursuant to United Nations Security Council resolutions. US
forces deployed in Korean exceeded 300,000 during the last year of the conflict. Over 35,000
US military were killed in action. 12 served from Swan Lake
1959-1975 - Vietnam War: After attacks on US destroyers in the Tonkin Gulf, and a
communist attack on a US installation in central Vietnam, the United States escalated its
participation in the war to a peak of 543,000 military personnel by April 1969. 58,220 U.S.
service members died in the conflict. 8 served from Swan Lake
1990 - 1991 – Persian Gulf War: Operation Desert Shield & Operation Deseret Storm.
On January 16, 1991, US forces attacked Iraqi forces and military targets in Iraq and Kuwait in
conjunction with a coalition of allies and under United States Security Council resolutions.
Combat operations ended on February 28, 1991. 294 US military were killed in action.
2001 9/11 - September 11 – Al Qaeda terrorists crash airplanes into the Twin Towers in New
York City and the Pentagon in Washington D.C.
2001 – Present - War in Afghanistan. The War on Terrorism begins with Operation
Enduring Freedom. On October 7, 2001 US Armed Forces invade Afghanistan in
response to the 9/ll attacks and begin combat action in Afghanistan against Al Qaeda
terrorists and their Taliban supporters. As of October 29, 2011, there have been 1,678
American fatalities. 1 served from Swan Lake
2003-2011 – War in Iraq: Operation Iraqi Freedom March 20, 2003 The United States
leads a coalition that includes Britain, Australia and Spain to invade Iraq with the stated goal
being “to disarm Iraq in pursuit of peace, stability, and security both in the Gulf region and in
the United States. As of May 28, 2010, there were 4,404 American fatalities. 3 served from
Swan Lake.
2011 – War on Terrorism: Osama Bin Laden is killed by US military forces in Pakistan (no
real evidences)
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Patriotism in Swan Lake
By Vickey Lee Abbott
The young people learn through 4-H clubs about parliamentary procedure and from the
various clubs and organizations they participate in at the High School. The people in the
community have always been more than willing to support their country in the military and show
respect for the flag whenever it is flown. It is flown at the 4th of July celebrations, the
24th of July, and in the Military Rites on Memorial Day.

On Sept,11, 2001 - when the AL Qaeda terrorists attacked the Twin Towers in New York
and the Pentagon in Washington D.C. by crashing three airplanes into them with many
American Citizens aboard the planes in a suicide crash. The Hadley family went out on
Swan Lake which was empty of water and carved out in the mud with a four wheeler
“GOD BLESS AMERICA” which is pictured below as best as we could get it to show you

Play: The following play written by Max and Diane Kay and presented in our ward was
another wonderful way the people in town exhibited their loyalty to our free country. I noticed in
the past there were different pictures showing costumes that indicated there were many of this
type of production presented in the community over the years.

Patriotic Program, July 25, 1987
This program was written and produced by Max and Diane Kay for the annual 24th of July
Celebration in Swan Lake Ward.
History is the recorded pilgrimage of the soul of man, as expressed by his words and
deeds. It’s material is limitless. When dealing with such a stupendous world power as the
United States of America, the historian can draw from every word and every deed of every
man, woman, and child who ever lived upon or even passed through any portion of this wide
land. From these, history selects only the most outstanding and significant achievements, as
worth of memory forever. We would like to share some of these with you tonight.
Colonizers came from the hour when a tiny decked ship and two tinier ships, holding a
bare eighty-eight men, bore westward over the unknown ocean two months and 8 days, and in
the dawning of the ninth, discovered America at last. These were joined by the coming of the
English, French, Dutch and Swedes, to join the Spaniards in this newly discovered overseas
wilderness. Towns, forts and cities grew where only forest had been. There were wars and
treaties that eventually cleared the narrow seaboard from Maine to Florida of all but the 13 little
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English colonies, and the callous oppressions that drove the great hearted among these to
wean themselves from their harsh tyrannical mother, and emerge as a nation in their own right.
In the summer of 1774, General Thomas Gage, a British commander-in-chief of
Massachusetts Bay Colony was instructed to enforce order among the colonists. He forbade a
meeting of the colonial assembly. It met in spite of the order and began to collect powder and
other military supplies and took over the government of all Massachusetts except Boston,
where the commander had his English regiments on guard. Parliament proceeded to declare
that a state of rebellion existed in the American Colonies.
On the night of April 18, 1775, General Gage (who was Governor also), sent a
detachment of troops to arrest the so called traitors, John Hancock and Samuel Adams, and
sent other troops to capture the powder and other military supplies at Concord.
Paul Revere, a patriot, and several other patriots, learning of the intended attack,
galloped off through the night, warning the farmers to take arms and warning the guardians of
the military stores.

How familiar the words of Paul Revere’s Ride:
Listen, my children, and you shall hear
Of the midnight ride of Paul Revere,
On the eighteenth of April, in seventy-five;
Hardly a man is now alive
Who remembers that famous day and year
He said to his friend, “If the British march
By land or sea from the town tonight,
Hang a lantern aloft in the belfry arch
Of the North Church tower as a signal light,
One if by land and two, if by sea;
And I on the opposite shore will be,
Ready to ride and spread the alarm
Through every Middlesex, village & farm,
For the Country folk to be up & to arm.”
Well, because of Paul Revere and the other patriots, when the redcoats reached Lexington,
they found a company of minutemen or militia ready to fight, under their commander Captain
Parker.
The British Major commanded the rebels to disperse. They refused. The British fired a
volley of musket shots into their midst, killing and wounding eight. They marched on to
Concord and destroyed what powder had not been hidden and started their return to Boston,
but their route was between stone walls and apple orchards, which were concealing armed
farmers and militiamen…..and thus began the Revolutionary War.
DANCE DONE TO “BRITISH KEPT A-COMING”
The second Continental Congress assembled on May 10, 1775. While in session, Colonel
William Prescott with 1200 followers captured Bunker Hill and Breed’s Hill, commanding
Boston. The British had warships in the harbor and opened fire but could not drive the
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Americans from their position. Gage ordered General Howe to storm the height. Twice he
marched his men up to within 50 yards of the American troops and twice the militia, who
withheld their deadly fire until they could see the whites of the enemy’s eyes, drove them back.
MUSIC: THE BATTLE CRY OF FREEDOM
In June, 1776, Richard Henry Lee of Virginia moved that….”these united colonies are and of
right ought to be free and independent states and that they are absolved from all allegiance to
the British Crown.” This motion was not voted on until July 1st and a committee was appointed
to draw up a Declaration of Independence. Thomas Jefferson was the head of the committee
and on July 4, 1776, the Declaration of Independence was adopted. The opening paragraph of
this Declaration is familiar to all of us.
“When in the Course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the
political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume among the powers of
the earth, the separate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature and of Nature’s God
entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the
causes which impel them to separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men
are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that
among these are Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness.”
BETSY ROSS ON STAGE

MUSIC: THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER

Now that their Independence had been declared, they needed their own flag. The first flag
has become known to us as the Betsy Ross flag. It had 13 stars—representing a new
constellation, white stars on a blue ground….13 stripes, alternate red and white.
It was adopted June 14, 1777 as our national flag. George Washington said, “we take the
red from our mother country, separating it with white stripes, thus showing that we have
separated from her, and the white stripes shall go down to posterity representing liberty.”
This is the story of
Your flag, and my flag
And how it flies today
In your land and my land
And half a world away
CONSTITUTION SCENE ON STAGE
The revolutionary War dragged along through weary years of uncertainty and suffering to be
finally terminated by the surrender of Yorktown on October 19, 1781 and Treaty of Peace
signed in 1783.
The framers of the Constitution met in May 1787 at Independence Hall. The world was not
accustomed to democracy. The self-government of nations seemed to be a mere dream. Yet
in 87 working days, the delegates by September 17, 1787, had completed the framework of a
system that was new in human experience. It was so wisely conceived that it has survived 200
years, during which time all other important nations of the world have revised their forms of
government. Small wonder that the English Statesman, Gladstone, declared “ that the
American Constitution is, so far as I can see, the most wonderful work ever struck off at a given
time by the brain and purpose of man.”
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LISTEN TO THE WORDS OF THE PREAMBLE TO THE CONSTITUTION:
We the People of the United States, in order to form a more perfect union, establish justice,
insure domestic tranquility provide for the common defense, promote the general welfare, and
secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity, do ordain and establish this
Constitution for the United States of America.
The American concept of democracy in government had its roots in religious belief.
Woodrow Wilson said, “Our civilization cannot survive materially unless it be redeemed
spiritually. It can be saved only by becoming permeated with the spirit of Christ and being
made free and happy by the practices which spring out of that spirit.
PIONEER SCENE ON STAGE

MUSIC: COME, COME, YE SAINTS.

When the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints was about 16 years old and had some
20,000 members, they had been persecuted and driven from place to place by evil inspired
mobs. The Saints gathered from all parts of the world to join the exodus to Zion.
This journey was hard. They suffered Indian attacks, illness, death, bad weather, hunger
and many other hardships. They met trappers and traders who advised them not to locate in
the Salt Lake Valley. President Brigham Young became ill with mountain fever but was in
constant communion with the Lord to be able to guide the Saints to a place where they could
settle and worship according to their desires. He had never visited the Salt Lake Valley, except
in a vision, but when the main company entered the valley, he requested his carriage to be
turned so he could see, too ill to stand and the vision he had so often seen, lay before
him…and he said, “This is the place, drive on.” Here was a place where the Lord could protect
and bless his people.
STATUE OF LIBERTY ON STAGE

MUSIC: AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL

One of our most famous historical figures is not a person, but a statue, a symbol of
friendship and of the liberty that citizens enjoy under a free form of government. It was given to
the United States in 1884 by France. We call her Miss Liberty…she is the Statue of Liberty.
The statue represents a proud woman, dressed in a loose robe, right arm holding a great
torch raised high. Left arm holding a tablet bearing the date of the Declaration of
Independence. The crown of spikes like sun rays on her head. At her feet is a broken shackle,
symbolizing the overthrow of tyranny.

LISTEN TO HER WORDS:
“Give me your tired, your poor,
Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free,
The wretched refuse of your teeming shore,
Send these, the homeless, tempest-tossed to me
I lift my lamp beside the golden door.
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We have only touched briefly on the history of our beloved Country. On the 17th of
September 1987, we commemorate the two-hundredth birthday of the Constitution. This year
should be a time of learning about our Country and the great Constitution which was framed by
our founding fathers. Theirs was a combined wisdom derived from heavenly inspiration,
knowledge of political government from ages past, and of their own experience.
We wish to honor more than those who brought forth the Constitution. We honor the Lord
who revealed it. God himself has borne witness to the fact that He is pleased with the final
product of the work of these great patriots.
JOSEPH SMITH ON STAGE

MUSIC: OH HOW LOVELY WAS THE MORNING.

In a revelation to the Prophet Joseph Smith on August 6, 1833, the Savior admonished: “I,
the Lord, justify you, and your brethren of my church, in befriending that law which is the
constitutional law of the land.”
A few years later, Joseph Smith, while unjustly incarcerated in a cold and depressing cell of
Liberty Jail at Clay County, Missouri, frequently bore his testimony of the document’s divinity:
“The Constitution of the United States is a glorious standard and is founded in the wisdom of
God. It is a heavenly banner.”
We pay honor…honor to the document itself, honor to the men who framed it and honor to
the God who inspired it and made possible its coming forth.
MUSIC: GOD BLESS AMERICA
While the storm clouds gather far across the sea,
Let us swear allegiance to a land that's free,
Let us all be grateful for a land so fair,
As we raise our voices in a solemn prayer.
God bless America,
Land that I love.
Stand beside her, and guide her
Through the night with a light from above.
From the mountains, to the prairies,
To the oceans, white with foam
God bless America, My home sweet home
God bless America, My home sweet home.

Julia Merrill and
Joyolin
Henderson
working as voting
registrars at
Thomas Merc on
November 2,
2011.
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Voting & Registrars in Swan Lake
Compiled from Belva Hadley collection
1863 Idaho territory was organized out of parts of Washington, Nebraska and the Dakota
Territories with Lewiston the capitol.
1864: Boise through a resolution was passed on to become the Capitol. It became the
capitol in 1865.
1865, 4 March. First governor was William H Wallace.
First political convention in Idaho was held at Mount Idaho for the republicans.
The first general election in Idaho was held 31 Oct. 1863.
Owyhee County was First County established by the territorial legislature on 31 Oct. 1863
1870 First Census of Idaho taken 14,999 or, 17 people to square mile.
1889 A constitutional convention composed of 68 members, met at Boise on 4th of July and
after laboring 28 days formed a constitution for the state of Idaho and adopted it on Aug. 6.
1889. It was approved by the people on Nov. 5th by a vote 12,398 to 1,773.
1890 Idaho admitted to the Union as the 43rd Sate on July 3rd. The first legislation and state
wide election were held.
1893 A system of state wagon roads enacted by the Legislature to connect Northern Idaho to
Southern Idaho. Bannock County was crated.
1896 In 1896 a joint Memorial to Congress the Idaho Legislature called for extending the right
to vote to include women.
1901 Free traveling Library was established.
1931 The direct Primary was restored for statewide officers.
1936 In March William E Borah became Idaho’s first ever Presidential candidate.
1956 A constitutional amendment was enacted to provide for the reelection of a governor.
1967 The voting age was lowered from 21 to 18 years.
1976 US Senator Frank Church became a candidate for President of the United States, the first
Idahoan to run for President since William E. Borah in 1936
1978 The voters passed an initiative limiting property taxation to 1 % of market value.
1980 Idaho’s latest census showed 943,938 with a population density of 11.29 people per
square mile (refer to 1870)
1980 The names of the party’s nominees for precinct registrar’s posts are given to the county
clerk. As of now the Downey registrars register Swan Lake People.

Voting A God Given Right -

Belva T Hadley
Every village doesn’t or hasn’t had so good a voting average as Swan Lake throughout
the years accordingly.
A practice has been to get everyone out to vote. Right or wrong – but who knows for
sure and who to vote for?
We’ve been taught almost from the cradle to pray and to study and learn all we can
about the people we vote in office. We should be very careful of our selection.
Well, to start the things rolling a registrar is chosen to register every eligible 21 year old
(now 18) person to sign their name stating they are of age and have established or born a
resident in Idaho for so many months or years whichever is required.
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Pauline Thomas acted as registrar position for many years. At her death the
Democratic Precinct Committeemen of Swan Lake suggested Belva T. Hadley as registrar.
Joan Matkin took on the job for about 8 years and then again Belva Hadley was assigned that
work until 1980 when Precinct 79 was no more because of new zoning laws in the county. Fay
T. Merrill became registrar in 1980 and acted in that role and as chief judge until she died in
2008. Julia Merrill took over that position and has been acting as Chief Judge until the present
time.
The registrars were among the judges of Election.
The elections have always been held in the Thomas Merc store at the primaries in May
or August as well as the General Election in November.
One reason we have such a very good turn out as we do. – The neighbors come for
groceries , the mail, and stop to visit – and are soon in the humor of voting.
There has been very little absentee voting – some serving in the armed forces, very few
away at college and very seldom anyone on vacation or ill.
Martel Thomas usually swears the clerks and judges in and also acts as Constable.
For many years Leonard Carlson or Chauncey Thomas served as Constable and gave
the official opening” Hear ye, hear ye, the polls are now open” or “are now closed”.
Chauncey Thomas served as Democratic Committeemen for many years. James
Abbott at present has that thankless job and has done so for years.
The last listing or so called for everyone‘s social security number, also their age.
The candidates used to visit each little hamlet, village, or metropolis of an evening and
tell their views, their party affiliations, their plans and hopes, their qualifications for
Governor, Lieutenant, Governor, Superintendent of Public Instructions, Senators,
Representatives, a town precinct Committee Man, or etc.
It was in the fall of 1931 that five of us, Lil, Margaret, Florence, Erma and I became
involved in a way. A state representative was running from here and in as much as he was
being honored by having a rally here in town, we prepared several songs and used the
candidates’ names in place as we sang along. They enjoyed them so much that we became
part of the caravan and traveled all over the county; helping the candidates out by raising our
voices in praise!
C. Ben Ross was running for Governor at the time and was really proud of our success
as well as his own as he won the race. The songs and music are long forgotten but not the
thrill and experience we had especially as our own candidate won as well as Governor C.B.
Ross and three of the group. We had done our duty to God, our state and our candidates.

Voting Today by Julia Merrill
The elections have always been important to people in Swan Lake. Almost 100% of the
voters turn out for elections. We haven’t always had our own precinct because we were split
with Downey and shared their precinct for a time. There were still elections in Swan Lake at
the store but we were under Downey. We now have our own precinct number again and we are
on our own. The chief judge takes charge of the election and the registers can register new
voters. There are also clerks that can help at an election if needed. Swan Lake normally just
uses the chief judge and the registrar due to size. Some of the people that have worked at the
election are Glenna Joy Yearsley, Betty Gambles, Lorie Gambles, Fay Merrill, Last year we
had to go to the county to make sure we kept our precinct here in Swan Lake.
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Belva Hadley’s handwritten list of Eligible Voters in Swan Lake
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Politicians from Swan Lake
Compiled by Vickey from Belva’s collections, and research

James Franklin Hunt, May 7, 1858 - June 11, 1917
A native of Parowan, Utah, where his parents camped on their way
from San Bernardino to Ogden, J. Frank Hunt grew up on a ranch
near Oxford, Idaho. His father, a Nauvoo legion major and a
Mormon Battalion captain, assisted C. C. Rich in founding San
Bernardino, where he lived until that settlement was recalled to Utah
during Albert Sidney Johnston’s Utah campaign. Frank Hunt
became a Mormon missionary and bishop before completing
fourteen years of legislative service (1895-1896, 1901-1910, and
1913-1914), including three terms as speaker (1903-1908)
followed by two more as state senator. Nominated as a Republican
candidate for lieutenant governor in 1898, he lost to a Silver
Republican-Democratic nominee. He also was appointed an Idaho
State Reform School trustee after serving as a legislative sponsor
for that institution.
32 Oct 1913 Senator J Frank Hunt of Swan Lake has been named by Governor Haines as
one of the Delegates to the fifth National Conservation Congress to be held in Washington D.
C. on November 18-20 1913

Lewis J Petty, County Commissioner
He was elected Bannock County Commissioner of the first
district on November 3, 1924 (his birthday) and re-elected in 1926
and 28. Petty said the policy of the commissioners was “pay as you
go.” They didn’t believe in going into debt and believed in doing
those things that would do the most good, such as building and
maintaining adequate roads with available equipment. Serving with
Petty were Commissioners Charlie Bassett, chairman and George
Gittens, all members of the Republican Party.
The salary of a commissioner was $900 a year, plus
expenses. While doing their work as commissioners, Petty made the trip to Pocatello by
driving a Model A Ford or by train.
When he went out as commissioner, Bannock County was one of the two counties in
the state with no bonded indebtedness, and the anticipated revenues surpassed anticipated
expenditures.
While serving as a Commissioner he was able to help influence the Power and Light Co
to bring electricity to Swan Lake.
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Ira Hillman: 1899-1900
He served as a Bannock County Commissioner for one year.

Orval E Hendricks
In the early 1930’s he became a member of the Idaho State
legislature. He served for five terms and became floor leader of the
Democratic Party. He was a member of the House of
Representatives at the 21st, 22nd, 23rd, 24th and 25th sessions
He was instrumental in the establishment of a Four-Year
university at Pocatello. This position he held until in 1943, due to ill
health, he had to resign.

James Abbott:
Served 17 seventeen years as Bannock County
Commissioner & state representative. During the early years as
commissioner, he hitch hiked to Pocatello to save money
Jim was commissioner when the old General hospital was
sold to Idaho Farm Bureau. The action brought the state office of
this company to Bannock County. County fair grounds were moved
to their present location and the on-going building program started.
Bannock Nursing Home was built. The first Senior Citizens ‘Center
was organized in Bannock County. Additions were made to Marsh
Valley and Bannock Memorial hospitals. Jim was always trying to
help the senior citizens of our county.
Jim helped organize Marsh Valley School District bringing five schools into one. He
was chairman when its first bond election was passed. .
Mr. Abbott served one term as Bannock County Representative at Boise. In the State
legislature, Jim served on the Education & local Government Committees.
Notes by Vickey: There have been several from Swan Lake who have represented Marsh
Valley High School at Girls State and Boys State. They prepared a talk and presented it to The
Federated Women’s Club who has sponsored students at this event in Boise. They learn how
the legislature works and have their own bills to present and act upon. It’s a great learning
opportunity to appreciate our Democratic government. I know my husband, Brent, and
daughter Wendy attended. Cheryl Thomas and Emily Leighton also were chosen for this
opportunity. There are probably many others I’m not aware of.
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Characters That Lived In Town
by Margaret Thomas
My life would be incomplete without an account of some of the characters that
surrounded me. The store formed the center for gathering of the minds.
There were Jim, Joe and Wally, McKenzie who lived below the tracks. Jim was a very
tall man with only one leg. He was a frightening creature as he sat on the top of a big barrel
with only one leg hanging over. His arms were strong, and when he touched me with his big
hands, I scurried out of his reach, as fast as I could.
Wally Makenzie was the philosopher. He seemed to have all the answers. When
January arrived with its melting snow he’d speak with great wisdom. For Example: “I’ve never
seen a January without a thaw yet and I’ve seen hundreds of them.” Wally was not known for
his many accomplishments. However, he did build a house down by Lionel Merrill’s which was
reported to be, “As crooked as a dog’s hind leg”.
NOTE: Carmen Westover told me (Vickey Lee in 2011) “When I was a little girl, I was
playing in the road in front of the store and an outfit was coming south, Wally ran from the
store, picked me up and saved me!”
Tom Danahy was a very sad and lonely old man. Sam Thomas had bought the store
from him, and the first recollection I have of him was that he lived up the street past
Beckstead’s and almost to Red Rock in a one room shack. This bewhiskered man walked
down the street almost every day to see if there was any mail. As the
old man walked in the heat of the sun, he kicked stones out of the
roadway “so the horse’s feet won’t get cut” he’d say. We used to
wonder about his family or who it was that he was expecting those
letters from. Years later when he grew sick and needed help,
somehow a niece and nephew was located who made arrangements
and took him away.
However, there was a time when several of us decided to go
up and see where the old man lived. It was said that he survived on
ground wheat and canned tomatoes and that his best friends were
mice, rats, and ground squirrels.
We went inside this one roomed log shack- there was a cot
propped up on bricks. The bedding was indescribable. There were a
few old pots and pans on a table. Some nails in the wall held a couple
of pairs of pants, an old coat and his sweaty old felt hat. Outside there
was an old chair with a yellowed newspaper. There was sagebrush to the north, south, east
and west, and as far as one could see, nature took its course.
The old man made us welcome and we stayed long enough to see a family of
chipmunks come when he called them, and there were rats as well. When we asked about
them he said, “they were there first, and he had no right to deny them their homes.”
Up the hill to the east of our home lived a man we spoke of simply as Mr. Bailey. With
him there lived a woman known as Mrs. Faucett. As far as anyone knew they were not
married. They lived apart from everyone. The two roomed cabin was clean, neat and well
cared for with its turf roof and muslin lined ceiling. This was my first experience with unlicensed
marriage.
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Early in the mornings they could be seen working the farm together, walking up and
down the rows and in the evening at sunset their glass windows shone down at us like eerie
giant cat’s eyes.
From my earliest memories I recall Mr. Henderson, who had lost both legs and walked
on his knees, using padded leather contrivances Dad had made: Cowhide formed the wide
base which covered the legs below the knee, and came in contact with the ground. Sheepskin
made a soft padding and they were strapped on with leather strips and buckles. In spite of his
handicap, this fully bearded old man with the wide brimmed hat, could take hold of the top of a
wagon wheel, pull him to the hub, and be on the wagon seat before you could wink your eye.
He’d take the reins in hand, spit out a long brown string of tobacco juice, yell at the horses and
be on his way. If he ever took hold of a person, his hands had the strength of steel. I used to
run for home when I saw him coming.
A woman by the name of Mrs. Barger lived up in an area we called Red Rock just north
of Swan Lake somewhere. She used to drive down to the store in a little one horse buggy to
do her shopping and trade her eggs. One Sunday she came (The store was not always closed
on Sunday, but this day it happened to be.) She came to our house and said she had some
trading to do, and she thought the day was Saturday. Dad said he’d go down and take care of
what she needed.
The eggs were counted, and Mrs. Barger asked how much she would be paid for them.
Dad said the going rate was 12 cents a dozen. Her hands flew to her hips; she stood tall and
yelled, “Twelve cents a dozen.” That ain’t worth what it cost for the wear and tear on them
hens.”
Aunt Martie told all kinds of stories: She lived next door, with her husband Seth Gibbs
and adopted daughter Ruth. She was the town gossip. My mother was flabbergasted when I
told her the stories I repeated that Aunt Martie had told me. But if we were around and stories
were told we heard them, and I’m sorry to say I listened to a great many in my early years.
It was common to hear her say she was “broke flatter than a flitter,” or she felt sadder
“than a dog on his belly.” When an accident happened she’d say, “O shit, “or “Damn it all to
hell.” These were mild samples. She’d wash the front windows and sing “Never was and
never will be, a constipated fly.” For a beginning these will do. She could say more things that
were worse.
Martie knew every sales person, drummer as we called them,
whoever came by and every conductor that stopped to pick up fresh
eggs while the trains were filled with water at the big water tank.
She was cheerful, and a good worker. So she was a powerful
influence in our lives for both good and bad. She could get the mail
out in the “flash of a dead lamb’s tail”, measure ribbon by the yards,
wind it between her thumb and first finger into a small neat twist, and
pop it into a bag before you could say Jack Robinson. She had a
certain rhythm about her hands that always interested me. I can see
her yet as she wrapped a package with brown paper. Nobody could
do it more quickly, with so much skill. She taught me exactly how to use the twine, tie twice,
cut and make everything secure. I watch people wrap gifts yet, and think the stores should
have an Aunt Martie. She knew exactly where to find everything and was a master at pleasing
people. She could add a column of numbers as quick as a flash, collect, and send people on
their way. Of course not everybody left in a hurry. The store was a happy place.
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People in the community through the years and family photo collections.
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Mary & Del Martin at Swan Lake
Reunion, Jim and Erma Abbott in
the background
At ward reunion above picture
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Michelle Abbott was babysitting
David & Yance Bosen

Friends Visiting Friends
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Weldon Millard, Martel Thomas, Vivian
Hadley, Wayne Millard,
Coral, Clarise, Ivan, Ellis, Leota & LaVell
1930 May 11th
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Neighbors helping Neighbors

Above Hazel Thomas and Martha
supervising the building of Kim’s workshop.
The community did a fund raiser for the
Gessel family when Dawn was sick.
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Margaret Sorensen was
crowned Miss Idaho in
1934. Evening gown &
swim suit pictures

Fontella Sorensen,
Quentin Thomas
Ruth Matkin

BR: Lillie Whitt, Willard (Dutch) Hadley, Aunt Martie Whitt Gibbs, Ed Quigley, Minnie
Whitt, Millie Quigley , Howard Hadley, FR: Rich Hadley, Floyd Whitt, Uncle Joe Quigley,
Aunt Jennie Whitt Quigley, Alma Hadley
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Residents in Swan Lake in 1928
This is a list of people who lived in Swan Lake taken from a phone book of sorts. It lists
their occupation. This was about the year 1928 - From Belva’s collection.

Abbott, (Erma) -teacher public schools
Allen, Aram P (Lacy) -farmer
Allen, Barbara
Allen, Carma -beauty operator
Allen, Dorothy –teacher public schools
Allen, Edrie
Allen, Gail
Allen Heber H (Rhoda) –poultry
Allen, Irene
Allen, Opal –seamstress
Allen, Roland R
Beckstead, Harry –Salesman
Beckstead, Leo (Ruby) –livestock
Beckstead, Leo Jr. (Market) –livestock
Beckstead, Marjory
Beckstead, Maurine – slawn
Beckstead, Merrill –livestock
Beckstead, Perry
Carlson. Coral
Carlson, Earl –grain buyer
Carlson, Grant –cook
Carlson, Len (Laura) –farmer
Carlson, Wilma
Conoway, Ben –well driller
Denny, J A (Harriet) farmer
Denny, Melba
Flint, Frank (May) –farmer
Gambles, Edw
Gambles, Elaine
Gambles, Ellis
Gambles, Geo (Thelma) –farmer
Gambles, W C (Fay) –Bishop
Gambles, William (Nellie) –farmer
Gibbs, Gladys
Gibbs, Martie –quilter
Gibbs, Richard J (Venora) –farmer
Gibbs, Seth L –farmer
Hadley, Alma (Beth) –dairy
Hadley, Bernice
Hadley, Dean (USA)

Hadley, Dutch –farmer
Hadley, Fred –mechanic
Hadley, Hyrum (Ivy) –saw mill
Hadley, Jas (Ida) –range rider
Hadley, Rich (Ersal) –livestock
Hadley, Richard –signalman UPRR
Hadley, Theo (Marguerite) –farmer
Hadley, Vivian (USN)
Henderson, Don
Henderson, LaVell
Henderson, Lester H (Millie) –poultry
Henderson, Merle (Marie) –farmer
Henderson, Ray
Hendricks, Orville (Ella) –livestock
Holden, Roland (Lucy) –livestock
Hubbard, Emery L (Mary) –trucking
Johnson, Booker (Rosabel) –farmer
Johnson, C Russell (Lavern)
Johnson, Elisa (wid Chas R)
Johnson, Geo (Anna)
Kay, J Vern (Nora) –livestock
Kay, Joe
Kay, Mary E
Martin, Daisy
Martin, Delbert –section man UPRR
Martin, Guy
Martin,Veldon –farmer
Matkin Andrew (Judith) farmer
Matkin, Anna
Matkin, Geo (Julia) –blacksmith
Matkin, Leota
Merrill, Duane (Ruby) –dairy
Merrill, L Edgar –livestock
Merrill, Lionel (Alda) –livestock
Millard, Anna
Millard W H (Clara) –farmer
Millard, Wayne
Nisson, Helen
Nisson, Howard –bus driver
Nisson, Kenneth –grain buyer
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Nisson, Norman –dairy
Nordick J B Albert (Pearl) –farmer
Petty, Cluff
Petty, Florence
Petty, Helen –telephone operator
Petty, Keith
Petty, Lewis J (Chella) –farmer
Petty, Roy (Hilda) –farmer
Petty, William D (Emma) – farmer
Reeder Lizzie (wid Sam)
Sorensen, Chris (Cora) dairy
Sorensen, Kenneth (Edith)
Sorenson, Margt
Sorenson, Woodrow – trapper
Stone, Loran (Clara) – trucking

Thomas, Belva –slswn
Thomas, Cecil –civil engineer
Thomas, Chauncey W
(Pauline) –Thomas Merc. Co.
Thomas, Clarice –music teacher
Thomas, Martel - Thomas Mercantile Co
(C W and W M Thomas)
Thomas, Nathan
Thomas, William M
(Emily; Thomas Merc. Co.) Postmaster
Thomas, Yetive –seamstress
Waddoups, Geo –express
Waddoups, Tom –farmer
Waddoups, Wesley (Elna)

Swan Lake Citizens through the Years
Compiled by Vickey Lee
Abbott, Brent & Vickey
Abbott, Danae
Abbott, Elise
Abbott, James & Erma *
Abbott, Lael & Pauline
Abbott, Michelle
Abbott, Scott
Abbott, Tina
Abbott, Wendy
Adams, Tom & ReNae
Aguilar, TioFilo
Albright Family
Allen, Aaron & Lucy Kofoed*
Allen, Boyd & Dorothy
Allen, Heber & Reda Ricks *
Allen, Jackie Lurie
Allen, Julia
Allen, LaRue
Allen, Sheila
Allen, Stacy & Sudie
Anderson, Elna
Anderson, Ivy
Anderson, Louise
Anderson, Marla
Barger, Mrs.
Bailey, Richard
Baird Warren & Cora *

Barnes, Edith
Barnes, Gladys
Beckstead, Doug & Tana
Beckstead, Forest
Beckstead, Logan & Hannah J*
Beckstead, Lee Jr.
Beckstead, Leo Jr & Margaret
Beckstead, Les
Beckstead, Merrill
Beckstead, Samuel Leo & Ruby
Belew, Greg & Brenda
Belew, Cody
Belew Colter
Bell, Verna
Brim, Thelma
Blanchard, Kurt
Blanchard, Jake
Bloxham, Warren & Sarah H.*
Bloxham Richard T & Elsie H *
Bloxham, Thomas & Dorothy *
Bodily, Blake
Bodily, Ferrin K & Darla
Bosen, David,Goldie and Bailey
Bosen, David & Stephanie
Bosen, Yancy
Bowen, Robert Lamond &
Jodi Sue
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Brock, Richard & Lucille
Brock, Steven
Brown, Donald & Penny
Brown, Elsie
Brown, Kenneth Glenn
Brown, Donale & Renae
Bright, Alice Ann young Nelson
Bullock, Kristine
Busenbark, Lyle
Bush, Al & Grace family
Call, Brandon
Call, Chris & Amberly
Call, Jeff & Caisa & family
Cannon, Marvin & Caisa
Carlson, Earl
Carlson, Fred & Peggy
Carlson, Grant & Wanda
Carlson, Jacquelyn
Carlson, Lenoy
Carlson, Murial
Carlson, Myrna
Carlson, Leonard & Laura C*
Carlson, Wilma
Casper, Zella Margaret C
Centoni, Ron & Judy
Centoni, Billy & Lisa
Chapel, Bud & Aniesha T 2

Charger, Cheryel Lynn
Christensen, Christian & family
Condie, George & Alice M *
Cordingly, Verdon D. & Estella
Arlene Gambles
Coy, Edward Leon
Coy, Phillip Michael
Coy, Tammy
Crawford, Richard & Marianne
Crowther, Michael Kent
Crowshaw, Bert & Lucille *
Croshaw, Laura
Croshaw, Nelly
Croshaw, Tom
Crouch, Joel & Sarah
Cutler, Ruby
Danahy, Tom
Danielson, Paul
Danielson, Tammy
Denney, Henry & Mary Ann*
Denney, Jessie
Doney, Kenneth & Aniesha 1
Downs, Dewane & MaryLou
Drury, Horatio & Juliann
Drury, Permelia
Drury, Rozina
Ekis, Sheila
Faucett, Mrs.
Fisher, Lillie
Folstrom, Orlean
Gambles, Bradley & Lorie
Gambles, Elaine
Gambles, Ellis
Gambles, George & Thelma 1
Gambles, George & Ruby 2
Gambles, Harry
Gambles, Kristi
Gambles, Marilyn
Gambles, Milton
Gambles, Olive
Gambles, Paul Vene
Gambles, Phil & Betty
Gambles, Ray
Gambles, Sid
Gambles, Shauna
Gambles, Ted R. & Debra
Gambles, Theron B.
Gambles Todd
Gambles, W. C.

Gambles, William
Gambles William D & Nellie *
Gambles , William C & Faye H *
Gertsch, Grant Brimhal
Gibbs, DeeAnn
Gibbs, Donna Rae
Gibbs, Elizabeth
Gibbs, Harding Z.
Gibbs, Kelly
Gibbs, Martie
Gibbs, Nicole
Gibbs, Linda Lee
Gibbs, Neal & Janette
Gibbs, Ned & Beverly
Gibbs, Richard & Jannette
Gibbs, Richard K & Twila
Gibbs, Richard J Gibbs.
Gibbs, Ricky
Gibbs, Seth
Gibbs, Susan
Gibbs, Trent
Gibbs, Terri Ann
Gibbs, Tommy K.
Gleed, Hannah
Goodsell, Chris & Angie & family
Gooch, Elsie
Gooch, Ethel
Grisco, Dennis & Rosalina
Guard, Ella
Hadley, Agnes
Hadley, Alma & Elizabeth
Hadley, Amy
Hadley, Annie May
Hadley, Belle
Hadley, Betty Jo
Hadley, Berniece
Hadley, Bertha
Hadley, Dave
Hadley, Dean
Hadley, Dorothy
Hadley, Douglas
Hadley, Fred & Sybil S *
Hadley, Howard & Elva *
Hadley, Hyrum
Hadley, Idaho
Hadley,Imajean
Hadley, Irene
Hadley, Jack
Hadley, James & Ida Hadley *
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Hadley, Jared Smart
Hadley, Kent & Suzanne
Hadley, Liza
Hadley, Louis & Tura C *
Hadley, Paul
Hadley, Marianne
Hadley, Marsha
Hadley, Percy
Hadley, Rich
Hadley, Richard & Lucy
Hadley, Robert & Gwen
Hadley, Ryan Kent
Hadley, Tommy
Hadley, Vivian
Hadley, Warren
Hadley, Willard (Dutch & Stella 1
Hadley, Willard & Belva 2
Hatch, Aaron
Hatch, Arlene
Hatch, Duane & Carol
Hatch, Daniel
Hatch, Ed
Hatch, Orin & Gwenevere
Hatch, ReNae
Hatch, Richard Duane
Haugh, Bob & Jennie
Hawes, Harriet
Hawes, John
Hawes, John Sr.
Hawes, Lucy
Hawes, Thomas
Hawkes, Agnes
Hayes, Robert & Shirley
Hayes, Arlene
Heath, Elizabeth
Heath, George & Anna
Helmandollar, Herman & Wilma*
Henderson, Annette
Henderson, Berdean
Henderson, Blair & Annette
Henderson, Calvin & Joyolin
Henderson, Carol
Henderson, Clair
Henderson, Dale
Henderson, Deward & Berniece*
Henderson, Don & Ila Mae 1
Henderson, Don-Laura Nelson2
Henderson, Donald L.
Henderson, Doreen

Henderson, Faye
Henderson, James H & Ruth D*
Henderson, Helen
Henderson, Hyrum & Olive
Henderson, Idonna
Henderson, Janice
Henderson, Jarame Blair
Henderson, Lester & Millie
Henderson, LaVel
Henderson, Linda
Henderson, Marie
Henderson, Merl & Marie
Henderson, Monte & Linda 1
Henderson, Monte & Jennifer 2
Henderson, Peggy
Henderson, Pete
Henderson, Ray & Colleen
Henderson, Rocetta
Henderson, Roy
Henderson, Sandra
Henderson, Scott Ray
Hendricks, Alfred Vera S *
Hendricks, Clara
Hendricks, Cyrus Rex
Hendricks, Drusilla
Hendricks, Elmer & Eda *
Hendricks, Frank
Hendricks, Gerald & Jennie B*
Hendricks, John W & Annie *
Hendricks, Joseph Smith &
Fidelia 1*
Hendricks, Joseph & Lucinda 2 *
Hendricks, Katrina Marie
Hendricks, Nora
Hendricks, Orval & Ella 1
Hendricks, Orval & Elsie 2
Hendricks, Pauline
Hendricks, Marcia Marie
Hendricks, Rex & Marcia
Hepworth, Clarence & Eleanor *
Hillman, Ira King
Hillman, Maybel
Hobson, Jesse & Betsy Ann
Hobson, John
Hobson, Leonard & Alice *
Hodges, Ivan & Eva *
Hoffner, Brandon
Hogan, Cleo
Holden, Dale H.

Holden, Delbert & Arlene
Holden, Roland & Lucy *
Homer, William H.
Howell, Chella
Hunter, Caroline
Hunter, Eldon
Hunter, Elmo
Hunter, Helen
Hunter, Perry
Hunter, Ray & Patricia 69
Hunter, Terry
Hyde, Donald
Hyde, William Palmer
Jacobson Family - cottonwood
Janis, Teresa Ann
Jepsen,Anna Christena
Jensen, Jim
Jensen, Josh
Jensen, Mark & Vickie
Jenson, Elva
Johnson, Booker& Rose Belle*
Johnson, Emma
Johnson, William D & Ida H *
Jones, Boyd & Sheena
Jones, Clara
Jones, Dave
Jorgensen, Annie
Kay, Alan & Brenda
Kay, Cindy Lu
Kay, Jeanine
Kay, Joseph & Doris
Kay, Joseph M.
Kay, Joseph W & Mary E
Kay, Joseph W
Kay, Kathleene
Kay, Mary E
Kay, Marsha .
Kay, Max & Diane
Kay, Sheldon
Kay, Venna
Kay, Vern & Nora *
Kelly, Todd
Kemp, Alma & Ida Q*
Kent, Jack
Kent, Kenneth Roope
Kent, Sarah A.
Kirk, Margaret
Kirkpatrick, Patrick & Shauna
Kirkpatrick, Shauna
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Kirkpatrick, Shelly
Kofoed, James F.
Kugler, Tonia Newsom
Lake, Olive
Larson, Julia
Leighton, Tim & Tamara
Lemmon, Bernard Colin
Lemmon, James A
Lemmon, Thomas A. LaRue
Lemmon, Thomas K.
Lester, Betsy
Lewis, Albert & Rosetta H *
Lewis, Ethel
Lightfield, Angeline Ruth
Lish, Kurt
Lloyd, Joe
Marieth, Anna
Matkin, Annie
Martin, Dell & Mary S
Martin, John Porter & Daisy
Martin, Violet
Matkin, Andrew
Matkin, Fenton & Joan
Matkin, George
Matkin, George Q.
Matkin, LaVar
Matkin, LaVoy
Matkin, Mary Ann
Matkin, Myrtle
Matkin, Samuel
Matkin, Walene
McCellan, Raymond –Elizabeth*
McKenzie, Effie
McKenzie, Jim & Joe
McKenzie, Wally
McKenzie, William
McKenzie, William M.
McNeil, Ida
Merrill, Bart
Merrill, Betty Lou
Merrill, Beverly
Merrill, Debra
Merrill, Donene
Merrill, Duane & ruby
Merrill, Gary
Merrill, Glen & Julia
Merrill, Heidi
Merrill, Jason
Merrill, Joan

Merrill, Leslie & Marie *
Merrill, L. Edgar & Clara
Merrill, Leanora Noble
Merrill, Louis Hyde & Myra
Merrill, Millie Elizabeth 1
Merrill, Lionel & Alda 2 *
Merrill, Lynn & Fay
Merrill, Malcolm & Thelma *
Merrill, Melanie
Merrill, Mary Elizabeth
Merrill, Patricia
Merrill, Randy
Merrill, Richard E Brock
Merrill, Roy Gibbs
Merrill, Ruby
Merrill Samuel Adam
Merrill, Scott
Merrill, Tamra
Michelson, Bruce & Linda
Michelson, Cameron
Michelson, Chad
Mickelson, Estella
Miles, Cecil & Dorothy Allen*
Millard, Clark & Helen
Millard, Lynn Dee.
Millard, Marla
Millard, Wayne & Edith B 1
Millard, Wayne & Lucille 2
Millard, Weldon
Millard, William M. & Clara J*
Miller, Elizabeth
Miller, Ernest & Lelia *
Mowers, Tracy
Myk, Jim
Nelson, Amber
Nelson, Daisy Ann
Nelson, David & Cherline Capell
Nelson, Kaisie
Nelson, LaRee
Nelson, Mylinda
Nelson, Terrell
Nelson, Vance
Nielsen, Larry Luke
Nisson, Arlo
Nisson, Kenneth
Nimer, Cassandra Ann
Morrison, Erail
Nordick, Albert & Pearl 2
*Nordick, Harold

Oba, Megumi
Olson, Brandi
Olson, Charmaine
Olson, Ernest & Clara *
Olson, Fontella
Olson, Mary
Onefeather, Chad
Palmer, Marie
Pantina, Elizabeth
Perkins Tom -Ora,
Peterson-Merle, Ivan
Petty, Cluff & Marie
Petty, Emma
Petty, James
Petty, Keith
Petty, LeRoy & Hilda C*
Petty, Lewis J.& Chella *
Petty, William D.
Pew, Sarah
Porter, Daisy, Jenny & Gay
Pratt, Iris Kay
Pratt, Lois Sharon
Pratt, Millie
Pratt, Samuel & Olive H *
Preece William & Cora W *
Preece, Lee
Price, Verla
Probst, John & Jayne
Pugh, David & Jodee
Pulliam, Thomas & Jeanne
Pulliam, Joel Andrew (Jo Jo )
Pulliam, Thomas Anthony
Jr.Toni
Quayle, Joseph & Mable H *
Quigley, Alma & Elizabeth *
Quigley, Andrew & Elizabeth
Quigley, Clara
Quigley, Dave & Liza Liza
Hadley
Quigley, David T.
Quigley, Joseph
Quigley, Richard & Mary *
Redington, George & Lucy *
Rencher, Abram & Henrietta
Rencher, Horace
Rencher, John & Mary H *
Richey, Ken
Ricks, Reda
Roberts, Chad Lewis
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Roberts, David Russell
Roberts, Eileen
Roberts, Gaylen Dee
Roberts, Hugh Pearson,
Roberts, James Thomas
Roberts Jennifer Roberts
Roberts, Jonathan Victor
Roberts, Lewis & Harriet
Roberts, Louanne
Roberts, Michelle
Roberts, Sandra Lynn
Roberts, Wendy Kay
Rodebush, Jim
Rodriguez, Hector
Royter, Royce
Ruiz, Leno? Wife Margaret
Sant, Mary
Saroka, Ivan & Elaine Jeneene
Sheridan, Anthony
Shupe, Harriet
Smith, Alice
Smith, Anissa
Smith, Burk
Smith, Erin
Smith, Kyle
Smith, Megan
Smith, Stephen & Aprille
Sorensen, Aubrey
Sorensen, Carly
Sorensen, Cheri Beth
Sorensen, Andrea
Sorensen, Bryran
Sorensen, Bryrce
Sorensen, Carolyn
Sorensen, Charles W.
Sorensen, Charles & BreAnna
Sorensen, Craig
Sorensen, Douglas & Wilma*
Sorensen, Darwin & Peggy
Sorensen, Emma
Sorensen, Eugene & Barbara*
Sorensen, Gerry & Kathy
Sorensen, Josey
Sorensen, Kenneth & Edith W*
Sorensen, Kori Jo
Sorensen, Laura Lee
Sorensen, Linda
Sorensen, Marvin & Lynda
Sorensen, Peggy Ann

Sorensen, Peter C & Carra*
Sorensen, Russell.
Sorensen, Sheldon & Elaine
Sorensen, Shelly Kaye
Soensen, Tara
Sorensen, T. J.
Sorensen, Terrell & Marie
Sorensen, Woodrow.& Fontella
Sorensen, Wyatt
Spackman, Neldon & Lucy *
Sparrow, Floyd & Olive *
Spillett, Gary & Donna
Spillett, James Cody
Spillett, Joni Rae
Stoddard, Mary
Talbot, Albert & Rosina
Thomas, Alvin & Pearl 1
Thomas, Belva
Thomas, Brad
Thomas, Cecil Albert
Thomas, Chauncey & Pauline
Thomas, Cheryl
Thomas, Christabelle
Thomas, Clarice
Thomas, Doris Lynn
Thomas, Edna
Thomas, Fred
Thomas, Howard
Thomas, Jadyn
Thomas, Jed
Thomas, Jenylyn
Thomas, Jonathan & Evelyn
Thomas, Kim & Mary
Thomas Lawrence Tanner
Thomas, Margaret Eliza
Thomas, Martel & Hazel
Thomas, Marty & Kristen
Thomas, Moroni W & Emily .
Thomas, Nathan & Alice
Thomas, Paul & Lisa
Thomas, Quentin
Thomas, Russell
Thomas, Samuel & Mary*
Thomas, Sheila Ann
Thomas, Terry
Thomas, Trenton Martel
Thomas, Verla
Thomas, William M Jr.
Thomas, Yetive

Thornton, Mary
Triello, Janis & family
Trujillo, Anthony
Udy, Shawn & Cheryl
Waddoups, Bill & Cora
Waddoups, Earl & Sylvia
Waddoups, George
Waddoups, Irvin & Sarah *
Waddoups, Thomas
Waddoups, Wesley& Elna
Waddoups, Wm (Bill) & Phoebe*
Wakley, Howard & Violet *
Walke, Vilste
West, Sarah
Westover, Adair
Westover, Albert
Westover, Camille
Westover, Clair K.& Mary Alice
Westover, Craig B.
Westover, Devin
Westover, Diana
Westover, Don Albert
Westover- Harold & Marceline
Westover, Kevin Reed
Westover, LeAnn
Westover, Mark
Westover, Megan
Westover, Nord & Carmen
Westover, Pamela
Westover, Reed & Gladys
Westover, Rochelle
Westover, Vicki
Whitehead, Camern
Whitehead Janielle
Whitehead, Kristen
Whitehead, Shawn
Whitehead, Vince & Corliss C
Whitt, Floyd & Suzan Bowles *
Whitt, Martie
Whitt, Roy F & Fame *
Whitt, Virginia
Wilding, Edith
Wight, Kim & Melanie
William, Orson
Wood, Dan
Wright, Ted
Valdez, Adrienne
Valdez, Janet
Valdez, Sylvia
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Valdez, Thomas
Valdez, Tom & Alice
Yearsley, Bracken
Yearsley, Bret & Annette
Yearsley, Delise
Yearsley, Gary
Yearsley, Hope
Yearsley, Karen
Yearsley, Ryan
Yearsley, Stanton & Glenna Joy
Zimmerman, Juliann
All couples with * by their
name have had Golden
Weddings

Residents of Swan Lake, Idaho in 2011 & Occupations
Compiled by Dianne Kay
Abbott, Orval Brent-Farmer/Rancher, Hay Broker
Abbott, Vickey Lee-Retired Home Fashion Consultant, Homemaker
Adams, Gerald Thomas-Premier Tec Mechanic
Adams, ReNae-Care giver, Downey Nursing Home, Homemaker
Beckstead, Douglas - Ranch Manager
Beckstead, Tana Le-Agribility Coordinator for State of Utah, Utah State University
Bosen, Dave-Overseer of Larry H. Miller property, Farmer/Rancher
Bosen, Stephanie-Helper of Larry H. Miller property, Homemaker
Call, Chris-Welder in Wyoming
Call, Amberly-Part time bookkeeper, Homemaker
Capell, Sherline-Cook at Flags West, Woodworking, Homemaker
Centoni, Judy-Former Home Health Employee, runs farm, cares for animals
Chapel, Bud-Specialist in Wood Flooring, owner Dry Creek Const. Co.
Chapel, Aniesha-Assists Bud in business, Homemaker
Crawford, Richard-Jack of All Trades, former logger, retired
Crawford, Marianne-Homemaker, Gardner
Danielson, Paul-Truck Driver
Doney, Kenneth W.-Floor Manager at Presto Products
Gambles, Betty Jane-Retired from Preston Lumber, True Value Mart and Thomas Merc.
Gambles, Bradley Gilbert-Works for V-1 Propane, Bus Driver
Gambles, Lorie-Self Reliance Specialist for Health and Welfare, Homemaker
Gibbs, Richard Neal-Retired Heavy Equipment operator for State of Idaho
Gibbs, Janette Marie-presently 3rd Grade School Teacher Downey Elementary, Homemaker,
has taught school for 18 years
Grisco, Dennis-Trained animals for movies, Retired, presently Falconer
Grisco, Rosalina-Helps Dennis, Homemaker
Hadley, Kent Robert-Farmer/Rancher
Hadley, Suzanne-Secretary for Steven Fuller, Attorney, Homemaker
Hadley, Robert Reed-Farmer/Rancher, only semi-retired
Hadley, Ida Gwen-Retired from First American Title Co. as Title examiner, Homemaker
Hatch, Orin W.-Retired Sales Manager of Mountain States Implement
Hatch, Gwenevere-Retired Cook at Senior Citizen’s Center, Seamstress, Homemaker
Hayes, Robert Eskelson-Retired Navy, Former owner/operator Welding/Machine shop
Hayes, Shirley-Retired Accountant and Office Manager, Homemaker
Henderson, Joyolin-Retired Quality Assurance Presto Products, Homemaker
Henderson, Monte J.-Farmer/Rancher, Bus Driver, Fire Commissioner, EMT
Henderson, Jennifer-Medical Coder, Franklin County Medical Center, Homemaker
Henderson, Ray Scott-Farmer/Rancher
Hull, Chad-Owner, operator of Hull’s Tree Service
Hull, Raven-Helps Chad with Tree Service, Homemaker
Kay, Alan Daniel-Farmer/Rancher
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Kay, Brenda Lee-Downey City Clerk, Homemaker
Kay, Diane-Retired from First American Title Co., Title Examiner, Loan Closer
Leighton, Tim-Retired Legal Librarian
Leighton, Tamara-Retired Regional Manager of Commercial Benefits, Health & Welfare
Moyle, Hunter-Works for Fish and Game and Pheasants Forever
Moyle, Stephanie-Works for Farm Service Agency
Merrill, Glen Toler-Dairyman, Farmer
Merrill, Julia Mackay-Homemaker
Nelson, David Lynn-Woodworking Business, toys, etc.
Pasquale-Hired Hand for Bosen’s
Pugh, David Eugene-Field Tec for Western States
Pugh, Jodie Ann-Homemaker
Ruiz, Leno-Milks cows for Glen Merrill Dairy
Ruiz, Amelia-Homemaker
Rodriguiz, Hector-Farm Hand for Morgan Evans
Rodriguiz, Ana-Homemaker
Smith, Stephen Welcker-Contractor, Sheep Herder, Co-owner Bed and Breakfast
Smith, Aprille Nanette-Co-owner Bed & Breakfast, Retired Special Ed. Teacher, Master
Gardner, Former Manager of Downey Senior Citizen’s Center
Sorensen, Douglas-Retired Dairyman, Farmer
Sorensen, Wilma Leone Sorensen-Homemaker
Sorensen, Eugene-Retired Dairyman, Farmer/Rancher
Sorensen, Barbara Kaye-Retired from First American Title Co., Loan Closer, Title examiner
Sorensen, John Darwin-Farmer
Sorensen, Peggy Jo-Assistant to Vice Pres. of Sales, Farm Bureau Insurance Co.
Sorensen, Woodrow Christopher-Auto teacher at Marsh Valley High School, owner, operator of
CS Repair
Sorensen, Bre Anna-Dealer of Scentsy, Maker & Seller of Crafts, Homemaker
Thomas, Kim Martel-Owner of Thomas Merc., Postmaster, Piano Tuner
Thomas, Mary Jean-Co-owner Thomas Merc., marks quilts, Herbist, Foot Zoner
Thomas, Martel Eugene-Truck Driver, Farm Hand
Thomas, Kristen-Homemaker
Wight, Kim Wilson-Retired Army Financial Specialist, USU student, Farm Hand for Glen Merrill
Wight, Melanie-Retired Pharmacy Tec., Kindergarten Assistant, Homemaker
Yearsley, Bret-Farmer/Rancher, Works at Primary Children’s Hospital with abused children
Yearsley, Annette-Website designer, Homemaker
Yearsley, Stanton LaMar-Farmer/Rancher
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Swan Lake and Many Surrounding Neighbors
This map represents the surrounding area that so many of us are familiar
with. Friends, Neighbors and relatives branched out to make their homes in each
of these small communities adjacent to Swan Lake. They are smaller
communities much like our own with the same values and life styles that we
enjoy. It is a great area to live in!!
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COMMUNITY LIFE THEN AND NOW

FRIED CHICKEN
AX & FEATHERS TO
KENTUCKY FRIED
‘KFC’

SICKNESS AND HEALTH
FLU EPIDEMIC TO TRIATHLONS
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Community Events & Traditions
by Tamara Leighton
Through the years there have always been events and seasonal traditions that took place
and continue to take place in our community. Here are some we remember:
Cattle: Every year in the spring, farmers take turns having a branding day for their cattle.
Ranchers and townspeople all volunteer to help. The women make a lunch and take to all the
men helping and, though it is a lot of work, it is a fun and special day for all. When it is time to
turn the cattle out in Cottonwood, people help as needed to keep the cows safe crossing the hiways and to keep them out of gardens and yards. When it is time for round-up in the fall, it is
again a special time with everyone helping as needed. The COTTONWOOD GRAZING
COMMITTEE always has an annual dinner in the fall. It is held in cottonwood, the town park or
at Gooseberry. Several men in our community have taken their turn at being the range rider in
cottonwood for the summer. Community members are on continuous watch for cattle that are
out and on the hi-way
Migrations; Every year the Swans come to Swan Lake for their semi-annual migrations to
and from the north. It started this year on March 5th and usually lasts for several days. It is so
beautiful to see the swans on our lake. Several tourists stop and watch. History even goes
back to catching the swans for Thanksgiving dinner when it was legal to do so. One year, the
fish and game dept. painted the swans pink for a study they were doing--so we have even had
pink swans on our lake.
Of course, we have lots of
wildlife here in our valley
and surrounding
mountains. There are
many tales of rescuing
cows and deer from the
quicksands of the lake. It
is not unusual to have deer
in our yards and even an
occasional moose. Part of
the Swan Lake valley is a water fowl refuge area so we see lots of unusual birds as they
migrate through. We have cranes, ducks, blue birds, yellow and red headed blackbirds only to
name a few. Many bird watchers from the Audubon Society and students from ISU come to
observe the many different species. The swans returned to the lake this fall on Nov. 3, 2011.
.
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Holidays:
The 4th of July is always celebrated in our community. In the early times, it was a huge
celebration up one of the canyons. My Mom always talked about it being so much fun when
she was a youngster. She always got a new dress and the community went all out for food,
games and entertainment. In more recent times, we always have a pancake breakfast put on
by the scouts with a flag raising ceremony. We have even had programs where vets talk about
their experiences in different wars. We are proud to have so many veterans in our community.
Memorial Day has always been a special time here. Traditional military rites are
performed at the cemetery by the VFW and flowers put on the graves. It is a special time to
talk with old friends and family that you haven’t seen for a while. Sometimes there is a
fundraiser at the store with homemade food to make money for Girls Camp or some other
event the young people need money for.
There is always a big celebration for the 24th of July. In the past, we have had a big
primary parade, candy dropped by an airplane, dunking booth, races for the kids and, of
course, good food for all. It is usually when we have our ward reunions now. In the past, the
ward reunions were always held on the week-end closest to St. Patrick’s Day in March. It was
an all-day event and one of my favorites. There was wonderful food and visiting all day and
then in the evening there would be a talent show and dancing. Friends and relatives would
come from all over.
Halloween was always fun. We would have a party at the church with everyone in
costumes. Games were played and prizes given. There is dinner served and lots of special
treats for all the kids in the community. On Halloween eve, the parents drive their kids around
to all the houses and special memories are made for parents and grandparents alike. It is a
long night for parents traveling from home to home, but it was worth the effort and everyone
was disappointed if their home wasn’t visited.
At Christmas, some years we would have a Christmas play and some years a
program. We sing carols and have special food to eat. Each year Santa comes and has a bag
of peanuts, candy and oranges for young and old alike.
Bannock County Fair: The fair is always held in Downey during the month of August.
Men and women in our community would volunteer at the fair for most of the week-long event.
They would work in the booths, oversee some of the events, and be in charge of some of the
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exhibits. Several have helped judge events and
projects. The Elder’s Quorum food booth was
famous for many years and particularly known
for its wonderful hamburgers. Our community
has always participated in most of the events
whether as exhibitors and/or workers. Most of
the kids in our community were involved in FFA
or 4-H or both. Several families would take tents
or trailers and stay all week-especially if they
had animals entered that had to be fed,
watered, washed and watched over. There is
always a parade one night of the fair and Swan
Lake usually has a float in the parade and other
individual entrants. Swan Lake used to always
have a big 4-H club and participated in many
different projects. There was sewing, cooking, canning, quilting, other handiwork, junior
leadership, fishing, hunting, and many agriculture areas including poultry, pigs, dairy, beef
cattle, sheep, horses--including riding events, pets i.e. dogs, cats, rabbits. I remember several
of our kids taking grand champion with their animals, winning the cherry pie baking contest,
taking 1st place in the modeling contest wearing the clothes they had made and several other
awards too numerous to mention. In the open classes, we had several blue ribbons and “Best
of Show” winners from our community. I remember seeing so many beautiful quilts and crochet
work along with canned food, flowers and home grown fruits and vegetables--not to mention
the beautiful cakes, cookies, pies, and homemade specialties. We had some beautiful
homemade crafts and art work too. It was a place where our community always shined. We
have had some wonderful 4-H leaders from our community: Hazel Thomas, Erma Abbott, Jim
Abbott, Vickey Abbott, Tom and ReNae Adams, Ila Henderson, Spring Henderson, Marie
Sorenson, Tamara Leighton, John Probst,
Calvin & Joolin Henderson, the Kay’s--only
to name a few. Joyolin Henderson also
served on the fair board for a few years.
Emergencies: Like any community, Swan Lake has had its share of hard times and
emergencies. We always pitch in and help when anyone in our community is in need. When
people have been sick, we have held fund raisers to help them out. I remember at one fund
raiser someone bought a chocolate cake that Fay Merrill had made for over $200. Everyone
was always so generous in donating and buying. Monte and Linda Henderson’s home burnt
down and everyone pitched in to help them build a new one. Whenever there is flooding or a
fire, everyone volunteers to help. Our town has its own fire truck and volunteer crew and we
also have many who have trained to be EMT’s--Chris Sorenson and Monte Henderson to name
a couple.
Whenever it snows, someone is always out with their tractor and/or shovel to help everyone
who needs it. At funerals, you can always count on lots of food to be donated from our
community--the same thing when someone is sick. The young people have cleaned several
yards in our community when there has been a need. This is such a great place to live!!
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Early Settler Life
The kitchen served many purposes, including cooking, cating, washing dishes, churning
butter, rendering lard, grinding pork sausage, putting up fruit, jellies, jams, pickles, making lye
and soap, laundering, and the family baths.
No water was piped into the house, but there was cold, pure water in the nearby well,
and from it we obtained all the water for household purposes. A wheel was in the top of the
well shed and a rope fitted into the groove in it; a wooden bucket was attached on each end of
the rope so that the weight of the empty bucket going down helped to pull the full bucket up.
The length of the rope was adjusted to the depth of the well so the bucket could be filled easily
when it touched the water 24 feet below.
In the vegetable garden we raised potatoes for family use and surplus for the pigs; we
had onions, turnips, parsnips, red beets, horseradish, radishes, carrots, lettuce, cabbage,
parsley, cucumbers, squash, rhubarb, watermelons, cantaloupes, and other vegetables. All
these we had fresh in season and stored some for use through the winter.
We had a large dirt cellar that was cool and dry in summer and warm enough in winter
to preserve meats, fruits and vegetables, fresh milk, cheese and so on.

The Dugout:
It had a hard dirt floor and a board roof covered with a foot
of hard, dry dirt, mixed with straw. The door was full height and
the ceiling was sufficiently high to allow for good ventilation and for
a person to stand tall and work easily in erect position. The cellar
was amply stocked. We had plenty of milk, cream butter, eggs,
and meat from our own animals, and vegetables and fruits from
our garden. When a family needed to live in a temporary home,
these dugouts were made by spading the ground, into a cave on
the side of a hill. When it was loose they carried the dirt away in
buckets. The shelters had dirt floors, walls & roofs. A piece of
cloth, a quilt, or an animal hide covered the doorway. Beds were made on straw in a corner.
These make-shift shelters were the only home some settlers had for months & even years.
There were several families in Swan Lake that lived in a dug out when they first arrived for
shelter. A chimney of rock was built for a fireplace, to give the necessary heat & for cooking.
Women had to kneel on the floor in yesterday’s ashes to do the cooking required. There were
two or three families who lived in dugouts when they first came to Swan Lake.
The Outhouse:
The outhouse usually had a path to it. It had one, two or three holes of
different sizes with wooden lids, and was kept whitewashed and clean
inside and out. The seat was a two inch thick white pine plank, planed
and sandpapered. There was a small round hole high up in the door and
a small high window on both side walls. A wooden box for paper held
the usual Sears Roebuck and Montgomery Ward catalogs and other
papers, and in the corner was a tin bucket for ashes or lime with a small,
short handled coal shovel. At night a coal oil lantern lighted the way if
moonlight was not sufficient. In the house for night and for occasions of
illness was the usual white pottery with lid under the bed or in the low
cupboard shelf in the washstand.
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The One Room Log Cabin:
The first log cabin a family would build
was usually a one-room structure. (two
rooms were a luxury) It had a dirt roof that
leaked when it rained. The cabins were
about 12 ft. by 14 ft. or the length of the logs.
About 6 ft. in height, each cabin had a reach
pole in the center of the roof. The cabins
were built of rough logs, with the bark still on.
The first roofs were made of saplings
put across to form a slant, then dirt with sod
was on top. They were not solid enough to
Matkin Homestead on Chicken Creek
keep the snakes & mice out, which was a
problem for sanitation of food supplies and
peoples nerves. When time permitted, home-made shingles replaced the sod.
To make the much needed quilts, ropes were attached to the quilting frame, so it would
be raised up to the ceiling, when meals or laundry was done.
The furniture was very crude. Their bedstead was a hole bored in the wall at the head,
another for the foot. Two poles were each supported by a leg. Boards or sticks were laid
across to put the bed on (over straw when it became available). Some had tables to eat from
and others had boxes. Two holes were bored in a wall and a board was laid across sticks to
make shelves.
The spinning wheel was a main item in the crowded cabin kitchen . Wool from the
sheep when sheared was washed and dried and carded and spun into yarn to be knitted into
socks and gloves or woven material for clothing.

Matkin Homestead on Back Red Rock Road. Now owned by Steve and April
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Hard Times in Swan Lake
Compiled by Vickey Lee Abbott, sources, the histories from families and current resident
accounts today.

Depression & Hard Times 1929-1940
The Great Crash. During the summer of 1929, observers noted that housing construction had
fallen off. Too many products went unsold. Consumer spending fell off.
On Wall Street things continued to seem rosy, however, until October 21. On that day a
wave of selling struck the market. Stock prices slid, and on October 24, they plunged.
Eagerness to sell created panic, and within a short time stocks had lost billions of dollars in
value. The New York Times on October 29 read, “The actual losses taken in dollars and cents
were probably the most disastrous and far-reaching in the history of the Stock Exchange.”
The people in the cities suffered the most because the national income fell from $87
Billion in 1929 to less than $40 Billion and many factories were closed and businesses failed.
Millions were out of work.
The families in Swan Lake didn’t suffer quite so much for actual necessities of life.
They were able to live off the land and grow their own food and barter for other things with their
neighbors. There were several families that lost their farms during this critical time because
they couldn’t make their payments on their land. It was very difficult for everyone

Rabbits: by Margaret Thomas Marchant
For years farmers were troubled with great numbers of rabbits in the hills. They had
eaten the crops and were so numerous that the government had ordered them killed. When
the snow was deep, and the temperature low, men came by the store and picked up supplies,
food, bullets, tobacco, and drinks. They loaded all in sleds and headed for the hills. We kids
pressed our noses against the cold glass of the windows as men whipped up the teams and
the sleds were pulled away mid the screeches of enthusiastic hunters. I couldn’t understand
how anyone could object to those beautiful little white animals that made such interesting
figures on the snow as they hopped from place to place. But they must be slaughtered,
anyway,.
Later that afternoon the men returned. One sled was filled with blood stained furry
creatures that would never tell their stories on the hillsides again. One by one they were taken
out, the tail was removed with one slash of a knife and the carcass ‘s tossed into a pile. Each
tail was to be exchanged for a bounty of 2 cents. How revolting. The next morning there were
several skinned rabbits in our chicken coop. The chickens seemed to appreciate the change of
diet. I refused to look.
NOTE: Told by Wilma Helmandollar, May 2011 to Vickey Abbott. She said that one
year the rabbits were so thick and they would eat into the hay stacks so far that the hay stacks
would almost tip over. She said “I was too little but everyone that could would get up early in
the morning with baseball bats and clubs or anything they could get and would kill the rabbits
when they came out. There were thousands of them and they were terrible. They ate
everything, our gardens, crops and all.

Grasshoppers: There was also mention about the grasshoppers coming in large numbers to
eat their crops and gardens.
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Accidents:
There have been many over the years. Listed below are just a few. With a lot of fasting
and prayers from the community and help from the doctors trained to help, everyone managed
recovery.
Nate Thomas lost part of his forefinger in a meat grinder
Cecil Thomas lost parts of his first two fingers in a hay field on the Hendricks farm.
Somehow he became entangled in a rope and was yanked into a pulley.
Eleanor Thomas, was severely burned as a young child on an oven door.
Hazel Thomas hit into the back of a cattle truck, Kim was a baby and thrown through
the car window with head injury and Pauline was killed. Sept 29, 1949.
Thelma Westover, who was only fifteen, was returning from Preston with her family
when they ran into a flatbed truck with no lights. Thelma was killed and Nord Westover was
injured.
Accident in 1949, Belva Hadley, Venna Gibbs, and Ruby Merrill & baby Irene were
going to Preston. Belva and Ruby were both injured quite drastically.
Lynn Merrill was almost pulled into a hay chopper and he escaped several other
accidents without too much injury (We always said he had 9 lives like a cat) He did have some
problems with a hand and fingers in one accident later in his life.
February 9th 63, Helen Henderson was seriously injured in a sled accident
Brad Thomas was in a serious accident with his bicycle on the steep hill west of Swan
Lake on Gibbs Road which used to be called The Lane.
Gary and Jason Merrill were life lighted from a serious Four Wheeler accident up
Stockton creek
June 29th, 1974, Willard & Belva Hadley & Cheryl Thomas were in a serious car
accident.
Several lost their lives through different accidents, some of them are Rachel Adams,
Marianne Hadley, Annette Henderson, Russell Sorensen, Joseph Kay, Parry Pauline Thomas,
& Thelma Westover.

Drowning: By Margaret Thomas Marchant
Uncle Martie called frantic, his teenage son Earl and some friends had been swimming
all afternoon. As they prepared to leave, Earl asked for just one more swim around the old
swimming hole. He jumped in, called for help, then quickly disappeared. His friends did
everything they could to save him, but despite their efforts, Earl was drowned

Cattle and horses killed on the highway and Railroad tracks:
Many times we’ve been woken up in the night by an accident when the cattle coming off
the open range had been hit on the highway and killed. Luckily the drivers in the cars have not
been hurt that much, but a lot of damage was done to their vehicles.
See railroad history for accidents there.

Fires:
I have heard of several fires which I will name a few, there may be more:
Albert and Pearl Nordick’s chicken coop caught on fire – Many volunteers helped to
save the home. April 18, 1961.
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The Wayne Millard Home caught fire. When the fire alarm sounded every man in town
that was home came armed with fire extinguishers. They were able to bring the fire under
control until the fire department arrived. That was Christmas Eve 1983. The Millard’s relocated
to the home of the late Lionel Merrill until repairs and remodeling could be done.
Monte Henderson’s home burned and everyone helped them rebuild a new one and
supported them. December 13, 1991
Ken Doney had a chimney fire in Belva’s house and many ward members came out to
help with the fire.
The first store burned to the ground at a 4th of July party in Oxford. No date.

Farm Fires:
Many times a combine would catch fire and the farmer would need assistance, or a
tractor or a bailer when harvesting. There were several haystacks burned in our town where
help was needed. Neighbors and the help of the local fire department from Downey came to
help.

Two Fires by Dorothy Petty Henderson
I witnessed two extremely potential fires in my early years. Both of these fires involved
Arlene and were especially hard for her to cope with.
The first one occurred in the fall of 1930 when we were living in Oxford, Idaho. Arlene
was six years old and I was three. The leaves were falling off the trees and we raked them up
in a pile. We wanted to start a fire and have a big burning bonfire but Mother said for us to wait
until Daddy could come home to supervise it. We were not patient, did not wait that long, so
Arlene climbed up on a chair and we got some matches from where they were hanging on the
wall in the kitchen. We did not tell mother we had them and began to light the leaves. The wind
whipped them up and got going good. Before long Arlene had some of the flames in her dress.
I don’t remember the details, but I do remember her pain from the burn as it covered her upper
arm and chest.
Mother writes: Arlene was severely burned when about five years of age. For days we
were unable to locate a doctor who could understand just what was causing her to become
weaker day by day. We were making our home in Oxford at this time. Bishop Farnsworth and
his counselors came every evening and administered to her. Dr. Allen Cutler, our family doctor
from Preston, finally arrived home from Chicago where he had been attending a doctor’s
convention. He came at once to our home. He advised us to take Arlene to the Preston
Hospital at once. He removed poisonous fluid from her spine and she commenced almost at
once to recover. We know that faith and prayers had a lot to do with her recover.
I was taken to the neighbor May Croshaw across the street who took care of me for
several days until Arlene and Mother came home. As I was only three, I still required much of
Mother’s care. Mother was also pregnant at this time and could not have the energy to take
care of a very ill six year old and a very active three year old. I was taken to Mother’s sister,
Lonetta Packer in Franklin, where I stayed for about six weeks. I remember being so homesick
to go home although the teenage daughters, Lera, Lauana, and Alberta took good care of me,
spoiling me and loving me. When I was finally able to go home, I missed my Aunt Nettie, and
the girls very much. I cried and wanted to go back down to their home very much. I felt the love
that family had for me but I missed my mother and family in Oxford. During my growing up
years, I made several trips to Franklin to visit family. Arlene did not develop a very good
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immune system. Later on in her life she developed an ailment named Granulomatosis,
eventually developing leukemia from which she died in 1996.

Home Fire:
The other fire occurred in our home in Swan Lake in 1937. This family memory is
forever impressed on the minds of all of us. This was an eventful summer in Swan Lake as the
new Highway from Preston to Red Rock was almost completed and was able to handle traffic.
This new road cut out the drive around Dayton through Oxford and past our road. We lived on
the dry farm west of town. Our supply of water was obtained from our house well, which
frequently went dry in the summer. When that happened we loaded ten-gallon milk cans in the
car, drove down to Thomas Merc. Where we filled the cans with water from the hydrant by the
store. This particular hot August morning the well was dry. The milk cans were emptied of the
water left over in them. Daddy took the two or three cans to the store and filled them up from
the tap. He and my brother unloaded the water at the house. Then they went in the car for the
day up to the Hillman property on the west hill to harvest wheat.
Sometime during the day my mother noticed some insects (we called them flying ants)
coming down the chimney into the wood stove, and out into the kitchen. This was a common
occurrence in the dry summer months, so Mother did the usual thing; built a paper fire in the
stove to smoke them out. Arlene, who was 13 at the time, was practicing to be a cheerleader.
She was jumping on the bed in the back-screened porch and trying hard to jump high enough
to see into the open attic space through the trap door. On one of her higher jumps she saw
some smoke and flames on the underside of the house roof, which brought back memories of
her earlier fire experience. She screamed for Mother to come. Mother came quickly, surveyed
the situation and sensing the enormity of the situation, immediately gathered us for prayer.
Arlene was dispatched on horseback on Traveler (Keith’ horse) to get Daddy from the
harvest field. Anna was assigned to go down to the old highway to try to stop any cars that
might be traveling on the now almost deserted highway. Anna, being shy by nature, resisted
the request to flag down cars. Mother was firm and did not relent so away Anna went.
Dorothy was put in charge of watching Vera Jean (six years old) to see that she did not
get hurt, and handing up buckets of water to Mother as she climbed the ladder trying to throw
water on the roof.
Several cars passed by before Anna succeeded in stopping one car, a man and his
wife, who came up and took Mother’s place on the ladder. The wife did not want him doing this,
afraid he would damage his clothes, or hurt himself, so this was not effective. Soon we saw two
more cars coming on the road up to the house. Several men got out and soon had a fire
brigade going, filling buckets, handing them up the ladder, up to the men on the roof, who
poured the water on the fire and eventually had used all the water. When they found out there
was not more water available in the cans, they asked about the well. Mother said it was dry but
they put the water bucket down anyway just in case there was some. To our surprise, the
bucket came up full. Another bucket went down, and then more until the fire slowed and then
they finally had it out. This was the story they told Mother;
“We are a group of fireman from California on our way to Yellowstone National Park for
a vacation meeting. When we left Preston we got on the wrong road and came the long way
around through Dayton and Oxford. When we passed the road, we saw this young girl who was
crying and trying to get us to stop. So we came up to the house to help. We are glad we could
do this to help you.”
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Just as they were leaving Daddy and Arlene arrived in the car, with Keith on his horse
soon following. After the firemen left, Daddy said as long as there was water in the well, he
would draw some up and fill the empty cans. When he pulled the bucket up, there was no water
in it. Several times he had tried but of no avail. The well had gone dry again. I classify this as a
miracle, and also Arlene’s healing of her burn as true miracles in our day. I am grateful for the
power of the Priesthood and the power of prayer in times of need.

Illnesses:
Swan Lake has suffered from illness & epidemics like most communities. Whooping Cough
was bad, and several were quarantined with Diphtheria. Most of these illnesses were
overcome with the help of prayer and faith. There have been terminal illnesses where families
needed extra financial help and the community organized fund raisers for them. A couple of
them have been Dawn Gessell & Ron Centoni.

Flu Epidemic: taken from Elizabeth Marchant Thomas history:
The winter 1918 brought not only World War I but the great flu epidemic. Everybody
everywhere seemed to get sick at the same time. We heard that if we ate dry yeast cakes, the
germs would be killed and the disease avoided. I remember Laurence and I sat on the kitchen
cupboard with our feet against the grating of the range and tried to chew those ghastly hard,
dry yeast cakes. Both of us decided in favor of contacting the disease. One by one, everybody
took their beds of affliction except me. I was the only mobile member of the family. There were
beds everywhere. Eleanor seemed to be in the worst condition. Because her nose bled
frequently and profusely, Dad made a bed for her out by the dining room table, where she
could be watched closely. She was also in the warmest part of the house. She says every
time she opened her eyes Dad was bending over her.
I’ll never forget the odor that came with the disease, a hot thick, horrible smell that
penetrated everything. Dad and mother tried in every way to care for the family. But a few
seconds out of bed, then back they went exhausted. I was about 10 or 11 years old. I made
soup, carried drinks, slept in the big chair sometimes and answered everybody’s calls. I
remember Dad telling me what a good nurse I was.
The whole town was sick at the same time, and the nearest doctors were in Downey
twelve miles to the north or Preston twenty miles to the south and we had no transportation
except horses and sleds. The temperature often fell below zero and Swan Lake was noted for
its closed roads and deep snow. Neighbors that were able went from door to door to inquire
about conditions and on occasions someone brought a hot food. No matter how good it was,
everything tasted terrible.
The first death in our area was that of Ray Gambles, who passed away and left a wife
and two small children. There was no funeral service held. A casket was shipped in from Salt
Lake. We learned by means of the “clothes line” that his family would care for the burial. I can
still see the huge sled draped in white with a casket being laboriously dragged up the cemetery
hill through a trail that had been previously made by horses, wading through the crusty snow.
Two brothers walked by the side and drove the team.
The flu was everywhere and people seemed to die like flies, no ceremony –just a grim
acceptance. No caskets could be bought and families simply furnished the best of what they
could get and prepared their dead with their love and tears.
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One morning Dad stepped to the front window just in time to see a sled and a team of
horses and three men struggling up that bleak old hill. He pulled his blanket close around his
shoulders and said, “I wonder whose turn it is today.”
By means of the telephone Dr. Pond from Downey was called occasionally and he gave
what help he could to everybody. He was extremely overworked, and had gone long periods
without any sleep at all. Nevertheless he arranged to drive to Swan Lake. Straw, blankets and
hot bricks were packed in a sled. He was bedded down and slept while the horses made their
journey of mercy.
We carried coal oil lamps from room to room, stoked coal stoves and all in all, life was a
struggle just to keep things going. But we all did our best, and we had parents that did
everything they could to bring us through. There were tender moments in all that struggle.
One night I slipped up to Dad and Mothers’ bedroom door and listened to my father as he knelt
by the bed and pleaded with God to spare his little ones and his Emily whom he loved so
dearly and who was so very very sick.
NOTE: From Vickey Lee - as we compiled the list of people buried in the cemetery in
Swan Lake during the time of the Flu Epidemic. We found that six people were buried in the
cemetery during that time. Others may have been buried in other cemeteries close by.

Teton Flood: June 5th 1975 - Dam completed in December of 1975 broke.
The Teton Dam which was just completed in December of 1975 broke sending a wall of
water through several towns such as St. Anthony, Sugar City, Rexburg and others. Many
homes were washed away. Livestock drowned and extensive damage done to croplands. The
city of Sugar City was just about totally destroyed. All the towns hit by the flood are
predominantly Latter–day Saints. The stake Presidency asked us to be extra generous with
the giving of our Fast offerings to help the people who were hit by the flood. Many male
members will be called from each Ward to help with the cleanup.
June 15 there were eleven ward members asked to go to Rexburg to help clean up
homes, schools, places of business. The following went: Lewis Roberts, Lynn Darwin
Sorensen, Bp. Phil Gambles drove the school bus). Max Kay, Kim Thomas and Ned Gibbs.
June 17: There were twelve members of our ward who went to Rexburg to help clean up after
the flood. Glen Merrill, Charles Sorensen, Max Kay, Bp. Phil Gambles (bus driver- Lael Abbott,
Bret Yearsley, Darwin Sorensen, Alan Kay, Marvin Sorensen, Brad Gambles, Ray Henderson
and Don Henderson.
June 19. There were eight members of our ward who went to Rexburg to help clean up after
the flood. Ted Gambles, Randy Merrill, Clark Millard, Stanton Yearsley, Robert Hadley, Kim
Thomas, Douglas Sorensen & Terrell Sorensen.
June 22 three members went: Wilma Sorensen, Annette Henderson and Blair Henderson.
For cleanup, 16th Martel Thomas went to help
29th Belva Hadley, Suzie (April Smiths sister), Colleen Henderson helped
1 July there were six ward members who helped in Rexburg flood clean up, Bp. Gambles, Ted
Gambles, Randy Merrill, Fay Merrill, Lynn Merrill and Twila Gibbs.
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THE YEAR IS 1911 (Sent in an email to forward to your friends & mail partners in 2011)
The year is 1911 --- One hundred years ago. What a difference a century makes!
Here are some statistics for the Year 1911:**
*The average life expectancy for men was 47years.*
*Fuel for this car was sold in drug stores only. *
*Only 14 percent of the homes had a bathtub. *
*Only 8 percent of the homes had a telephone.*
*There were only 8,000 cars and only 144 miles of
paved roads. The maximum speed limit in most cities
was 10 mph.*
*The tallest structure in the world was the Eiffel Tower !
*The average US wage in 1910 was 22 cents per hour.
* *The average US worker made between $200 and $400 per year ..
A competent accountant could expect to earn $2000 per year, < /span>
A dentist $2,500 per year, a veterinarian between $1,500 and $4,000 per year, and a
mechanical engineer about $5,000 per year. *
*More than 95 percent of all births took place at home .*
*Ninety percent of all Doctors had NO COLLEGE EDUCATION! Instead, they attended socalled medical schools, many of which were condemned in the press AND the government as
"substandard." *
*Sugar cost four cents a pound.*
*Eggs were fourteen cents a dozen.*
*Coffee was fifteen cents a pound*
*Most women only washed their hair once a month, & used Borax or egg yolks for shampoo.
*Canada passed a law that prohibited poor people from entering into their country for any
reason.
*The Five leading causes of death were: 1. Pneumonia and influenza 2. Tuberculosis
3. Diarrhea 4. Heart disease 5. Stroke *
*The American flag had 45 stars...*
*The population of Las Vegas , Nevada , was only 30!!! *
*Crossword puzzles, canned beer, and iced tea hadn't been invented yet. *
*There was neither a Mother's Day nor a Father's Day. *
*Two out of every 10 adults couldn't read or write and only 6 percent of all Americans had
graduated from high school. *
*Marijuana, heroin, and morphine were all available over the counter at the local corner
drugstores. Back then pharmacists said, "Heroin* *clears the complexion, gives buoyancy to
the mind, Regulates the* *stomach and bowels, and is, in fact, a perfect guardian of health!"
( Shocking? ) *
*Eighteen percent of households had at least one full-time servant or domestic help *
*There were about 230 reported murders in the ENTIRE USA !*
*I am now going to forward this to someone else without typing it myself.
From there, it will be sent to others all over the WORLD - all in a matter of seconds! *
*Try to imagine what it may be like in another 100 years.*
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Weather conditions:
From reading the minutes of the Swan Lake Ward. It was always recorded what kind of
year they had for harvesting crops. Many years they had drought and had to fast and pray for
rain. As a ward we were asked to hold a special fast and pray for moisture and attend the
temple. The farmers were always blessed with some kind of a crop that would sustain life.
On May 26, 1956 we had a hail storm that took in a two mile strip across the valley from
Oxford Peak to Cleveland. Damage to crops was felt by ward members whose fields were in
its path.
Many years they had so much moisture that they experienced flash floods frequently..
The roads were washed and crop lands and many basements were flooded. There was also
damage to the Church house basement in 1962. Many volunteers helped to clean up the mud
with all of the flooding.
.
Many times there was so much snow that church had to be cancelled over the years.
There was no way to get through the snow drifts. Some years there was a lot of snow and
wind that affected the community.

Lost in the Storm: by Margaret Thomas Marchant:
Dad had a casualty as a young man. One night while
riding through a canyon lightening flashed, and his horse
became terrified. Dad was sure he knew his way out of the
canyon, but the horse would not be guided. Moroni (Dad),
urged the animal on, but he could not see the road nor
surrounds. Rain came down in torrents. Dad didn’t know what
to do. He kicked the horse’s flanks and the animal simply
refused to go farther. Dad became terrified. With a prayer on
his lips he begged for help and whipped the horse again. The
animal reared on his hind legs, and threw my father to the
ground. In the fall, Dad bit his tongue nearly in half. A flash of
lightning revealed that the horse was standing at the edge of a high cliff. Had he gone a step
farther, both the horse and rider would have gone to their death.

Big Snow 1949:
Everyone snowed in. There have been several years with lots of snow where school
was cancelled because of drifting snow and the buses unable to transport the children. Lots of
driveways over the years have had to be shoveled out to get people out to have babies or to
just get to church when we have had big snow storms and drifting problems.
In 1949 the winter was so cold and the snow was so deep the fences could not be seen
at all and was packed so hard the horses and sleighs could travel on top of the snow without
leaving marks. Because of the deep snow, the cows and horses couldn’t get anything to eat.
Some carried grain for the horses to eat and would pat a hard hole in the snow for the grain so
it wouldn’t scatter and be wasted. One person said at times our cattle would get so weak they
would fall. Then we would take a bucketful of warm water with a handful of flour stirred in it to
help them until they could get grass to eat. It helped keep them alive.
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Home Life & Work in the Old Days
Moroni Thomas Home:

Described by Margaret Thomas Marchant

The first summer we spent in a big white tent. There were boards which extended from
the ground up perhaps four feet. There was a wooden floor, and a coal range whose pipe
extended through the canvas top. There was a wooden floor, and a coal range whose pipe
extended through the canvas top. There was a huge box that doubled for a table and a bed.
At night there were blankets spread in the bottom. During the day a cover was slipped over the
top to make a table.
I remember looking up at the slanting sides of the tent when the wind blew, Laurence,
Eleanor and I all slept in that huge box, it was a lot of fun.
Our cupboards were a series of orange crates stacked one upon the other. There were
stacks of bowls, cups, plates and cereal dishes. Mother had made neat calico curtains of pink
and white checks which she drew over the shelves. There was a smaller hanging cupboard for
spices, cereal boxes, hats etc. There was no space except for bare necessities. What
belongings we had were stored in boxes at the store.
Our tent was lighted by an oil lamp that was moved from place to place and I remember
we carried water from the creek that ran down the road in front of the big 2 story frame house
that stood behind a grove of Cottonwood trees. Our drinking water was brought from the well
at the store.
Since the tent sat in an area covered with willows, Dad built toilet facilities out there for
us. We had a wooden box with two holes where we could sit comfortable and accomplish the
business at hand.
When it rained we listened to it patter on our cloth roof, and splash to the ground. Life
was at its fullest. We were going to have a brand new house. Dad and mother often took us
over to see it grow. We climbed up on, over the top of, and into everything we could get into. I
even heard my father say once, “Emily this house will cost at least $2,000”. I had never heard
of so much money. Then my father and mother kissed each other and called us to follow them
home.
When it was finished it was a small house by today’s standards. A porch extended
across the entire north side. There were two rooms on the front, a dining room with a big front
window and the room we called the parlor. This room was closed off by a pair of sliding doors.
We were not allowed to play in the parlor often. It held mother’s chickening piano (a wedding
gift from her father and which by the way was the only piano in the area except for the one at
the church for many years.) A book case filled with choice books, two walnut rocking chairs
and a leather hide-a-bed, all found their places on an area rug. To set this all off was a horse
hide throw edged with green felt.
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Most of our time was spent in what we called the dining room. The
center of all was a big round table where we played family games, read our
lessons and watched Dad eat his evening meal of bread, jersey milk,
cheese and onion. I can see him yet in his light shirt, tie suspenders, and
rolled up sleeves. He could usually tell us a good story about his day. He
was a great spinner of tales, with an unusual sense of humor.
Our dining room was heated at first by a pot-bellied stove, with a
pipe which extended through the ceiling. As I think back, I wonder why our
home didn’t catch fire. I’ve seen that pipe red almost to the ceiling. Surely
God must have had a watchful eye over all of us. Everybody stuffed fuel in
the stove.
Our furniture was simple, but adequate. We had dining room
chairs, a rocker and sofas of different types. One, Dad and mother had
upholstered of blue velvet with round cushions finished with gold cording.
That was in the dining room the year Mary Tanner was my first grade
teacher. (she was mother’s sister.) I remember Santa left all the toys on
that couch when Mother, Dad and Mary had gone to the dance. Eleanor
and I awakened and when we couldn’t find our parents, we looked to see if Santa had come.
There was a doll bed with two beautiful baby dolls – one dressed in pink, the other in blue. We
played a few minutes. The door opened and there was Dad and Mother. Of course we were
hustled off to bed. Each of us took a doll to sleep with. In the morning they were back in their
bed down beside the divan with all the other gifts.
The dining room for years was curtained with material that had been hand stamped with
a geometric pattern along the edges. Mother had done the stamping herself and we were
proud of the. There were two windows on the west side and the large one at the front.
Behind the dining room was the kitchen. The north wall was all in cupboard space.
There was the usual high doors, glass fronts etc. next to the ceiling was an area closed by
wooden doors, where we could put things, forget where they were, and never find them till
spring cleaning. To the right just above the drain board was the knife and fork drawer and a
special drawer for string, bolts, nails, etc.
The drain board was simple. It had a cookie jar, some spice containers and cans filled
with sugar, rice, dried corn etc.
Below were the flour bins, a big drawer for sugar and additional ones for tea towel,
wash clothes and paper bags. Pots and pans were next to the range and
just above the secret door that opened to the cellar
We had a coal range which required a blacking and polishing
every Saturday. “Sad” irons were pushed to the back of the stove where
they were always available for a quick press job. A big reservoir at the
right was kept full of water from the well.
We washed dishes in a dishpan, with lots of soap and water which
we emptied by tossing it out the back door.
Next to the west window was our kitchen table, with several clean
oil cloth covers on it usually, which could be wiped off easily. But on Sunday’s we always had
a white cloth spread. The curtain on the back door was always the same as that on the
window. Mother loved attractive crisp curtains.
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As Joy would say, “In the olden days, things were not as we know them now”, we had
never heard of insulating houses. Our potbellied stove gave way to a circulating heater, which
was a great improvement, end eventually furnaces came into vogue, but when I was a child we
had no furnace, nor did we ever hope to have one.
The winters were extremely cold. We banked the heater and the range to keep things
from freezing. Dad would get up during the night and put more fuel on the stoves. One
morning we awaked to find our gold fish frozen stiff in its bowl above the range warming oven.
When the fire burned brightly and the ice melted, the fish swam again. Our drinking water froze
in the bucket. Especially did we have a problem when the yeast plants died, and we suffered
with sour, unleavened loaves.
Our home was built originally with two bedrooms. Mother and Dad’s room was just
behind the parlor and the window faced east. This room to me was the choicest spot in the
house. Mother was a fanatic about clean beds and floors. There were always crisp white
curtains at the window and usually a white spread covered the bed. There was a chest of
drawers with an oblong mirror attached to it on top and a bureau of walnut with a tall mirror in
this room as long as I can remember.
The other bedroom was next to Mother and Dad’s room. Laurence, Bill and Nate took
that one as they came along. Soon, however our home was extended at both ends. The east
half of the front porch was closed in. A colonnade was built between the rooms to form a book
case for classical literature and special books. Along the east wall other shelves were built for
storage space. All this was added to what had been the parlor. Eleanor and I inherited this
beautiful bedroom. We loved it for many reasons. First it was ours. It had such a beautiful big
window with a leaded glass design at the top and mother kept the window well dressed. We
also had a pink bed spread.
When we finally acquired a spring on the hill, and were able to get water piped down.
The boy’s bedroom was turned into a bathroom and the south side of our house was “added
upon.” A big back porch took form. The old school house had been torn down and somehow,
some of the door frames and lumber began to appear in our plan. There was adequate room
now to take care of all the boys of the family. I have heard my brothers say it was so cold out
there that their breath froze icicles on the covers and they had too many quilts on their beds
they could not turn over. I know part of it was true. I’ve awakened with little icicles tickling my
nose as well.
It was a real challenge to work up enough courage to crawl into a cold bed on winter
nights when the temperature hit below zero and a coyote howled on the hill. I used to try to
bribe Eleanor to go to bed first. But she’d just curl up by the fire and play “possum.” After a
while mother or dad would send us off at the same time. That was much harder than having
Eleanor warm up a spot, then crawling in beside her. But all my life I’ve had to deal with stupid
injustices.

Laundry Day: by Margaret Thomas Marchant
Directly behind the kitchen door was the laundry area of the porch. Now wash day was
“something else.” We always washed on Mondays, and I dreaded the thought. I can
remember of even hating Sunday, Church, and the whole bit because Monday followed next.
Just go with me step by step through my first memories of wash day.
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First the boiler was taken off the bench with the broom
handle wash stick inside, and placed over a roaring fire on the
kitchen range. There must be a bucket of water dumped in
immediately so the boiler wouldn’t pop. Next, take the water
bucket, and go to the well. Now lower the bucket that is
attached to the pulley, down to the bottom of the well, let it fill,
then with all the strength you have turn the handle and pull
the bucket up. Next empty that water into the bucket you
brought from the kitchen. Carry it up four steps, across the
porch, into the kitchen then dump it into the boiler. Now I
never knew a boiler that was smaller than a railroad water
tank. So it took a long time to fill it. Once I pulled the bucket
out of the well, and a mouse was floating on the top. I said to
myself, “Oh well, that can’t hurt a dirty wash anyway,” I just
dumped him out and went about my work.
With the boiler heating, you add lye and soap. You’ll
need at least one big bar of yellow A. B. Naptha. Get a sharp
knife and shave it into the boiler, and stir occasionally. Since
well water is hard, a thick scum will rise to the top. Skim it all off. Don’t save the slimmings.
You can just throw them away. They make a delicious “thug” when they hit the ground.
While this mess gets hot, go back to your water detail and fill two rinse tubs that are
waiting. Now that’s done, bale the hot suds out of the boiler, and put them into the washer.
White clothes go in first. When you have the sheets in, look out and see if Aunt Martie
already has her first batch on the line. Get someone to start the washer, while you fill the
boiler a second time. Everything has to be processed with a complete boiling; I never knew
why.
Oh, I almost forgot. Set the clock to time the washer. 20 minutes will be about right.
How does it run? Well, you put your foot in this stirrup kind of thing down here, and when the
big wheel on the side begins to turn, pull this handle at the top back and forth, and the wooden
dollies inside and swish the clothes through the soapy water. Oh it’s hard? Yea, I guess
that’s why the clock runs faster on wash day. I was caught once setting the thing ahead five
minutes.
Now when the washer has run its course you put
the clothes through the hand-operated wringer, then into
the boiler full of suds. Sheets, towels, table clothes, and
all white things go through this process. After the boiling,
you remove everything with the wash stick (a 2 ½ foot
length of broom stick) and put them into the first rinse—
which was a tub full of clear water. Articles that need
additional cleaning you introduce to a metal wash board.
If you’re not careful you may come out with some missing
skin on your knuckles. After the first rinse, the clothes go
to the tub of bluing for the final touch. each tub has its
separate wringer. Next and last, the clothes must be
carried to the clothes line for drying. In summer there is
no problem. Clothes dry well. But winter is another story.
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The boys and Dad wear their long underwear. Besides requiring lots of hand rubbing, on the
board, they froze stiff on the line. I can still see my mother standing by the kitchen door holding
two pair of frozen underwear that stood taller than she. There was only one thing left to do—
drape them over chairs and racks to dry. Windows steamed, and Jack Frost painted beautiful
winter scenes on the glass. Would you like to do this every Monday?
There was one nice thing about wash day, if school were in session we did the greatest
part of the wash before we left. That meant that we got up early. When we got home there
were still tubs to empty etc. But mother would have a good dinner ready. She’d put a big pot
of navy beans with a ham hock, or bacon on top of the stove, slip a milk pan full of rice pudding
in the oven, with baked potatoes and Oh boy, did that smell good when we got home. Then
too, there was always canned fruit in the cellar, and home baked bread with butter to add to the
beans, and pudding.
As I think over my early life, I guess we could have been classified as poor people. We
never had any money. With the store, I guess we didn’t really need any.

Spring House Cleaning: by Margaret Thomas Marchant
I must describe spring house cleaning. This was a test that tried the
strength of one’s soul. All plans were laid the night before. Calcimine
(powdered wall covering) was chosen for color, ladders, mixing buckets,
brushes and clothes were all gathered. Then someone with strength,
determination and courage was assigned to do the painting. Nobody exactly
enjoyed spreading this watery substance on walls and ceilings. Brushes were
not always perfect and we often splashed the stuff on floors and windows.
Streaking was a problem too.
As soon as the family was up and fed, we tore a room apart, moved all
the furniture out right down to the floor, dragged the carpet out to the
clothesline, hung it over two wires, then started beating it with long sticks, or a
broom. Since we had no vacuum cleaner for many years, great clouds of dust
rose. When no more dirt surfaced, we swept the carpet with the broom and it was ready for
laying again.
Cleaning woodwork after a sloppy job of calcimining was no joke, and few springs saw
professional work. In fact, the boys stayed as far away from house cleaning as possible. If Bill
came to the front door and saw the curtains down, he disappeared. The others could find
things that needed their attention as well. Curtains were washed, starched then stretched on
frames. If they were not done correctly, the hours spent were in vain.
All bedding was washed in the spring. That in itself was a major operation. With hand
powered washers, and water drawn from the well. But Mother demanded clean beds, and
fresh bedding. Mary always said she could be sure of a good night’s sleep in any of Mother’s
beds.
There was usually a floor that needed varnish around the edges of the carpets, and I
have also painted woodwork, cupboards, and furniture. With nine people in a small house
spring found everything ready for removal. So housecleaning was a real challenge. But after
the carpets were in place, the curtains were hung over shining windows and the furniture all
rearranged just to step back and smell the “clean” was its own reward. There’s no fresh like
the clean smell of new calcimine.
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Lester Henderson tells about working and wages and surviving when
Swan Lake was first being established about 1900-1930:
Carpet Making: When Mother was not working at the food she was making carpet for
someone. She had her loom warpen bars and the spinning wheel. Us kids would spool the
warp from the skein on to the spools. Then she would put them on the warpen bars so she
could stripe the carpet. There would be red, white, blue, green and black warp that she would
stripe. The threads were about a quarter of an inch apart. One string went through one loop in
what is called a harness... Then it was put through the reed that was made of steel, with a bar
on each. It was like a comb. One of us would set behind the beater as it was called, take a
piece of tin and shove it through, put a thread on then pulled it through until we went clear
across then fasten the warp to a 1 by 2 that had three little ropes on the other ends that went
over the frame beam and then back around the beam. The lead beam had a ratchet on it so
we could tie the warp. Then Mother would step on one peddle. Half the warp would pull down
and the other half would stay up. Then she would shove the shettle through then pound it with
the lathe. She could weave, some days, twelve to eighteen yards when she had help to wind
her shettles. For her it was a hard job, but she never seemed to mind. She always had jobs
waiting. She would go from one to another. We hardly ever heard her complain or say
anything about things not going okay.
Goose Feathers: She had a bunch of geese and every summer she would take a
chair and her boiler to their pen to catch them and pick their feathers when they were ripe. I
have seen them when they would bite her arms, they would about take a chunk out so she
would pull a sock over their heads to stop them. She made pillows out of them. After she got
them picked she would wash the feathers and dry them then they were ready to use. She set
hens to raise little chickens. She was always working at something

Big Rock Cellar & Bees Wax: At grandmother Grants place when I was about five
years old I lived with her each summer and helped herd pigs and cows, feed calves and
chickens, gather eggs. Grandma made butter and cheese, she had me help her. They had a
big rock cellar dug in the hill behind the house where she kept her milk and eggs. A big porch
that went from the house to the cellar. A ditch of nice water went through it. I had to sprinkle
the cellar and wash off the porch to keep it nice and cool. Granddad, we called him Uncle Jim,
he was a step granddad, had a lot of honeybees. The old boy had a suit made like coveralls
with big gloves and had screen wire sewn around his shoulders so no bees could get in. He
would bring in big tubs of honey in the cone then grandma would melt it out, strain it and get it
ready to take to the store. One day Uncle Jim ripped his cap loose when he had a hive
uncapped and the bees got in. When he came to the house he could hardly see. The bees’
wax was put in balls to use to wax thread. She would take the wax to the store to sell.
Making Cheese & Butter: They had about fifteen milk cows. They would take two
milking and make cheese. She had two big tubs she put the milk in. She would put the stuff in
to turn the milk to curd. Then she would cut it up in squares drain off the whey and get it boiling
hot then poured it over the curd salt then put it in the press. She would make different size
cheese, some eight, twelve, fifteen and up to thirty pounds. She made butter. I had to churn for
her, the old up and down dash; I thought my arms would break.
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He got a big barrel churn that stood on a frame and turned with a crank, it went end
over end. Then I could churn a lot of butter in little while. She would work and salt it good then
put it in the molds, wrap it in butter paper with her name stamped on it so people knew whose
butter they were buying. The cheese was put in cheesecloth waxed and labeled before she
could sell it. In the spring I would start herding cows. Rachel, my sister, came down and
stayed for a while, I sure was glad. She herded cows and helped me with a lot of the chores. I
lived with grandma for about three years.

Building a herd of cows with baby lambs: I would go to the sheep herds and
gather pet lambs. I rode an old horse bare back that had a stiff knee. I took sacks to put the
lambs in. I tied the top and cut holes in the sacks for their heads and then laid them over the
horse’s back and neck. Away I would go for home. We raised ten to fifteen lambs a year. Dad
would butcher the wither lambs and trade the others for heifer calves. We soon had several
cows. He got four from Al Talbot and three from Tom Waddoups. In a little over a year he got
ten cows.

Plowing: Jim was three and a half years older than I. We had to do the plowing. He
would hold the plow and I would drive three head of horses. We would plow a patch of ten
acres that would take us more than a week. Dad put the tub on a box and we took two flags
one at each of the field. I would step about eight steps drive to the other flag move it over drive
back until we got it sowed, then we would harrow it under when we had about thirty acres broke
up. We would plow and put the same ground back in crops each year

Eskimo dens in winter: We had hard winters. The snow would be over the fences.
It would drift between the house and the yards about six feet high. We would dig it straight
down then dig us a den way back under. We called it our Eskimo dens. It was warm back in
there. We would slide down the drift tromp it as hard as ice. When we got our den done the
old dog would sleep in it at night.
Open Range: We turned our cows to the mountain up by Kay’s in the spring and
summer, it was all open range. Kay’s turned their cows out to us kids. We had to hunt them
every night and bring them home and take them out in the morning. It sure was a job to find
the range cattle all over. One morning I had my first pair of bibcows. Del Merrill lived in an old
log house where I drove the cows by. He saw me with my new pants on so he came out and
grabbed me and took my overalls off, boy; I sure put up a fight. Then he put them back on me
and give me a quarter. He had a big laugh at me and said we are still pals. He was just
teasing me but I didn’t like him to take my overalls. He was always pulling jokes on me. I
asked Joe Kay to make him leave me alone and mind his own business. They sure had a good
laugh; he said he would tell him. One night Vern and I were bringing our cows home and he
had a nice pony to ride. When we got to the top of the hill a range heifer came running by and
scared his horse. She threw Vern off down the hill and went home. He said I’ll kill her gosh
dang her. Joe caught her when she got home. Vern was crying I’ll kill her. Joe said I will do it.
He went and got the shotgun, when Vern saw the gun he didn’t want her killed.
When I was ten years old we turned the horses out in the field. They fed over to the
wheat so Pa sent me to drive them back. I had a dog he wouldn’t follow me so I put a rope on
to lead him. My hat blew over my eyes and I walked up behind an old lazy plug. He kicked me
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in the face and knocked all of my front teeth out, smashed my nose and knocked me out. They
had to go three miles to the phone to call a Doctor. He drove twenty three miles with a team
and buggy. Just as he was ready to leave I woke up. We were poor and had nothing to fix my
teeth with so I had to go without until I was grown up. It sure was rough because I couldn’t say
some words plain. The kids would mock me.

Putting up loose hay: We started to put up the hay west of the house next to the
mountain. We got it cut and in the shock then we went to haul it to the barn. We got most of a
load on and it started to rain. We got under the wagon and it sure did pour down for about an
hour. It soaked the load through. We took it to the yard and let it stand on the wagon for a
couple of days. Then John told me to get the old sorrel horse and put him on the derrick. I got
on him and John got the trip rope and he said go ahead. I pulled up the fork and he tromped it
in. He said go ahead-go ahead again, I started out, the pole bent down and back came the old
horse. He said put the rope around him, the same happened again. He pulled the fork out a
little and said lay it to him so I did. He took off as fast as he could go, I couldn’t hold him back
so the horse took the load to the top of the pole. When it hit the pulley it broke the hame strap.
The hames hit me in the chest, throwed me off when I hit the ground I was tangled in the
harness. Back to the derrick I went and the old horse went out through the pasture. I learned
to fasten the breast strap across so that couldn’t happen again. We got him back to get the
load off. We got the alfalfa up then started on the meadow hay. I had the old sorrel horse and
an old bay they were old saddle horses. I rode and drove too. I had a hand dump rake. The
horse flys were so thick that they just about ate the horses up. I couldn’t drive them straight to
save me. I would drive with one hand and dump that heavy rake with the other.
We would go to the field at seven in the morning, to dinner at twelve, back at one thirty,
stay there until sunset; then we would go in put our teams away – have supper, then milk a big
bunch of cows and separate the milk, feed calves and pigs then our day was done. The same
thing over again for six days a week. I worked for a month and a half for John and Dad got
$22.50 for my work. I never did see any of it.

Going to town in a black top buggy: In the year of 1906 George Matkin came to
our place to get me to take him to catch the train at Oxford station. He was going to Logan to
borrow money to buy Arthur Allen’s farm in Swan Lake. We had to catch the train at three thirty
in the morning. So I took him. We got up at one o’clock. His mother got us something to eat.
We put the team on the little black top buggy; we had a roan horse and a bay. They were
crazy to go. We went down over the flat where the old HI way goes now, down to the top of the
hill then south down by Hillman’s. It had been raining for several days and the mud was offul.
We went over throu the sagebrush. The red clay was sticking to the wheels. They got wider
every round until they touched the box. The team had an offul time trying to pull the buggy. We
had to unhook and take the neck yoke and dig the clay off so the wheels could turn. It was
downhill where we got stuck. George sure looked like a clay boy when we got in the depo.
The train was one hour late. He got by the pot-bellied stove to dry the clay. He brushed if off
until the train came. After the train went I started home. The team was cold, I tied the lines
together put them over my shoulders and away I went. When I got where we got stuck the
horses got scared. They took me out around in the sage. They sure was hard to hold. I got
home unhooked the team, and then I went home to do our chores. It seemed like a long day
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Wood for winter: After George got his loan I took him to the train in Downey so he
could file on his homestead. It was about three o’clock in the morning. I had to go around by
Hunt. When I came home Jim and I had to get the crop in. Then we started to the canyon to
get out the winters wood. He would chop and I would pile it on drags. Then I would hook the
horse on it and drag it to the wagon. When we had about five drags out we would load it on the
wagon. Then we would eat our lunch and go get some more until we had all we could pile on.
Then we would get it bound, hitch up and start for home. Jim would drive and I would hold the
brake. Sometimes we went down so fast we could hardly make the turns. We made it
somehow. When we got home we would unload, put up our team and put our chains on and
sharpen our axes for the next day. It seemed like we would never get enough hauled out.
Always something would happen like get stuck or tip over. We had a lot of experiences in our
canyon work but we got it done. When it froze up, we started to school

Muskrats for spending money: When we got our chores done we would go over
on the slew and set traps for muskrats. There was no laws to bother. We would catch, skin,
and stretch them. We could get from fifteen to twenty five cents each for them. That was our
spending money. It wasn’t very much but we got by somehow.
Real Job with wages –Plowing, planting, cleaning creek canals: When I was
13 years old in 1907 on March 15 Dad took me out of school, one week before my birthday and
sent me to work for Joe Ward in Preston. I plowed, harrowed, milked cows, and fed chickens.
We got his beet ground ready to plant. We planted about a half-acre of onions, worked his hay,
put in some grain and then he sent me up on the mink Creek Canal to help clean it. I had the
biggest scraper there was on the job. The fellows said old Joe sure is going to make you work
kid. We had four teams to the circle. The man in the ditch would load us when we got on the
bank. We would dump our own and keep in the circle. Sometimes I would have some help but
not very often. I had a nice teem, they worked even, and that is all that saved me. I worked
about ten days up there then we got down the point up east of Brookside. The canal had all
slid off. We had to plow back on top and make a new canal. The bank was wet and slick. It
was a long ways down
I worked for him for three months and drawed five dollars. I bought me a pair of
shoes, overalls, and a pair of gloves and had a few nickels for spending money.
I got a job helping on the header for 75 cents a day from George Matkin. I also
cleaned up around the grain stacks, carried water and chopped wood for his mother, just chase
jobs. Then we got his grain cut we had to plow it. It sure was hot and dry. That was the first
time I had ever had to quit. It was too hard so I gave up.
That year Dad cut a lot of rye hay. We hauled, pitched it on and off, it sure was a job. It
was so slick we couldn’t hardly keep it in the rack, and then after the hay was in we had to get
out the winter wood.
The next spring I went to work for Tom Allen railing sage brush. We had six head of
horses. He had three and I had three. I wasn’t heavy enough so I had a sack of dirt on my
side. We railed for about a month then we made a big rake to rake the sage in winrows. He
went home and told me to get them burned, boy, it was hot. When he came back I had them
about all burned. We went to plowing. It was the first time I had ever drove six head on a
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gangplow. We plowed with two pair of gangs til we got a lot plowed then I started to harrow it
down. Then we took a one-horse rake and raked them again. It sure was a long hot job. He
was only there part of the time so I had to batch it. I would get my water jug rapped with burlap
to keep it cool. I had a sour dough jar that I made my bread from. Each morning I would bake
so I wouldn’t have to cook at noon. He paid me twenty dollars a month. I worked for Tom for
two years through spring and summer. Tom was a good fellow to work for. The rake I used
was a hand dump. I had to fix the cleaner so it would shove the sage off in winrows.

Moving a home to Kays & other jobs: In the fall Tom decided to move his house.
He got Lew and Will Petty, George Fisher, Will Millard, his Dad, Port Martin, Bill Scott and
George Matkin to help. We moved it from by the old HI way up where Kay’s now live. This
was in 1908.
I worked for him most all summer. He had moved his family up. I made about a
hundred dollars that summer. He bought a thousand cedar posts from Hy Nief, which I
hauled from Red Rock home and scattered them out along the fence line. He bought them for
20 cents apiece. Old Hy had a big pile of them. They were hard to get because I had to
untangle them and load them up but I got them all hauled. We got the fence up, I sure was
glad when we was through. Tom got his seed grain fanned and treated. I went to harrowing
and he went to drilling. We soon had his crop planted. One day his wife saw a blow snake by
the house. When we came in she had her two kids ready with her suitcase packed and Tom
got orders to get her back to Utah, which he had to do. He worked the place for a few years
then sold it to Owen Kindell. Tom moved back to Cove, Utah. That was about the last time I
saw of him
I went to work for Ira Hilman that year on the header. He said if I could stack he would
give me a dollar fifty a day. O’boy, that was good money. I stacked for him the first year then
the next he gave me $1.75 a day the same as he paid his older men. I sure was happy about
that. Dad got my money when I got through. The folks bought our clothes and food so I
guess that was ok. That is the way we got along.

Plowing with hand plow: When I was fifteen I went to work for Leo Beckstead.
After the heading was over I worked plowing with a hand plow and three head of horses. It was
the later part of August, hot and dry. I would walk by the side hold the plow with my right hand,
lines around my shoulders and the whip in my left hand. I would take an hour and a half lunch
break then plow til seven, put up my horses, have supper and then I was ready to sleep. On
Saturday the thrashers were there. It was a steam outfit of Tom Croshaw. I helped thrash.
Then I went home because they moved over to Sorenson’s.
Thrashing job: I got a job hauling water for the thrashing outfit. It was a better job
than follering a hand plow. I worked for Tom Croshaw hauling water in a big tank and got along
fine til one load I went through the ditch and broke the axle into. Then I was in a mess. I had
to get a wagon of six barrels, dipping the water with a bucket, put sack over with hoops around
to keep it from slopping. I sure got a shower each load. I was sure glad when they got the
wagon fixed up again. I kept them going for a day and half I sure went fast. I got $1.25 a day
for hauling water. I worked for a month.
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Hogs out of Cottonwood in winter: In the winter of 1917 I was living on Dick
Quigley’s place. It was three and one half miles from Swan Lake. The Snow was deep and
cold. The wind blew terrible. Eli Beckstead was living in Cotton Wood. He had a carload of
hogs to ship. He got Will McKenzie, Jesse George, Hipe Hadley, and me to come with our
teams and sleighs to help haul them to Swan Lake. I left home at seven o’clock the road was
drifted full and it was cold. I got to the narrows when Will McKenzie caught up to me. He took
lead to brake road then Hipe Hadley and Jesse George caught up to us. We kept changing off
in lead. It was eleven o’clock when we got there. Eli had five sleighs. We fed our teams, got
the sleighs ready to load. The wind sure did blow. It was four o’clock when we got loaded and
pulled out. We put four horses on the lead sleigh. There was no sign of the road but we got
along fair til we crossed Shingle Creek then the drifts covered the road and fences. They had a
big black team that was very good in snow but they just had to find a track to follow. We got
up to a hill and tipped over. We all had to lift as they pulled, then it tipped the other way. We
would go back get our loads but we finally got over the top and got down to the dug way by the
Waddoups place. The drifts were straight down. We had to take our shovels and shovel a
road clear around and most the way down the hill. We got to the store at eleven o’clock. We
unloaded in the stockyards Eli took us to the store and we had a midnight lunch, then we
headed for home.
I got home and my chores had to be done, it was about two o’clock. He payed us
$4.00 and we earned every penny we got out of that job. The worst of it was I had to chop my
nights wood by lantern light. The snow drifted so bad I couldn’t get in the canyon so I chopped
willows, birch, hawthorn and anything that was wood. I had four horses, two cows, chickens
and a few hogs.

Building a Road up Stockton: In 1916 When spring came I got me a job. I worked
for Jim Hadley for two months. He paid me forty dollars a month. I was not allowed to have a
horse so on Saturday I would walk from Stockton to Sam Pratt’s place, then I would have to go
back Sunday night to be on time Monday morning. We built the road up Stockton creek to
the old reservoir. It was slow going. I worked six days a week and ten hours a day.
Saturday sure was a long day, time I walked home. Then we put Sam’s hay up. After that I
went to work on the header and thrasher. That lasted most of the fall. I bought me a buggy
and harness then I had a way to go. It was much better. The wages were so poor it was rough
to make a few dollars

Getting Cedar Posts out of cottonwood:
In March of 1914, I went to help Willie Gambles
get some cedar posts to fence his homestead. We went
on the hill east of John Hawes place. We took a horse,
harness, and chane. We would chop a drag then pull
them to the top of the cliff, throw them over, then when we
got about five or six hundred we got a teem and dump
cart to haul them out. We was going to throw them down
over a big bunch of slide rocks that was up the side of the mountain. Will said I can pull up to
them so we can haul them down. I said you can’t go up over them, you will tip over. He said, “
No I can turn straight down, we will be ok,” so he did. We got three loads it was tough on the
teem to pull the cart up through those rocks. They would slide and push rocks. The last load
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we had about a dozen left and will said we could tie them behind. I said no, I will throw them
down” he said, “tie them on,” I said, “they will tip you over,” “No I will turn straight down” he
said. So we got them tied on. We got on the upper side and away went teem, cart and drag
over and over four times. When they stopped one horse was lying on the other ones head,
everything was so tight. We couldn’t get a tug unhooked. He started to kick away, they went
three times more. That time it broke a clip on the Singletree. That let them loose. We had
posts scattered all over the side of the mountain. The poor old teem looked like their hide was
spread over those sharp rocks. There wasn’t a good spot on them. We got the mess gathered
up and loded and went home. It sure was a day.
He asked me to help him get logs another time in the snow for a barn and we had a
similar experience and I swore I would never go to the canyon with him again, but I did. Them
days we all helped each other.

Taking care of a large cattle herd:
I was working for Percy Beckstead at that time for eighty dollar a month and boarded
myself. I went to Lone Pine fed eighty-seven head of two year olds steers and seventy head of
stock cattle at the ranch, then I did the barn chores, so I had a full time job. I moved them on
the first of March down on marsh Creek and fed them from Thanel Thomas where Rulen Bright
now has. I had to go every day, Sunday and all. I rode one horse all winter long, he sure got
used rough.

History of the Wage Earner: research by Ashley Hirz
The stories above tell a little about how the men made a living in the early days and the
wages they earned. In Swan Lake, the farm worker today earns from $9.00 to $10.00 an hour.
Many have room and board provided and some of their food from the farms.

The Minimum Wage didn’t start until 1938
Wages
1980- $3.10
1981- 1983 $3.35
1990-$3.80
1991-$4.25
1997-$5.15
2007-$5.85
2008- $6.55
2009-2011 $7.25

NON FARMER wages
1980- $2.30
1991 - $3.80
1992 - $4.80
2000-2006 $5.15
2008-2011 $7.25
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CHICKENS: by Margaret Thomas Marchant :
My childhood saw another type of slaughter, We had chicken picking parties over at Aunt
Pauline’s. Uncle Chauncy would put a wash boiler over a hot fire, get the water to almost
boiling, then go out and bring in four or five chickens at a time. They had to be killed just so.
The heads must remain. I never watched, but a small knife was inserted through the beak and
into the throat. The chickens were hung by their feet to bleed. Then we dipped them into the
hot water, and picked the feather off. Ugh the steam, the smell of the hot feathers, and the
mess we had on the long drain board cannot easily be forgotten. Belva, Pauline and I hated
the whole process.
When the prescribed number of chickens were cleaned and ready, they were packed in
big boxes, then put in the refrigerator at the store ready for shipping. After these many years, I
have no idea where they were sent, but I’m glad I’ll never have to pick any more chickens.
Perhaps I can make preparing chickens just a bit more pleasing by recounting an
experience I had. Lila Busenbark and I rode over to Harriet Denney’s home on the east bench
of Swan Lake one day on borrowed horses just as it was lunch time. Harriet was a very
pleasant and capable woman. Her father was a full blooded Indian. She had several small
children, but always had time to share with friends. She asked us if we would stay and eat with
her. Of course we agreed, we knew she was a good cook. As quick as a flash she opened a
wire gate, chased a young pullet into a corner, caught it, held it by the head, swung it around a
couple of times , the head comes off and the chicken flopped about on the ground a few
seconds. She picked it up skinned and cleaned it in about two minutes and before we could
close our mouths, she had that chicken in the frying pan. While the chicken fried in the pan she
made a batch of baking powder biscuits, cut them out, plopped them in the oven. Before we
knew it, we were enjoying a feast, complete with all the trimmings.
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Community Happenings
By Margaret Eliza Thomas Marchant, daughter of Moroni & Rachel Thomas

Gypsies: Each spring and fall the gypsies made their pilgrimage. They seemed to go
North in the spring and South in the fall. Across the road from our house was a creek, with
several big trees. (Their home was located just West of where our church stands today).
These colorful, crafty families found their way to this spot twice a year. They’d set up camp,
build a fire, boil their black coffee, smoke their pipes, set up tents, and make themselves at
home. The children waded in the creek, and behaved like all youngsters do. The food they
cooked smelled mighty good. We had an abundance of milk, and mother, when she saw she
couldn’t keep us away – gave us a reason to visit the camp. She’d send a bucket of milk over
for the children.
Now Dad and Uncle Chauncy were not so excited about these pilgrimages. If they were
where they saw the tribe coming they locked the store. No matter how carefully one watched,
these people could walk away with most anything. Orval Hendricks always said his flock of
chickens decreased at each visit. But for us, the Gypsies were a pleasant change of pace.

Circus Train: Freight trains often stopped to take water at the big tank. Some of the
train men became regular customers. They bought fresh eggs, tobacco and very much needed
commodities. When they expected to be bringing the circus through, they’d tell Dad so he
could have us all down to the tracks to see the animals. I remember we crawled out of bed just
at daylight, dressed in a hurry and waited down by the tracks. Away in the distance we could
hear the train coming closer and closer. We could hardly wait. At last we saw the smoke
rounding the red rock curve—and finally the colored cars appeared. Some were closed –and
we could not see anything. Others held tigers, bears, horses, lions, dogs and elephants. How
exciting—we had actually seen the makes of a circus. How wonderful it would be to see those
beautiful animals perform. But the possibility of the Thomas kids seeing a circus seemed
extremely remote. I saw my first circus in 1930 when my new husband took me to see a small
one at the fairgrounds in Salt Lake City.

Broadway’s Best: Uncle Sam, Aunt Mary and family lived next door to us for several
years. These years were happy ones. Beatrice was my age and we were inseparable. Behind
this house there was an old log building which had been used for a barn. Up in the loft Aunt
Mary had two trunks filled with the most exciting clothes one could imagine. There were
several big black velvet hats with partrich feathers that reached our waists. There were long
tight bodiced dresses with a thousand tiny hooks to do up. There were high heeled shoes with
buttons that marched up the sides—almost to our knees, and we had to use a button hook to
fasten them up. There were corsets, all stiff with steel, and garters that we never could figure
where they went. Long black slips went with the dresses—and best of all there were some
fancy fans. Well maybe the Thomas kids didn’t have a lot of what money could buy, but we put
on some shows up in that loft that to us were comparable to Broadway’s best. Oh to be a child
again.
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Holidays
By Margaret Thomas Marchant
We celebrated three holidays during the year. The Fourth of July, Thanksgiving, and
Christmas.
The Fourth of July was glorious In the vacant lot next to our house they built a
bowery and a ball park. The bowery was covered with leafy tree branches where onlookers
could sit to watch the ball games. There were concessions around too. One year Dad gave
me 20cents to spend. I felt really blessed. Cracker Jack in a big box was 5 cents. A long stick
of popcorn with a balloon was 10 cents, an ice cream cone cost a nickel, candy bars were
5cents, lemonade 5 cents. One could really splurge with 20 cents to spend. Of course there
were important decisions to make. Just what should I buy with all that money.
The ball game was an annual contest between Swan Lake and Oxford. Our team
would gather on summer evenings for practice. We kids used to go out on the east side of our
house, scrunch down by the fence and watch the fellows practice.
When the great day finally came, Eleanor and I were allowed to wear our new dresses,
which were made especially for the occasion. Never were children more proud. We knew we
must take special care of these dresses. They were meant to serve for our Sunday best until
Christmas. Then we may have another—if we were lucky for Easter.
How we screamed for our ball team and how disappointed we were if Oxford won the
game. To us, this contest held more importance than our world series today.
One year I remember it snowed on the Fourth of July but we still watched the ball game
in our new dresses.
Thanksgiving was a time we looked forward to as children. Uncle Chauncey’s family
and ours used to get together for dinner. Dad raised Rhode Island Red chickens because they
were large and meaty and couldn’t be excelled for roasting. Early Thanksgiving morning
mother would pop a couple of big roasters in the oven, stuff them with dressing, and we could
hardly wait for dinner time. There were sweet potatoes, apple and pumpkin pies with all the
trimmings, and other good things.
We children preferred to eat in the kitchen away from the adults. We could tell our own
stories and eat our food without interruption; not that we necessarily had so many things we
couldn’t share. But we did enjoy all the good food, and how we ate!
One Thanksgiving I remember above any other was the time we were all invited up to
Uncle Marties (Martin) in Downey. The snow was deep. We dressed warmly, filled a bob sled
full of fresh straw, covered it all with blankets and hot bricks. Then everybody snuggled down
shoulder to shoulder. Uncle Chauncey and Dad drove the team and away we went. Roast
chicken and dressing, pumpkin and apple pies, scented up the whole area. How good
everything smelled. The boys took turns riding on the back runner. Bill fell off. Uncle
Chauncey whipped up the horses just to see him run to catch us. We sang, “Over the River
and Through the Woods to Grandmother’s House we Go.” Oh to be a child again.
We sang songs, listened to stories, and generally had an old fashioned feast.
On the way home we were not so anxious to ride runners and sing. We were just plain
tuckered out with the events of the day. We snuggled down in the blankets and watched the
darkness fall over the white hills. We had enjoyed a high spot in our lives, but it’s always nice
to get to one’s home again.
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Christmas: Christmas holidays were a special time in our little town. There were
dances next door in the church recreation hall, sometimes a box lunch party was planned.
Decorated lunch boxes were auctioned off to the highest bidder, and the owner of the box ate
dinner with the man who purchased the lunch. When all this activity was going on the single
rest room became congested, and there were friends who rather than wait in line, would come
over to our house to use our bathroom and freshen up. We paid little attention. Girls came, we
visited and they left
Christmas was the magic time of our childhood. For weeks we dreamed of Santa and
the toys we hoped he’d bring. The day after turkey dinner was put away, the store began to
blossom with Christmas. I remember the big boxes that were shipped from Salt Lake and
addressed to Thomas Mercantile Co. Aunt Martie, Uncle Chauncey, Dad and other ripped the
wires off, dug into the excelsior packing’s and lifted out the exotic treasures. There were toys
of all kinds and descriptions—dolls with long blonde hair, baby dolls, trucks, trains, books, tops,
toys that wound up, animals that squeaked. There were little red chairs, sleds, skates, mittens,
caps, coats, mufflers, and all kinds of games. All these things were priced and put out on
display. The store became one great magic fairy land for us as kids.
We were always blessed with a lot of snow. I never knew of a brown Christmas. A few
days before Santa was to come, one of the towns’ men would harness a team to a sleigh, get a
friend and drive to the hills and cut Christmas trees for everybody. The Hadley brothers were
known for their beautiful tree gifts.
The first Christmas I remember (I may have been perhaps 5 years old) we had a tree
which had been beautifully decorated. Candles were placed in their tiny holders at the end of
each branch, waiting to be lit. Everybody had “oh’d and ahed” at its beauty. It was gorgeous.
We were told to stay far back while Dad and Mother lit each little light. My hair was long
enough to reach my shoulders. I turned quickly and immediately my head was on fire. With
two big hands my Dad came down over my head and extinguished the fire. I can still see his
face and the fear that showed in his eyes. He picked me up in his arms, and with all the love of
his soul he held me close and wept. Future trees were decorated without candles.
Christmas in the “olden Days” as Joy would say, was not as it is today. On Christmas Eve we
hung up our long cotton stockings—not by the fireplace, we hadn’t one. We pinned two socks
together and hung them over a chair back, or over the couch. We seldom saw an orange in
winter, but atop all the candy, nuts and goodies we found in the socks on Christmas morning,
we’d find a luscious orange. Never have oranges been more delicious.
Gifts were confined principally to necessities. For the girls a new dress, under clothing,
shoes and stockings. Sometimes a new coat. The boys got shirts, trousers, underwear etc.
We were allowed to choose a gift or two. Both Eleanor and Belva (cousin) have said some of
the toys were those left at the store that could not be sold because they were broken.
Personally, I don’t recall any inferior gifts. But, I do know they were not given in large
numbers.
On Christmas morning it became a tradition to go around the neighborhood to see what
Santa had brought our friends. I couldn’t help but notice that Erma (an only child) received
more than all our family put together. Florence Beckstead had things one could only dream
about. I learned early that Santa treated people differently, and it all figured out mathematically
to the number of children in the family and whether the parents had lots of money. What a hard
lesson for a child to learn. Nevertheless we learned that there’s much to Christmas beside
gifts. We had wise parents who did the best they could for us & we had love for each other.
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Recreation For The Swan Lake Community Over The Years:
Compiled by Vickey from Individual family histories and family photo collections.

Dorthy Allen History:
I can remember the Basket Ball games held in the Gym in Swan Lake.
Skating on the lake in the winter - Riding in a bobsleigh - Ward dances
Trips to Bear Lake - Riding in George Waddoups farm truck
Camping at Heart Mountain - Wading in snow to get a Christmas tree
Getting watercress from the springs - Singing contests
Music lessons from Mrs. Glover in Oxford and Florence Beckstead
Taking cattle back to the range in the spring - Helping on the farm,
Our first Model T Ford Coming home from school to see all the hired help, canning bushels of fruit and vegetables the
slow way (before pressure cookers ) and a lot of sunburn in the summers.

Belva Hadley’s notes:
One act plays, - Three act plays – MIA plays,
Old film shows – Margaret & Florence use to play the piano
Theater Groups – Farnsworth. – Scout plays,
School operettas, High school primary operetta 1938
Minstrels – McClellan and Stevens
School plays – 3 act plays and Minstrels
Games we played: Guiney & stick – Jump rope or running! – Marbles
Run sheep Run – Fox & Geese, Sleigh Riding, Annie Eye Over
Easter walks – together in the mountains. - Halloween (best place for trick or treating) Quilting Bees – Golden Weddings, Trousseau Teas – & Wedding receptions – Neighborhood
visits with friends on a daily basis.
Skating on North end and South end of Lake.

Entertainment: by Margaret Thomas
When we were very small the young married people got together for entertainment.
They had dances, plays, musicals, etc. Babies came with their parents and were laid in
blankets on benches while the fun progressed. I remember of trying to keep awake while a
dance was going on. There was a band that played around the area; first in Oxford, Clifton and
Swan Lake. Some of the young couples followed the music from place to place. Nobody ever
heard of baby sitters. Parents either took their children with them, or stayed at home.
Coal oil lamps blinked from their holders on the wall, and the big black heater gave
warmth. How hard it was to be awakened, bundled up and carted home late at night. But our
parents must have felt the fun was worth the effort. Ours was a close knit little town. People
had a good time.
A theatrical troupe also went from place to place. They traveled from Oxford to
Downey. Everybody attended. How anxiously we watched for rising of the partition and the
beginning of the entertainment. These were highlights of our young lives.
Horses, buggies, sleds, wagons, or whatever, waited outside till the applause died down
and the lights were blown out. When all was over on a winter night and we were leaving, I
remember looking back to see the little two-roomed school house standing dark against the
white of the snow and the frosty blue of the moonlit sky.
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For years my mother was the only one who owned a piano in Swan Lake. When we
were little kids, Dad organized a male quartet, composed of Bishop Lewis Petty, his brother
William Petty, Joseph Quail and himself. On nights when they practiced the parlor doors were
opened, the fire was stoked up, Mother took her place at the piano and the music began. The
whole thing was wonderful. They went over individual parts, combined two, tried all four
together, struck a few discords, but it all sounded wonderful to us. We played where ever we
could without disturbing anyone. One night we entertained ourselves under a quilt that was set
up for quilting in the dining room.
Probably the most lasting results of that quartet were that they sang for many funerals
in the area. The favorite of all was a song called “Bury me near the old Home.” Had I the
words I’d write them. They sang it for so many years it became a traditions. But Dad once said
he would prefer something different at his service.
My Dad played the violin. I loved hearing my Mom play Star of the East.

Swallows & Play by Margaret Thomas:
Belva doesn’t recall, but Eleanor and I remember a time when there were thousands of
mud swallows just across the road in the high bank just below where the cemetery road is now.
They had hundreds and hundreds of nests there and what a noise they made. We’d sit on the
front porch and watch the little creatures come and go. We could walk up to the nests, and
look into some of them. Big boys were known to rob the nests of their eggs and break them on
the side of the hill. When the road was modernized the high bank, the birds, the nests and that
part of our childhood passed into memory.

Homemade Ice Cream by Margaret Thomas
“Yummy.” Sunday was our day for
homemade ice cream. Mother began with cooked
custard, thick cream right off the top of the pans,
beaten eggs whites, sugar, vanilla, fresh fruits, and
other good things. But the big problem was to get
the boys to do the freezing. Bill would say to Nate,
“I did it last time”, Nate would answer, “you did not,
I did”. Well, whoever wanted a big dish of dessert,
ended up crushing the ice, adding the salt, turning
the freezer and mumbling under his breath a little,
but everybody was present when it was ready for
the eating.

Vickey Abbott’s research into ward records
and histories and experience:
Parties that were held:
• Housewarming parties - Several were
mentioned for those who remodeled their
homes, or built new homes. The community
would gather at the home and give them a special gift, have dinner and play games..
• New Year’s Eve parties in the Ward, in different homes.
• Snowmobile parties: The young people would go to the Ray Henderson field, or the
adult couples would go to the Right Hand place and snowmobile on moonlit nights and
have dinner many times. Many Snowmobile parties up Cottonwood Canyon or long
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rides up over Baldy mountain or on Swan Lake with bon fire, roasting hot dogs, and
drinking hot chocolate.
Sleigh riding parties, with the young in families and up in the mountains or in with
neighbors and friends.
Halloween; trick or treating to every home in Swan Lake -special treats - worth the drive
Birthday Parties - Many were held for the young people in each other’s homes with lots
of pictures. Special 80th & 90th birthday parties.
Just visiting with friends & neighbors & reading from the Book Mobile
Trips: Hunting trips together for the men over the years.
Trips to Cottonwood to gather Christmas Trees for the community.
Trips to Denver to the Cattlemen’s Convention – several couples traveled together &
enjoyed the convention & sights in Denver.
Trips to Yellowstone Park – Snowmobiling – groups of couples would go in the winter
time. Together for a weekend.
Vacations together: Many vacations & camping trips were taken by friends and
neighbors in the community
Hikes to the Top of Oxford Peak. Many hikes are recorded and pictures taken to the
top of Oxford Peak.
Gold and Green Balls - For years there special dances learned and performed at a Ball
every year in the ward
Road Shows were put on and they traveled all over the Stake
Ball Games: Both ward and School events are well attended. – men from 18-40 would
play teams in Clifton, Oxford all the time with Baseball, Everyone has followed the
basketball and football teams from school over the years very well.
Many parties at Downata Hot Springs both in the church and with groups of people with
swimming and dinner, or dancing when they had their dance hall in the early years.
Water skiing at Twin Lakes was also a great adventure for those who had a boat.
Parties held at Heart Mountain with dinners served, or up Cottonwood. And many
parties at the new ward pavilion and park after it was finished.
There have been many firesides with return missionaries, and people returning from
trips given in the ward.
For years, there was a sweetheart dinner given by the Young Women for the couples in
town that was very enjoyable.
Many camping trips by different individual families and groups of families up
Cottonwood – especially around the 4th of July.
Most Recently, many parties with the Hadley Family up Gooseberry, and also Ward and
Group gatherings there with the special invitation of the Hadley family
In the early years, a dance was generally held on Saturday nights. When held on
Friday, dancers felt they had to take their weekly bath one day ahead of schedule and
were then dirty for the Sabbath, so their logic prevailed. The last dance for a young
man would be with the girl he wanted to escort home and here romance began which
provided the town with gossip for the next few days.
Ward Reunions the Saturday close to March 17th, St. Patrick’s Day. Families made their
best recipes; good food, talent shows and dances were held. Everyone had lots of fun.
Recreation today is still an important part of life. The prophets in every era have
encouraged the Saints to enjoy good entertainment and to laugh and be joyful.
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Following are pictures of the recreation in Swan Lake:
Pictures from Family Collections

Drama:
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Hunting:

The men went on a lot of hunting trips together. This tradition started for survival
purposes at first. The friendships formed were special and there was also meat provided for
the families: The picture below: They called themselves the great white hunters.

Fish that were caught up Cottonwood - Trent Gibbs fishing up the creek
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Fishing and hunting
License From Martel
Thomas in Swan Lake
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Friends, Family and Neighbors getting together to have a good time:

Menu from Battery
“E” 83rd U.S.F.A. 1917
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Don and Laura Henderson and
Michelle Abbott riding their horses in
the Downey Fair Parade.
Red & Hilda riding their horses in the
mountains.
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School plays
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Getting together as neighbors and friends
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Idonna Henderson, Ricky
Gibbs, Terri and Susan Gibbs
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Halloween party at Sarah & Joel
Crouch’s home about 2006

Baily & Stephanie Bosen 2011
2009 Ward Halloween Party - Glen Merrill moves
the string while the kids try to eat the donuts.

Stanton Yearsley giving
the Sorensen kids $5 bills and
big candy bars for Halloween. 2011
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Marty Thomas & Megan Smith
(Tinker Bell) in 2010

Ryan Hadley and
family.
Snowmobiling at
Gooseberry
2010.
Sleigh ride party
below 2003.
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Waterskiing at Twin Lakes –
Ryan Hadley Family (Many
families and teenagers like to
waterski at Twin Lakes)
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!

Peggy Sorensen Birthday Party

Back Row l-R: Jake Kay, Glenn Merrill, Brent Abbott, Kent Hadley, Dave Bosen with
Twin Bryce Sorensen, Scott Henderson with Wyatt Sorensen, Chris Sorensen with son
twin Bryan Sorensen, Paul Danielson
Center Row: L-R: Molly Skinner, Alan Kay, (Cory & Jill Webster) Cord Danielson, Kim &
Mary Thomas
Front Row L-R: Stanton Yearsley, Rubee Marley, Justin Kay, Diane Kay, Sterling
Brangham, Steve Smith
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Everyone gets in a helps with the Wedding Receptions in Swan Lake
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Taking vacations together as
couples in Swan Lake

Brent & Vickey Abbott, Bill & Kathy Egan, Alan & Brenda Kay, Bob & Gwen Hadley, Orin
& Gwen Hatch, John & Jayne Probst, Kay & Twila Gibbs - Denver Colorado
Stockman’s Show
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Swan Lake Basketball and Other Sports
By Darwin Sorensen
Almost from day one, Swan Lake has had its share of excellent athletes; whether
playing college, High School, Jr. High, or the ravages of Church Ball.
Christmas time not only brought thoughts of the birth of Christ, and Santa Claus, but the
infamous Elders Quorum B-Ball tournament. Held in Downey Idaho; at the old Downey High
School home of the Downey Bulldogs. Held from 1972-1983. Basketball tournaments-8 teams:
2 from Downey, 2 from McCammon, 1 each from Inkom, Preston, Clifton and Swan Lake.
Swan Lake had a broad spectrum of players from guards to power forwards and
centers, tall and short, and in between.
Swan Lake had produced High School players who played on District Champions, and
State Champions, and also State runner-up teams.
Church Basketball in Swan Lake produced a team that took the Regional and area
champions. A lot of teams would almost giggle as the farm boys hit the hardwood, with their
non-matching jerseys and farmer tans. At the end of the game they were a little amazed at the
Rag-Tag group. The ward altered functions (The Annual Ward Reunion) to be the adoring fans
to cheer them on to victory.
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Letter written to Belva Hadley from Verl Busenbark
He talked of the five players from Swan
Lake that played and won many games in 1926-27.
The players were Harry Beckstead, Howard Nisson,
Ken Nisson, Kenneth Sorensen and Verl
Busenbark.. The coaches were Mr. Cutler and Mr.
Newenswander. The fans from Swan Lake
supported them so well.
He said that most of the fellows we played
were all quite a bit larger and one night one of our
players ran right between one approaching players
legs and of course we got quite a kick out of that.
Another night we were playing Franklin and had only
seconds to play when one of their players and I
collided and I ended up with a broken bone in my
foot. I remember the score was 12 to 11 in our
favor.
How the game has changed and looking
back, I don’t know how the fans got so excited, with
such low scoring.
After our games in Swan Lake in Jr. High, the coach
from Downey came down and talked to Howard and
Ken Nisson and myself. He wanted us to play in
Downey. We did, and got quite a bit of playing time.

Sportsmanship Taken from ward records & histories.
9 March 1975 Swan Lake girls won
sportsmanship trophy in volley ball tournament
14 March 1976. Swan Lake Ward received the
sportsmanship trophy in the stake basketball
tournament.
On the 11, 12 & 13 of March 1976 Marsh
Valley High School basketball team won 3rd place in
state and our ward had one player, Charles
Sorensen on the team.
Gene Sorensen tells us about a team he
played on in 1945 from Downey High that took Sub
District and District championship.
The first several decades of our community, a
great baseball game was held with concession stands and all on July 4th. .Fans cheered for
their team like it was the World Series. Swan Lake and the small towns around were the
contenders; Banida, Oxford, Clifton etc.
The community has always supported football, basketball, baseball and other sports at school.
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Downata Hot Springs History
By Fern Hartvigsen, Penny Greaves and Darlene Downs
Just the mention of “Marshall’s Springs” brings a flood of memories to old timers who can still
remember the chronology of owners Will Evans, Isaac Marshall, the Johnson family, the
Raymond Horsley family, the Elton Nead family and currently, a conglomerate of several
owners.
In 1907, Alexander Marshall, his wife Diannah Bloxham Marshall, and their family
moved to “The Springs” and since then the resort has been operated mostly as a family
enterprise. Marshall had purchased the land and hot springs from Andrew Morrison, who had
bought the homestead from Robert Miller. The Marshall’s were the first to build a swimming
pool, located south of today’s pool, and featuring rockslides and a mud bottom. The Evans and
Marshall families worked through the winter of 1929 to build the resort, building a road across
the marsh directly west of highway 91. The men dug a 50-by-100 foot hole and built the new
pool with a cement bottom, new dressing rooms, a powder room, showers and other
conveniences. When the resort was ready for opening, 30 gas lanterns lighted it for evening
activity. Later, a gas plant was installed, and finally, electricity. The operation called for an
icehouse, which Tyndale Evans says he remembers along with memories of working the old
handle washer used to keep the suits and towels clean. Every member of the two families
worked - Mrs. Evans, Stan, Tyndale, Gwin, Mrs. Marshall, Marjorie, and Jean (Mrs. Jack
Hadley of Downata). Stan and Tyndale were the first lifeguards at the pool. An open-air dance
hall was added to the facility, with Friday night and midnight dances a popular attraction. A
Hawaiian orchestra and one from Malad City provided favorite dance music, and Isaac
Marshall recalls paying $300 one night for the Old Mill Orchestra from Salt Lake City.
Enthusiasm for dancing waned and roller-skating mania took over for a while, but the swimming
pool continued to be a favorite.
In 1939, the Johnsons-Osbourn family purchased Downata. The family worked through
the winter and built a recreation hall, viewing windows, a snack bar and walk in refrigerator, as
well as renovating the dance floor. East of the pool, 75 Chinese elm trees were planted, along
with fingerling pines at the front.
Raymond and Maxine Horsley and boy’s Ray, Spence and Scott, who had been
operating a drive-in restaurant in Salt Lake City, became a new owner of the resort in 1959, just
in time to clean up and open for Easter. In the years of their ownership, they added a sun deck,
kiddie-pool, “Dipsy-Doodle,” slides, a pavilion and fireplaces. They also offered Red Cross
swimming classes for 300-400 children a year.
Elton Nead, a former tugboat captain on the Columbia River, and wife Pat and their
children bought Downata in June 1974. They tore down the old dance hall and added a game
room, and remodeled the dressing rooms, as well as the reunion rooms. They also made park
improvements and added a miniature golf course and gift shop.
In July 1979, the Neads sold Downata to Wayne McQuivey (Salt Lake City) and Brent
and Fred Coats, brothers from Dayton. They added all new dressing rooms, the first green tube
slide in Idaho (1980), the “Black Hole” slide in 1983. They tore down the golf course and
installed a new miniature golf course at the park, added tepees for rental, R.V. Park north of the
park and installed bathrooms for the R.V. Park. The park was known for family entertainment,
youth groups, and a great place to have a reunion. Businessmen from Utah, California and
Idaho, along with Wayne maintain interest in the business. The McQuivey family left the springs
in 1988, and was replaced as manager by Nate Hale of Preston. One year later in 1990, Larry
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and Marilyn Lathen replaced Hale. The Lathems supervised the tearing down of the old
entrance building and game room, which was replaced with a chain link fence to allow
spectators free view, remodeled the building west of the pool to accommodate a family
restaurant and snack bar and new reception area, added lifeguard room, tore down the old
house northwest of the slides to create a picnic area, tore out the miniature golf course and
added a double sandpit volleyball court.
October of 1993, owner Marilyn Gunnell reorganized the operation, naming a
management team of Darlene Downs, Julie Anderson, Connie Johnson, and Melissa Wakley,
with Terry Morrison as Pool Operations Director. Darlene’s husband, Bret Downs, joined the
team in 1994 to manage the 2,000-acre ranch and help manage the swimming resort. The fall
of 1994, two-lovely Bed and Breakfast houses were completed and will accommodate about 20
guests. An amphitheater was completed in 1996. A new pavilion in the soccer/baseball field
was added in the summer of 2001 and a roof was built over the top of the slide platform. Floor
heating fed by the springs was installed in the dressing rooms. Many, many more
improvements and additions have been made over the years. The resort has provided water
aerobics classes 3 days a week for those who desire to come for over 30 years. In the spring
of 2010, more power hookups were added to the campground and several trees were removed
and new bathroom and showers were added to the picnic area for the campgrounds and
reunions. A sauna was built next to the hot tub and includes the same heat tubing as the
sidewalks and buildings. 2011 improvement goals consist of another large yurt, new bunk
house, three more tepees, new lifeguard room, more power RV and tent hookups, two new
group areas by the west court pavilion, pavilions in pool and picnic area and more. Pizza and
Pool deals were introduced to families. Bret and Darlene Downs still manage the resort
operations. Downata Hot Springs is a four-season resort for all of southeastern Idaho and
travelers from afar.
Swan lake Residents have used the resort for recreation since it opened and many of
the youth from Swan Lake have obtained jobs in the summer, as lifeguards, swimming
instructors, cooks, cashiers, maintenance workers etc. It is close enough for many of the
residents here to use their Aerobics classes weekly all year long.

.

Teenagers from Swan
Lake working at Downata:
Tina Abbott, Nathan
Gambles, Kory Kay and
Emily Leighton. There
have been many others.
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Downata Hot Springs Through the Years. 1907-2011
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4-H clubs in Swan Lake
Adapted from an article in Belva’s collection by Vickey Lee Abbott
Fair week again, I managed to sign my summer away agreeing to be the leader of a
club project my daughter wanted to sign up for. “Oh well”, I thought “what’s a mother for but to
try to teach and besides, they’re only young once.”
So, here I stand blurry eyed from late night spelling of every other word for all those 4-H
books left to the last minute. I plop all the projects in front of the helpful woman at the table and
begin to envision what the remainder of the week will hold in store for our family.
The lambs, bottle fed and pampered for months, will probably step on our hands and
feet and spray us with soapy water as we try to spruce them up for the all-wool fashion show.
There will be tears and hugs of good-bye at the sale, and Dad will recheck his bank balance in
case no good-hearted merchant makes a bid on our pet.
The boys & girls will brush and curry their steers and practice leading them around the
yard. Dad will clip his boy’s hair and remind me to see that everyone has polished boots, clean
western shirts and hats. Then I’ll wonder who is being fitted in show and who is to have that
“finished” look – the boys’ and girls’ steers or Dad’s children? After the kids and their Dad have
chased a runaway steer through chickens, pigs, horses and dust all the way to town and back
to the show ring, we’ll all wonder why we tried to be so clean.
Then that Fair Week Miracle will happen once again. One of our children will run up
excitedly hollering, “I got a blue ribbon – I got a blue ribbon.” And in her eyes I’ll see that
nothing learned is ever lost. She’ll show me her two dollars and I’ll once again realize that not
all rewards are tangible. Education is priceless and so are the million dollar memories gained
at the county fair. I’ll try to remember all that next spring when those 4-H sign-up slips are
slipped under my nose.
Some of the club names have been, Peppy Homemakers, Stitch and Stir, Lucky Lakers,
with many leaders and almost all the kids in town taking projects at one time or another. Our
clubs enter floats in the Downey Parade & ride horses almost every year.
. The pictures below show some of the activity that has been had by one and all.

Wendy Abbott – 4-H Grand Champion Mare
1983 - She was born on Easter and had six
colts on Easter Sunday. What are the odds?
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4-H From Belva Hadley’s History
4-H clubs are an important part of our
very young people. They have a special
teacher, chosen to teach them skills in sewing,
cooking, art, crocheting, knitting, gardening, pie
making, bread making. I could go on and on. If
a person is good enough or excels in these arts
or others not mentioned she or he may win a
trip to Wash D C; Moscow Idaho; Chicago, Ill, or
where ever a special category meeting is held.
The stakes are high and many kids spend many
years and in many clubs to attain a successful trip or a coveted prize. Erma Abbott played a
great part here.

Imajean Hadley with
her father, Dutch and
the judge showing 4-H
beef.
Michelle Abbott riding
in Western Reigning.
4-H club float - Wendy,
Tina & Michelle Abbott,
Shauna, Kristi & Sid
Gambles, Aniesha &
Jenilyn Thomas, Lou
Ann Roberts.
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Nada
Dahlke,
Berdean
Henderson,
Peggy
Sorensen,
Elise
Abbott,
4-H trip to
Moscow.
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COMMUNITY RESOURCES
GREATEST RESOURCES DEVELOPED IN THE LAST
100 YEARS IS ELECTRICITY

TRANSPORTATION

FARMING

COMMUNICATIONS
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Farming & Ranching History
Compiled by Brent and Vickey Lee Abbott from Belva Hadley’s collection, family
farm history in the community and family photo collections.
Farming in Swan Lake has seen the
beginning of railing sagebrush, hand plows
drawn by teams of horses to Diesel tractors
and great 10-12 bottom plows: binders for
harvesting and threshing machines, to
powered combines that cut, thrash and run
grain into trucks to haul for storage.
Small acres were grubbed, plowed &
planted. Wheat was threshed by flail or
sticks.
Garden crops grown were vegetables:
corn, peas, beans, squash & potatoes.
As farming progressed and new
inventions in farm equipment took over,
farming was upgraded and manual labor
minimized.
Harry Denny, John Hawes, Joseph
Quigley and Alma Quigley were first to raise
dry farm wheat. They plowed with hand
plows.
The first thresher was run by horse
power by Mr. Richard Hadley Sr.
In 1919 Ira Hillman bought the first
combine.
In 1932 George Matkin bought a Holt
Combine Harvester, one of four in Swan
Lake, and the header & thrasher was put into
retirement. It was run with 12 head of horses.
Since the early 70’s there is lots of
sprinkling in the valleys. Deep wells have
been dug with the electricity available. Much
land has been broken up and planted that
otherwise was used for grazing.
Brent Abbott notes:
Today the methods of farming
continue to improve with large machinery and
bigger sprinkler systems. The prices of the
products have increased dramatically in 2011.
There are some hay products reaching
$200.00 a ton. And grain products $5.00 to
$8.00 a bushel. The cattle market has also
improved with calf prices ranging from $1.40 to $1.60 a lb. for a steer calf.
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Erma Abbott, my mother, mentions in her history in about 1911 that cattle prices were
five to seven cents on the hoof.
My granddaughter, Ashley Hirz, looked up on the internet that sheep prices in Jan 1911
were $5.10 and then decreased to $4.00 by December (price for hundred weight) Market year
average was $4.10.
Native steers, $6.50 for Texas steers, and about $6.24 for cows per hundred weight..
Hay: $22.00 yearly average, wholesale price on hay per ton $14.40 yearly average farm prices
on hay per ton.
Tractor prices in 1978 were about $11,900 and a combine was $25,000. John Deere
Equipment told me that the cost of a new large tractor is about $250,000.00 and a combine is
about 300,0000. (2011).

Horse Power in 1900: Adapted from Newell Hart Collection
Horse power threshing – an intense work load for both man and beast. The team at night was
removed from its usual place on the sweeps to give a better view of the workings. The
threshing of grain from stocks or bundles usually needed about 20 men.
The women of the family worked as hard to feed this great crew, as the men did in the
yard. When the dinner hour arrived, large tubs of water with soap and towels nearby were set
up outside of the home for the workers to clean the chaff and dirt from the faces and hands,
then into the kitchen and dining room tables for some needed energy.
Great platters of meats, usually ham and fried chicken, many bowls of mashed potatoes
and gravy, peas, beans, corn, loaves of fresh baked bread, freshly churned butter and gallons
of milk. This was usually followed by pies and cakes. The wife’s reputation was established by
how well she fed the threshers! Keep in mind that all meats were home grown, dressed out
and cured. The vegetables came from their gardens.
The horses plowed, planted and harvested the fields of hay and grain that were the staff
of life for man and beast.
They dragged logs from the mountains for building projects and pulled scrapers to build
ditches.
They pulled buggies or sleighs for personal travel, and gave children rides to school.
Twenty animals were not uncommon for a large ranch to have. The raising, training and care
of this supply of precious animals was demanding and never ending.
Men always took great pride in having the strongest or fastest animal in town.

Farming changes for the women: by Vickey Lee Abbott
When I first moved here in 1967, there were just a handful of women that had outside
jobs who lived on the ranches and farms in Swan Lake. They helped their husbands either in
the fields or running for parts. They kept house, cared for the children and fed the workers on
the farm. Ten years later, the women started to find outside work to help make a living with the
farm. Farm prices and cost were not in alignment and there needed to be additional income to
make things work. Today, the women still run errands to get parts for machinery etc and take
care of the meals & children but most of the women in the community have outside means of
making an income. They have gone back to school to get better educations, and found work in
nearby towns. They work from their homes making jewelry, crafts, quilts, or selling
merchandise with home parties for home decorations, kitchen needs, and clothing – anything to
help out with expenses.
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History of farm progress - researched by my granddaughter, Ashley Hirz.
1980s
Farm financial crisis affects farmers with heavy debt loads.
One farmer supplies 75.7 persons (EST.)
Railroad and trucking industries deregulated.
Mid-1980s Low prices and indebtedness affect many farmers in the Midwest; many rural
counties decline in population.
1987-88-Severe drought strikes Idaho beginning in the mid-1980s; drought and grass-hopper
infestation killed crops and hurt the farm economy in Idaho. Many lost their farms.
1988 - Global warming may affect the future viability of American farming; one of the worst
droughts in the Nation's history hits Midwestern farmers
1989 - Several slow years, the sale of farm equipment rebounds; more farmers begin to use
low-input sustainable agriculture (LISA) techniques to reduce chemical applications
1990 - One farmer supplies 100 persons (EST.) Information technology and precision
techniques increasingly used in agriculture.
Farmers' Markets become a popular way for small farmers to reach consumers directly.
1991-2000 - Recession - Business expansion.
1990-99 - Farm families make up less than 10 percent of rural population but rural
areas experience some growth.
The total land in farms in Idaho was unchanged last year at 11.4 million acres, though
that number has continued to drop steadily, from 14.9 million acres in 1983 to 11.9 million in
2000
2007 -The average size of farms in Idaho was 447 acres last year, down a hair from 452 acres
in 2008. In 1983, the average size of farms in Idaho was 608 acres. It was 486 acres in 2000.
In the 21st century, farmers and ranchers are likely to know as much, or more, about
world events as they do about the pests or bacteria that are eating their crops or affecting their
cattle. Moreover, today’s farmers often incorporate the latest breakthroughs in science and
technology into their farming practices. Modern farmers also are more likely than farmers in the
past to be female, Hispanic, and older than the average worker.
Machinery and transportation equipment manufacturing grew 20% between 1970 and
1980, and services expanded 7.5%.

Harvesting Hay:

The pictures below show the different processing of hay over the years:

Horse
drawn
plow
from
Gwen
Hatch
Yard.
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Horse
Drawn
Drill
At the
former
Gibbs
Ranch

Farm Prices in 1892-94
Dr. Melvin C Merrill, in the book Utah Pioneer and Apostle Mariner Wood Merrill and his family,
1937, said that “In 1892-94 times were particularly hard. Wheat was settling from 35cents to
40 cents a bushel, oats at 70 cents a hundred pounds, hogs at 4 cents a pound on the hoof,
alfalfa seed at 6 cents a pound. Yearling cattle brought $10.00, two-year-olds sold for $14, and
three –year-olds $19.00 Sheep were worth $1.50 a head and wool was 8 cents or 10 cents a
pound.”
The Stockton Ranch owned by the Brossard family when the cattle were brought from
the range, the two-year-old steers and dry cows or those not kept for breeding purposes were
separated out and put in the corral feed lot, where they were fed hay and sometimes other
supplements to harden their fat and improve their condition; then they were shipped by rail in
cattle cars and sold in the cattle markets of Omaha or Kansas City.
For such shipments the ranchers of the area went together and made up a whole train
of these cattle cars, with their own engine and a caboose to live in en route. The men
accompanied the train, fed and watered the cattle en route when needed, kept them standing
as far as possible so they wouldn’t be trampled to death, and sold them in the stockyards.
Sometimes the cattle were consigned to be sold by certain known commission brokers at those
yards. Depending on the market, they brought a
good, fair, or low price. This was a great risk in
the cattle business in those days.
Mr. Brossard usually fared pretty well with
his sales and had the reputation of being quite a
successful rancher. The family always had a
good home, plenty of food, clothes and the usual
necessities of life; but we never had an over
plentiful supply of cash because of our large
family and the continuous enlargement of the
cattle business, which in 1890 and thereafter
reached some 600 head.
Woodrow Sorensen and daughter, Peggy Ann, standing by the big haystacks on their farm.
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Picture submitted by Julie Buck – Bob Buck driving the team of horses.
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Postcard in Swan Lake Case Steam Engine and case gang plows
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Bailing in 1967 with
small Bales you could
handle By hand. Tina
Abbott is Bailing hay
for her dad.

Don Henderson
bailing with a ½ ton
bailing wagon on his
farm. - Standing by a
half ton bale below –
you can see the size
compared to man.

Unloading large square Bales of hay on the Woodrow Sorensen
farm. To the side Don Henderson Is loading his wagon from The
hay field.
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Below Brent Abbott &
Marty Thomas is
Loading and
unloading theHalf ton
bales onto the wagon
and into the stackon
his farm operation
2011.

P. C. (Chris),
Fontella, and
Woodrow
Sorensen on
the farm.
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Bob and Kent
Hadley Ranch.
Using the round
bale equipment to
harvest and feed
their cattle.
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There are several different kinds of hay operations in Swan Lake on the different ranches
.Some bale with ½ ton balers, some round bales. The smaller bales are almost non- existent
now because of the hand labor involved in that process of bucking bales.

Branding the Cattle: There are several
different methods of branding the cattle in
Swan Lake. The different ranches have
different methods of handling this all day
process. See pictures below: They are
using the horses to rope the calf and hold it
down to brand on the Abbott
Ranches below.

Brent and Joel
Crouch
branding the
calf - using
horse and
roping the
calf.

Cade Crouch & cousin roping a calf above
Jim Abbott Taking the Bull
by the horns the safe way to the
left. (Branding or doctoring the
livestock in a squeeze chute.)
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Alan Kay Ranch.
Alan Kay and his sons,
Justin, Jake, Cory, &
Tyler with Brenda and
her brothers.
Neighbors: Nick
Phillips, Dave Bosen,
and Ron Centoni
helping with the
branding below on their
ranch. A meal is
served to all the ranch
hands helping on
branding day with
every ranch.

Cory Kay, in back,
Jake Kay in front
Ron Centoni in center.

Working cattle in Lewis
Valley in the corrals Henderson Family.
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The entire Hadley
family gets involved
with the branding
process of their
cattle. Lots of work
and the family is
together. They use
a table for branding
and a special chute
to get the calf in
place

Jared Hadley and the boys
eating lunch.

Getting the job done.
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Other Farms in the Area:
Monte Henderson runs a pig operation
& Glen Merrill runs a dairy. A school group
came to Swan Lake to visit the farms to
observe the pig operation and see how the milk
is processed on a dairy.
Monte has also sponsored a greased
pig chase at the Bannock County south fair for
the last several years which is very popular as
you can see from the picture.
Almost every family in Swan Lake in the
earlier years had a dairy to provide for their family
and make a little extra money. Almost all of them
have sold their farms today. We have one dairy left
in Swan Lake, the Glen Merrill family. Pictures of the
dairy operation still working below. They milk about
100-120 cows two times a day 3:30 a.m. and p.m.
Their hired man Leno Ruiz does the milking for them
and has done for the last thirteen years. They have a
hay chopper that chops the Hay & grain & mixes the
feed. Glen Merrill reports that bulk milk prices on
Nov. 16, 2011 were $19.00 per hundred weight.
Milk prices per gallon in stores:
1900: $0.21
1910: $0.30
1920:$0.56
1930:$0.56
1940: $0.34
1950:$0.82

Cows Ready to be milked going into the
barn - cows in the barn ready for milking.

1960:$1.04
1970:$1.15
1980:$2.16
1990:$2.78
2000:$2.75
2010:$2.80
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Glen Merrill
chopping and
mixing his hay
and grain for
his dairy herd
2011. He’s
about the only
farmer that
uses this
chopping
process in the
cache valley
area.

The postcard
below is to a
farmer here in
Swan Lake who
was a member
of the Co-op for marketing his eggs, Suede Carlson. They
marketed them and at the end of the year the patron would get a
patronage dividend both in cash and credit on the amount of
delivered eggs.
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Egg Prices: In the early 1950’s; Joyolin Henderson said she took a case of 96 eggs down to
market and got $3.00 for them. Today you pay $1.50 to $2.00 a dozen in the stores, 2011

Pig Prices: In the early 1950’s the farmer paid between $5.00 - $10.00 for a wiener pig.
Today you pay between $50.00 and $60.00 for a wiener pig, 2011.
Sheep: Many farmers in Swan Lake also raised sheep. There were many bands that grazed
in the Cottonwood area. Pictures of the sheep being sheared below: Steve and April Smith
ran a fairly large herd. The farmers used the wool
to spin and make
clothing for their
families. A Spinning
Wheel was a
necessity in
most cabins in the
early 1900’s.
Sheep prices in
January 1911 were
$5.10 and then
decreased to $4.00
by December (price for hundred weight).
Market year average was $4.10.Sheep
prices in Nov. 2011 are $140.00 for Lambs and $55.00 for ewes.

Early Harvesting Before the Threshers:
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Threshers & Headers:

told by Wilma Helmandollar to Vickey Abbott May 2011.
The thrashers and headers would come and cut wheat. We would haul the bundles of
grain in & stack them so they could go down in between the stacks. They had a wagon that
was high on one end and low on
the other end.
I would go with mother and
Dad. We would load our wagon
with lots of food from the store in
Swan Lake during this time and go
up to the cabin on the homestead
where they were thrashing, it was a
little room shack. We would have
to cook three meals a day for a
couple of days. We had to haul
water one mile for the workers in
milk cans on each side of a high saddle and lift up and spill the cans into tubs for the men to
wash and clean themselves.
Dad would go up to the spring with big barrels and fill them so the men could go up
there in the evening and take a bath in the barrels by the spring. The men would sleep outside
under the wagons with the high and low ends on them. It took a couple of days so they always
had to stay there. It was about 6 miles out of town, so they couldn’t go somewhere else to
sleep; it was too far to go back and forth. We hired it to be done.

Harvest Time by Margaret Thomas Marchant
Harvest time was an exciting time of year. Crews of men went from farm to farm with
their threshing machine. The work was hard and days were long. Enthusiasm for the work
was somewhat influenced by the cook at the farm where the work was being done. Hot, dusty,
sweaty men would come in from the fields at noon, wash up outside where buckets of cool
water, basins and towels were provided, then seat themselves at a long table which was set in
the shade of a big tree if possible. Roost beef, gravy, mashed potatoes, salad, coffee,
vegetables and hot biscuits were a favorite meal with plenty of apple pie for dessert. No matter
how hard the day had been, nor how many tons of grain were threshed, these men met at the
store in the evening, and discussed their day. Would you like me to tell you where the best
cooks were? Mother used to say the whole affair took on the appearance of a popularity
contest

Lael Abbott tells about threshing the grain from the upper level of our barn up on the
hill behind the Abbotts and Hendricks homes in Swan Lake. The straw would be stacked in
there and the machines would come in and thresh the grain and put it in the barn below for
storage.

Description of the harvest: (Belva’s collection) Taken from article in paper about
harvesting in Malad: During the fall the grain is harvested. In the early days, in early October
found grain from the header staked in neat rows, stems chaff and all waiting for the thresher
came to yours. We put the galvanized washing tub on a bench outside the kitchen door and
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hurried to carry water from the spring for the men to use in washing up. With our gallon
buckets we made trip after trip, and then we laid out soap and towels.
By the time the thresher had pulled near the grain stacks and that been made rigid with
stakes and ropes, the sun had set. Water and coal haulers had pulled in with their loads.
Six men, who had pitched grain into the machine all afternoon on the last farm were shaking
their hats and using them to beat chaff from their shirts and jeans. The wheat bagger was
checking Pappa’s big pile of burlap sacks that we would hold under the wheat spout next day.
Tending the horses that would pull heavy wagons to the granary next day were Pappa
and Grandpa. They would lift the heavy sacks of grain one at a time up a high platform and
empty them into the bins.
Meals were prepared for the men. For supper you could smell the aroma of fried ham
and potatoes and spicy apple pie.

Threshing Machine:
The thrashing machine, or in modern
spelling threshing machine (or simply
thresher) was a machine first invented by
Scottish Mechanical engineer Andrew Meikief
for use in agriculture. It was invented (1784)
for the separation of grain from stalks and
husks. For thousands of years, grain was
separated by hand with flails, and was very
laborious and time consuming.
Mechanization of this process took much of
the drudgery out of farm labor.
Threshing machines were hand-fed and horse powered. They were small by today’s standards
and were about the size of an upright piano. Later machines were steam powered driven by a
portable engine or traction engine. In 1834, John Avery and Hiran Abial Pitts devised
significant improvement to a machine that automatically threshes and separates grain from
chaff, freeing farmers from a slow and laborious process.
When first erected, though the grain was equally well separated from the straw, yet as
the whole of the straw, chaff and grain, was indiscriminately thrown into a confused heap work
could only with propriety be considered as half executed. By the addition of rakes or shakers
and two pair of fanners, all driven by the same machinery, the different processes of thrashing,
shaking and winnowing are now all at once performed, and the grain immediately prepared for
the public market.
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The picture above is from the fields of the Hadley Farms in the early 1900’s
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Loading Grain in sacks to go to market. Gene Henderson just before the war.

Ray Henderson in 1936 farming on a
caterpillar tractor and Merle
Henderson on a threshing machine
above.
Harvesting grain with a combine on
the Petty farm in 1967.
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McCoy Henderson on an old
side hill combine.

Ray
Henderson on
his new
tractor- his
pride and joy.

Scott
Henderson
loading the grain
in the trucks to
take to market
or for storage.
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Colored Pictures of Farming through the seasons Cattle in the fall and spring below:

Fields Planted and putting sprinkler wheel
lines out for irrigation. Oxford Mountain Ranch,
springtime

The Hadley farm overlooking Swan Lake
below – Hadleys harvesting their grain crop.
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Abbott hay field with Merrill’s farm
in the background in the summer.
Sorensen place & fuel tank

Petty place harvesting fall crop on left
Below is a picture of Ray
Henderson standing in a field ready
to harvest. The grain is at shoulder
height. A good year!!!
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LIFE ON THE FARM IS A WONDERFUL SCENE!
FIELDS HARVEST GOLD AND ALFALFA GREEN
Picture Cottonwood with the Henderson boys in their Youth Amazing they ever survived with
one tooth!!!!!!!!!!!!! It was a cold wintry season, about that time of night.
Everyone tucked in bed----but—FORGOT TO TURN OUT THE LIGHT!!!
“Not a problem,” Reed says all snug and warm in his bed.
He just cocked his pistol and shot out the flame overhead!!!!
Riding out of Cottonwood, down the narrows, Don on a green broke colt!
All of a sudden, Don is in the snow with a major jolt!
Colt took to bucking, what a trick he did perform!
Dad is still in the saddle on his face rests a scorn. The cinch is still tight, Dad
Pulled a lot of leather, another interesting day and memorable weather!
About 2-3 miles it took to chase down that wild steed!
Thanks to the brother whose name is Reed.
Don batched in Cottonwood for 9 years, decided he needed a new style.
Met Ila, she fixed holes in the ceiling and made him smile!!!!
Berdean their firstborn to cherish. Helen was their boy.
Idona was an absolute bundle of joy!!!!
Their family is getting bigger and needed more room.
Don and Lester, built a home in town none too soon!!!!
ILA left for a brief separation, December 7.
To meet with the other side in Heaven.
Nights and days it was a hard and lonely life.
Until he met Laura to be his wife.
Two families make lots of families to mix.
To be exact as of August 17, 1996 there is 46.
Laura has made a quilt for every grandchild’s wedding.
Her handmade treasure is a wonderful addition to their bedding!!!!
So much wisdom under that dusty old bent hat!
Loyalty is taught to all. Including the dog and cat!
Good old hard labor, early morning, late night in the spring.
Newborn calves and baby colts, give reason to sing.
Birds chirping, chickens clucking, sun peeping over the hill.
Bring every waking day a new thrill.
Sun up, he checks the cattle, on horseback, sometimes on Tonto his stud
Lots of times to find a newborn calf in the mud.
Or a cow in trouble with her new birth,
Dad hops off and pulls the calf to its new life on earth.
He has tangled with the toughest of bulls and knows fear!
He warns family and friends “GET OUT OF HERE”!!!!
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Free from danger, he knows his animals and what they will do.
He is always THINKING ABOUT ME AND YOU!
Pain from his joints doesn’t keep him down.
A cow action or horse dale will get him to town.
Hop in the ol’ red truck and to the valley he’ll tow.
Check the fences, move the machinery, “Come on we gotta go!!!!
One evening dads dogs got a real special TREAT!
They had a sleep over in the OLD RED TRUCKS SEAT!!!!!!
I BET THAT WON’T HAPPEN ANOTHER NIGHT!
As he breezed down the road the SMELL A BIT RIPE!!!!!
Can’t sit still too long in one place.
Except when he takes Laura to a Rodeo or Horse Race!!!
He is getting more calm and relaxed as the years go by.
He can still do more work in one day than 3 Average Guys!
It’s hard for him to accept help without giving pay or a raise.
Work is his pleasure, Loved ones can attest to that phrase!!!
DAD ON THE FARM IS A BEAUTIFUL SCENE
FIELDS HARVEST GOLD AND ALPHALFA GREEN
Pain working its way through your bones.
So Many Loved ones, helping at Home.
The Achy Days are over, Finally a rest to your Limbs.
A sweet calm Peace and Joy on that road back to Him.
Family, Friends, Loved ones anxiously standing by.
A Joyous Reunion, We’ll later understand WHY???
The only thing we can depend on for sure.
Is the Plan of Salvation, which will help us Endure.
Struggles, trials, It’s all part of the Test.
How we deal with them, He will show us the rest.
Playing the harmonica, strumming your guitar, you singing a country song,
Makes me feel like I know where I belong.
Nothing can give a greater thrill,
That beautiful sight on the side of the hill!!!!
I can hear you WHISTLE through the crisp country air,
As the horses come running to their MASTERS CARE.
FIELDS HARVEST GOLD AND ALPHALFA GREEN
DAD ON THE FARM--------GLORIOUS SCENE!!!!!!!!
P.S. MAY YOUR HEARING AIDS NEVER RING AND YOUR GATES ALWAYS SWING!!!!
HAPPY TRAILS TO YOU UNTIL WE MEET AGAIN AT THAT GREAT ROUND-UP!
To Dad from Helen (Henderson DiViesti) 2002
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Farmers Grain Coop Elevators History:
Compiled by Brent and Vickey Lee Abbott from Belva collection, local farm & family histories
and family photos.
The Grain elevators were built in Swan Lake in 1948. The farmers in the Downey-Swan
Lake area joined together to form a co-op. A farmer co-op is an agricultural cooperative, where
farmers pool their resources. The
farmers in this area needed an
elevator along the railroad in
order to market their grain.
The farmers would take
their grain into the elevator and
store it there until it was bought &
shipped. They could take
advantage of better prices
because of the volume.
The Grain Silo is
constructed of steel or reinforced
concrete. Bucket elevators are
used to lift grain to a distributor or
consignor, from where it falls
through spouts and/or conveyors
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and into one of a number of bins, silos, or tanks in a facility. When desired, silos, bins and
tanks are emptied by gravity flow, sweep augers and conveyors. As grain is emptied from bins,
tanks and silos, it is conveyed, blended and weighed into trucks, railroad cars and shipped to
grain wholesalers.
Lael Abbott was about 17 years old at the time that the Elevators were being built. He
was fascinated watching the construction going on as a teenage boy. One day as he was
weeding the large garden in back of his grandfather’s home which was directly east of where
the elevator was being built, he was watching the construction workers being hoisted up in the
elevator. They were standing on top of the bottom of the roof that they used as a platform.
They were several feet in the air working from the platform when it flipped on them and the men
working on it fell several feet to the bottom.

Dorris Thomas: On June 15, 1948. Dorris was working on a grain elevator when
there was a terrible accident in which a friend was killed. Dorris and another man (Dorris
cannot remember his name) were the welders on the job building an elevator (one on the inside
and the other on the outside.) They were raising the roof. They would place a large plate weld
in it and raise the roof some more, then place another plate, weld it, and so it went.
They were up 20 to 30 feet when one of the welds broke. When it broke one side of the
roof fell in and the other flipped up into the air. The part that flipped up was the part where
Mr.John Edward Viehweg was working. When it flipped it threw him off the top of the elevator
and he was killed. Nathel Thomas, Dorris’s wife, said she was there and watched him falling. It
was a terrible thing to see, knowing there was nothing that could have saved him. There was
another man on the top of the elevator and he fell to the inside when the roof fell in dropping
him to the bottom, breaking both his legs. Dorris could hear the men, the welder and the man
that had fallen from the top, inside the grain elevator and he kept telling them to stay calm and
try to stay away from the sparks the best they could because he was going to have to cut a
hole through the metal plates to get them out.
We are not sure of the name of the other man
that was hurt. Dorris and Nathel were living in what
they called the Kent home on the east side of the
railroad tracks at that time. (See news article in
Addendum)
Belva T Hadley: There is a service station
just west of the Thomas Merc store. To the north
west of the store, stands a new 70,000 bushel
Farmers Coop elevator sponsored by the
industrious farmers or subscribers. 1948-49. Belva
says she was a member.
Brent Abbott was the President of the Grain
Co-op headquarters out of Ogden for a few years
representing the farmers in Southern Idaho and
Northern Utah. Many served on the local board from
Swan Lake.
This elevator is still standing today. Franklin
County Grain Co-op bought it and it is still active in
2011 today.
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Weather: Climate Conditions: 1922-1945 in Franklin County
They have similar weather conditions to Swan Lake. From Orthea Moser’s Collection.
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Communication
Compiled by Vickey from Belva’s collection, Ashley Hirz research, current life in Swan Lake.
1900: We know that a telegraph office was in Oxford. It had been there several years.
One of the telegraph operators, Tom Danahy, came from Oxford to buy a salt house and set up
a store.
In 1912, the telephone service was really enjoyed by a few lucky people living on the
west side of the valley via barbed wire line which was fastened to sage brushes and fence
posts that followed the early roads. When the line came to a road going east or west the line
was hoisted on a higher pole so teams could go under them. A jerk water line ---so named
because you’d have to crank or twist the handle around and around to ring a long and a short
ring, two short ones, two longs ones, three and four shorts and so on to get the party you
wanted. One special ring and everyone on the line would pick up. What a session that could
be. Later a few of the elite had access to the Downey exchange.
It was 1912 that the telephone made its appearance here with about 3 or 4 enjoying its
greatness. At the present there are telephones in 34 of about 40 family homes. (Note this was
written in about 1954).
On April 3rd, 1921, Swan Lake received their first telephone service. This service was
a toll system telephone.

Taken from Margaret Thomas Marchant:
I must tell of our telephone system which we lovingly called, “The clothes line.” Its
center originated in the store. Above the rather large box with its two bells, and its receiver on
a long cord, we hung a large slip of paper with everybody’s telephone.Ours was a community
line. Every home heard each ring and knew exactly who was being called. There were no
secrets. Receivers popped up and down at will. Oh yes, I have been guilty of listening in on
occasion: Sorry about that.
It was a jerk water line so named because you’d have to crank or twist the handle
around and around to ring a long and a short ring. Everybody became his own operator. If I
wanted to call the store, I’d take down the receiver, and signal the number by grinding a handle
which activated a hammer between two bells. I could ring a long __ or a short – signal or any
combination of the two. Then the whole town reported to their phones in unison. For example:
Store____-or I grind long and l short tingle.
Martie ___ ___ -Vern Kay -- ___ ___
William Thomas ___ ___ ___
Chauncey Thomas ___ ___ ___ -L. J. Petty -- ___ -King Hillman -- ___ ___ ___
O. E. Hendricks __ __ __
Leo Beckstead -- ___ ___
This kind of communication worked for years until Mountain Bell came along.
Later a few of the Elite had access to the Downey exchange.
Everyone in town has a telephone and we think it a “must” There are 38
telephones and a pay phone at the Thomas Merc. for those traveling or
those not connected. This was in about 1960.
Phone
calls 10
cents a
call
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1922: Radio: It was about 1922 when the first radios were introduced into Swan Lake.
Lila Busenbark and Erma Hendricks got them for Christmas that year. Everyone in town was
excited about listening to the radios. There was a lot of static on the air so it wasn’t very clear
listening but it was a new excitement for the town.
1952: TV: Kim says he remembers when they got the first TV at the store. He was
about 3 or 4 years old and his dad, Martel Thomas, had just put the big freezer in the back of
the store... He would go sit on the freezer while all the people in town would come down on
Friday nights and watch the fights. TV’s were expensive and no one was able to purchase a
TV so they just went to the store and watched it.
History of Computers by Ashley Hirz, a granddaughter, of Brent & Vickey Abbott
1980’s Computers were beginning to be used by a lot of people. They were used
mostly for business and scientific use. A PC was never invented until the 1970s.
The idea of a personal computer became very popular and by 1985 2 million
Americans used PC’s for basic office tasks. Apple was the first major computer company to sell
PC’s and by 1982 they became the first computer company to have $1 billion as their annual
sale.
1981 Microsoft put its name on the map by introducing Microsoft Disk Operating
System, known as DOS, and then they invented Microsoft Windows. All operating systems use
a version of these today, but just upgraded. Computers used telephone lines to connect to the
internet.

History of the Internet and Television Research by Ashley Hirz.
1983 The internet was invented by the United States government, Department of Defense.
It was used to connect academic institutions and Universities internal works, to a large
database so they could exchange data.
Through the internet users can access electronic mail and send files, and access web pages.
The internet in the 1980’s was a new tool that people began using and today it is used by
everyone who has a computer.
1980’s- creation of the video recorder so you can watch any show whenever you wanted
1990- Microsoft introduced Windows 3.0
1994- Yahoo was invented, it became the largest search engine in the 1990”s for searching for
web content.
1995- Amazon.com and ebay.com were invented so people who had a computer and internet
could shop online.
1996- The palm pilot went on sale; rewriteable CDS were introduced (CD-RW) and DVD’S
went on sale
1997- The first MP3 was invented
1998- Google is invented- another search engine
There were more television options, such as the expansion of digital satellite, new cable
networks - Flat screen TV’s were becoming popular
FOX was created becoming the largest subscriber in cable history. Satellite TV became very
popular to the viewers devoted to certain topics like cars, comedy, history, golf.
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2000- USB 2.0 (Also known as a Flash drive or Memory stick) was invented and introduced
and used to save information, data and other computer documents to make it easy to transfer
from one computer to the other.
2001- Microsoft reveals the Xbox console for video games
Apple comes up with the IPod
2002- Microsoft releases windows XP- which is an operating system that was produced
by Microsoft for use on personal computers, including home and business desktops, laptops,
and media centers
2003- Intel invents and starts Intel Centrino Mobil technology- A faster computer processor with
better battery life and performance
2004- Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) Starts
2005- Apple computers started running Intel Processors

Televisions
In 1986, 82% of American adults watched television daily, and the average household had the
television set on for seven hours a day. Sunday was the most popular night for television
viewing.

History of Cell phones
The most important invention in the 1990’s was the mobile phones (cell phones). They
were used more in people’s lives than computers, internet and email. They were compact and
convenient when it came to calling and talking to people. There were eighty-five millions users
by the year 1995 worldwide and the number still grows today. The ratio is as much as 10
mobile phone users to one PC user. The first mobile phones, referred to as First Generation
or 1G, were introduced to the public market in 1983 by the Motorola Company. These first
mobile phones used analog technology which was much less reliable than the digital
technology we use today. The analog phones also had a great deal more static and noise
interference than we are accustomed to today.
The first mobile phones during this era were confined to car phones and they were
permanently installed in the floorboard of automobiles. After a few years, they became mobile
and consumers could take the phones with them outside of the car. However, they were
the size of a large briefcase and very inconvenient. The main purpose of this First Generation
technology was for voice traffic, but consumers felt insecure about people listening in on their
conversations. These new mobile phones were also rather expensive, many of them costing
hundreds of dollars. They were more of a status symbol during the decade rather than a means
of convenience.
During the 1990’s, great improvements were made in mobile phone technology. These
phones used Second Generation, or 2G technology. In 1990, the first cell phone call was
made using the new digital technology that became characteristic of this era. The Second
Generation cellular phone technology was faster and much quieter than its analog
predecessor. As a result, it became even more popular than previous models. The new
technology also made them capable of being smaller rather than the large briefcase-sized units
from the 1980s. Smaller batteries and other technology that made the phones more energyefficient helped contribute to their smaller sizes and their popularity. Companies also strived to
make the prices more affordable than the mobile phones of the 1980s. 3G is what many people
currently use in their digital cellular phones today. This technology was created very soon after
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the excitement that the 2G technology created. This new technology is not only capable of
transferring voice data (such as a phone call), but it is also able to transfer other types of data,
including emails, information and instant messages. These capabilities have helped to increase
the amount of sales and the popularity of these new phones. Many users prefer to use the
instant messaging capabilities to “text” other users rather than call them in the form of a
traditional phone call. In 2009 the first 4g mobile internet phones were invented.

Swan Lake usage of computers and cell phones today: by Vickey Abbott:
There is a computer in almost every home in Swan Lake today. Some of us are
learning to use all this new technology from our grandchildren. The younger people in school
learn the techniques and they teach their parents & grandparents how to use them. In the
process of compiling this book, all the grandparents have hired, begged and acquired the help
of their grandchildren and children in writing their stories and getting them emailed to me for the
book. The hearts of the fathers are literally turning to the children and the children to the
fathers during this process.
Cell phones have become a necessity. I remember when I traveled around the country
selling home accessories, that I would stop and use a pay phone to get directions to a home I
was trying to find. This was in 1974. When I retired in 2009, I was carrying a cell phone and
could call as I entered the community to get instructions and they would guide me right to their
homes. The use of a pay phone is non- existent today. (2011).
Most of the young people text each other on the individual phones they carry. They can
visit any time of day. They even text each other standing side by side and don’t look at each
other and have a conversation.. It’s a problem in school where teachers don’t allow phones in
the class room.
When I was a teenager, it was long distance to the rest of the school district from
Inkom. II loved to visit with my friends on the phone but it was too expensive to call long
distance.. When I got married, my younger sisters from Inkom would come and visit me in
Swan Lake. They could visit with their friends in the school district without it being long
distance.
Our Swan Lake Community Phone Tree . There is a list updated yearly and lists everyone’s
phone and cell phone so we can be in contact immediately for an emergency. It’s a nice
community phone book too. There is an emergency plan of who to contact on the back of the
list. West, east, north and south areas are designated with specific people to be in charge of
reaching people in their area in an emergency. There is also an Alternate name for contact in
each area.
Ashley’s research below:
Smart Phones Turbocharge your creativity and share it at the speed of 4G LTE with the new
10 1-inch HTC Jetstream tablet featuring a striking design. HTC
scribe digital ink technology and the latest innovations of HTC sense

Share and surf at the speed of thought
Leading the pack in an accelerating world, the HTC Jetstream is the
first device on AT &T ‘s blazing new 4G LTE network, so you can
download, surf and share the moment inspiration strikes.
HTC Sense Streamlines your experience by bringing what you care
about to the surface, from social connections to information about your world – and makes your
tablet more natural and personal – more you.
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Rediscover the power of ink
Capture ideas the moment they strike. Sketch, highlight, take notes, sign documents and more
with the UTC scribe digital pen and HTC scribe technology
Premium viewing experience
The gorgeous 10 1-inch super LCD display delivers cinematic entertainment, immersive
gaming, and a gorgeous full-fidelity web browsing experience.
The Ultimate Accessory
Show off your sense of style with a sleek metal unibody design that’s both durable and
desirable.

Lap Top Computer, range
From $500.00 to $1699.00 with
one unit.
Desk Top Computer large screen
About $500.00
Big Screen TV’s range from 65” to 42”
Plasma TV. Some have Smart control where you
change the channel with the flip of your wrist.
They range in price from $199.00 to $1699.
Note: by Vickey Lee Abbott
Today’s technology changes every day. You can’t keep
up with the updated electronics
I keep my cell phone very simple and do just the
basics with it. Many choose to have all the options and spend lots of time glued to cell phones
texting their friends and on the Face Book accounts letting the whole world know how they feel
about life in their everyday lives. They can limit their friends to a few or the whole world. The
items above are just a few of the newest innovations today. I’m sure in 100 years. This will
seem very outdated like the pay phones and jerk lines do to us today.
The best kind of communication is always a good old fashion visit at any time in life and
in any technology with time. If you look somebody in the eye and tell them you care about
them or love them, that’s the best message you could get any time.
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Road History
Compiled and adapted from Belva’s collection.
Swan Lake settled in 1868. A post office and flag station on the UPRR
When the road was in better condition, the main road ran in front of the Ira King Hillman
home. You would have to catch a bus to that area and find a way to get to Swan Lake.
Erma Abbott mentions in her journal that when she and Jim would come home, they
would get off the bus by the Ira Hillman home and then walk into Swan Lake to her parents’
home.
There was a road from Stockton that came from the Right Hand Place through the hills
and down into town. The community in Stockton used this road to get to town.
The highway was moved from the west side to the east and is now called Highway 91.
It was built in 1935-38 and made travel easier to Preston and Pocatello. With the highway
came a new service station and blacksmith repair shop. Swan Lake is located on HI way 91
which went through in 1936 and 37; the north end was built by Wheeler Construction Company
of Blackfoot, the south end by Clyde Nelson of Logan. It intercedes the Cottonwood and the
land road in front of the store giving us a surveying corner.

The pictures were in Belva’s collection.
Blasting the area to make a road run through the
Swan Lake Area.
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Road History:
by Margaret Thomas Marchant
There was a time when the roadway in front of our house was a child’s dreamland. We
could wade through dust that was at least six inches deep. We’d take our shoes and socks off,
and play in it. To feel that powdery, hot dust push up between our toes, and feel it slap our
legs, as we ran, was really a delight. Mother was not so happy. When a horse and buggy went
by, a cloud of dust rose, and filled the house with a layer of silt. She disliked it even more when
we sat down by the creek and washed our feet. The result was a mixture of dust and mud on
panties, slips and dresses. Then too, we had some really chapped sore feet. But the memory
is a happy one.

Road history: Written by Monte
Henderson
Below are the original
documents that began the DOWNEYSWAN LAKE HIGHWAY DISTRICT,
as set forth by the Governor of Idaho.
The District was organized June 24th,
1922. Its purpose was to build and
maintain the roads from Banida, north.
Oxford was included for some time
and later boundaries were changed.
Swan Lake, Zenda, Grant Ward, Cambridge, Downey, Cherry Creek and areas up the west
side.
There were 3 districts organized, Basically, from Downey east of highway 91 is District
#1. West of Highway 91 is District #2 and South of Red Rock pass is District #3. Legal
descriptions are out lined more specific on District maps. Many local ranchers and farmers
were hired and paid by the District to help haul gravel and build roads. There were two “road
overseers” in each area. In the Swan Lake area, they were, Orville E. Hendricks, James A.
Hadley, W. H. Millard and Alma Hadley. Years later the organization moved to use a road
foreman.
Since 1922 the District #3 or Swan Lake Commissioners have been: Leo Beckstead,
Alma Hadley, W. C. Gambles, Grant C. Carlson, Calvin Henderson and currently Monte
Henderson.
Swan Lake, on Highway 91, 50 miles southeast of Pocatello, the county seat and 10
miles southeast of Downey, the banking point. Population is 130. School consolidated with
bannock County school district, elementary and the school students taken to Downey. It has a
telephone connection, elections, LDS church and mail daily. Note: this paragraph is from
Belva’s collection.
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Gravel Pit: Taken from Belva Hadley’s history
If you’ve ever stood on the side lines and
watched the truck loads of gravel slowly creep and
proceed down the mountain side or hillside from
the old gravel pit above and south of town, you
have probably wondered at the yardage of each
load, and how many loads of gravel are hauled to
several destinations each day. This has happened
for 59-60 years.
Who knew the extent and the scope of the
old gravel pit that Dutch and his brother Jim
opened up many, many years ago when they were
many years younger. They used pick and shovel and started loading by hand and hauling
gravel via horse and wagon to gravel the muddy streets. The roads were hub deep in mud.
Two or three loads a day, at the start, were all they could shovel up in a day. The horses and
men were likewise worn out by the days end.
Each fall, after the normal fall work was done, the available teams, wagons, and men
worked on the roads. They were able to pay their taxes and have a little bit for Christmas. By
the early spring the roads needed attention and gravel again.
Before our apple trees grew to maturity and stretched their branches, Dutch and I could
sit at our breakfast table and see the excitement of the day and the hill southeast of us. We
especially could see the big highway gravel trucks load up at the gravel pit. (This incidentally
was opened up many years ago by Dutch and his brother Jim out of necessity.) The roads at
one time were, “ hub deep to a tall injun”, as the saying
went in mud and ruts. Come early spring every
available horse and wagon was brought into circulation
for remodeling the long and weary winter roads with an
overseer or boss. Jim Hadley, William C. Gambles, Len
Carlson, W. H. Millard, Grant Carlson and Cal
Henderson were some of the overseers that I
remember.
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Fire Control in Swan Lake
Compiled by Vickey Lee Abbott from Naretta Reeder.
When Swan Lake was first
settled, the people in the community
helped each other take care of any
problems that would occur.
It was mentioned that early in the
1900 that the first store burned down
while the owners were at a 4th of July
party in Oxford, so if no one was around,
there was no help at all.
As I was visiting with Naretta
Reeder, she told about her husband,
George working for the fire department in
Preston. He was
on call all the time,
especially for the
Cottonwood area.
There was a
lookout tower on top of Old Baldy. George Reeder helped build the first
cement lookout tower on top of Old Baldy. There were two different girls
that stayed there alone all summer long. One was Betsy and she couldn’t
remember the other name. George was on fire call 24- 7. He kept in
radio contact with these women. George also helped flag the road from
the top of Old Baldy to Cottonwood. The lookout tower is still there today. There are several
other buildings up there today.

The Downey Fire District:
Written by Monte Henderson:
The Fire District was organized in 1988. This
was a new beginning of organized fire suppression for
the rural areas other than the Downey City Fire
Department.
The Fire District was organized with 3
commissioners, in 3 different areas; north-side of
Downey to Virginia, the appointed commissioner was
Ellis Gilbert; south-side of Downey to Red Rock, the
commissioner was Dale Koster; Swan Lake area, the
commissioner was Lael Abbott. At that time, the City of
Downey had their own volunteer fire department so
they opted-out of the rural fire district. Because the
Downey Fire District had no equipment or personnel,
they contracted with the City of Downey to provide fire
suppression.
In 2008, The Downey Fire District became
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Antique Fire truck owned by
Scott Henderson

active and therefore the City of Downey annexed into the Fire District. With all combined, the
Downey Fire District covers over 167 square miles from Virginia to the Franklin County line. In
2010, a bond was passed asking for $300,000 dollars to build a new fire station. Along with
that bond, in 2011 the Fire District was awarded a federal grant of matching numbers.
As of today, ground breaking for the new fire station, located on Hwy 91 in Downey, is
set for the fall of 2011. The Downey Fire District is pleased with the public support and
progress of this new project.
Swan Lake has been an active part of the Fire District. Many volunteers have and
continued to serve. Swan Lake Commissioners have been Lael Abbott, Kent Hadley and
Monte Henderson. There have also been two Fire Chiefs from Swan Lake, Monte Henderson
and Chris Sorenson.

The fire truck above is the one that Chris Sorensen has at his home for use in the Swan Lake
area. Chris entered it in the Swan Lake Centennial Parade on July 23rd this year.
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Light System
Compiled by Vickey from Belva’s collection & research by Ashley Hirz.
When Mr. Russell Homer first came to Swan Lake they burned what they called “ the
bitch”. This was a rag twisted up and one end placed in a dish of grease, (mutton (sheep) or
beef tallow and the other end was lighted. This served for lights. Later they learned to make
candles. Then the coal oil lamp took over to be followed by gas lamps. Then the Delco system
was established and now just push a button and wonderful lights appear.

Delco Plant:

Between 1920 and 1923
It was during this time that the Thomas Merc
bought a Delco plant for light & electricity.. The Delco
plant was a one cylinder affair that had to be cranked
and had 50 wet batteries to change. As long as the
Delco plant was running we had lights – if it wasn’t
running our lights went out within an hour or two, due to
dead batteries. Chauncey Thomas would tear the
Delco plant down about every week or two to keep it
running. It lighted the Thomas brother’s homes, the
store, the warehouse, the storehouse, close neighbors
and the LDS Chapel.
The Delco plant had a motor run by gasoline that
charged twelve or fourteen batteries about the size of a
car battery. The motor generated the power that was
stored in the batteries. Then, we drew electricity out of
the batteries to light our house. In the middle of the
afternoon, we’d start the motor to charge the batteries
so we could have enough light that evening. In the winter, it took a lot of electricity. When the
lights would start getting a little low, we’d say, “Well, we’d better turn them off and go to bed.”
During the winter months as soon as the lake would freeze, Chauncey, Moroni and their
sons Martel and Nathanel, would saw blocks of ice from the lake south of town. These blocks
of ice would be stored in half of the building that the
Delco plant was in. They called it the ice house.
They would pile the ice in huge heaps and cover it
with saw dust for use during the summer months.
The ice was used for refrigeration also.
Information on the Internet today (2011): At
the time, one of Kettering's widely-known inventions
was the Delco-Light, a small internal combustion
generator with battery intended to provide a source
of electric illumination and mechanical power to
rural residents (mostly farmers) who were not yet
connected to the nascent electrical grid system.
The pictures are two different kinds of Delco battery systems that were run to get power
to homes in the 1920’s. I’m inserting both of these batteries as an example of what the
battery would have looked like.
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A visit with Jackie Mylar, daughter of Jack Hadley, May 2011 by Vickey Abbott:
Jackie told the story of her father cutting the ice from the lake and using a big claw like
metal tool that would grab the ice and bring it out of the lake after it was cut. You had to be
careful not to be caught underneath it. He told her that he was cleaning the ice house where
the ice was stored several years after it was no longer in use and found ice still frozen under
the saw dust.

Electricity finally came to Swan Lake in 1929: Belva Collection
The ice blocks and the Delco plant went bye-bye.
On 12 July 1929 there were 27 subscribers to the new electric lights at a cost of
$8,700. The subscribers were W. L. Carlson, L. J. Petty, Jr. Albert Walker, Daisey Martin, O.
E. Hendricks, Mr. Gambles, Norman Nisson, C. W. Thomas, William M. Thomas, Thomas Merc
Co. I and II, Mary E. Kay, W. H. Millard, School Dist # 3, P. C. Sorensen, Joe McKenzie,
Owen Kendall. W. D. Petty, D. K .Hillman, Leo Beckstead, George Matkin, William C. Gambles,
Seth Gibbs, Merle Henderson, Willard Hadley, Alma Hadley, and the LDS Church.
What a treat after bitch’s, candles, coal oil lamps, & gas lights, It was a great blessing.
We were tired of candles, cleaning lamp chimneys and pumping up the gas light, if we were
lucky enough to have one. We were forever having to add a new mantle as a miller, fly or a
finger accidently could destroy its delicate material. No more going down to the lake and cutting
blocks of ice and storing them in sawdust for future use.
After we got electricity, if it went off for any length of time, most people were in trouble.
Their water, milking parlors, no way to cook, no heat, could not pump gas, nor run a cash
register. The community became helpless, indeed.

A visit with Kim Thomas: by Vickey Abbott. Kim told me that Martel, his father,
said “The Coleman lantern gas that we use now, is about the same thing as when they went to
unleaded gas. It was similar to the change from the coal lantern to the gas cylinder lantern”.

Light:

by Margaret Thomas Marchant
Of course Swan Lake had no electricity for many years. We had coal oil lamps which
we carried from room to room. They gave off a yellow, smelly light and if the wicks were turned
up too high, the glass chimneys were blackened with smoke. To wash and polish those
chimneys was a task nobody liked, but they were cleaned every Saturday.
After a time, someone invented the pressurized gas light. There was a silver base for
gasoline and stop. On the stem were two white mantles protected by a beautiful white shade.
To maintain air pressure, a small chrome pump similar to an old tire pump, was inserted in the
base of the lamp. When the light dimmed, we just pumped it up. This lamp changed our lives.
We could see well with a simple lamp, and if we could avoid breaking the mantles, we had the
very best that could be provided in the area.
The store took on a new look. The lamps could be hung in convenient places, and the
church could be very well lighted. What a difference al light can make.
Uncle Chauncey and dad bought a small Delco Electric generator, to make power. This
machine was situated just behind or in, a part of the ice house. Eleanor says they partitioned a
part off and put it in the ice house. Anyway, the store, Aunt Marties house, our home and
Uncle Chauncey’s home were all wired for electric power. We had a single light bulb which
hung in the center of each room and one outlet in the living area. Electricity finally came as a
common commodity in larger towns, and Swan Lake was not to be left behind.
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In order to provide enough power to see us all
through the dark hours, it was necessary to run the
generator practically around the clock. The boys would
crank up the little engine, and chug chug, away it went.
We could hear it most any hour of the day or night.
Mother graduated from the old “sad irons” that
were heated on the coal range. Dad bought her a
beautiful gift – an electric iron. I shall never forget that
first ironing experience. There was no running from the
board to the stove and back again when the iron had
cooled. One could just stand and iron. All of us had to
iron something to try out the new miracle and it really
Storage shed today by railroad.
worked. It was unbelievable. Ironing was never more
This was probably similar to the
fun.
Ice house and Delco battery
The new electric system was not without its
shed then.
problems however. If mother, Aunt Martie and Aunt
Pauline ironed at the same time, there was not enough
power to carry the load, so the irons didn’t heat well. But the little Delco did its very best. It
chugged along day and night to keep everybody happy.

Heat for the homes: by Vickey Lee Abbott, taken from histories
The potbellied stove was the main source of heat for the homes when people started to
settle in Swan Lake. The homes had a range to cook on and all water had to be brought in
from a well and heated in a reservoir in the stove for baths. They would pour it into tubs for
bathing.
Homes started to be built early in 1920 along with the school and the
church and a coal furnace was installed. It was a lot of work to keep the coal
furnaces going: The following quote is from Jim Abbott’s funeral about him
keeping the coal furnaces burning. Jim was hired for this particular job while
going to college and I know many men had to do this for many years to keep
their homes warm.
Ted Perry Talk at Jim Abbott’s funeral, tending a coal furnace:
Quote “ He always tended furnaces. Some of us older ones remember
what a difficult job it was. If you put in too much coal, it gets too hot. If
you don’t put in coals at the right time, the house gets cold. If you take
the clinkers out too fast, you get cold because you don’t get all that
extra heat. If you leave them sitting in there, then the fire gets
smothered.” Jim faithfully kept those furnaces going during the time he
went to the University or to the college at that day. He also kept the
furnaces going in the church and his home.

Belva tells about Utah Power and Light:
Heber Allen was instrumental in helping get the lines extended from Swan Lake.
Pumps, lights and motors took over the tedious jobs and made living more pleasurable.
Today, if the electricity goes off for any length of time, most people are in trouble. Their
water, milking parlors, no way to cook, no heat, cannot pump gas, nor run a cash register.
People are helpless indeed.
We felt really blessed to get an all-electric church when it was built in 1971.
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History of Gas and Electricity Prices -1$ Per Unit
Type

1980 1990 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Natural
gas

3.68

5.80

6.06

6.34

6.94

6.82

6.69

7.76

9.63

7.91

9.52 10.70 12.84 13.76

Electricity
residential

5.36

7.83

8.40

8.36

8.43

8.26

8.16

8.24

8.62

8.46

8.74

8.90

2005

2006

9.45 10.40

More and more people are using gas to heat their house.

Power today, 2011, by Vickey Abbott: The power still goes off in our little community
frequently. Just this week we had a micro burst that blew down two power poles and most of
the community was out of power for about 12 hours and some for 24 hours. That seems like
an eternity when you are typing the history on a computer for the Swan Lake centennial book.
The farmers in the area that use electric power are put on a power saving plan for
using pumps for water lines to irrigate their crops. The homes in the area use a lot of power for
air conditioning and it’s a power surge plan. We get a notice from the power company every so
often during the summer telling us our power will be shut off for 5 or 6 hours on a certain day so
we can plan around the outage of power. We got a notice that the power will be off on July 7th
from 9:00a.m- 2:00p.m... Most of the dairy farmers have generators run by fuel to keep their
milking parlors running during a power outage. Many of the farmers have a gravity flow system
that works for irrigating their crops and do not use the electric pumps for irrigation.
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Medical Services for Swan Lake Community
Taken from Fay Merrill’s collection
Dr. Leo G. Burkett has been the only continuing doctor in Marsh
Valley for the past 28 years. This article written in August, 1979 He was
a native of Modesto, California. He graduated from the University of Utah
Medical College and took his internship at the San Joaquin hospital in
California. He was a major in World War II and commanded a bomb
squadron leading many missions over Germany.
Dr. Burkett served two terms as president of the Bear River
Medical Society and has been a consulting delegate to the American
Medical Association.
He was instrumental in getting guest speakers from Stanford
University for the BRMS and also in bringing specialists from Stanford to
area hospitals including Marsh Valley Hospital to assist in surgery and
consultation.
He has received offers to teach and was asked to come to Stanford University to help
set up a college for general practioners. He declined to continue his rural practice. .
At a special presentation honoring his service of 28 years, he said “I do not think things
have to be necessarily big to be good. We have the best little hospital in the world.”
Several from Swan Lake served on the Marsh Valley Hospital Auxiliary. Erma Abbott,
Doris Kay, and he delivered several children in Swan Lake and helped many patients from our
small little community during the time he was a doctor.
Several women from Swan Lake worked at this hospital for several years.

Today, 2011, several residents choose to go to Preston to their medical clinic and
hospital for their health care needs. Some choose to go further south into Logan Utah, or north
into Pocatello for medical care, especially if they needed a specialist. Some residents may
even go as far as Ogden or Salt Lake to get medical services.
Note: Many histories tell about the help of Ida Hadley as a nurse to help many in need of
medical help. She delivered many children as a Mid-Wife.. Her daughter, Carmen Westover,
said that she was called on all the time for help and her husband Jim was called on for help as
a veterinarian. Neither had professional training, but they knew how to do things to help those
in need. They were a great blessing in the lives of the people in Swan Lake.
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Water System
Compiled from Belva’s collection
Cottonwood creek water, springs and wells for culinary h2o.
People dug surface wells as a plentiful supply of underground water
in locality – then a square boarded kind with a covered top and a
bucket to draw the water by hand.
For years every one that lived here had their own source of
water, wells, springs, ditch water and etc. until it became a hassle
as well as unsafe and the water impure.
Sanitation became more and more a problem. In the late twenties
and early 1930’s. Chauncey and Moroni Thomas began exploring
the hills just east of town for a source of Spring water that could be
piped to town so we could enjoy the comforts of water in the house,
and bathroom facilities, etc.
After tromping the hills, a spring was located. The legal work had to be done and then
came the manual work. Trenches had to be dug, right of way through the farm lands was a
certainty and so it was on its way down the hill. William M. Thomas Jr., Jim Hadley and
Chauncey W Thomas worked long and hard to get the trenches dug and the pipes plumbed.
Horses and plows dug the biggest part. There was much sweat and tears shed and many
saying “ it couldn’t be done”, but Chauncey and Moroni knew it could be done and done it was.
That was just the beginning. Homes that wanted to be
hooked up had to be plumbed and cess pools had to be dug. What
a celebration we had when the water was turned on. We could turn
a tap for a drink, run water in a big porcelain tub for a bath and the
old source of toilet tissue, the Montgomery or Sears Catalogues,
were no longer useful for that purpose and were thrown away.
Years later the spring ( Hop Pender) as it was called,
became condemned and was replaced by a deep, deep well
pumped by electricity. The original reservoir was enlarged and
relined and a cement roof installed in 1948. There are between 15-20 subscribers. Not every
home was hooked up. There were only so many shares, so there weren’t any new homes
being built because of the water shares not being available, in town, at least.
1930 Chauncey and Moroni Thomas began the water system to bring spring water to
Swan Lake.
1948 The original reservoir enlarged, relined and a cement roof installed in the deep well for
the city water. Stopped water that was piped to Reservoir from Lester Henderson spring.
1953 Well drilled for culinary h20- 5 horse single phase motor installed. Bell & Larsen built
the pump house. All water discontinued from Hap Pender spring or Faucett spring. All water
being pumped.
1963 After many years, a 3 phase line was installed to the Swan Lake Elevator. Swan Lake
Culinary h2o system had a 7 ½ horse- 3 phase hollow shaft motor installed on our pump.
Automotive electric motors finally put on in the elevator so that the gas motor wouldn’t have to
be used.
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Saddle Shoppe
by Margaret Thomas Marchant
The doorway into Dad’s saddle and harness manufacturing department was in the back
of the store. There was a long bench, above which hung a hundred or more small tools, of all
kinds, and a rawhide hammer which was a long narrow cube of treated rawhide with which he
struck his small tools to imprint the leather. Only my dad could tell which tool was designed to
do what.
This area was fragrant with the odor of fresh wet leather, which sat in tubs of water,
waiting the touch of an artiste’s hands. There was the scent of dye and oils, which permeated
the area, and always there was a finished saddle or one in the process of being made, sitting
proudly a “saw horse.” Dad was a master of his trade and his saddles and bridles were known
over the western states, Utah, Idaho, Wyoming, Nevada and Colorado.
Patterns, cut from tough, heavy paper hung from pegs on the wall. Saddle skirts, horn
covers, stirrups decorations and all were hung where he could make a new and beautiful article
at any time.
Dad was indeed one of a kind. I can’t remember the time when the ends of his fingers
were not stained by brown dye. One time when we were commenting about it, he said,
“Someday I’ll wash them really clean, Till then, you’ll just have to imagine how they look,” Who
wanted to see them spotless? He had gifted, gentle, kind hands, so full of love.
I can still see my dad at his bench. From a big tub of water; he’d take out a large piece
of wet, thick cow hide. With a rounded knife , he’d slash it to the right size. He’d lay the piece
on the bench and begin, by sizing it up with his eyes. Moving it a bit one way or another, then
with a few quick strokes with a tool, magic began to happen. He could draw a horse’s head or
a deer’s head with antlers, and I could almost hear that animal snort. Bouquets of flowers
appeared like miracles, with his free handwork. He sometimes used a tool or two, but if he
chose, he would do it all free hand. As has been said before, he won the coveted prize at the
World’s Fair in Seattle for the best handmade saddle in 1904. This medal mother kept behind
the bottom panel of her piano. On occasions she would let us see it. . Nobody seems to know
just what became of it. But as children, we were always glad to realize what a great man our
father was.

Refrigeration - Ice House
by Margaret Thomas Marchant
One of my fondest memories is the old ice house, which was east of the store, just a
little to the south. It was a simple wooden building with a gabled roof and a front opening. As
the ice was piled in and insulated with sawdust all around the opening was boarded up. When
the building was filled, the only access was by ladder. I can still see big chunks of ice being
dropped to the ground. Once I climbed up the ladder just behind Uncle Chauncey. He
uncovered a big chunk of ice, then threw damp sawdust at me. The air was cool and delightful.
I ran around over the sawdust. Chauncey disappeared and called back that the ladder was
being moved—and I’d better hurry. You should have seen me come down that ladder.
The ice project was an annual occurrence. When the temperatures got really low, the
lake was checked for ice depth. When the time was right, the men took big saws, sleds,
lunches, firewood for a fire. Together they harvested ice for our wooden ice boxes and
summer ice cream.
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The Swan Lake Park and Pavilion
Compiled and written by Suzanne Hadley, Joyolin Henderson and Betty Gambles.
The Swan Lake Park and Pavilion, located on the south
side of the Swan Lake Church, is a wonderful addition to the
community. This project was first suggested by the Sunshine Club,
founded by Erma Abbot in April of 1973, in order to beautify the
grounds around the Swan Lake church house. Since then it
remains as an important contribution to the Swan Lake community.
The project was originally headed by Suzanne Hadley,
beginning in April, 1973. As part, she organized fundraisers in order
to earn money for the grass, trees, and materials for building of the
pavilion and park. Different fundraisers included: dinners, baked
food sales, a birthday calendar, and a quilt made by the members
of the Sunshine Club. Additionally, the Swan Lake Ward
Bishop Douglas
Sorenson & Suzanne
contributed to funding the project through the Church Park Fund
Hadley 1973
and the Swan Lake Elders Quorum.
In April 1974, work on the grounds began with the youth of
the community cleaning and preparing the lot for plowing and
planting. However, winter set in before the project could be
completed and was therefore put off. In May of 1976, Bishop Phil
Gambles wrote to the Department of Physical Facilities of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints asking for permission
to develop the lot, which was later granted. The Swan Lake
Elders Quorum played an important role in the completion of this
project. Men from the ward, led by Calvin Henderson (Elders
Quorum President), Kay Gibbs and Robert Hadley (Elders
Quorum Counselors), donated their time and equipment
Location of Park and
throughout the project.
Pavilion: Before
By May 27, 1976 the gravel for the foundation of the
pavilion was ready and the cement was poured for the pavilion. With the cement in place, the
pavilion was then constructed as well as seeding for the park was completed. With the
completion of the pavilion, the picnic tables were built, painted, and the electricity for the
pavilion was wired. The final cost of the park and pavilion totaled $1892.15 as well as the labor
and equipment donated by members of the Swan Lake Ward.

Constructing the Pavilion
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It was a wonderful day when the project was
completed and the community celebrated. On July 24,
1976, under the direction of the Swan Lake Elders
Quorum, the first community social was held in the park
and pavilion. Each family in the community assisted in the
potluck meal. All had a good time.
Today the Swan Lake Ward Park and Pavilion
stands not only as a beautiful addition to the church
grounds, but has been a place for the Ward and community
to gather for many parties, socials, and other projects. We
Plowing lot for seeding.
are very grateful for the forethought and enthusiasm of
those who contributed to this project. It has been a wonderful addition to the future generations
in Swan Lake.
Cal Henderson drove to Treasureton to pick up the metal swing sets and May Pole they
were giving away at their church. They are being used at the park by the pavilion for the
children to enjoy.
Time and equipment donated by:
Calvin Henderson
Robert Hadley
Darwin Sorenson
Ray Henderson

Kay Gibbs
Brent Abbott
Albert Nordick
Martel Thomas

Ned Gibbs
Steve Smith
Lynn Merrill
Max Kay

Painting Picnic Tables

Pavilion - Present
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Pavilion full of people on July 23, 2011 at the Swan Lake Centennial
Celebration above. The Maypole with the kids playing on it at the Celebration
2011. It was brought from the Treasureton school grounds.
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Transportation History 1900-2010
Compiled by Vickey from Belva’s collection, family photos, and research by Ashley Hirz.
The covered wagon was the first way of
transportation into the valley and then the smaller
communities started to upgrade their travel: Swan lake
history of conveyance:

Conveyance was the wagon
with a spring seat. If a neighbor
went along another seat or chair was
added. The white top buggy
followed, then the surrey with the
fringe on top. It had covering over
the wheels like fenders on a car. It
possessed a step to get in and two
lamps on the front.
It was changed to a sleigh
with runners in the winter.
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Courtship by
Horseback –
Postcard from
Swan Lake.
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In 1913, the first automobile came to Swan Lake. It was a Ford owned by Oliver
Millard. The other car, a Pierce Arrow, possessing an air starter was owned by J. R. Hillman.
At the present time including trucks there is an engine for almost every two people here.

Carma Westover tells
of the first car her mother, Ida
Hadley saw: Her mother was
standing on Ira King Hillman’s
porch with a few other teachers
from Swan Lake. Her mother was
a teacher at the time. They heard
a noise coming over the hill and all
of a sudden they saw their first
automobile. It was a Model T
Ford. Mr. Hillman said “Whew!”
you need two people to watch that,
one to see it coming and one to
see it going.” Her mother said it
was probably traveling 10-12 miles
per hour.

William Millard’s car Model T Ford 1918 paid $623.00

J.R. Hillman paid $7500, a lot of money
then, for his 1913 Pierce Arrow, high wheels,
lights on the fender, running boards. It took up
most of the room in the garage. He owned 4
Pierce Arrow’s and a custom built Hudson. He
drove until he was past
90.
Pierce Arrow 1913
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Note from Chella Petty’s
history: It was noted that when one of the
family had to be rushed to a hospital for
urgent care, they were taken in a car, but it
was like riding in a wagon and they felt
every bump distinctly.

The first motor vehicle seen by Margaret Thomas Marchant:
I shall never forget the first motor driven vehicle I ever saw. We had a family in town
with 12 children. They lived up the road in a two-roomed log house with a fabric ceiling and dirt
roof. They were considered to be poor people. But one Sunday morning Tom Waddoups
drove down the lane in a shiny new black Model T Ford complete with a bull horn on the
driver’s side: fancy curtains and two seats that sat high. They were slick and shiny. To start
this creature it had to be cranked with a big handle. Sometimes the machine kicked back. But
after a lot of sputtering and shivering it could be made to run—perhaps 12 miles per hour.
Everybody came out of the old school (church) house to take a look. The sight was
unbelievable. Horses tied at the hitching posts took a disgusted look, and went on eating their
portions of hay.
Mary Waddoups was my age, so we were in the same Sunday school class. We found
an excuse to leave and went out to the new automobile. Several boys had had the same idea.
We were all out there together. We climbed in and tried out the new seats, and finally dared to
squeeze the big bulk of the horn. What a blast! In a split second the car’s owner was out there
to protect his property and we were all instructed to go back to the meeting. This was an
introduction to the modern world of power driven wheels.
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History of Gas Prices
Year Gas Price Min. Wage
1920 $0.30 Cents/ Gal
1931 $0.10 Cents/Gal
1940 $0.18 Cents/Gal $0.30 Cents
1950 $0.27 Cents/Gal $0.75 Cents
1960 $0.31 Cents/Gal $1.00
1970 $0.36 Cents/Gal $1.60
1980 $1.35/Gal $3.35
1981 $1.20/Gal $4.25
1985 -$1.20
1990- $1.16
1995- $1.15
2000- $1.95
2005- $2.30
2008- Up to $4.00
2010- $3.63
2011- $3.70

About 1930

Booker Johnson’s Car
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LuDean Gibbs and Carol Heckert (child) in
front of Grandma Gibb’s home 1945.

Ray Henderson with his car.
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The bikes were in the Swan Lake Centennial Parade. –
Michelle Abbott on three wheelers at a birthday party with her friends at her home below – 1985.

Betty Gambles decided to get her a little 4
wheeler (side by side) to ride around town
in. We thought this was really cool and so
do her grandchildren - It’s the Y mobile
because they are great BYU fans.
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History of the Pickup truck research by Ashley Hirz
The pickup truck initially emerged as a daily utilitarian workhorse with few comforts. It was
known for its durability and dependability.
The 1981 4WD pickup carried a "Power Ram" nameplate instead.
The 1987 design was more streamlined, and maintenance items were made simpler.
Rear ‘antilock brakes’ were now standard.
The 1994 models brought several changes, including a driver's-side airbag.
A wide variety of body options were available: regular cab and super cab, standard or flare side
boxes, and short and long beds.
Recently, trucks have increased their size of bed in the back and are able to carry more things
and heavier items.

History of Cars
1978: Safe stopping distance decreased.
The first antilock braking systems (ABS) were developed for automobiles by German
manufacturers, Bosch. They first appeared in trucks and cars made by Mercedes-Benz.
ABS brakes to allow the driver to maintain steering control and to shorten braking
distances.
July 1, 1986- Seat belts were considered a secondary offense, which means that a
police officer cannot stop and ticket a driver for the sole offence of not wearing a seatbelt.
Manufacturers have acknowledged that oil reserves will dry up in the future. They’re
now developing engines that use more than one fuel source – hybrid engines.
Honda and Toyota initially introduced their petrol/electric hybrids to the Japanese
market, before releasing them in America and Europe in 2002.
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We have several widows
in the ward in their early 80’s
who drive a 4-wheel drive to
help them in the winter. They
can drive in snow & windblown
driveways instead of their
families pulling them out with a
tractor. These vehicles are a
real blessing to them. The car
to the left belongs to Joyolin
Henderson.
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History of Electric Cars
The idea and research of electric cars began back in the 1960’s.
During the 1980’s and 1990’s the demand for oil and gas increased in the United States
causing more of a dependency on gas.
By the year 2000 electric cars were on the market. The advantages to getting an
electric car are, they greatly reduce the amount of gas used while driving, they save people
money by getting down the gas bill, and they produce less pollution.
The newest addition to electric cars is hybrid cars. Hybrid cars use a gas burning
engine with an electric engine. This is good because not only can cars have enough
horsepower to go as fast as regular cars but they also save the world’s ozone layer and money
by burning less gas and
releasing fewer emissions.
Some particularly notable
advances in modern times are
the widespread of front-wheel
drive and all-wheel drive, the
adoption of the diesel engine,
and the ubiquity of fuel injection.

History of airplanes
1923 - First airplane was the Charles Lindbergh first flight.
By the 1980’s almost half of the total flying in the world took place in the U.S., and
today the domestic industry operates over 10,000 daily departures nationwide.
Air travel remains a large and growing industry – it facilitates economic growth, world
trade, international investment and tourism and is therefore –central to the globalization taking
place in many other industries.
During the first half of the 1990’s the industry suffered not only from world recession
but travel was further depressed by the Gulf War.
In 1991 the number of international passengers dropped for the first time. The financial
difficulties were exacerbated by airlines over-ordering aircraft in the boom years of the late
1980s, leading to significant excess capacity in the market.
Ticketless travel, new interactive entertainment systems, and more comfortable seating
are just some of the product enhancements being introduced to attract and retain customers.
De-regulation of the industry was followed quickly by new entrants, lower fares and the
opening of new routes and services to scores of cities. The growth in air traffic brought on by
deregulation's first two years ended in 1981 when the country's professional air traffic
controllers went on strike. Traffic surged again after 1981, adding 20 million new passengers a
year in the post-strike period, reaching a record 466 million passengers in 1990.
New Air carrier beginning service in August 1983 , American West Airlines.”
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September 11, 2001, terrorists used aircrafts as weapons in the most significant
terrorist attack in American history.
In November 2001, the Transportation Security Administration was introduced to handle
screening at all US airports. They installed bulletproof and locked cockpit doors.
Prior to the 1980’s passengers had to endure what could be many hours of recirculation
carcinogenic clouds. Only in the 80s did airlines begin to offer non-smoking sections on their
flight, and it wasn’t until the late 90s, after several lawsuits, that smoking was banned.
All airline ticket prices have gone through their share of changes throughout the history
of commercial air travel as well. Beginning with deregulation in 1978, competition among
airlines led to cheaper fares. The 2000’s have seen a surge in extraneous charges ranging
from carry-on bag fees, charges for meals, and blankets, to the more outrageous charges for
use of the bathroom, higher ticket prices for heavier passengers, and additional fees for sitting
in the first few rows of coach.
“Children under 2 years old will still be allowed to sit on their parents' laps when flying
on an airplane”, the government said in 2005.

Emily Dickinsen
I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence;
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference
Our journey had advanced;
Our feet were almost come
To that odd fork in Being's road,
Eternity by term.
Our pace took sudden awe,
Our feet reluctant led.
Before were cities, but between,
The forest of the dead.
Retreat was out of hope,—
Behind, a sealed route,
Eternity's white flag before,
And God at every gate.

Robert Frost
I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence;
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I -I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference
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Did you know?
by Vickey Lee Abbott

Did you know that the Relief Society sisters gave Fontella Sorensen a surprise birthday party at
her home during her first year of marriage? They were out in the yard and Alda Merrill chased
everyone with a live mouse.
Did you know that President Carter sent a card to Jim and Erma Abbott on their Golden
Wedding Anniversary?
Did you know Tom Danahy, the old man made us welcome and we stayed long enough to see
a family of chipmunks come when he called them, and there were rats as well? When we
asked about them, he said “they were there first, and he had no right to deny them their homes.
Margaret Thomas Marchant

Did you know that Max Kay was the cheer leader for the Swan Lake ward basketball team held
during the Christmas Holidays from 1972 to 1983? They won regional and area
championships. Everyone in town turned out to support their team!
Did you know Woodrow Sorensen and his friends, the Beckstead boys, would go up to Tom
Danahy’s cabin when they were hunting rabbits, the boys were about six years old, and peek
through the windows? The mice would run up the wire and down to the stove and climb from
the stove pipe. The mice ran and dipped their tails in the syrup can and one fell into the syrup
can on the stove. They told Tom and he said “Don’t scare them away, they are my pets. But
they said, “The mouse fell in the syrup”. He said “Oh that’s alright, I just dip it out”. Fontella
Sorensen.

Did you know that one day Edith Millard was visiting with Colleen Henderson, which happened
quite often? They were great friends. Edith was bent over in the kitchen checking something in
the oven and Scott, Colleen’s son, came upstairs to see what was cooking and gave her a soft
slap on the rear thinking it was his mother. Sandra Henderson
Did you know that buying a new straw hat was the one luxury Don Henderson always allowed
himself each spring as he started his farm work? One particular year things were really tight.
He didn’t think he could afford a new hat, so Helen, his daughter, went to town, picked one she
thought her dad would enjoy, took it to him in the field, and ask him ”What do you think?” He
put it on and drove off on his tractor with a big grin on his face; oh the simple pleasures of the
farmer!
Did you know that P. C. Sorenson had to get his citizenship before getting a homestead deed?
He needed 10 neighbors to sign papers saying that he would be a good neighbor before the
President of the United States would sign it and give it to him? Fontella Sorensen
Did you know Suede Carlson lived with the Lee Family in Oxford for a while as a boy, and
when Harold B. Lee became the prophet, Suede sent him a letter congratulating him?
President Lee wrote a personal letter back to him, addressing him as Suede and thanking him
for his letter.
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Did you know that, Don Henderson had refused to be the Grand Marshal of the Downey fair
parade for years? He said he wasn’t ready to pass on yet because he watched several men
who had been the Grand Marshal die within a year and sure enough within a year after Don
finally accepted that honor, he passed away with cancer. Helen DiViesti
Did you know Jacque’s grandpa, Leonard Carlson, loved thoroughbred horses and raised
many of them? If he heard about a horse that couldn’t be broke he would take a nice
thoroughbred and trade it for an old broken down horse that couldn’t be broke to have the
challenge of breaking it. He would tie their head underneath the back of the loader truck so
they couldn’t buck and he would break the horses. Jacque Carlson Christensen
Did you know that Fontella’s children loved that big red rock mountain above their home? The
children played there a lot and found many seashells; The Mountain was the dividing place of
the waters.
Did you know Betty Gambles had an Easter dinner planned for her family and since she had so
many guests not all could sit at the table? She planned on her little granddaughters and her to
sit at the bar. Her son in law, Scott, sat there grinning and wouldn’t let her sit there. Betty
became so frustrated she dumped her whole plate of food on his head, gravy and all. She said
she needed to repent.
Did you know when Helen Henderson was 6 years she lied to get a pair of glasses like her
sister, Berdean?
Did you know that Kristen Thomas’ (Marty’s wife) great grandmother, Vera Smith Jensen, was
a missionary companion to Dorothy Allen in Louisville, Kentucky in 1932?
Did you know that Suzanne and Kent Hadley’s sixth grandfathers back are the same person?
This information was found when searching their family history for this book.
Did you know Suede always called Jacque “John”? He used to put her down in the grain
storage to shovel the grain from the middle so they would have enough room for the grain.
They’d have to bring her up every once in a while to breath because it got so hot. She would
come up and say. “I’m not going to marry one of those sons of --------- farmers and work like
this! Suede used to always say “John, bankers are pretty hard to come by”. They always
laughed because Jackie ended up marrying a banker. Jacque Carlson Christensen
Did you know when Lynn Merrill was a young boy; he and his friends were playing under the
quilt at Relief Society? All the ladies had their purses by the side of the chair where they were
quilting and Lynn and his friends decided to dump everything out of each purse and put it into
someone else’s purse and get them all switched around.
Did you know when Darwin Sorensen was a young boy; he and his friends, Ricky Gibbs, &
Marvin Sorensen were out between Sunday school and sacrament meeting throwing
snowballs? Darwin picked up a snowball, threw it and hit the wrong person, Glenna Joy
Yearsley. She picked up a snowball and threw it back at him and he got a scotch blessing.
Did you know when Marty Gibbs worked in the store for Chauncey and Moroni Thomas? “She’d
wash the front windows and sing “Never was and never will be a constipated fly.”
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Did you know Marty Gibbs knew every sales person (drummer we called them) whoever came
by and every conductor that stopped to pick up fresh eggs while the trains were filled with water
at the big water tank? She knew exactly where to find everything and was a master at pleasing
people at the Thomas Merc. Margaret Thomas
Did you know one Halloween some members of the Merrill Bunch, as they were called, drove
into a back yard, hoisted up an outhouse on a sled, drove to the bank, dragged it to the top
landing, hung a sign on the open door that said, “Make Deposits Here,” and left?
Did you know Judy Centoni’s father, Lewis Cecil Villa, was a saddle maker in California and
when the Thomas Saddle business was for sale in Preston, he came from California to try and
buy it because of their fine reputation? Judy and Ron Centoni moved here many years later.
Judy Centoni

Did you know when Julia Matkin sold you a dozen eggs from her farm; you always received a
Bakers Dozen? Fontella Sorensen thought it was because she had 13 children.
Did you know when Brent Abbott was 7 or 8 years old he got up in sacrament meeting to play a
solo on the piano? It was a number from Bach, Beethoven and Braham’s. When he got up to
announce his number he said “I’ll now play the 3 B’s”. Lewis Merrill
Did you know when Lewis and Lynn were little boys they got their first beebee gun? Lewis said
“If you’ll let me shoot you first, I’ll let you shoot me”. He shot Lynn and then he ran up the hill
and Lynn never did catch him.
Did you know we have had several Student Body Presidents from Swan Lake? Max Kay
(Downey High), Tom Hadley (Downey High), Terrell Sorensen & Kristi Gambles (MVHS).
Did you know Lewis Merrill had the very same bone disease in his leg and the same leg as the
Prophet Joseph Smith had when he almost lost his leg as a young boy? Lewis recovered in the
Primary Children’s Hospital.
Did you know Steve Smith was helping Scott Henderson drill this spring? He got loaded and
went up to drill the field and as he started to drill – Scott noticed he was drilling Monte
Henderson’s field instead of Scotts. Scott came running and waving his arms to tell him not to
drill there. He hadn’t gone too far. Spring 2011.
Did you know the Downey Drug Store Soda Fountain was a special place for the young men of
Swan Lake to meet and court their wives? Colleen met Ray Henderson there when she was
working the Soda Fountain. He came in to get a license for his new car after the war. Laura
Nelson was working there when she met her future husband, Don Henderson.
Did you know that Margaret Sorensen was Miss Idaho in 1934?.
Did you know Bishop William Petty preached and sang many sermons at funerals and his wife
sang many sermons at funerals?
Did you know back in 1951, when Brent Abbott was nine years old, he was fascinated along
with everyone else in town when a dark grey hearse with black trim fenders and top came to
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town? It was the Bertha Cooper family visiting her parents, Jim and Ida Hadley? Claudine
Cooper Merrill, a daughter, explained “We were poor and a large family. We had many old
used cars during my growing up years. Dad was living in Hyrum at the time and working for
some farmer in the area. Our old DeSoto “died” and I guess that was the best he and mom
could afford. It seems like we had it for 1 ½ years… Then thank goodness the engine blew up
and we got another vehicle. I remember the summer we had it, we had just came back from
visiting Grandpa and Grandma Hadley… There was a rodeo in Hyrum. It was starting to get
dark and as we went past the rodeo grounds, some men came running out and stopped Dad.
There had been an accident with one of the participants and the men presumed our vehicle
was the ambulance from Logan…Out with all the children, some lady said she would look after
us, the injured person and 2 men got in the back and away they all went to Logan to the
hospital. Today I still cringe at that vehicle. The good thing though was everyone could have
their own seat. The seats were our own rolled up blankets.”
Did you know the Henderson Family was discussing how stubborn sheep were one day in their
home? Cal said “We ought to knock the sheep in the head” and Monte (a young boy) went out
and took a hammer to the sheep’s head.
Did you know that among L. J. Petty’s favorite memories were the years he was a member of
the Oxford brass band and orchestra as a Saxophone player? The orchestra had a contract to
play regularly at the old opera house in McCammon. The members would travel by horse and
buggy or would catch the noon train and return at 2 a.m. The time involved became too much,
so the band broke the contract.
Did you know Pearl George brought a large water bucket of eggs to the Swan Lake Merc to
trade for groceries? At settling up time the bucket got knocked over & eggs broken. Mrs.
George said some unkind words – Mr. C Thomas answered – we didn’t charge for the chickens
that flew away. Margaret Thomas Marchant
Did you know that Cheryl Thomas and Emily Leighton won the title of Jr. Miss from MVHS?
Did you know that the Nisson family had pigs and dairy cows and the pigs were seen milking
the dairy cattle on several occasions?
Did you know that Kent Hadley, on 9-11, drove his four-wheeler around on the near empty
Swan Lake in the mud and carved out the words “God Bless America”?
Did you know when Fontella Sorensen taught Lynn Merrill in first grade his mother, Alda, would
send him to school in clean clothes and when he left to go home he was as black as could be?
He knew every tunnel in the school and he climbed in all of them.
Did you know as I read many of the histories, several women lost their husbands in the war or
with the flu epidemic? They were hired to help with housekeeping chores by some of the
bachelors in town and several widows married the bachelors. I decided that must have been
because they were so busy working they had very little time to court a young woman and find
romance and this was a good solution for both of them.
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Did you know Grandpa Will Gambles was the custodian of the white school? When the kids
went out for recess, he would always be sweeping the floors. Grandpa Gambles always had
red geraniums plants above the windows in boxes and they would grow all through the winter
there.
Did you know all the men and boys in town wanted to go on the round up when they first
started having them in Cottonwood. Many still go today. The girls like to go too when they
can. It is a big thing in this community and has been for almost 100 years. (Earlier years, they
even stayed overnight to do it). Carmen Westover
Did you know that Lila Busenbark and Lucille Sorensen, married brothers from Oxford, Dale
and Bill Crochaw? They moved to Seattle and had a grocery business. Carmen Westover
Did you know that Florence Beckstead, Leo’s oldest daughter, lived in Kansas? She would
drive home in a car every year and we all liked her, so we would have a week of celebration
and visiting with her. Carmen Westover
Did you know that when they threshed the grain, and hired the machines to come in, all the
other farmers would help each other get the harvest done before the storms came? They
would sack the wheat and take it to the train to sell or store it. The women would go help the
other women cook for the men. It was a community effort. Carmen Westover
Did you know that when Jim and Willard Hadley lived up Stockton on their ranch, Jim had a
certain stallion that Willard, his brother, really hated? It made Bob Hadley laugh as he talked
about it.
Did you know that the women would always put a quilt on at each other’s homes and have a
quilting bee? That was their entertainment and lasted for almost 100 years.
Did you know that the women in Swan Lake organized a sewing club in the late 50, 60 and
70es? They played canasta and ate good food at the sewing club. One night Doris and Diane
Kay rode a horse to Twila Gibbs’ home in the middle of a snow storm because the car wouldn’t
make it, so they wouldn’t miss the party. Kay Gibbs thought that was crazy!
Did you know when they put on the Relief Society Bazaars; each lady would contribute
homemade articles and then sell them? They were self-sufficient. They used the money to
buy grain for the Relief Society Granary.
Did you know when Woodrow Sorensen was in first grade, his teacher; Thelma Gambles
taught him how to read?
Did you know in the autumn of 1898 Alphonse Brossard and King Hillman made a trainload of
cattle and had a successful trip with their wives? Alphonse and King Hillman took in the
Chicago World’s Fair, while Mary Brossard and Drusilla were satisfied just to visit the Omaha
Exposition. The Brossard’s and the Hillman’s talked of their experience on that trip for years
after.
Did you know that from the city which they shipped cattle they brought trunks of winter clothes
for all the family?.. They bought substantial things that not only looked good but also wore well.
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They bought one grey wool overcoat that three of Mary Brossard’s children wore until they
grew out of it and then it was given to a neighbor’s boy, who was glad to have it.
Did you know one day in early autumn a neighbor notified the Brossard family that one of their
cows was mired down in quicksand near the west Shore of Swan Lake? They took a good
team and wagon, two heavy ropes, a chain and some 2 x 8” planks twelve feet long. They
found the cow almost out of sight, and with only her head above water. The more she
struggled to get out, the deeper she sank and the tighter she was sucked in. They laid the
planks down from the bank toward her, lassoed her horns and attached the ropes to the
doubletrees to which the team was hitched. To avoid breaking her legs when the horses
pulled, they stood one of the planks on end under the rope near the cow so as to lift her up, as
well as toward the shore. It was all the team could do to raise her out of the tight mud on to the
planked floor and safely to shore. She was a bit stunned and weak, but with a few days’
recuperation she was okay and was released into the ranch field.
Did you know that Woodrow Sorensen served on the Grain Growers board? The men on the
board were: Vestal Jensen, Dale Koester, Tyndall Evans, and Emery Thomas was the
manager. Emery was married to Texie Whitt, Grandma Sorensen’s sister. The Martin
Thomas family lived in a big house on the corner behind the store. Fontella Sorensen
Did you know that Lynn Merrill once put his arm around Fay’s shoulder and when she looked
up at him he had a snake in his hand? Betty Gambles
Did you know that President Harold B. Lee talked at Jackie’s grandmother’s funeral and Jackie
sat next to him on the stand?
Did you know that on occasion the youngsters of the Brossard family went into the springs and
meadow streams, where they caught frogs and prepared the legs for their Mother to roll in flour
and fry in butter, a delicacy the boys ate with great gusto, although their mother and the girls
shuddered even at the thought of eating them?
Did you know that Ann Yearsley and I felt we needed one more special picture of the Swans to
put in the book this fall when they came back to the Lake? Ann said it had to be a clear sunny
day, no wind and lots of Swans on the Lake to get the best picture? On November 9th, 2011,
just before we took the book to the publisher, I got up and drove past the Lake on my way to
Water Aerobics and saw there were at least 100 swans that had finally arrived. There had
been only a few there the previous six days. The Lake was frozen over in places but it was a
perfect day. I called Ann and said, “This was the day!”. She took her camera, walked in a mile
into the lake, and spent an hour that morning taking pictures of them. One special picture was
taken, with help from on high to get the swans to fly that crisp autumn morning? It is entered
on the front cover by Ann Yearsley.
Did you know that Ed Olsen and his brother Vic (17) went out for their first hunting the day after
Thanksgiving in 1965 on the 26th in Cottonwood? Vic had an asthma attack and died? There
was lots of snow that year.
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Did you know our Swan Lake Centennial celebration was in July 23, 2011?
In 2011, July has 5 Fridays, 5 Saturdays, and 5 Sundays. This apparently happens once every
823 years! This is called 'money bags'.
Did you know: Earl Carlson’s son, Ray, said “dad would pack a shoe box with my clothes and
send me on the bus from Pocatello to visit my grandfather, Leonard Carlson for a week in
Swan Lake? I enjoyed coming down to visit my grandfather.” Ray Carlson
Did you know when Eugene and Gary Yearsley were young boys living down on the South
Abbott Ranch they turned the fuel tank on and ran out the diesel and gasoline on the ground?
They got a whipping from their Dad.
Did you know that when Grandma Waddoups came to Swan Lake on Memorial Day to
decorate graves she always make a trip to the Lynn Merrill farm and ask permission to sit on
the steps of their machine shed, which was her original homestead home moved from the
mountain? She would gather and tell her grandchildren about when she grew up in that home.
Did you know that three of William Charles and Anne Mathea Millard’s daughters from Swan
lake, Ada, Ethel and Lillia married three Kendall brothers Joseph, William and David from
Oxford?
Did you know as I received the histories I noticed many families had the tradition of kneeling by
their chairs at the table to say the blessing and have family prayer on a regular basis?
Did you know when we printed a copy of the first draft of the family volume there were two
pages skipped in the printing? When we checked it, we found that a family was missing from
the PDF file. There were angels watching to make sure we put that family in the history.
These kind of miracles happened every day while compiling this history.
Did you know as I observed the Centennial Celebration of the Swan Lake Ward on Saturday,
July 23, 2011, the families gathered in groups together all over the park and church yard? They
walked back and forth visiting their friends and neighbors who had come from near and far, but
eventually settled back in their families. Families helped each other with all of the activities that
were held that day. As I reflected on this wonderful event, I decided that it was a little bit of
heaven on earth that day and that we would probably gather the same way when we all see
one another again in that final reunion with our Heavenly Father. I’m so grateful to be able to
live here in this peaceful little town and to be able to get to know all of you a little bit better
through gathering the information for this book. It has been my great pleasure and blessing to
do this. I want to thank each of you for your patience and
kindness to me throughout this entire year. I have truly learned to
love all of “You Dear Hearts and Gentle People Who have Lived
in Our Home Town”. May the Lord bless and keep each of you
safe in his loving arms is my sincere prayer.

With love,

Vickey Lee Abbott
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Swan Lake Centennial Reunion Celebration
Written by Betty Gambles
The day of Saturday, July 23, 2011, will long be remembered by many. This was the
day Swan Lake Ward had their Centennial Reunion celebration. They were celebrating the fact
that 100 years ago on May 28, 1911, Swan Lake became a Ward of the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints. Before this, they had been a branch of the Oxford Ward.
It was decided by Bishop Brad Gambles and his counselors, Glen Merrill and Neal
Gibbs, months before that this glorious occasion needed to be recognized and celebrated.
They appointed Brent and Vickey Abbott to be the Chairs of this occasion. It was a momentous
task but they accepted and did an excellent job. They appointed committees to handle different
aspects of the reunion; food, parade, program, parking, antique display, games, photos, etc.
Most everyone in the ward had an assignment of some sort.
The day of July 23rd was chosen because Swan Lake always celebrates Pioneer Day
and this would be in conjunction with that. It was a beautiful day. It had been suggested that
the people bring their own shade because it can get hot in July and many did. There were
canopies put up all around the church with many taking advantage of the shade from the trees
and the pavilion. There was a big canopy put up in the parking lot which covered the lunch
area. Monte and Jenifer Henderson were in charge of the lunch. They had much appreciated
help from their family members. They reported that they initially put out 450 paper plates and
all were gone and had to put out some more. It was estimated by Brent and Vickey that there
were approximately 550 who had attended the Reunion. Brent and Vickey had done a superb
job of contacting former ward members and anyone who had a connection with Swan Lake so
there were many of those who attended. Ann Yearsley had designed a Web Page and also put
it on Facebook to get the information out about the celebration to everyone. Vickey sent out
many e-mails.
On the day of the celebration there was a registration table manned by the Abbott family
for all to register and get name tags. They also could donate for the lunch and if they wanted
they could order a history book that was going to be published.
The celebration began with a parade at 10:00 a.m. Swan Lake Ward had not had a
parade for several years but it had in years gone past so it was decided there would be one at
this celebration. David and Stephanie Bosen were put in charge. They assembled at the old
Millard home on the corner and went East around the block, pass the church house, in front of
Thomas Merc and back to the Millard house. It was a fine parade and everyone enjoyed it so
much that it was decided they would go around twice so all could be sure to see the many
floats and entries. It began with a car from the Bannock County Sheriff followed by the Boy
Scouts carrying the United States flag, the Idaho State flag and the troop flag. Next came the
Grand Marshalls of the parade; Robert and Gwen Hadley and Douglas and Wilma Sorensen
being recognized as the oldest men of the ward who also had been born, raised and lived their
entire life in Swan Lake. They looked dapper in a convertible donated by West Motor Co. This
was followed by a horse-drawn wagon with the rest of the celebrities in it. Then there were
many other entries. Following the parade everyone gathered at the pavilion where the opening
prayer was given by Ted Gambles. Steve Smith then gave a talk honoring the veterans of the
wars then the Boy Scouts hoisted the flag and everyone repeated the Pledge of Alliance.
Following this there was a program in the church house. The Stake Presidency had given their
permission to have it in the chapel. Two hundred and ninety-five chairs had been set up in the
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chapel and cultural hall and it was full to capacity. The former Bishops and wives and the older
couples of the ward were honored by reserved seating at the front with senior citizens only
allowed in the chapel area. Brad Gambles was the MC and welcomed everyone. The opening
and closing songs were the same ones sung at the first meeting held after Swan Lake was
made a ward; Guide Me Oh Thou Great Jehovah and Oh Ye Mountains High. Jan Gibbs led
the singing and Mary Thomas was at the organ. Brad introduced the older couples and the
former Bishops. Lorie Gambles had made corsages for the ladies and boutonnieres for the
men. The former Bishops were introduced and presented with a cute shirt indicating which
Bishop they were. Then there was a DVD presentation about the history of the ward which was
made up by the program committee who were Betty Gambles and Joyolin Henderson with the
help of Ann Yearsley, although Shauna Gambles Jolly narrated it and was instrumental in
putting it together. Then Brent and Vickey Abbott were called on to give remarks about the
experiences they had being in charge of this Reunion and compiling the history information.
Kim Thomas and his granddaughter Samantha Doney then sang the song Dear Hearts and
Gentle People accompanied by Mary Thomas.
A surprise presentation was next. It had
been decided in Relief Society one Sunday that
we should make a centennial quilt since the
Swan Lake sisters used to love to quilt and did so
much of it. Mary Thomas designed and marked
it, which took 40 hours. It had images of the
historical buildings of Swan Lake surrounded by
Swans, 36 total. It was quilted by the sisters and
it took six weeks and hundreds of hours to
complete it. Brent and Vickey were very
surprised when the Bishop presented it to them in
appreciation for everything they had done and
were still doing to be able to have this Centennial Reunion. Closing remarks were given by
Bishop Alan Kay and Stake President Randy Buxton. The closing prayer was by Glen Merrill.
After the program lunch was served by the Monte Henderson family and the visiting
continued. Many were happy to see friends that they had not seen in years. Many pictures
were taken by everyone and especially Ann Yearsley who had been put in charge of pictures.
There was an antique display set up in the Relief Society room. Also a display showing
pictures of the many military veterans from our ward. Peggy and Darwin Sorensen was the
committee in charge of the antiques with Ann Yearsley the one who honored the veterans.
During the afternoon there were games for the children with the Kay Family in charge.
A candy cannon exploded candy all over the church yard for the children but scared a few of
the adults with its noise.
It was a beautiful reunion. The weather cooperated and there were many who
expressed how glad they were that they made the effort to be there and to be able to see and
visit with old friends. There was a lot of reminiscing going on. As President Monson once said
“New friends are silver, but old friends are gold.”
Our special thanks to Shauna Jolley and Betty Gambles for the wonderful slide show
presentation!
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Primary Kids in the Centennial Parade

Raising of the flag by the Swan Lake Scouts

Children playing on the water slide.
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Scouts present the flags- Robert Doney, Kayl
Clinton, Trason & Jordan Henderson

Grand Marshalls of the parade; Robert and Gwen
Hadley and Douglas and Wilma Sorensen

David, Stephanie & Baily Bosen, Joyolin
Henderson, Orin & Gwen Hatch

Oxford Mountain Ranch driven by
Savannah Beckstead.

Primary Children on their bikes and 4 wheelers

BreAnna Sorensen, Sloan Gibbs, Bryce and Bryan

Samantha and Ken Doney

Trevyn Hadley pulling the Birthday Cake
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Hadley Family Float, - Jennifer &
Trace Hadley & Jessica Murray

Gambles Float - Jessica Jolly Jackie, Nykell, Lila,
Jayden, Lillie, Angie and Katie Gambles

Dianne Kay, Jeanine and Marsha for Kay Ranch

Jake, Justin and Tyler Kay

Abbott Family Float driven by Scoltt Jones with all
14 grandchildren

Thomas Merc Float –Jerry & Kim (Doney) Cook
with Lisa Thomas & Garrett on the float

Colter Pugh and McCoy Henderson

Vickey Abbott & girls registering everyone
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Scouts raise the flag and lead the Pledge

Steve Smith honoring Veterans.Brent Abbott
annonced the parade.

Polly & Lael Abbott

Gene & Barbara Sorensen

Marilyn Child, Hal Luke, Barbara Gambles Luke,
Cathryn Luke Gambles

FR -Florence Petty Condie, Maxine Hymas, ?,
BR - LaPrial Wixam & Husband, Larraine?

Unkown

Janet, Adrienne, Sylvia Valdez
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Ryan & Jennifer Hadley

Lewis & Harriet Roberts

Paula, Eugene, Van, Linda, Lee, John, Emilee,
Byron Martin Family

Delise Herem, Helen Henderson, Rochelle
Westover Findlay, Idona Henderson, Roy
Henderson, Carol Porter, Hope Kelley

Peggy Henderson Thomson, Lauralee Sorensen Hart, Delise Yearsley Herem, Helen Henderson
DiViesti, Rochelle Westover, Idonna Henderson Burnham, Carol Henderson Porter, Hope Yearsley
Kelly, Ja nice Henderson Cooper, Marsha Kay Inglet, Cheryl Thomas Packard, Cindy Lu Kay Weaver
As sisters in Zion, we’ll all work together; The blessings of God on our labors we’ll seek.
We’ll build up his kingdom with earnest endeavor; We’ll comfort the weary and strengthen the weak.
The errand of angels is given to women; And this is a gift that, as sisters, we claim:
To do whatsoever is gentle and human, To cheer and to bless in humanity’s name.
How vast is our purpose, how broad is our mission, If we but fulfill it in spirit and deed.
Oh, naught but the Spirit’s divinest tuition, Can give us the wisdom to truly succeed.
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Brent & Vickey Abbott Family

Jalene or Debra?, Darin, Harry, Elva Hazel, Logan,
Landon Gambles

Sheryl Henderson, Dan & Dorthy (Petty)
Henderson, Vera Jean (Petty) & Con Housley

Louise Wathall, Beth Osborn, Annie Matkin Stone,
Lazelle Matkin, Al Osborn, George Matkin is sitting
in the background with a hat on.

Ross & Marilyn (Gambles) Child
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Lynn Merrill Family

Matt Henderson & Bracken Yearsley

Nadine Jones, Sterlilng Brangham & Justin Kay

Tamara Leighton, Jackie Heckert Cranor & Addison

Dianne Kay & Polly Abbott

Gambles Family
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Primary children

Primary children in a sack race

Candy Cannon

Erma Abbott’s Antiques

Ira King Hillman Antiques, Friendship quilts from the
Podium & Sacrament bench from old church,
Kay Families
antique tools from Carlson family, Moroni Thomas’
saddle, Friendship Quilt

Veteran’s Display

100 Year Birthday Cake made by Carol Henderson
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Centennial Quilt, 2011
Mary Thomas designed the quilt
and put it together which took over 40
hours. Each of the 36 swans took at
least an hour and they all have an
individual personality. The centennial
buildings from the community are quilted
on it and the women spent five weeks or
more to quilt it and finish it. The patterns
on the quilt are the lst log cabin school
on Gooseberry, red brick school at end
of the lane, elementary school block, old
post office, blacksmith shop, water
tower, lst church, new church, old
Thomas Merc, and Thomas Merc today.
It was quilted on tricot with a cream color and blue on each side. The quilt was presented to
Brent & Vickey Abbott as a gift from Bishop Kay and Mary Thomas at the Reunion. It was a
wonderful surprise, and will be a cherished gift and used in our home.
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POEM SUBMITTED BY CARMEN WESTOVER WRITTEN ABOUT SWAN LAKE IN
ABOUT 1960 OR 1970’S:

HOMETOWN
By Carmen Hadley Westover
I remember country living
In a town so very small
That if you didn’t pay attention,
It wasn’t there at all.
The people all were giants,
Not in stature, but in deeds.
There were family, friends, and neighbors
Who filled each other’s needs.
We had time to pick the flowers
In the meadows, on the hills,
We chased cows and rode the horses,
Life was full, but had few frills.
We all knew the constellations,
We saw pictures in the sky.
We saw rock chucks, squirrels and lizards,
Snakes and skunks with tails held high.
We all loved the three-roomed schoolhouse
Where we learned our ABC’s.
We could diagram a sentence,
We could count by eight’s or three’s.
We learned about our country,
Our heroes lived and breathed
Paul Revere, Abe Lincoln, Franklin,
And Washington on his knees.
We learned about our maker
Who helped to make men’s dreams come true,
Who had time to guide our nation,
But was there for me and you.
This wonderful poem written by Carmen Hadley Westover was donated for the
Oxford-Swan Lake portion of the Bannock County Centennial Book. In the hurry and
enthusiasm of compilation, it ended up for a different town in 1993. We share it now with many
thanks to Carmen.
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ADDENDUM TO DID YOU KNOW:
DID YOU KNOW: I read in the histories of so many Trousseau Tea’s that were held
before a couple got married? That was the tradition in those days instead of a
reception. They would have those for the bride before the wedding and we have
showers today
DID YOU KNOW: Ron Centoni used to organize a pack trip every fall for several
families and their boys? The John Probst family and Orrin and TJ, The Alan Kay
Family, Jake, Justin, Cory and Tyler, The Dave Pugh Family, their boys , Kayden and
Colter, Scott Henderson and McCoy. Judy would cook lots of good food before they
left and her specialty that everyone loved were her pies. Her key lime pie was a
lifesaver for the Colter Pugh when he got hypothermia on one of the trips

In Remembrance
Paul Danielson was born September 21, 1965 in Bountiful, Davis County, Utah.
He passed away on February 17, 2012 in Swan Lake, Bannock, Idaho.

Addendum to Page 173 – The Relief Society Organization

This membership card was given
to every Relief Society sister who
had paid her dues each year.

Until the year 1898 funds needed to carry on the
functions of Relief Society had been obtained
from the Stakes. October 1898 this plan
changed. An “Annual Day of Relief Society”
was instituted. The 17th of March was kept as a
memorial to the Society and each member
would pay 10 cents into the treasury. As years
passed this fund was found to be inadequate
and the manner of collecting was unsatisfactory.
March 1914 dues were raised to 25 cents and in
1920 they were raised to 50 cents. Stakes
would get 25 cents and the remainder was left in
the Wards for their own use. In 1942 Wards
kept 10 cents. Stakes 15 cents and the General
Board got 25 cents. Dues were discontinued in
1971. In 1974 every L.D.S. woman was a
member of the Society and her name was
placed on the roll. Until this time they had the
decision to be on the roll or not.
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Addendum to page 424: Farmers Grain Coop Elevators History:
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We would like to recognize and give special thanks to Vickey
Lee Abbott and Ann Yearsley for the countless hours that they
voluntarily contributed to the compiling and editing of the
book.
Swan Lake Centennial Committee
Swan Lake Ward Bishopric

Notes
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